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OVERSIGHT HEARING ON THE NATIONAL AS-
SESSMENT OF EDUCATIONAL PROGRESS
(NAEP)

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 13, 1991

Housz OF REPRESENTATIVES
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY,

AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION,
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

Washington, DC
The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 9 a.m., Room 2257,

Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Dale E. Kildee [Chairman]
presiding.

Members present: Representatives Kildee, Martinez. Sawyer,
Good ling, and Gunderson.

Chairman KILDEE. The Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary,
and Vocational Education will come to order.

The subcommittee meets today for the first of several hearings
on educational testing. Today's hearing focuses on the National As-
sessment of Educational Progress.

As the only federally mandated assessment of student achieve-
ment, NAEP has become the focus of much attention in the nation-
al testing debate. Today's witnesses bring a high level of expertise
and will advise us regarding NAEFs importance as a national as-
sessment tool and what changes the committee might consider in
the future.

Today's testimony will also provide a foundation for uamorrow's
hearing when the subcommittee will examine the pros Lnd cons of
national testing generally.

Certainly the question of what, if any, NAEP's role should or
will be is an integral part of this discussion. I had hoped that the
administration would provide a witness this morning to explain
how NAEP is administered, and while the Department of Educa-
tion declined at this time the subcommittee's invitation to testify,
it is my understanding that Secretary Designate Lamar Alexander
has a greht deal of interestwe know thatin educational testing.

I am informed that he would like to testify on NAEP himself at
some later point, and I look forward to that testimony.
,My opening statement will be brief this morning. I turn to my

friend and the ranking Republican member of the com:mittee and
also the ranking Republican member of the full committee, Bill
Good ling of Pennsylvania.

(I)
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Mr. GOODL1NG. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to com-
mend you for calling the hearings today and tomorrow on the im-
portant topic of educational testing and assessment.

With national goals, national tests, and national curriculum, and
last year the big kick war, national certification of teachersall
these great things we are going to do to improve educationbeing
discussed seriously across the country, it ts important that this
committee become actively involved in this area.

I would like to put into the record, and read it into the record, a
statement of my Secretary of Education back in the State of Penn-
sylvania in a letter that he wrote, and I won't say to whom he
wrote the letter.

"If the speed of the invitations to give testimony on national test-
ing indicates interest, as you suggest, it also indicates a pell mell
rush to jump on a band wagon. I do not have time to develop my
response beyond the following bullets but wish to have my con-
cerns on record.

The principles of restructured educationflexibility, changed
student-teacher roles, classroom based management, et cetera
cannot be accomplished for the long term cast against a national
testing program. I don't care how sensitively it is constructed and
administered; it will ultimately drive our education train, not just
guide and inform it.

There is in my mind little or no relationship between the im-
provement of student learning and a national testing program.
There is a relationship between student performance on national
standards and a national testing program, but they are not the
same thing. National testing is the wrong way to go if we believe
that schools are places for learning, not sorting kids into successes
or failures. No matter what is intended by such a program, I be-
lieve one inevitable result will be to place academic value signs on
individual children. The attached article states many of my
thoughts on the issue."

I just want to read one or two of those.
"Yes, everyone is concerned about the quality of our schools, and

yes, everyone wants more accountability from our schools, but
there is already a multitude of national standardized tests. How
will yet another national exam help improve elementary and sec-
ondary education? The Ford Foundation reported recently that
mandatory testing consumes some 20 million school days and the
equivalent of $700 million to $900 million in direct and indirect ex-
penditures annually, an enormous cost and use of classroom time
that could be spent on skill development.

Here are seven reasons why national tests won't improve our
schools. One, they do nothing tr) help students learn. Two, they are
poor indicators of student performance. Three, they provide no in-
depth assessment of the curriculum in a particular school district.
Frnir, they encourage teaching to the test. Five, they categoi ize and
labe! students. Six, they are racially, culturally, and socially biased.
Seven, they measure trivial information easily tested by multiple
choice."

I would tell you, Mr. Chairman, this Secretary has a pretty good
reason for being rather concerned. His predecessor in my State had
the grand idea that we would test all the public school children,
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and then we would rate the schools according to the test results
and come up with this magnificent idea that a school district in
western Pennsylvania is number one in the State of Pennsylvania.

Of course, I supervised student teachers in that school district
many years ago. If it isn't number one, they sure aren't getting
their money's worth because, number one, they have probably
double per pupil expenditure than many other school districts in
the State of Pennsylvania.

This isn't the fault of a State formula. It is just that they add to
what they get from the State and are willing to pay, and can easily
pay much, much more.

Then, secondly, every parent is a college graduate, many of
whom have Ph.D.'s, and thirdly, those children by the time they
open their eyes or even before, the demand that the parents place
on excellence from their children as far as education is concerned
and from the schoolsI mean, it is just automatic so that is why
you would get his real concern about whatever it is we may be
doing as far as any kind of national test is concerned.

Sorry I took that much time, but I thought it was important. I
may not be here tomorrow to get all those comments in.

Chairman KILDEE. No, I appreciate very much your opening
statement, Mr. Good ling. It is very helpful to the committee and
our own personal conversations have always been very helpful to
me.

Our panel this morning will consist of Dr. Herbert J. Walberg,
board member, National Assessment Governing Board, Chicago, Il-
linois; Dr. Daniel M. Koretz, Senior Social Scientist, RAND Corpo-
ration, Washington, DC; Dr. Robert L. Linn, Professor, University
of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado; and from my own State of Michigan
Dr. Edward D. Roeber, Supervisor, Assessment and Accreditation,
Michigan Department of Education, Lansing, Michigan.

If they would step forward, and if they would testify in the order
in which I called their names or any order they may have devised
among themselves.

Dr. Walberg, though, will lead oft

STATEMENTS OF HER3ERT .1. WALBERG, MEMBER, NATIONAL AS-
SESSMENT GOVERNING BOARD, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS; DR.
DANIEL M. IC AIETZ, SENIOR SOCIAL SCIENTIST, RAND CORN/-
RATION, WA3HINGTON, DC; DR. ROBERT L LINN, PROFESSOR,
inevEnrry OF COLORADO, BOULDER, COLORADO; AND DR.
EDWARD D. ROEBER, SUPERVISOR, ASSESSMENT AND ACCRED-
ITATION, MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT or EDUCATION, LANSING.
MICHIGAN
Dr. Wiu.sziaa, Mr. Chairman, let me express my appreciation for

the opportunity to testify before this committee. I would like to re-
quest that my full written testimony be made part of the record.

Chairman KnmEz. Yes, without objection you may summarir& in
any fashion you wish.

Dr. WALMERG. Thank you. I will try to be brief, but I have been
asked by staff to give an overview of the National Assessment, and
I will try to do that as quickly as I can.
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As you indicated, my name is Herb Walberg. I am a professor of
education at the University of Illinois at Chicago, and one of my
areas of specialty is testing and measurement.

I think, as you know, the National Assessment is our only na-
tionally representative assessment of what American students
know and can do. It has a 20-year record of providing what we
hope is useful information to educators, the public, parents, and
others that are concerned about how our nation is doing in terms
of the standard school subjects such as reading, mathematics, sci-
ence, and even adult literacy as well.

My remarks this morning will give something of an overview,
but I would like to stick pretty much to board policy. If any ques-
tions come up, I would be glad to give my own personal view, but I
would like to represent what our board has been doing and what
we have been considering.

The main purpose of the National Assessment is to improve our
nation's schools by making objective information available about
student performance in select -W learning areas, available to policy-
makers at the national, regional, State, and local levels.

We report on students at roughly ages 9, 13, and 17 which corre-
spond to grades 4, 8, and 12. I think it is important to recognize
about the National Assessment that not only has it been providing
this information, I think, with considerable utility to educators,
policymakers, legislators, and others, but it does this in a way that
minimizes testing time.

Although people think sometimes that the National Assessment
involves mass testing, there ere design features in the National As-
sessment especially having to do with sampling that enables us to
restrict this to very small numbers of students, and we have never
proposed to do mass tests of a whole State or the whole Nation.
Other groups are now proposing that, but we have never done that.

Lik ;.. national public opinion surveys such as the Gallop Poll in
which, st.y, about 1500 people can provide a reasonably good esti-
mate of what Americans are thinking, we by taking small, repre-
sentative samples can make a very good estimate of what our stu-
dents are doing from a national standpoint.

We also make considerable effort to minimize the student testing
time for an individual student. We do not take more than an hour
of any individual's test time so we have a considerable amount of
effort to do that.

One of our main roles, unlike almost any other testing program
in the United States, is implied in one of the terms that we use,
"progress." We a-e very interested in measuring national trends
over time. That exibles us to find out if students are improving or
not improving, what kinds of students, and in the past we had re-
gional assessments of different parts of the country.

As you know now, by Congressional legislation we are testing
specific States that want to participate in the program on a strictly
voluntary basis. Roughly 40 States participate on that voluntary
basis on the first round, and in the second proposed round another
40 have also voluntarily chosen to participate in the new assess-
ment.

The role of the National Assessment Governing Board is to be
the policymaking board. The board sets policy with respect to such
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things as the frequency of the assessment, the subjects that will be
tested, and certain design features.

There is a three, or tripartiteit is a governing structure in
which the board sets policy. The National Center for Educational
Statistics as a part of the United States Department of Education
gives oversight and monitoring of that policy, and then there are
contract grants and other contractual arrangementa. The vendors
carry out the actual work. Under the 1988 reauthorization Con-
gress created this tripartite structure.

One of the things that I think is particularly important and may
be of interest to you as you consider national testing, particularly
with respect to the National Assessment, is the independence of
the board. That has been a matter of some concern to us.

The board, in its Congressional foundation, emphasized that it
was an independent board. It consists of two governors, two State
legislators, three teachers, a secondary school principle, an elemen-
tary school principle, a local and State superintendent, two curricu-
lum specialists, two testing specialists, one non-public school ad-
ministrator, a representative of business and industry, and three
representatives of the general public so it is very nittch of a general
board, and the idea of this board, we think, in the Congressional
legislation was to keep it separate from the Department of Educa-
tion and various kinds of special interest groups that might have a
special agenda with respect to national curriculum.

Two of the chief things that we have been working on since the
inception were mandat ed by the Congressional legislation. One of
the most important is what we call a consensus process.

In order to come up with an examination that is fair to students
in different parts of the country, we try to gather together groups
that would have a special expertise: teachers, other educators,
people in business and other fields, that formulate a prescription or
goals about what should be taught, and this is a very painstaking
process. It takes a lot of information and analysis to look at all the
new curricula that are being tried out in American schools and
come up with a consensus on what ought to be in that test. So it is
a very painstaking process, and we have been working very careful-
ly to make a faithful representation of what is actually being
ta ht in American schools.

e other big effort that we have been making since our incep-
tion is to set achievement levels, and again this was bywe were
asked to do this in the Congressional legislation.

In the past 18 or 19 years, the National Assessment simply re-
ported on how students were doing such as the averages of stu-
dents in various parts of the country, but for the first time we have
been asked to set standards and so we have gotten groups similar
to this consensus type groups, educators and people from other
walks of life in the United States, to say not only how the students
are doing but how well they are doing, so for the first time we will
have national standards.

We have tried this out for the first time so we will be able to say
what percentage of our students are actually proficientproficient
meaning, in general, that they are able to go on to the subject
matter of the next grade levelso we will be able to say how many
of our students are able to do that, taking it somewhat beyond
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that, and I could go into more detail later if that is of interest to
you.

We have conducted particularly this first round, and especially
with respect to State comparisons very much on a trial basis. It is
called trial in the legislation, and we are doing this as an experi-
ment. We are trying to get through the voluntary 40 States that
are participating an estimate of how each State is doing, and then
we will be comparing the States, not only with respect to the aver-
ages of the different States but with respect to whether they meet
these standards.

We hope that this will be useful to people in load school dis-
tricts, to States, and in the Nation, particularly not only to know
how well they are doing but what characteristics of their programs
may be accounting for the differences between the States.

To give an example, if we had 10 States that had, let's say, effec-
tive homework policies, for example, or particular types of teacher
training programs, we would like to know how well those States
have done in comparison with other States. We would not be able
to conclude with certainty that certain policies caused those things,
but people would provide one source of information on whether
some of their policies appear to be effective or not.

And as you know, because of the extraordinary interest in educa-
tional reform and since 1983 with the publication of A Nation At
Risk, many States on a State basis are trying some extraordinary
policies of one kind or another, and they would like to see how
they would rank, so that is the interest in these types of compari-
sons.

We would like to take two further initiatives, and perhaps might
be considered in further legislation. This is fully described in the
documents that I have submitted to the committee, but we ,vould
like to authorize further State assessments.

We have done the firstwe have plans, conducted the first as-
sessment and the second has been authorized, but we would like
authorization, since there has been a keen interest in this, ifand
I should mention, too, that our work is being carefully evaluated
and assessed not only but by various other groups, the National
Academy of Education, the National Center for Educational Statis-
tics, and there has been a lot of interest in the scholarly communi-
ty and the public policy community in how well these things are
doingwe would like authorization if these steps that we are
taking to make State comparisons are successful, we would like to
continue them further and continue to improve them.

A second point that we would like to bring before you is the pos-
sibility of conducting the National Assessment on an annual basis
rather than a biennial basis. We think because of the extraordi-
nary amount of interest, certainly in Congress but also by the edu-
cational summit of President Bush and the governors that have
stated national goals, that we need to have this testing more fre-
quent so we can trace specific progress from year to year.

Also we think, on the board, that we need to clarify the board's
independence. There is explicit language in the authorizing legisla-
tion that the board is to, and I quote, "formulate the policy guide-
lines for the national assessment" and to, quote, "exercise its func-

1 1
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tions, powers, and duties independent of the Secretary and other
offices and officers of the Department ofEducation."

Yet the legislation also says that under the name legislation the
Commissioner of Educational Statistics carries out with the advice
of the National Assessment Governing Board, and we think that
there is a discrepancy there as to whether we are truly a governing
board as our name implies, or whether we are merely advisory.

So we would like for the committee to consider those factors.
Well, I have perhaps taken a bit more time than I should. I think

some of these issues are quite fundamental. I would be pleased to
answer any questions that you have, either now or in writing later
or whenever the chairman is pleased.

[The prepared statement of Herbert J. Walberg follows:)
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Mr. Chairman, let me express my appreciation for the opportunity
to testify before the Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary and
Vocational Education about the National Assessment Of Educational
Progress (NAEP).

My name is Herbert J. Walburg. I have been a member of the
National Assessment Governing Board (the Board) since its inception
in (ctober of 1988 and an chairman of its Design and Analysis

Committee. I am also professor of education at the University of
Illinois; one of my areas of specialty in testing and measurement.

NAEP, in its twenty-two year history has developed a well deserved

reputation for integrity and innovation. Now known as "The

Nation's Report Card, NAEP is our only nationally representative
assessment of what America's students know and can do. Also, as
part of a pilot project authorized by the Congress in 1988, NAE11

will report in June 1991 for the first time State-representative
results from the 1990 mathematics assessment.

I am honored to provide testimony on this esteemed federal program.
However, I would want to emphasize that my remarks about possible
changes to the NAEP legislation will be limited to policies adopted
by the Board. As you know, the NAEP legislatiOn specifies the
responsibilities and functions of the Board. The law also
stipulates that "...the Board...shall be independent of the
Secretary (of Education) and the other offices and officers of the

Department of Education." Thus, my remarks will not necessarily
represent positions of the Department of Education.

This morning I will provide an overview of NAEP and the role of the

Board, discuss the utility of State-representative data, and
describe Board policies that rewire legislative action.

OVERVIEW OF RASP

The purpose of NAEP is "...to improve our Nation's schools by
making objective information about student performance in selected
learning areas available topolicymakere at the national, regional,
state and local levels.'

Under current lay, the National Assessment is conducted every two
years. The subjects covered and their prescribed cycles are,
reading and mathematics, at IOWA once every two years: writing and
science, at least once every four yearst and hiutory/geograpby at
least once every ale years. The law also permits the Board to
select other subject areas fcr assessment, including assesseeets
of adult literacy.

1
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The National Assessment report ults on students at egos nine,
thirteen and seventeen and i - tour, eight and twelve.
However, it is important to point out that minimiting test burden
is an overriding NAEP policy. NAEP does not test all students at
these ages and grades, it tests only a small sample. Por recalsple,
of the more than nine million students in the three grades covered
by !MEP, approximately 51,000 participated in the newly developed
1990 reading anaaaanvnt and approximately 2.000 students per State
participated in the 1990 eighth grade mathematics State trial
assessment.

Another way Stria limits test burden is by minimising student
testing time. Testing time under NAEP is about one hour per tented
student. Thi's is avennplished by a procedure known as matrix
-.Ampling. 1%i matrix sampling, equivalent subsamples of students
reei'lve different pottions of the total pool of test questions.
The total student sample is large enough to estimate precise
results for each question. Since ?MEP iS intended to report
aggregate student results at the national and regional levels and,
under the trial State as5;est.ment, at the state level, this is an
efficient way to assess student performance.

One final aspect of NAEP should be highlightedits capacity both
to report trends over time and to incorporate new developments in
curriculum and in assessmert technology. To do this, NAEP conducts
parallel assessments, one tor trend data and one that is 'cross -
sectioral,* to reflect ctr-rent thinking and practices. For trends,
NAEP tsee procedures and items from past assessments: this
maintains what is now a twenty-year trend line in subjects such as
readi:ig and mathematics. The cross-sectional assesssent reflects
cur.ent research and best practice in each subject area identified
through a national consensus process that is aoministered by the
Board. I will be talking more about this consensun process later
in my testimony.

ROLE OF TSB NATIONAL ASSESSMENT 00MERSING BOARD

In 1988 the Congress reauthorized NAEP, making improvements.
providing for the State trial assessments, requiring evaluations.
and redesigning the governance structure to include an independent
Board to foreulate policy for NAEP.

Prior to 1988, NAEP vas conducted under a grr. fnmsthe Department
of Education. The pre-1900 NAEP authority' vired the grantee to
establish Assessment Policy Committee (1...C) to advise on policy
matter,. This arrangement was intended to insulate MEP policy
development and the conduct of the assessment from the Departeent
of Education. But it Alec had the effect of impeding the
Department's ability to assure accountability in the administration
of the NAEP program.

2
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Under the 1988 NAEP reauthorisation, the Congress created a
tripartite structure for !MEP: an independent governing board to
formulate policy for the assesseent; administration of the NASA
program within the National Center for Education Stotistics; and

conduct of NAEP through contracts, grants or cooperative

agreements. The result is a system of checks and balances that
permits the Department of Education to remain at "arms length° from
testing policy but alloys appropriate accountability for progras
administration.

The legislative hietory of the current MAE? legislation indicates
that the independence of the Board was an important consideration;
both the Senate and Conference reports discuss provisions that have

this parpose. At least three provisions of the law appear to be
directed at the independence of the Board; specifically, the
provision already mentioned regarding tho Board's independence of

the Secretary; the requirement that the Board "exercise its

independent judgment free from inappropriate influences and special
inter ate"; and the requirement that appointments to the Board are
made . the Secretary of Education only iron candidates nominated
by the Board.

In addition, the composition of the Board as prescribed in the law

seems to be founded on the idea of an independent Board. The
Board has twenty-three voting members: two governors and two state

legislators (both on a bipartisan basis); throe teachers; an
elementary and a secondary echool principal: a local and a State
school board member; two chief state school officers; one school
superintendent; two curriculum specialists: two testing experts;
ono nonpublic school administrator; a representative of business
or industry; and three representatives of the general public. The

only federal meaber, the Assistant Secretary for Educational
Research and Improvement, servos in a non-voting capacity.

It is difficult tc imagine a group of individuals who, by the
nature of their w ivate roles, would be more grounded in the
principle of State and local primacy in education matters and less
inclined toward federal interventionism.

We believe that a 1987 report about MAEP vas considered by the

Congress when it too* up the 1980 NaliPreauthoriestion. The report
of the Study Group headed by then Governor Lamar Alexander and S.

Thome* Jamesentitled 'The Notion's ileport Card--rsoommendid a
tripartite governance structure similar to that in current law.
With respect to the body that would be responsible forIUMpolioy,
the Study Group rscommended that:

The governance and policy direction of the national assessment
should be furnished by a broadly representative [Board) that
provides wisdom, stability and continuity; that ie charged
with amahing the ssesement needs of tatee end localitiee
with that of the nation; that is accountable to the pablic.--
and to the federal goveresmetfor stewardship of tbis

3
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important activity: but that is itself buttered from
manipulat!sn by any individual, level of government, or
special interest within the field of education.

with this as background, I would like to discuss some of the
specific responsibilities af the Board as set out in law.

FornulAtIna_Plaliox

rhe general responsibility of the Board is to formulate the policy
guidelines for the National Assessment. This includes formulating
policy for; tine methodology of the assessment: analyzing data and
reporting results; selecting non-mandated subjects for assessment:
and improving the form and use of the National Assessment.

In addition, the Board has responsibility for two activities that
are relatively large in scope and important to the conduct of NAEP.
The first of these, forming tho foundation for each assessment, is
the work of developing consensus on the content for each
assessment. The second, identifying achievement levels for each
grade for each assessment, in fact establishes benchmarks for
interpreting the results.

CerlSellERS__PrDceSS_Qn Test content

Developing consensus on the content of each assessment involves
much work. With a decentralized public education system of 16,000
school districts and fifty-odd state education agencies (including
the District of Columbia and the outlying areas), the need to
include non-public schools as well, and the importance of
incorporating the perspectives of researchers, practitioners, and
subject area specialists, arriing at a consensus in each subject
area on what should be included in NAEF is an immense and
complicated undertaking. It involves literally hundreds of people,
is vompleted over a period of twelve to eighteen months, and costs
approximately $450,000 per subject area.

The result of this consensus activity is a document that, for each
grade, describes in very specific detail what the test will
include. This document is used by the SAFI' contractor to develop
the test questions that will be used for the assessment in that
subject area,

Achievementidevels

Likewise, setting achievement levels for each assessment is a large
and complicated undertaking, and at the present time, the subject
of intense scrutiny. setting achievement levels, or defin;ng what
students olguld know and be able to do in each grade and subject
tested under NAEP, was required for the first time under the I9EIS
NAL!' reauthorization. Unlike consensus on test content, setting
Achievement levels has never previously been done.

4
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Realising that it was in uncharted territory, the Board has
attempted to proceed prudently. The Board decided that Ito first
effort would be a pilot limited to one subject--in this case
mathematics as part of the 2990 assessment. The Board has obtained
the advice of the foremost experts in the field of education
standard-setting to design the methodology for setting achievement
levels. The actual work of setting the ischievement levels involves
the participation of both educator's and non-educators. In
addition, the Board has conducted three pdblic hearings to receive
comment at various points in the procese.

Currently, the Board is conducting a validation/replication study
of the initial work on achievement levels for the 1990 mathematics
assessment. And concurrent with these activities is an external
evaluation of the process. Overall, setting achievement levels
will involve hundreds of individuals over a period of about twelve
months at a cost of approximately $350,000.

The result of this first achievement level-setting activity will
be a document that describes what students should know and be able
to do in mathematics at the fourth, eighth and twelfth grades that
will be used, on a pilot basis, for interpreting results on the
1990 mathematics assessment. Called for in the congressional
legislation, vs intend to build upon this experience so that this
ambitious experimental effort can be improved in subsequent
assessments. As a consequence of our experience thus far, we are
already developing ways to improve the process.

WARP REAUTEMBATION 20434119

Over the last fifteen months, the Board has adopted a number of
policies that would require legislative action. These policies and
the rationale for each are described in detail at attachment A.
I would like to highlight four If those policies.

The first two issues address a common theme: use Of NAEP for
reporting results at the State and below the State (i.e. district
and school level). The Board views these two issues differently,
and I will discuss each in some detail.

The Board believes that State-representative and school- and
district-representative results, properly used, can be very helpful
in informing policy and in improving Instruction.

For exanple, in addition to average overall scores for the 1990
eighth grade mathesatice State trial assessment, there will be
sebscores by content area (e.g. nuebers and operations,
measurement, geometry, data analysis, and algebra). In addition,
background questions in areas seat as teacher certification,
inservice training, instruttional practices, and parental
involvement aro also part of the ammessment.

5
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Tbus, a State superintendent of instruction might compare State
results on the subscalee with those of a similar or neighboring
State, and at the same time look at teacher certificetion and
inservice training data. This kind of comparison can help identify
streneths as well as weaknesses, identify States that may have
useful 'models, but most importantly, it would provide information
on which some action can be taken that would be aimed at improving
the education received by the students.

The Board is not in favor of comparisons for comparison's sake, and
has adopted policies for reporting State results that would avoid
the inclination to misuse or misinterpret results through simple
ranking of State scores.

1. AutherifinS state-representatlig onsvst5ment*.

Congress authorized NAEP trial State assessments in eighth grade
mathematics in 1990 and in fourth grade reading and fourth and
eighth grade mathematics in 1992. No subsequent State testing is
authorized. These trial State assessments are being closely
monitored by the Department of Education, the NAEP contractor and
the Board and will be the subject of analysis across the country.
A congressionally required independent evaluation is being
conducted by the National Academy of Education; reports are
expected in March and September 1991 and in late 1993.

on June 6, 1992, the National Center for Education Statistics will
release data from the 1990 State trial assessment in eighth grade
mathematics, along with national results for grades four, eight and
twelve. Almost forty States have already signed up for the 1992
state trial assessments and the.:e are likely to be more. Unless
the evaluation proves that the State trials do not yield valid,
fair and accurate data, and unless the State interest in

participating evaporates, the groundsvell of support for regular
State-representative data as a part of NAEP is likely to continue.

The Board believes that, given favorable results fres the
congressionally required evaluation, the NAEP legislation should
be amended to provide a general authority to conduct State
representative assessments, with the frequency and subjects
determined according to Board policy, with the full costs borne by
the federal government and with State participation voluntary.

2. Reatoriaalocalstations toms, MEP.

The Board believes that the MEP legislation should be amended to
permit States, scrool districts And non-pUblic schools to us* MAEP,
at their Option and cost, to collect data and report on performanoe
of schools and school districts. This would restore the option
that vas eliminated under tbe lese reauthorization of NAFP.

lt is not the policy of the Board that reporting below the State
level should be a federal activity. The Board has never suggested-

6
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-nor does it now--that tho organization that conducts NAEP should
establish samples In individual schools and school districts as
part of the NAEP contract and report the results. The Board views
this as a local control issue--just as no State or district should
be required to participate in NAEP, neither should a State or
district be prevented from using NAEP to assess and report student
performance in its school/3.

L. cvngtotting_NAMon_An_olug _toner thanizimniaLschedas.
The Board believes it would be better to give NAEP on a rotating
schedule of three subjects per year rather than the current
practice of testing three to five subjects every two years. Annual
NAEP testing and reporting are necessary to provide timely and
sufficient data for policy-makers and the public. This would allow
MEP to provide key measures of academic achievement for the annual
progress repoits on American education, called for last yoar at the
Education Summit between President Rush and the nation's Governors.

An annual NAEP would produce little net increase in test burden
because the current every-other-year cycle includes up to five
tests each testing year and extensive pre-testing in off-years.
NAEP conducted annual testing froa 1969 until 1980, ao this
proposal is not without precedent.

The Board believes a permissive authority alloying annual testing
rather than a mandated biennial cycle would provide the flexibility
for NAEP to be responsive to information needs as they evolve. Of
course, the number of subjects actually assessed would be subject
to the availability of appropriations.

fy ins. the he _Woad.

The Board believes that, with respect to its role and
responsibilities, the NAEP legislation contains ambiguities and
conflicting provisions. For example, the NAEP legislation gives
the Board the authority to "formulate the policy guidelines for the
National Assessment,' to "exercise its functions, powers and duties
independent of the Secretary and the other offices and officers of
the Department of Education," to "exercise ite independent
judgment, free fros inappropriate influences and special
Interests,' end to *hire its own staff.'

Taken together, these provisions could not be more clear in their
intent to establish an independent policy body for HARP insulated
from the jurisdiction of the Department of Education. However,
other provisions reduce this clarity.

under the WARP legislation, the Commiseioner of Edocatlen
Statistics carries out NAEP "fwlith the advice of the National
Assessment Governing Board [emphasis added).* This has been
interpreted by the Department of Education to mean that the Board
is an Advisory committee whose policy decisions must only be given

7
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consideration by the Secretary. Another pert of the law provides
that *The Secretary may appoint, at ths direction of the Board' up
to Six technical employees under an excepted service appointing
authority. This provision has the potential for erecting the
Board's independence and contradicts the provision that the Board
Shall hire its own staff.

Another issue relates to the Board's budget, which as a set-aside
within the NAEP line ites in the Departsent's Assessment,
Statistics, ResearCh and Improvement appropriation, is in fact the
Secretary's responsibility to administer. The contradiction is
painfully obviousindependence from the Department Is incompatible
with the Secretary's budget responsibility.

While I have highlighted a few of the areas of concern with respect
to ambiguities in the role of the Board, attachment A contains a
sore complete analyeis. However, I would point out that while we
have not always agreed, for the most part, these issues have been
handled openly and with a general spirit of cooperation with the
Department.

But these issues are fundamental. Their existence erodes the
principles in the law on which the Board was astablishedi
independence !math* Department or Education, tripartite check and
balance NAEP governance structure, and trestles from inappropriate
influences and special interests. The Board's only goal in this
analysis is no sore than what it lieves the Congress intended--
a truly independent Board whose po;,icies direct the conduct of
WAEP.

Thank you very muchr I would be pleased to answer any questions you
may have.

Attachment A: Policies Adopted by the Board Requiring Legislative
Action

Attacheent Ri Statement on the Future of RASP

8
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BACKGROUND

During the past year, the National Assessment Governing Board
adopted two comprehensive policy statemento. In December 1989, the
Board adopted positions on the Future of the National As..esament
addressing nine specific policy issues. In November 1990. the
Beard adopted a statement on policy issue* for the 199t-96 NAEP
contract award addressing twenty-four specific policy issues.
Some, but not all, of these policies cannot be implemented without
amending the current NAEP authorisation. This report has been
prepared with the purpose of highlighting these policies.

in all cases, the policies that follow have been stated in a format
that sakes clear what is being recomaended for legislation and may
not ba a word-for-word restatement of the original policy.

2.s
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STATE-REPRESENTATIVE ASSESSMENTS

1. Provide a generIl authority to conduct State-representative
assessments, with the frequency and subjects determined according
to Board policy, with the full costs borne by the federal
government, and with State participation voluntary.

RAtismol2

During 1990, both the assessment committee of the Council of Chief
State School Officers and the National Forus on Educational
statistics have called for regular NAEP state-by-state assessment.
The need for these data has been emphasized in an analysis of
national edocation goals reoently prepared by t e Urban Institute.
Also, State NAEP samples clearly are needed by the President and
the Governors for their annual progress report on American
education.

Without testing on a common instrument under common conditions it
would be very difficult for citizens of any State to have sound
comparative information on how much their students have learned.
SATs and ACTs are taken by self-selected groups. Cossercial
standardized tests have their "Lake Woebegone effect" in which most
children appear to he above average. State criterion-referenced
testa vary widely.

Congress authorized State NAEP on a trial basis in Bth grade mnth
in 1990 and in 4th and Oth grade math plus 4th grade reading in
1992. No subsequent State testing is authorized. These trial
State assessments are being closely monitored by the NAEP
Contractor and will be the subject o: analysis across the country.
An independent evaluation, required by law, is being conducted by
the National Academy of Educative; reports ars due in late 1991 and
1993.

If these trial assessments are successful and the information
useful, the support will likely be strong to proceed with State-
based assessments in the NAEP program. If there are problems,
changes in tha assessments should be made. The underlying reason
for State assessments is perhaps stronger today than ever and that
is the need for sound, comparative data.

The Board believesthat full federal funding I. neededto help move
to a testing program in which HASP data are collected for every
State. that there is a clear public interest in collecting such
data, and that it is the only way a national progress report on
American education can be complete.

Federal funding for sany years has supported the collection and
reporting of education data by State. These are essentially

0 A,
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limited to "input* data including: enrollment. revenue.
expenditures. prograe participation of students, pupil-teacher
ratios, teacher cheracteristics, and high school graduation
requirements. There is no dispute that a federal interest eviets
for the collection and reporting of such information at full cost
to the government.

However, some analysts argue that there is only a very limited
federal interest in collecting and reporting the outcomes of the
application of these resources and requirements by Stat., that the
outcome of the education process is a State concern and, therefore,
State participation in HARP should be limited to those voluntarily
willing to assuee part of the costs.

This view is perplexing. Almost no valid information exists about
education outcomes at levels of analysis that bear on national and
State policymaking. Policymakers at all levels are increasingly
demanding suLh information and only the federal government is
positioned, through WARP, to provide it. Additionally, the amount
of money involved in not excessive, particularly in comparison to
other federal education initiatives.

The fact alone that President Bush end the Governors have, for the
first time in our nation's history, sot national education goals
for the United States represents a sea change in the partnership
In education between the federal and Stet* governments. The fact
that these goale describe outcomes underscores the concern for
results. Responsibility for education is first Of all a State
matter; and an this basis States will be expected to do the *heavy
lifting" in effecting reforms and improving education performance.
It seems, therefore, fair and appropriate that the Federal
government, in fulfilling its role in the partnership, provide
resources needed to help assess the results of State education
improvement efforts.

Finally, while provisions related to voluntary costs to the States
should be removed, those related to voluntary participation in the
assessment should not. The intent is to encourage full State
participation in NAM) by removing a federally wrought impediment;
under no circumstance should participation by a State In NAEP be
mandated, constitute a requirement for receiving any federal
benefit, or in any way be other than voluntary.

2
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ANNUAL NAEP ASSESSMENTS

2. Provide for annual rather than biennial assegyments in the
National Aesessment of Educational Progrees.

Miasmata
It would be better to give NAEP on a rotating schedule of three
subjetts per year instead of maintaining the current practice of
testing three to five subjects every two years.

Annual NAEP testing and reporting are necessary to provide timely
and sufficient data for policy-makers and the public. This would
allow NAEF to provide key measures of academic achievement for the
annual progress reports on American education, called for last year
at the Education Summit between President Rush and the nation's

Governors.

For example, reading and mathematics plus one other subject could
be tested in even-numbered years. Science and two other subjects
could be tested in odd-numbered years. Annual schedules for data
collection and reporting would produce cost savings by stabilizing
work-flow and eliminating separate pretest samples for new items.

An annual NAEP would produce little net increase in test burden
because the current every-other-year cycle includes up to five

tests each testing year and extensive pretesting in off-years.

Also, testing in three subjects annually would provide ample
opportunity on a scheduled basis, perhaps every six years or so,
to test in such subject area. as foreign languages, the arts. and
economics. which now could only be assessed sporadically. The

Board already is considering these subjects for possible
assessments in 1996. It is important to teat ei range of subjects
to discourage any narrowing of the curriculum.

NAEP coeducted annual testing from 2969 until 1980 when testing was
placed on a biennial schedule to save funds, so this proposal is
not without precedent. Amending the current authority to permit
annual testing emit reporting rather than mandating a biennial cycle
will provide more flexibility in the conduct of NAEP and allow it
to be more responsive as information needs evolve. Of course, the
number of subjects actually assessed would he subject to the
availability ot appropriations.
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RESTORING LOCAL OPTIoNS ro USE NAEP

t. Eliminate the prohibition against the use of NAM> teat items and
ieporting below the State level by Staten, school districts, and
non-public schools and Lchool organizations. Modify the NAEP
cenfidentiality provision to pcimit States, school districts, and
non-publio schools and school organizations to use NAEP for
prcviding termite on individual districts, schools and students.
The cost of such uses of MAEP and of rer-rting would be paid by the
regoesting agency. Reporting of inativieual student scores vould
continue to be prehibited.

Rationale
Thel.e .1Lmges are /plated. They would restote the local option to
use NAV). that States, localities, and schools previously had prior

to 1988. The cOveining Board has never suggestednor dont; it
nowthat the organization which conducts NAEP should entahlish
!.amplen in individual schools and school districts as part of the
regular Nati* contra,t and repost the retahlts. However, it is

hIghly destrahlp that States. school districts, and schools have
the option--if they wish to pay for it--of using RAE? to measure
their own schools, an some have done in the past.

During the 1970s and 1980s a number of States used NAEP items and
even NAEP tests together information on school and school district
performance. NAEP tests and test items also had been used, apart
from the regular am:raise-ant, for individual student tenting in many
State and local testing programn. All this activity was a

desirable effort to provide useful data to students, parents, and
schools.

However, in 1988 Congress enacted two provisions under MEP that
prevent State and local use of NAEP. The first prohibits any use
below the State level of MAEP *test items and test data Deployed
in the IStsts MAEPI pilot program.' Although the statutory
prohibition pertains only to questions uned in the state-by-state
assessments of 1990 and 092, NCES has applied it to all WASP
exorcises starting in 1990. The second provision regoires the
Commissioner to °seers *that all personally identifiable
information about students, their educational performance, and
their families end that information with respect to individual
schools remain confidential...*

In July 1940, the National Forum on Educationel Statistics, a group
of SO State representatives and federal agency officials convened
by SCRS. urged that sues., sir chow wish, (should be able to)
analyse. . .student achievement Ion HAW) . that earparisons could
be made asong education units by significant subgroups.°

Even though supporters say the prohibition and the confidentiality

4
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provision protect local interests and family privacy, they also
have an opposite effect--of denying the previously available option
of using NAEP if localitiee wish to do so. The Board believes that
these two provisions should be amended to clarify that they apply
to the federal government and Its contractors in the conduct of
NAEP: to permit State and loyal use and augmentation of RAU, at
Incal option and cost and pursuant to procedures established by the
Commissioner to ensure test security, uniform administration and
valid reporting; and to prohibit public reporting of individual
student scores.

large-scale una of NAEP raises serious issues of tent security and
uniform test administration and reporting. If NAEP tests are
purchased by schools, given without supervision by thousands of

I .V..! cusp te.whi a, and I. u,eci fot many yeats- -as is done now with
testn--there is r.efious danger laval ie.:tilts will be

inflated and vompations with natinnal RAPP norms rend-oed invalid.
nvettuse of differences in motivation and pot:sible preparation there
would Also be a serioes problem in vomparing the results of
students who took NAEP knowing they would get individual scores
with tho!le in the national and State samples who are assured NALP
can't "count tor Irwin. Also, the design of each NAEP subject area
assessmentnow divided into blocks for matrix samplingwould have
to be modified to provide for individual student testing and
reporting.

These concerns, however, can be addressed and should not be the
basis for denying the use of NAEP and NAEP items by States and
local education entities.

5
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INTERNATIONAL COMPARISONS

4. Provide authority for a regular international component for

Batignalft
RASP should have a regular international compament funded through
its regular appropriation. The purpose of this component would
risa be assessment h ny, i.e. transforming NAEP into the primary
instruaent by vgg° participating nations coupare their
parforsance. Instead, the purpose of an international comrmeent
in NAEP would be to provide information to help interpret and
understand NAEP results, just as State-representative data are
intended to enhance understanding of the performance of State
education systems.

The President and the Governors hive set national education goals
in an international perspective (e.g. ey the year 2000, United
States students will be first in the world in mathematics and
sciEnce) because a fuller understanding of the performance of U.S.
students must take into account the education performance of our
neighbors, trading partners and competitors.

Making valid international cosparisons is a very complex
undertaking. Curriculum and instructional practices, language and
culture, student cosposition, provisions for special education and
disadvantaged students, rate of high school couplotione, and the
composition of in-school age groups all vary widely fron country
to country and prevent easy comparisons. However, it we are to
have effective benchmarks for our own education practices and
performance, they must be informed by expectations held for
comparable students in other countries and the aggregate
performance of those students.

Current law charges NAGS with °identifying appropriate achievement
goals for each ego and grade in each subject area tested under
iRAEP).° °developing standards for interstate, regional and
national comparisons," and *taking appropriate actions to isprove
the fore end use of (MEP)." Faithfully fulfilling these
obligations deuands not merely describing what U.S. students know
and can do, but determining whether it is good enough. Makingthis
determination should involve appropriate analysis, in all subjects
where practicable, of theperformance of students in other nations.

For example, in setting achievement goals, it is essential to
assure that they are both challenging and reasonablet examining the
curricula of other Ceentriee WoUld help in making this
detersination. Where other countries have comparable curricula in
e particular subject area and a comparable student sample could be
drawn, it would be useful to analyse respective patterns of student
performance. It is not likely that this would involve numerous

6
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countries for each assessment, and it is not intended that such
efforte would amount to a true international assessment.
Information collected under the international component would be
directed solely at informing U.S. results.

In 1988 an international comparison, using NAEP items in
mathematics and science, was conducted by Educational Testing
Service under grants from the National Science Foundation and the
U.S. Department of Education. A similar comparative assessment,
with similar funding, is planned by ETS in 1991. It will use items
developed jointly by participating countries, including some from
NAEP. Also planned ars International assessments in science and
mathematics in 1994 and 1998 to be conducted by the lEA, the timing
of which coincides with the likely NAEP schedule Mar these subjects
and which may be linked with NAEP. While the Board applauds these
efforts, the fact is that they are conducted outside the regular
NAEP framework. Thus, they are not a dependable source of
information for developing policy (e.g., setting subject area
achievement leveis) and are not subject to NAC8 policy.

with authority for an international component, NAEP could do a
better and more complete job of reporting to the AMOTICan people
on the performance of American students. Having specific
legislative authority for this purpose is essential to avoid
reliance On data intended for other purposes, to assure orderly
and systematic plannieg, preparation and data gathering, and to
coordinate policy developsent with other agencies conducting
international assessments.
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ASSESS RANGE OF SKILLS

S. Modify the NAEP statement of purpoge to clarify that assessment
will cover the broad range of skills and knowledge (not lust the
basic skills) in the subject areas to be assessed.

Rationale

This clarifying asendnent should ba non-controversial. It reflevts
the view of subj*ct setter and testing experts, expressed through
the consensus process and in public hearings we have held, that
NAEP assessments should include an examinaticwi of the higher order
thinking skills of U.S. students as well as 'basic skills.' Our
policy and practice already incorporate this view. but 11,8 believe
specifying it in the law would be usefri.
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REGIONAL SAMPLES

6. Replace the requirement to employ regionally-representative
samples and produce regionally-representative data with language
that would make doing so a permissive activity.

Rationale

Regional reporting was from the start of NAEP intended as a
substitute for State reporting. From a policy perspective, there
is little cause for action that can be derived from such data, and
there is little evidence that such repirting has had any effect on
education policy.

With the possible advent of regular. predictable State level data
collection, the need for drawing regional samples declines. While
we do not advocate prohibiting regional samples and reporting, we
do envision a time in the future when such sampling and reporting
may be unnecessary. Thus, the Board should have the flexibility
to recommend its application in the future consistent with other
changes in NAEP.

9



INDEPENDENCE OF NAGS

7. Eliminate ambiguities and conflicting provisions in the NAEP
legislation regarding tho role and responsibilities of the National
Assessment Governing Board (RAGE).

Eetions le

The NAEP legislation gives NAGS the authority to 'formulate the
policy guidelines for the National Assessment,* to *exercise its
functions, powers and duties...independent of theSecretary and the
other offices and officers of the Departeent of Education,* to

*exercise its independent judgment, free fres inappropriate
influences and special interests,' and tO "hire its own staff.'

Taken together, these provisions could not be sore Clear in their
intent to establish an independent policy body for MAE? insulated
from the jurisdiction of the Department of Education. However,
other provisions reduce this clarity.

Under the NAEP legislation, the Commissioner of Education
Statistics carries out NARA "Iv)ith the advice of the National
Assessment Governing Board (emphasis added).* Further, the law
provides that NAGS 'shall have the authorities authorised by the
Federal Advisory Coanittes Act (FAcA) and shall be subject to the
open meeting provisions of that law.° These provisions have been
interpreted by the Departsent to mean that NAGE is an advisory
committee subject to Department policies and procedures for
advisory committees and that NAOS pelicy decisions must only be
given consideration by the Secretary. Although the Department
now agrees that NAGS I. not an advisory committee, it continues to
oversee NAGS activities as if it were, du* in large part to the
reference to FACA. Still unresolved is the degree to which the
Departeent is obliged to observe policy established for NAEP by
NAGS, rather than merely to consider it as advice.

Another fugue relates to the NAGS budget, which, as a set-aside
within tbe RAEP line item in the Department's Research, Statistics
and leprovesent appropriation, is in fact the Secretary's
responsibility to adainister. The contradiction la painfully
obvices--independence free the Department la incompatible with the
Secretary's budget responsibility. So far this issue has been
sanaged in e spirit of cooperation, bet it ramekins a potentially
fatal flaw in NAEP's governance design.

There is a corollary to ths budget Isom. The Department has
asserted that the Secretary's responsibility for administering and
sonitoring Department appropriations brings RAOB activities under
its jurisdiction. Where compliance with govermeent-wide
requirements for fiscal accountability are at issue tbere is no
disagreement, hut assertions by the Department that its fiscal
authority under tha current arrangement extends to review and
clearance of the intellectual activity of the Beard and its staff
in conanoting its work MD incompatible with mars statutory
mission and is simply unacceptable.

10
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Another part of the law piovides that nhe Secretary may appoint,
at the direction of the Boards up to six technical employees under
an excepted service appointing authority. Once again, while
managed in a spirit of cooperation, this provision has the
potential for eroding SAGO independence and contradicts the
provision that the Board shall hire its own staff.

An area of ambiguity relates to evaluation of NAM Evaluation,
particularly as prescribed under the NAEP legislation, is intended
to bear on policy formulation. A commonly accepted standard for
objectivity involves insulation of the evaluator from the sUbject
of the evaluation. The KARP legislation places responsibility for
evaluation of NAEP with the Commissioner and is silent about the
evaluation responsibility of NAGS. We believe that this is the
opposite of sound practice for assuring objective evaluations and
would advocate for an amendment that would add to NAGB's functions
the formulation of policy for the conduct of evaluations of NAM

While the law is very specific regarding the balance of
responsibilities between the Secretary and the Board in making
appointments to the Board, it is silent with respect to how NAGS
will oreanize itself in performing its functions. The Board
believes that the independence provisions in the law authorize
total autonme. with respect to its internal workings. The
Department believes this to be true with one exceptionthe
appointment of the Board Chairman by the Secretary. Although this
issue hi I been managed .n a spirit of good wil and cooperation,
it remains a major point of contention.

These issues are fundamental. Their existence erodes the
principles on which NAOS was established: independence from the
Department of Education, tripartite check and balance NAEP
governancestructure. and freedom from inappropriate influenceimand
special interests.

The goal that the Board seeks is no more than what Congress
intended--a truly independent body whose policies direct the
conduct of NAEP. The MEP legislation does not define
independence, but the Board believes that it includes three
factors? (a) freedom from inappropriate influences and special
intereets in making adminietretive and policy decisions; (b)
assurance that policy decisions made by NAGS will be implemented
in the conduct of OUP; and (c) full, easy and timely access to
inforsetion that NAGS needs from a variety of source*, including
the Department, tilt, Congress, education practitioners, and the MEP
contractor.

Legislation designed to achieve these ends could take many forms,
from modifying or eliminating some of the provisions cited above
to establishing NAOS with its current authoritienas an independent
agency outside of the Department. Should the Department of
Education be contemplating changes in tiACD's authority as part of
its reauthorization proposal, the board would look forward to
discussing this matter.

11
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NAGS NMSERSHIP

8. Provide for the continuing membership of the present Board
according to current terms and for continuing the current
provisions for filling vacancies. Add a provision that explicitly
limits Board members to two consecutive terms of up to four years
in each term. Encourage the Secretary to consider a candidate's
previous experience on the Board and the overall experience of the
Board when making appointments.

Animals

The current legislation contains provisions for the transition in
governance from the Assessment Policy Committee to NAGS. These
provisions are now inapplicable and will be removed whenever NAtA
is reauthorized: new provisions should leave no doubt about the
continuation of the current membership.

During one thirteen month period in 1989-90, 14 of the 23 appointed
ramhers of the Board were replaced. This turnover rate is too high
to assure the stability and continuity that was envisioned in
providing for terms of up to four years. Providing for two terms
and taking Board experience into account in making appointments
will help assure stability.

12
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Ai MIVIINE B

National Assessment Governing Board
Ndload MIR MAW a LivIWWISa TIMM,

NATIONAL ASSESS$1147 GOVERNING BOARD

Positions on
The Future of the National Assessment

APPROVED: December 9, 1989
At Meeting in Austin, Texas

The National Assessment Governing Board, indful of its
statutory responsibility to seek to improve the National Assessment
of Educational Progress, hereby adopts these positions and
recommendations:

I. Thc_rittional koseramat aL_IdiusaticnalMcgaus_aholti
provide -tavolaig.P -foR an annual resort card by testino at least
three subtectS eftchAtm.

The exact configuration should be detrmined after a careful
analysis of Cost and management considerations involved in suchen
increase over the current every-other-year testing cycle.

italistivas
Annual RASP testing and reporting are necessary to provide

timely and sufficient data for policy mahers and the public. Ilnder
its current schedule, however, the National Assessment is woefully
incomplete. Reporting assessment data each year will allow1GUIPto
become the key measure of academic achievement in the :anneal Report
Cards on Aserican schOola, celled for in September at the education
summit between President Bush and the nation's governors. Also,
regular annual data are needed frog NAEP to replace the Education
Department's annual "wall chare' which relies on SAT and ACT
scores.

INOLSmo4KNI.
1401P22

IllmakOmaft.10C0-410
0a1767.41111
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surdriciv1tsts_1lA2E-RIC2r11.

In 1990 each state must pay about 5100,000 to take part in
the state-by-state sathesatics assessment. Several have cited this
expense as a reason for not participating.

MtiOn212

The Governing Board wishes to have a full testing program in
which NMI, data are collected for every state. There Is a clear
public interest in obtaining such data; It is the only way a
national Report Card can be complete. The Board believes it would
be inadvisable to require states to participate in NU?. However,
full federal funding would sak it less likely that states would
decline to take part. By having NAEP testing In all states, tho
ac.ard also wishes to end duplicate national samples es soon as

feasible.

3. Stie__GOKk1111119JM.0191...._Inge.S_S9Dgmas to_repove the
RX2hibiti0n.._mgminnt_thcians of HAEP_ tests _ensLdsti_xestuunt
iht._11.911_11MPl-

Publication of individual student scores should continue to
be prohibited. Any additional costs for testing below the state-
level samples should be paid by participating states or localities.

Rgtionale

The clause to be eliminate4--Subsection (4)(C) of P.1. 100-
297--reads as follows: "The use of National Assesssent test itess
and test data esployed in the pilot progras authorized in

subsection (21(C) to rank, compare, or otherwise evaluate
Indi.Adual students, schools, or school districts is prohibited.'

This ch.rle would persit NAEP test items and data to be used
at the levels - -school district and sobool twaildIng--where
important educational decisions ar made. It would provide hel:11:1
information toparents and others interested in scbool isprovoment.
By making MAW sore useful to local schools offering this option
would encourage thee tuparticipate in national and state sampling.
States and localities would be able to tio their owD regular
tasting prograse into NAEP. Defers the prohibition woo enacted in
1948, many schools and districts requested RASP reprts on students
who participated in national sampling; several states administered
RASP items.
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-3.

4.

gerticigetatheAsscasgeDt4rogres.
Other nations should be invited to participle Lis MAW on s

r.qular schedule. MAW tests 'koala be edsinistered to
representative "espies et their students, which might serve as
reference points for achievement In aierican schools.

mamas
The ReportCard for American students is incosplete If it does

not include a regular barometer of academic achievement in an
international context. ?ode). there Is no such baroseter.

5. The_fausnlimiNzera_believiutthe release *fleet'? data must

ritialgfd be t:kg tont:dui% the tisa ficirre= MARV test

1111/11
*

It has tam 22 to 24 **nth* after testing to report MP
reeults. This is scheduled to improve to IS to le months forth*
1920 assessment. But NAEP will still ba such slower than ths
College board and American Collects Testing Somplimammwmary reports
and almost ell state testing programs, which usually make data
public in loss than six months.

pationalS

The longdelay in reporting severely reduces MAIP's usefulness
and impact. It will be difficult for MABP to serve as an annual
Report Card if it is always more than a year late.

Money I. not the cause of the lengthy delay. Rather it stems
trios NAEP's highly complicated survey design and sevcral basic
decisions abouthow it I. conducted. These issues should be studied
carefully, including any trade-offa that eighths necessary USW
dasign, test construction, and tasting practices are cdwunged. The
study will include a cost-benefit analysis of any recommendations.



liAL
Each new test now takes about 30 sonths to develop. This

includes tbe consensus procets tor eoale and objectives,

preparation of tst specifications and guestior.s, review Of
questions by NAGS, and reviews et cognitive items end background
questionS by the Office of Management and Budget and the Education

Depertsent.

Ratline&
The study should include ell aspects of the test preparation

cycle. Special exemination should be Bade of the ispact on NAtis of
the Paperwork Reduction Act of 19001 reviews kr OBS and the
Education Department presently take a total of sight sonths par
cycle. The study vill include a cost-benefit inelysis of any
recommendations.

7. liALLARRAOshould_billetholk-tlinaktillill-EABBI-Jat
knemistacee and_etillg_frna_kaais_nktIlr_idunkaaratilahladaaatlar
Rn9wiedqa&n4 ahtaxtical_lniAgret we skills.

Test planning committees end ites writers should Include a
significant number of test objective, and Questions on MASS exams
that assess higher-level analytical skills end kmewisdge as well
as beeic skills.

liatasuailA
Attentioe to higher-level skills and knowledge as well am

basic skills I. clearly In line with efforts to strengthen the
school curriculus. it will persit NAOS to establish high standards
when It sets goals for RASP test. The MEP math alms has already
been changed in this direction.

1'08c/does this gaol WASP exams say hews to Ineludesors
ended questions and essays instead of relying es heavily se
do on multiple-choice items. The multiple-choice questions
themselves may also be changed to test sore higher-lewel skills and
knowledge than they do nese.
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O. IMP shpuld obtain datksii amlitinaLimmtsol_stgamkg.
Sample sites should be .nlarceil to provide inforsetion on

groups such as low-Income children end those attending private
schools.

Rstionalo

This would provide important inforeation for ducators and
policy makers end for analysis of schools. The definition of low-
income students may be difficult, bv.: NAEP could use tMost vho
qualify for participation in feders free or reduced-price lunch
programs or children who attend Chapter I schools.

9. chanoe-10-lhv-G9vernance 5-uclu1 tt_21_11UP_Johoul3
sstrisidtzvd_kr_Oreatai.

The role and responsibilities of the Governing Board should
be clarified by new legislation.

Rational.

The current systes of divided authority may lead to confusion
and disputes which would hamper !no SAPP program. Governance and
administrative supervision of the National Assessment should he
rationalized end focussed. Overlap end duplication of furctions of
WAGS and HMS staffs should be eliminated.
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Chairman KILDEE. Thank you very much. We will go through the
panel then address our questions singularly or jointly at the con-
clusion.

Dr. Koarrz. Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to ad-
dress the subcommittee about the National Assessment and about
national testing issues in general.

I also will abbreviate my remarks and ask that my full testimony
be submitted to the record.

Chairman KILDEE. Without objection, it will be included.
Dr. lioszrz. I am going to start with a couple of general issues

about national testing because those are the underpinnings for the
specific comments I will make about the National Assessment.

I think to judge how well the National Assessment and other
tests can meet the rapidly rising expectations people in the policy
world have for them, it is necessary to bear three issues in mind.

The first is the multiple functions that these tests are being
asked to serve. The second is the problem of corruptibility of test
scores, and the third is the unavoidable technical complexity of the
whole enterprise.

Current proposals ask the NAEP to do three things: to monitor
achievement which is its traditional function, to describe what our
kids can do; second, to evaluate educational programs or policies;
and third, I think underneath it all to hold people accountable for
performance.

The pell mell rush to increase testing that the letter that 'gr.
Good ling read referred to is not a pell mei] rush for more monitor-
ing. It is a pell melt rush to judgment. It is, I think, currently re-
flective of a desire for more evaluation and more accountability.

Unfortunately, it is very difficult, some would say impossible, for
a single test to serve all three of those functions at the same time.
There are two reasons for this. I can come back to them in more
detail later if you would like or in writing. The first is that tests
have to be designed differently for those different functions, and
the second. which I think is perhaps more important, is that using
a test for accountability can undermine its accuracy as a monitor-
ing tool, as a source of good, descriptive information about what
our kids can do.

And this points to the second of my general issues which is the
corruptibility of tests. In the policy world there is a widespread
view that tests are kind of like a fever thermometer, a measure
that you can always trust. If a fever thermometer shows a fever
going down, you can be confident that the fever has gone down. I
don't think that is necessarily the case, and, in fact, we are sur-
rounded by measures that are not so incorruptible.

One example might be airline on-time statistics. If you suddenly
find that you are getting someplace on time, is it really because
performance 'has improved, or is it because the formal length of the
flight has been increased to allow for the same delays on the
tarmac? If it is the latter, which I think in some cases it has been,
it doesn't tell you anything about how long it gets to where you
want to go.

In the same way tests can be corrupted if they are used for ac-
countability. Scores can go up. but actual achievement, the time it
takes to get to Detroit, may not change a whit, and this is the

4.1
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basis, one basis, for what we now call the Lake Woebegone phe-
nomenon, the puzzling facts that most States and districts claim to
be above average.

One reason this can happen is very simple, and it was also re-
ferred to in the letter that Mr. Good ling read, which is teaching to
the test. Teaching to the test focuses instruction on the narrow con-
tent of the test rather than the much broader range of achieve-
ment that the test really is supposed to iaform us about.

The final general point is that large scale assessments such as
NAEP, if they are to provide useful information that we can trust,
are technically highly complex. Currently there is a very wide-
spread impatience in the policy community with technical aspects
of measurement. They are seen in many quarters as kind of an irri-
tating obstacle to changes that people want to make, but that im-
patience doesn't in any way decrease their importance.

With those basic points in mind, let me turn to the NAEP itself,
the National Assessment.

ln my view the National Assessment remains ideally suited to its
original function of monitoring what our kids can do. Moreover,
there is at present nothing else that we have that is a close substi-
tute for it. Nothing else tests nationally representative samples of
kids at frequent intervals on a wide variety of subjects, and in addi-
tion the NAEP, unlike many State level tests, is not yet taught to
in a way that gives us reason to distrust its results.

So if we lose the NAEP's ability to monitor achievement, we
have lost a lot.

The National Assessment could be improved in this regard. It is
not to say it is perfect for monitoring. Some of the potential im-
provements, however, would cost money, and money is scarce not
only because of the general budgetary situation but because a lot of
money is going into assessment goals that I think are quite futile
such as using State comparisons to evaluate State educational pro-
grams.

I won't take time to go into what some of the improvements
might be, but I will just mention one. The Congress has been inter-
ested for at least eight or nine years in the performance of high
achieving students in the pipeline, future scientists and mathema-
ticians. The National Assessment is not designed well to assess the
performance of those students. We don't have a trustworthy indica-
tor of the performance of those students. We could make the Na-
tional Assessment into one if we wanted to spend the money to do
it.

The second function, evaluation, is really the key to the argu-
ment about State comparisons using NAEP. If you read the justifi-
cations for State comparisons, it seems to be very clear nobody is
really very interested in simple, descriptive information that says
that mathematics achievement is not as good in Mississippi as it is
in Minnesota.

What people want, and Dr. Walberg alluded to this, is some indi-
cation of which States have better educational programs or poli-
cies. The flizsisnestshe ointment is that there is simply no way that the

alNation ment as it is currently structured can provide
meaningful information of that sort. When one State outscores an-
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other, it might be for educational reasons or it might not, and we
won't know when it is.

And moreover when State A does outscore State B for education-
al reasons, we won't be able to tell which educational reasons.

The same ambiguities and uncertainties would arise if the Na-
tional Assessment were used at the local level if the statute were
changed to allow that.

The reasons for this are too complex to discuss in detail here. I
would be happy to come back to them, but they really boil down to
one simple point which is to say that a policy causes educational
achievement to go up or down, you have to be able to rule out rea-
sonable alternative explanations of the sort that, Mr. Goodling, you
mentioned in your letter.

The National Assessment is Lot designed to do that. It doesn't
track the growth of students over time. It includes only very weak
information on the background and characteristics of students or
their communities, and it doesn't include much information on the
educational policies or practices in the districts where students go
to school.

Some people say that is all right. It is still adequate for some
degree of evaluation of policies and programs, but in saying that,
they are implicitly accepting a standard of evidence that is vastly
looser than we would be willing to accept in any other domain. We
wouldn't, for instance, in evaluating health programs or medical
treatments, be willing to accept evaluations based on evidem., that
is flimsy. If we did, what we would have is incorrect evaluations
that would sometimes mean that effective medical treatments go
down the tubes and would sometimes mean that ineffective medical
treatments would continue. The same will happen in education if
we accept a low standard of evidence.

The National Assessment could be redesigned to provide this
function. There is no reason why it couldn't_ It would require a
wholesale redesign of the program. It would cost a lot of money,
and absent a lot of additional ninney it would therefore take away
from the things that are currently appropriately spent to increase
the quality of the descriptive information that the National Assess-
ment is designed to give us.

The third function, wilich is really very tidily tied to the second,
is accountability. Using the National Assessment or another na-
tional test for accountability purposes would in part run into the
same difficulties I have just described because it isn't really very
reasonable to hold people accountable for differences in educational
performance unless you can really say that they are responsible for
them.

But there is another reason to be worried about accountability
beyond that which is that using the National Assessment in that
way could undermine its value as our only high quality nationally
representative indicator of performance.

The issue, as I suggested earlier, is teaching to the test. In the
educational community and in the policy community there is a lot
of disagreement about whether teaching to the test is, from an in-
structional point of view, desirable or pernicious. I think for
present purposes we don't have to be distre.cted by that argument.

4 3
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I think, by the way, it is largely pernicious, but that is beside the
point.

The point is regardless of whether it is desirable or pernicious, it
can wreak havoc with the information, the descriptive information,
we want from a monitoring system.

The National Assessment does include some protections against
that kind of corruption. One is fairly rigorous test security. The
second, which Dr. Walberg mentioned, is a sampling system where
each kid takes only a fraction of the test. It is by no means clear to
me that those are enough to protect it from corruption.

One last point on this is that I think local comparisons are by
and large riskier than State comparisons in this regard because
they increase both the incentive to raise scores and the tools which
people can raise scores.

Proponents of local comparison say, "Exactly. That is what we
want people to do. We want them to increase their performance."
Regardless of whether that is a desirable thing from an educational
point of view, it is not a desirable thing if you want the National
Asseaqment to tell you what kids can do.

Them is a solution to this dilemma which is to use the National
Assessment for monitoring and to use something else for account-
ability if test based accountability is what you want to do.

Finally, I would just like to make a couple of comments about
the National Assessment Governing Board in the context of my
third point which is the unavoidable technical complexity of the
National Assessment.

Under the current statute the National Assessment Governing
Board has an extremely broad purview. It includes policy questions
that don't require a great deal of technical expertise and that prob-
ably should not be considered the province of technical experts.

It also, however, includes explicitly in the statute authority over
very technically complex issues such as designing the methodology
of the assessment.

The National Assessment Governing Board is simply not consti-
tuted appropriately for the second category of functions. Right now
only two of the 23 seats on the committee, on the board, are set
aside for experts in testing and measurement, unlike, say, the Edu-
cational Testing Service, which is the prime contractor for the
NAEP, does not hive a standing panel of experts to advise it.

The contrast with other government funded agencies or organiza-
tions that are responsible for making technical decisions, an exam-
ple I would use is National Institutes of Health or ADAMHA
review panels. It is very striking.

We would not constitute a panel under NIH's purview to design
clinical trials that comprises primarily people who don't know how
to design clinical trials; but that is precisely what we have done
with the National Assessment Governing Board.

4
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This lack of expertise is important for several reasons. One is, as
I suggested before, there really is no way to separate technical
from substantive considerations in testing. In medicine technical
considerations tell you whether a medicine works. In testing tech-
nical considerations tell you whether you can believe the informa-
tion you get or alternatively what it means.

Second, there is extraordinary political pressure now from vari-
ous education constituencies to change the assessment, to use it in
many new ways and to get moving with these changes. The Nation-
al Assessment Governing Board needs the expertise to unierstand
when those changes are practical and when not and to decide what
they have to do to accommodate those pressures in a technically
defensible manner.

Therefore, I think the effectiveness of the National Assessment
could be improved by changing the statute to insure reasonable
representation of technical expertise on the governing board. How
much change is required, I think, depends on whether or not the
purview of the board remains as it is.

If the board does retain authority over highly complex issues, I
would suggest that it might be reasonable to increase the represen-
tation of technical experts to as much as a third of the board which
would be eight members. currently.

If authority over some entirely technical issues were removed
from the board's purview or made joint purview of the board and
some other agency, perhaps a more modest change would make
sense such as increasing the representation to four.

In either case I think a requirement should be put in place that
the individuals chosen for those slots are widely recognized as ex-
perts by their professional peers throughout the United States.
There is currently no such requirement. Again, I think that NIH
and ADAMHA review panels might provide us with some hints
about how we could assure that in the future.

Finally, to wrap up since I have gone on a bit to long, clearly we
are at a turning point, not just for the National Assessment but for
educational assessment and assessment at the national level in
general. The National Assessment has already, in my view, taken
serious States in its trial State assessment away from its tradition-
al monitoring function and toward the functions of evaluation and
accountability, and I think many of the proposals on the table now,
starting with the last session, would push it further in that direc-
tion.

My own view is that the changes made to date were undesirable
and that further changes in those directions would be ill advised.
Absent dramatic changes in the structure of the NAEP, efforts to
use it for evaluation are futile and potentially misleading, and ef-
forts to use it for accountability will simply undermine its value as
our only sound indicator of the performance of our nation's youth.

You may well decide that the monitoring function is not, in your
view, the most important function for the National Assessment.
There are certainly many people who don't believe that it is the
most important function. But as you deliberate that, I would ask
you to bear in mind that although you will hear claims to the con-
trary, we really can't have our cake and eat it, too. We can't have
everything from the National Assessment. It either is going to do

;)
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Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to address the
Subcommittee about the National Assessment of Educational Progress
(NAEP). Before turning specifically to the operation of and statutory basis
for the NAEP, I will briefly address several general issues about testing
that unaerhe my specific recommendations for the NAEP.

BACKGROUND

The NAEP currently has an importance that would have been hard to
vi s i on even a few years ago. The ferment about educational performance

t'ist began more than a decade ago continues to grow, and each wave of
reform proposals further increases the importance accorded to testing.
These trends are now expressed at the national level both in proposals for
the NAEP and in proposals outside the federal government for the
development of additional national tests that would be usedunlike the
NAEPto test all students.

Te judge how well the NAEP and other tests can meet the rising
expectations policymakers hold for them, it is necessary to consider three
basic issues: the multiple functions that the tests are being asked to serve,
the problem of corruptibility, and the unavoidable technical complexity of
large-scale assessments.

Currently, tests are being a. d to serve many purposes, three of
which are central to proposals for large-scale assessments such as the
NAEP. These are:

o Monitoring: providing a description of achievement.

o Evaluating educational programs or policies: not just
describing what students know, but also determining why
they know it.

o Holding people (students, teachers, administrators, or those
holding political office) accountable for achievement.

Monitoring is the traditional function of the NAEP., it was designed to
inform debate and improve education by providing the nation's best
description of the achievement of its youth. Traditionally, the NAEP had no
evaluative or accountability functions, but recent changes and proposals.
such as the T.ovement toward state comparisons, rest in large part on
proponents' desires for a national test that can be used to erriluate
programs and policies and hold to hold people accountable for them.

4 '}
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Unfortunately, it is very difficult for one test, no matter how good, to
serve all three functions simultaneously. First, the different functions call
for different designs. For example, for purposes of monitoring, it is
acceptable to sample students at a single point m their schooling and to use
resourees primarily to insure adequately broad sampling of both students
and tasks. To evaluate programs, however, it is necessary to channel
resources differently, to obtain more detailed data on factors that influence
test scores and even te urack the growth of individual students over time.
Second. using a test for accountability can undermine its accuracy, thus
undermining its usefulness for mongering.

This points to the second iszue: the corruptibility af tests. Many
people incorrectly view tests as an incorruptible measure, like a fever
thermometer. If a fever thermometer shows a drop in temperature, one can
be pretty sure that the fever itself has declined. Many other common
measures, however, are more easily undermined. On example might be
airline on-time statisticz. When an airline's on-time statistics improve, you
might well ask why. Has the airline in fact decreased delays, or has it
simply increased the estimated time of its flights, to allow for long delays on
the tarmac while remaining "on time?" If the latter, nothing has really
happened to how long it takes to get to Detroit.

Similarly, tests can be corrupted: particularly when they are used for
accountability, scores can in..i.ease more than actual achievement. This is
one basis for the now well-known "Lake Wobegon" phenomenon: the fact
that most states and districts now report themselves to be "above average."
One reason this can happen is simple: teaching to the test. Tests are
necessarily a very small sample of what we want stvdents to know. We
can't test their knowledge of tens of thousands of words, so we test them on
a sample of 40 or 60. As long as the 60 are a reasonable sample and no one
directs teaching at those particular words, this works: one can infer the
level of mastery of thousands of words from mastery of the 60. What if,
however, a teacher simply has students memorize the 60 words? Scores
skyrocket. but total vocabulary is scarcely affected. This is a particularly
extreme example, but less extreme teaching to the test can also inflate
scores on the test significantly.

The cinal general point that must be borne in mind is that large-scale
assessments such as NAEP--if they are to provide us with useful, valid, and
reliable information--are necessarily highly complex. Designing and
implementing them requires substantial technical expertiae in measurement
mid sampling. Even issues that seem on their face to be largely substantive
.-ather than technical can have complex technical aspects that must be
addressed if the test is to provide meaningful information. Currently, there
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is widespread impatience with the technical aspects of measurement in
much of the education policy community, but that impatience does not
lessen the impact that technical considerations have on the information we
obtain.

With these basic points in mind, I would like to discuss the operation
and statutory basis of the NAEP.

MONITORING

The NAEP remains ideally suited to its traditional role of monitoring
the achievement of the nation's youth. Moreover, its value for this purpose
is hard to overstate, because nothing else is presently a close substitute for
it. We have no other assessment that tests nationally representative
samples of students at frequent intervals on a broad range of subject matter
that we believe important. In addition, unlike many state-level tests, the
NAEP :a not yet taught to in any way that would undermine its results.

Nonetheless, the NAEP could be improved to better serve this
monitoring function. Some of the potential improvements would require
resources that are currently very scarce, both because of the general
budgetary situation and because the NAEP's resources are being siphoned
into other uses, such as the futile effort to evaluate states' educational
programs.

The improvements that might be made to the NAEP to monitor
achievement better are many, but these are a few possibilities:

o Adding periodic supplements to assess high-achieving
students, especially in mathematics and science. This
group is a major focus of policy debate, but the NAEP,
designed to assess the student population as a whole, lacks
both the appropriate sample of students 3nd the
appropriate mix of' tasks to assess this group well.

o Augmenting the sampling of other groups of importance to
policymakers. such as immigrant students and college-
bound minority youth.

o Strengthening the currently very limited array of
background information collected to describe students and
schools.
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o Further expanding of the range of knowledge and tasks
represented on the test.

The last of these possible improvements points to a serious deficiency
in the current administration of the NAEP: the insufficient weight given to
important technical considerations in making certain decisions about the
operation of the NAEP. The NAEP is moving rapidly to incorporate new
forms of assessment (particularly, various types of "performance
assessmene) and to decrease its reliance on multiple-choice questions.
While this effort is laudable, it is difficult; we don't know as much about
alternative forms of assesrment, and the NAEP has to invent things as it
goes along. The difficulties inherent in making this change have not been
taken into account adequately in charting the NAEP's operation.

Currently, the Educational Testing Service (ETS), which is the prime
contractor for the NAEP, is neither expected to evaluate these new forms of
assessment adequately nor provided resources to do so. Rather, ETS is
pressured to incorporate new assessment methods into the NAEP in the
shortest possible time, even in the absence of any confirmation that they are
of sufficiently high quality to be informative. At a recent meeting of a
NAEP technical advisory committee, Archie LaPointe, director of the NAEP,
drew the accurate analogy of trying to retool the engine of a car while it is
moving at 60 miles per hour.

This specific problem could be addressed by changes in the authorizing
statute. For example, the statute could provide for a period of time--three
years was a recent suggestion by some technical advisors to ETS--for new
assessment methods to be developed and evaluated before they are
incorporated into the NAEP for purposes of national reporting. Similarly,
the statute could direct NCES to provide a reasonable set-aside of NAEP
funds to be used for this purpose. (While there is room for debate on this
point, it might be most efficient to divide these funds between the NAEP
prime contractor and other independent research groups.) These changes
would slow the adoption of new forms of assessment but would assure that
those finally used are worthwhile. The more general problem of insufficient
consideration of technical issues can also be addressed by statutory changes;
I will discuss those shortly.

Ironically, an additional way to improve the monitoring function of the
NAEP would be to increase funding for competing assessments. There are
two reasons for this. One is the competition per se, which might over time
lead to more effective or efficient ways of conducting the NAEP. The second
reason, however, is the one I want to stress: fielding additional assessments
will enable US to interpret the results of the NAEP with more clarity and
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certainty. Because tests are only samples of what we want to assess and
are teehnically complex, even fundamental results can differ substantially
from one test to another. Put simply, it is risky to put too many eggs into
any one testing basket, and even the NAEP can occasionally mislead us.
The trustworthiness of the information provided by the NAEP therefore
could be bolstered by increasing the amount of information from alternative
sources. Clearly, additional assessments of the scope and frequency of the
NAEP are not practical. but they are not needed for the purpose of
validating the NAEP. The information needed might be obtained, for
example, by funding periodic special studies and by augmenting the testing
associated with the Education Department's periodic longitudinal surveys.

EVALUATION

The current controversy about using NAEP for state comparisons
hinges in large part on the reasonableness of using NAEP to evaluate
policies and programs. State-level monitoring--providing descriptive
information about the severity of educational problemscould be useful, but
in fact few proponents of NAEP state comparisons appear to want that.
What they want is information about the relative effectiveness of states'
educational programs.

The NAEP, however, as it is currently designed, cannot provide
reliable information about the relative effectiveness of state programs. It can
tell us which states have higher achievement, but not why they do. In some
cases, State A will outscore State B because of better educational policies,
but in other cases, the cause will be something else entirely, and we will
rarely know which is which. In addition, when State A dces nitscore State
B for educational reasons, we will often not know which eoucational factors
are the cause. Precisely the same uncertainties would arise at the local
level if the current statutory prohibition against using NAEP to evaluate or
compare schools and districts were lifted.

The reasons for this m -oo complex to discuss in detail here, but they
boil down to one essential point: the NAEP does not provide the information
we would need to rule out reasonable alternative explanations of differences
in scores or to pinpoint educational factors that might be responsible.
Because the resources of the NAEP are channeled into providing the best
affordable estimate of achievement, they are not channeled into producing
other information needed for evaluation, such as detailed information on
family and community background factors, educational policies and
practices, and students' prior levels of achievement.
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I have been in debates in which the proponents of NAEP state
comparisons insist that the NAEP is adequate for drawing inferences about
educational effectiveness, but in making that argument, they are accepting
a standard of evidence far weaker than we routinely require in areas
outside of education. The methods for evaluating educational programs are
basically the same as those used to evaluate, ibr example, medical
treatments or health programs In those fields, data similar to the NAEP
would not be considered adequate for reaching conclusions about
effectiveness or safety. If we accept weaker evidence in the area of
education, we may be less likely to do someone bodily harm, but we are just
as likely to be wrong. Just as looser standards of evidence would sometimes
cause medical practitioners to continue ineffective treatmenta or to
terminate effective ones, such standards would likely mean that some
ineffective educational programs will gain credit and be emulated, while
some effective ones will be threatened.

The NAEP could be redesigned to support evaluation of educational
programs, but it would require wholesale changes in the program.
Moreover, the changes that wouk !. be called for--such as obtaining detailed
information on family background, school programs, and, especially, on
students' achievement growth over timeare likely to be very expensive.
Absent significant new resources, NAEP could not assume those additional
roles without substantially weakening its collection of the basic achievement
data that it needs for purposes of monitoring.

ACCOUNTABILITY

The appropriateness of using the NAEP for accountability also arises
in the debate about state comparisons and is a key consideration in the
debate about the current statutory prohibition against the use of the NAEP
for comparisons of local diatricts or schools.

To some extent, using NAEP for accountability purposes would run
afoul of the same difficulties just noted, for it is hard to hold oeople
meaningfully accountable for differences in educational achie nnent if you
cannot show that they are in fact responsible for them. There is, however,
another reason to avoid using NAEP for accountability: it could undermine
its value for monitoring.

The key issue, as I suggested earlier, is teaching to the test. Whether.
and under what circumstances, teaching to the test is instructionally
desirable is the su. ject of an intense debate in the education community.
For present purposes, however, you need not be distracted by that debate.
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Whatever the instructional danger--or valueof teaching to the test, it can
seriously undermine the validity of test scores as an index of achievement.

Some proponents of using NAEP for accountability maintain that
NAEP incorporates protections against this kind of corruption. It does. As
currently operated, NAEP provides considerably more test security than do
many other testing programs. In addition, it uses a sampling system in
which each tested student is given only a fraction of the test. Both make it
more difficult for teachers and students to learn what the test contains,
thus discouraging inappropriate teaching to the test. It is by no means
clear, however, that these T..rotections are adequate. Even though NAEP
tests are collected after use, many thousands of students and a good many
teachers see the test while it is administered, and others see it for other
reasons. Over time, knowledge of the content of the test will grow, and at
that point the corruption caused by teaching to the test can begin.

Local comparisons are far riskier than state comparisons in terms of
potential corruption of the NAEP. In all but the smallest states, NAEP
state comparisons leave most students and schools untested. Thus the
people who are responsible for much teaching to the testlocal educators--
will often have no direct incentive to raise scores. State administrators will,
but they have fewer means of pressuring local educators than in a system
where the students of local educators are tested. Local use of the NAEP
would dramatically increase the number of people whose performance (that
is, whose students' performance) will be measured and will thus greatly
increase both the incentive to raise scores and the means of' exerting
pressure to do so.

Exactly so, respond the proponents of local use of NAEP: it would give
people more incentive to improve their performance. It indeed could, but at
the cost. of threatening the fundamental validity of the descriptive
information that NAEP was created to supply.

This dilemma has a solution: use the NAEP for monitoring, and use
other tests for accountability. If proponents of local comparisons--and the
audiences who would get the results of themwere convinced of the
necessity of separating the accountability and monitoring functions of tests,
it might be possible to have local reporting of the NAEP while not using it
for accountability purposes. Under current conditions, however, that
prospect is unrealistic. Therefore, the prohibition against local use of NAEP
results is still needed to maintain the NAEP as an instrument of monitoring
rather than accountability.
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THE ROLE OF THE NATIONAL ASSESSMENT GOVERNING
BOARD

I would like to make only a few comments about the National
Assessment Governing Board (NAGIII) in the context of the third of my
general points: the unavoidable technical complexity of the NAEP. How
should the NAEP be administered to insure that the technical ramifications
of issues such as state comparisons and the use of performance assessments
are acknowledged and handled appropriately?

Under the current statute. NAGB has extremely broad authority over
the design and conduct of the NAEP and over the reporting of NAEP
results. This authority includes issue that can be resolved without a great
deal of specialized expertise, such as selecting the subject areas to be
assessed. Indeed, some people have argued--reasonably, in my view--that
decisions of this sort should not be considered the province of experts;
although experts should be consulted, these issues are appropriate ones for
wide public debate. On the other hand, the authority of NAGB also
includes issues that are technically very complex, such as "developing test
specifications" and "designing the methodology o: the assessment."

Under current law, NAGB is not constituted appropriately to deal with
technical issues of this sort. Only two of the 23 seats are set wide for
experts in testing and measurement. NAGB has also not used the leeway it
does have under current law to augment its own limited technical expertise.
For example, it has not constituted a standing panel of technical experts to
advise it. (By contrast, ETS. as prime contractor for the NAEP, does have
such a panel, despite the impressive expertise of many of its own staff.)
NAG Li does make use of outside technical consultants, but only on an ad
hoe basis. These ad hoc arrangements do not provide a regular opportunity
for experts to meet and deliberate about major issues confronting the
NAEP.

The contrast between NAGB's level of technical expertise and that of
other government-funded groups with authority over technical decisions--for
example, NIH or ADAMHA review panels--is striking. We would not
assemble a panel to design clinical drug trials that included only a few
people with technical expertise in designing clinical trials, yet we have done
precisely that in constituting NAGB.

This lack of expertise is extremely important for several reasons.
First, in educational measurement, as in other complex technical fields,
there is no clear way to separate technical and substantive questions. In
pharmacology, "merely technical" considerations determine whether the
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medication you take will cure you or harm you; in measurement. -merely
technical- considerations determine what the results of a test mean. As
presently constituted, NAGS does not have the ability to resolve some
important technical questions. More important, in some instances, it may
not have the expertise needed even to judge when technical issues are in
fact important. To pick only one example, the organization charged with
overseeing the NAEP should be able to recognize the need for validation of
new assessment methods before they are fielded and reported on a national
basis.

Second. NAGB needs technical expertise in order to be able to respond
to the increasingly extreme political pressures being exerted r.ei assessments
by various constituencies. These pressures are often very intense, and the
constituencies involved appear to have ever less patience for technical issues
that might slow changes they desire. Expertise in measurement is
sometimes needed to understand which political pressures are reasonable
and to find technically sound ways of accommodating them.

The quality and effectiveness of the NAEP therefore could be improved
by changing the statute to insure a reasonable representation of technical
expertise on the National Assessment Governing Board. Certainly, NAGB
needs to incorporate perspectives of other sorts, because the goals of
education are properly a matter of public debate, not the sole province of
experts. The design of assessments, however, does require specialized
expertise.

The extent to which the membership of NAGB should be modified
depends on its purview. If NAGB retains authority over the highly
technical issues it now oversees, its membership should be altered
fundamentally. If, on the other hand, authority over some technical issues
were removed from NAGB's purview, more modest changes might suffice.
Even then, however. NAGB would need sufficient technical expertise to be
able to judge the importance of technical issues and to appreciate the
technical ramifications of initiatives it cor .rs.

Among the steps that might be taken to strengthen NAGB are these:

o Increasing the number of seats (of the 23 total) assigned to
technical experts in testing and measurement to provide an
effective voice for technical concerns. With NAGB's current
purview, a reasonable level might be roughly a third of the
Board--say, 8 of 23 seats. If NAGB's authority over
technical decisions were reduced, it might suffice to allocate
fewer seats ,o technical experts--perhaps 4 or 5.
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o Requiring that the individuals chosen for those seats be
widely acknowledged as experts by their professional peers.
There is currently no such requirement in the law. NIH
and ADAMHA review panels might provide a useful
example of how such expertise could be assured.

o Requiring that NAGB constitete a standing advisory
committee of experts in testing and measurement. This
committee should meet several times a year and should be
empowered to issue reports to NAGB, NCES, and other
interested parties to the extent the committee deems
necessary. This committee could presumably overlap with
the technical advisory committee set up to advise the NAEP
prime contractor.

CONCLATSION

The NAEP is currently at a turning point. With the currently
authorized state comparisons. NAEP is taking major steps toward the
functions of evaluation and accountability. Proposals for further changes in
these directions have been on the table since the last Congress, and as the
reauthorization of NAEP nears, pressures for further changes will intensify.

My own view is that the changes made to date were undesirable and
that further changes in those directions--such as the use of NAEP 1r local
evaluation and comparisons-should be avoided_ Absent dramatic ch,inges
in the structure of the NAEP, the efforts to use it for evaluation are flitile
and potentially misleading, and efforts to use it for accountability threaten
the NAEP's traditional role as the nation's only frequent and nationally
representative indicator of the achievement of our youth.

The Committee will hear-indeed, has already heard-fundamentally
different views of what NAEP should be, and you may well decide that the
traditional monitoring function is not in your view the most important role
the NAEP can play. I would ask you to bear in mind, however, that despite
some contrary claims, we cannot have our cake and eat it too, and pursuing
evaluation and accountability will at best require short-changing the
monitoring function and at worst will undermine it.

Finally, I would like to reiterate that providing the information on
achievement that policrnakers and the public wants is a technically
complex and difficult task. If the NAEP is to be successful as it evolves
further, it must be given a governance structure that is cognizant of these
difficulties and able to balance them against legitimate political pressures.
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Mr. Chairman, thank you again for the opportunity to discuss these
issues with the Subcommittee. At this time, I would be pleased to turn to
any questions that you or other members of the Subcommittee have.
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Chairman KILDEE. Thank you, Dr. Koretz. Dr. Linn?
Dr. LINN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for inviting me to testify

today. 1, too, will try to be brief and ask that my written comments
be admitted into the record.

Chairman KILDEE. Without objection, they will be included.
Dr. LINN. Many of the points that I want to make have already

been made, and I would like to just reemphasize a few of those.
To begin with, NAEP was designed, as has been pointed out sev-

eral times, not as a test in the usual sense that you give to get
scores on individual children or on individual schools but as an in-
formation system to monitor progress of the Nation's youth in edu-
cational achievement over time.

It has served us quite well over the last 20 years. We haven't
always liked the messages dist it has provided such as achieve-
ment beingthe trends being rather flat and at levels that are
below those that we aspire to as a nation, but nonetheless it is the
best source of information that we have to have an independent
monitoring of what is happening to achievement in the Nation.

The current legislation has prohibitions against reporting scores
for individual students or for individual schools. I would strongly
urge that those prohibitions remain in effect. I think it is just im-
possible for the system to serve both as a monitor of trends of
achievement for the Nation and as an instrument that will report
scores for individual students or for individual schools.

Currently, the sampling of exercises for an individual student is
quite slim, too slim to provide reliable scores for an individual stu-
dent. To have reliable scores would greatly increase the amount of
testing that would be required as well as distort the function of the
monitor as an independent monitor.

The same could be said for individual schools. By sampling and
giving different exercises to different students, you can get a good
reading for the Nation as a whole or for States as in the case that
you now have permitted so I would strongly urge again that that
prohibition against going down to the student or school level
remain in effect.

One of the major changes that took place in the 1988 legislation,
of course, was the provision to allow the voluntary participation of
States in the national assessment In 1990 in accord with that for
the first time, 37 States did participate in that in eighth grade
mathematics, and in 1992 a large number of States plan to partici-
pate in both reading and math at grade four and mathematics
again at grade eight

Congress in authorizing the trial State assessment put in place a
requirement that there be an evaluation conducted. That is cur-
rently under way under the National Academy of Education's guid-
ance. I have the pleasure of co-chairing that panel, and that panel
will be reporting in October as mandated by Congress.

Because Congress needs to consider the authorization at this
point in time, the panel will be submitting an interim report in
about three weeks. I cannot at this point give you the details of
that report because it is still under review, but I can say a couple
of things.
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First, we have not identified nukjor flaws in the administration of
the National Assessment at the State level that would preclude the
release of the scores in June.

Second, we have not seen adverse effects on the National Assess-
ment itself, and so will be recommending that some kind of trial
continue in 1994. Why continue a trial in 1994 as opposed to a full
operational program? In part because many of thewhile you will
have tested in two grades in mathematics and one in reading, there
are still many things that will be untried at the end of 1992, much
less at this point, in 1990.

In particular, there will have been no trial with twelfth grade
students, and it is likely that just because you are successful at
eighth grade or fourth grade, it does not necessarily follow that you
would be successful at twelfth. The motivation to participate on the
part of students may be quite different at twelfth grade than at
other grades.

Moreover, the success on trials at a couple of grades in only two
subjects in one, and one subject in another, is far remavei... from a
full operational program that would involve three grades and three
or four different subject areas, so we think that there are still a
number of issues to be considered.

In addition, there are parts of the trial State assessment that is
limited to only public school students at the current time, and if
the goal is to really have comparisons of performancf: of all stu-
dents and States or States to the Nation, the number of students in
private schools varies considerably from State to State, and that
would be something that the Congress might want to consider.

Finally, returning to national NAEP, I would like to point out
one of the things that the original designers of National Assess-
ment had in mind, and that was the assessment of all of the Na-
tion's youth at a given age level.

Early on, that included students in public schools, in private
schools, and youth who had dropped out of school. Due to budget
considerations and constant dollars, the out of school youth are no
longer a part of the National Assessment. This is particularly both-
ersome at age 17 where, in fact, we are assessing only those stu-
dents who are in schools and missing about a quarter of the 17
year old youth that are no longer in school.

So I would urge consideration of the need to know how not only
students in school are doing but 17 year old youths in general.

I was asked to comment on the National Assessment Governing
Board. I claim no expertise in government so I will not make any
recommendations there.

I will make one observation, though, and that is that there seems
to be some ambiguity in the degree of responsibility and authority
between the National Assessment Governing Board and the Secre-
tary of Education. I think that some clarification of that would be
desirable.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Robert L. Linn followsl
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Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to provide
testimony to the Subcommittee oversight hearings regarding the
National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP). The hearings
and consideration of legislation regarding NAEP have particular
importance because of the current national attention that is
being giveh to educational goals and the role of assessment both
as a means of monitoring educational progress and as an
instrument of chancy..

The inclusion of the word "progress" and the choice of the
word "assessment" rather than "test" in naming NAEP were not
accidental. When the original plans were being developed for
NAEP roughly a quarter of a century ago by people such as Ralph
Tyler and the late Francis Keppel, NAEP was conceived of, not as
a test in the familiar sense, but as an information system, one
that would yield indicators of educational progress. The Grosi;
National Product and the Consumer Price Index were used as
analogies to the type of indicator that was needed to monitor
progress in the educational achievement of the nation's youth.

The role of NAEP as an independent indicator of educational
progress is quite different than other roles, such as school and
teacher accountability or the certification of individual
students, that tests are expected to serve. NAEP has provided
the most reliable single source of information about the trends
in achievement of the nation's youth over the more than twenty
years since the administration of the first assessment. Although
we may not like some cf the messages that NAEP has provided (e.g.
levels of achievement that have changed relatively little during
the past twenty years and remain below those to which we as a
nation aspire), we have no better way of monitoring educational
progress for the na:ion as a whole.

There are, of course, other roles for assessment. Thit;
apparent in the cur-tent debate regarding the possibility of a
national examination system or a national test. It is, however,
critical that the different purposes be clearly distinguished and
that the assessment systems be designed to be consistent with
those purposes.
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Prohibition Against Ranking, Comparing, or Evaluating Individual
Students, Schools, or Scboo4 Districts

NAEP was not designed to be a test that would provide scores
for individual students or schools. Indeed, such uses are
precluded in the current law which requires confidentiality of
individual student identification and of results for individual
schools. Ranking, comparing, or evaluating, individual students,
schools, or school districts is also prohibited.

I strongly urge that individual student and individual
school results continue to be kept confidential in future
legislation. An expansion ot NAEP to provide results for
individual schools or students would lead to a loss of NAEP's
value as an independent and uncorrupted indicator of educational
progress.

Sinee each student takes only a sample of the exercises used
at any given administration, NAEP does not collect enough data to
produce reliable scores for individual students. The
administration of different samples of exercises to different
samples of students is a strength tor purposes of obtaining a
broad indicator of performance for the nation or a state, but
this use of multiple samples of exercises would he a disadvanses
for producing scores for individual students.

The reporting of results for individual sch,,,ols would
greatly increase the size of the sample that umbld be required at
each participating school. More importantly, the focus on sohoel
building results would increase the stakes that are attached to
NAEP results, degrade the security of NAEP exercises, and
increase the likelihood that results would be corrupted. Such a
change would threaten the integrity of NAEP as an independent
monitor of national or state trends in student aehievement.

The extension oi NAEP beyond the state level to the loeal
district level raises a somewhat different set of issues.
Although not advocate an expansion of NAEP that would allow
voluntary participation by large school districts, I believe thAt
the case tor allowing participation may be an strong for large
school districts as it is tor individual states. The curlew
design which requires the assessment of only a sample consisting
ot a relatively small fraction of the students within a grade
applies as readily to large districts such as Los Angeles,
Houston, or New York City as it does for a number of states.
Indeed, a number of districts would have more students than 1:orr,
of the less populous states. Because of its special status, m1e
district, the District of Columbia, did participate in the Ie's
Trial State Assessment. Consequently, it seems just an
reasonable and feasible, at least on a trial basis, to a/low
large districts to participate voluntarily in NAEP and receive
district level reports as it is to provide this option to states.
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If the prohibition against the voluntary participation of
school districts is removed, I believe it would be wise to do so
on a trial basis during which time the practice could be
evaluated much in the way that this is now being done for the
Trial State Assessment. I also believe that it would be wise to
maintain a restriction for districts with enrollments below some
pre-specified level.

Trial State Assessment

One of the most significant changes in NAEP introduced in
1988, when Congress enacted Public Law 100-297, was the
introduction of the Trial State Assessment (TSA) program.
Consistent with the provision of the law, NAEP made available to
the states an eighth grade mathematics assessment in 1990.
Thirty-seven states, the District of Columbia, and two
territories voluntarily participated in the 1990 TSA. Results of
that first TSA are scheduled for release in June of this year.
Planning for the second TSA, which will be expanded to include
both reading and mathematics at grade four as well as mathematics
at grade eight, is well underway.

In accordance with the mandate of the law, the National
Center for Educational Statistics awarded a five-year grant to
the National Academy of Education to conduct an independent
evaluation of the Trial State Assessment. That evaluation is
being conducted by an eighteen member panel with a wide range ot
technical and policy expertise that was appointed by the National
Academy of Education. I have the pleasure of serving as co-chair
of the panel with Professor Robert Glaser from the University of
Pittsburgh.

The panel is scheduled to report on the evaluation of the
1990 Trial State Assessment in October, 1991. A second report,
which will include an evaluation of 1 tth the 1990 and 1992 Trial
state Assessments, is scheduled for late tall of 1993. The panel
has commissioned a number of analyses and papers !hat will, as
the law requires, "assess the feasibility and validity of Istate)
assessments and the fairness and accuracy of the data they
produce."

Although a complete evaluation of the Trial State Assessment
at this time--almost three months before the first state results
are scheduled for release--is not possible, it is recognized that
Congress needs to consider authorizations now it state
assessments are to be continued in 1994. Hence, the National
Academy of Education Panel will submit an interim report within
the next few weeks.

Because the interim report is still under review, I cannot
provide details of that report at this time. However, I can say
that the panel has not identified major flaws in the sampling or
administration of the Trial State Assessment that should preclude
the release of the state results as scheduled in June. I can
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also report that the initial experience was sufficiently positive
and without adverse effects on the national assessment that the
panel will recommend continuation of an expanded trial in 1994.

Even at the end of the 1992 assessment there will be several
aspects of NAFP that have not been evaluated for use at the state
level. Only fourth and eighth grade students will have been
included in the TSA with assessments in only one subject area at
grade eight and two at grade four. Only public school students
will have been assessed in the TSA.

There are significant differences between high school
seniors and students in grades four or eight in their likely
willingness to participate in an assessment, their degree of
cooperation during the assessment, and their Motivation. These
differences make it unwise to assume that a successful trial at
earlier grades implies success for a twelfth grade state-by-!Jmc
assessment. Similarly, successful implementation of state
assessments in one or two subjects at two grades does not
eecessarily imply that a full-scale, operational state-by-state
assessment in three grades and three or four subjects, could be
conducted successfully without degrading the quality of the
national assessment results. Finally, success with only public
school students does not guarantee success if both private and
public school students are included in state level asseesmenti;.
Hence, it seems prudent to authorize a continuation of an
expanded trial through 1994 rather than a full-scale
implementation.

Because there is considerable variability from state to
state in the proportion of students enrolled in private schools,
exclusion of private school students from the state samples
degrades the comparability of state-to-state reeults. A bettei
indication of the achievement of the students within a state
would be obtained it both private and public echool students sere
included in the state administrations of NA1T. Therefore, I

believe that provisions for the addition of pr vate schools to
the state samples deserves consideration.

out of School Youth

In the early years of HASP, assessments were administered to
age cohort eamples, both in and out of school. Due to declInina
support in constant dollars, the inclusion of out-ol-school s,
13, and 17-year-olde was lost. This Joss is partis.-;Aatly setiou::
for the II-year-old cohort.

It is important to know what high school ta,Ittort; can do.
ie also important to monitor the achievement of 17-year-old
etudents who remain in school regardless of grade level. Even
the latter, however, excludes roughly 2% of the nation's 17-yeat
-olds who have dropped out of school.

i;
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The criticality of including out-of-school youth in the
assessment was stressed in the original design of NAEP. The
rationale was clearly articulated by Ralph Tyler in 1966. "In
our total society, there are children in public schools, in
private schools, and some who are not in school. Hence, a
comprehensive assessment program requires samples which include
children who are found in these several places."

I believe that Tyler's reasons for wanting out-of-school
youth included in the assessments are, if anything, more
compelling today than they were a guaiter of a century ago. The
use of college admissions tests as indicators of educational
progress is much maligned, and rightly so, in part, because these
tests are taken by only a selected and changing segment of the
population that is planning to go to college. Although less
severe, NAEP is subject to a similar criticism, especially for
the 17-year-old cohort.

The reintroduction of the assessment of out-of-school youth
as a regular feature of NAEP would provide for a substantial
improvement of the quality of information that NAEP provides
about the educational progress of the nation. For purposes of
providing a national indicator of achievement, a kind of Gror.s
Educational Product, I believe that the inclusion of out-of-
school youth deserves high priority.

National Assessment Governing Board

One of the topics mentioned in Congressman Kildee's letter
of invitation to testify was the role of the National Assessment
Governing Board (NAGB). Since I claim no special expertise on
the subject of governance or bureaucratic organization. I will
not make specitic recommendations regarding the role of NAGII. I

will make one observation, however.

There appears to be considerable ambiguity in the extent of
NAGB's responsibilities and authority vs. those of the Secretary
of Education. Clarification by Congress seems desirable, and
once clarified, it will be important that funding is commensurate
with the designated responsibility and authority.

Respectfully submitted by Robert L. Linn for the March 11,
1991 hearing of the Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary, and
Vocaticnal Education of the Committee on Education and Labor,
S. House ot Representatives.
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Chairman limns. Thank you very much.
Dr. Roeber?
Dr. ROEDER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I, too, request that my

written statement be entered into the record.
Chairman KILDEE. Without objection, it will be entered in the

record.
Dr. ROEDER. I also apologize in advance if my voice fades. I came

down with, I think, a case of the flu coming back from the West
Coast at a meeting last week, and sit here in a rather weakened
condition. I wish I was stronger so I could speak out more forcibly
on this topic.

As a director of assessment in Michigan since the mid 1970s, I
have had the opportunity of working with States in their programs
and helping to shape State programs since the mid 1970s, but since
I began my career working for National Assessment in the early
1970s, I have seen National Assessment from a personal perspec-
tive and can bring that to your discussions.

I support the current shape of National Assessment as a monitor
of national achievement in our country, and I feel strongly that
that is an appropriate role to continue for National Assessment.

1, too, have concerns about the ways in which a State NAEP, a
district NAEP, a school NAEP, or a student NAEP, might unfold.
These deal with the substance of National Assessment as well as
the process for arriving at that.

First, the process concerns. I am concerned that national pro-
grams such as the National Assessment or the others that you will
consider tomorrow are being developed without the involvement of
State level curriculum and assessment persons. We have had an as-
sessment program in Michigan for 22 years. Most of the lessons
that are now being learned and/or rediscovered at the national
level we have learned the hard way in Michigan, and that is one of
the reasons ir. the mid 1970s we formed the Association of State
Assessment Programs so that we could share those hard knocks
and prevent others from going through that.

I think the notable exception to this has been the consensus proc-
ess that the Council of State School Officers has been using to
arrive at the assessment frameworks.

Most specifically, we have objected to the ways in which the Na-
tional Assessment Governing Board has adopted plans for the
future which call for sweeping changes in the scope of National As-
sessment without State involvement, and certainly the technical
expertise that was referred to earlier is something that is desper-
ately missing from that so that I have felt strongly for a couple of
years that practitioners such as State curriculum people, State test-
ing people, as well as our counterparts at the local level, need to he
heavily involved in the design of the National Assessment or other
National Assessment programs.

We have been involved to some extent in the administration af
the State National Assessment program, but we seem to be most
involved in the trivial aspects of the administration and almost
completely uninvolved in the design, in the shaping of the policies
that underlie it, as well as the procedures for assessment. I think
we have much to offer.

41-090 0 91 - 3
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Now my substantive comments about the future of National As-
sessment. First of all, I am concerned about the quality of the as-
sessment materials that are used. There is a trend now nationally
to incorporate performance assessments in assessment, and I urge
the National Assessment Project to go back to the future.

When I worked in National Assessment in the early 1970s we
had individual performance testing in areas as diverse as art,
music, science, social studies, career and occupational development,
mathematics, and writing. We literally assessed 40,000 or 50,000
youngsters in singing, playing musical instruments, awl ended up
with about 80,000 tapes which we scored, and so the National As-
sessment Governing Board's comments that relate to the use of
performance assessment, that it is untried, and that we need to go
slow on this, to me are simply not a recognition of the heritage of
the project that they are supervising.

Second, I think the most valuable aspect of National Assessment,
it is an original design. I think a real testimony to Ralph Tyler's
inspiration in designing this program in the mid 1960s was the in-
clusion of an assessment of young adults, age 26 to 35.

Almost no one knows about that because it was dropped in the
early 1970s because of Federal budget concerns. The reason why I
feel that this is the most valuable part of National Assessment is
because what ultimately we are concerned about in this country,
and rightfully so, is whether our high school graduates, our college
graduates, end even those with advanced training, are prepared to
enter the workplace and be productive citizens.

What better way to determine that than, in fact, to carry out an
assessment of these individuals?

I think that, once again, it demonstrated the inspiration of the
early design of National Assessment that this 20,000 to 25,000 stu-
dent or adults in that age range could be tested on an annual basis
in an appropriation, incidentally, that is about comparable to what
it is now, unadjusted for inflation; that is, the appropriation in the
early 1970s was about $6 million to $7 million a year, and they
were able to do this individual performance testing that I referred
to as well as that of the young adults.

Third. I am concerned about the content areas that are assessed.
rhere seems to be an over-emphasis in my mind on mathematics,
reading, writing, social studies, and citizenship, and I would like to
see the National Assessment branch out into some other areas that
I think are vitally needed, including the arts, foreign language, and
health and physical education. I am sure that there are other
areas.

Fourth, as I look at assessment above the level of the State. I am
most concerned about whether and how Michigan performs rela-
tive to the world. You know, the automobile industry is not con-
cerned whether the autos built in Indiana or Ohio are better than
the ones built in Michigan. We are concerned about building better
autos than the rest of the world. The same ought to be true with
student achievement.

So rather than driving NAEP downwards into our schools and
districts and even the State, I am concerned about driving NAEP
upwards and linking to international assessments. We had the op-
portunity. Unfortunately, we couldn't come up with the funding. It
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would have cost the State $120,000 to link the Michigan reading
test at fourth grade to the International Education Achievement
reading literacy test at fourth grade, and I think that would have
provided data for every school and every district on the IEA Read-
ing Literacy Scale for $120,000 without having had to give that test
to all of our students.

There are ways that we ought to be exploring to link the assess-
ments without using one to drive out another, to link them togeth-
er so that one assessment is essentially carrying the load of two or
three, and, in fact., given what I could have gotten out of the IEA
Reading Literacy Study, that is school, district, State, national, and
international data, I really wondered whether we needed the Na-
tional Assessment State by State data at grade four.

School and district testing on NAEP? It is certainly a controver-
sial issue, and there are States that are in favor of it. There are
States that use commercial available standardized achievement
tests, and they would prefer to use the National Assessment. Other
States, such as Michigan, find less value in that, and I understand
that that is an issue that I think you are going to be wrestling
with.

But I think that I personally am in favor of lifting that prohibi-
tion so long as all of the principal parties at the State and local
level are in agreement to it so that it is not forced on someone. It is
left on a voluntary basis at the State and the local level so that if
the local district cares to get that information, they can, and if
they choose not to, they also can avoid that.

Frequency of testing is an issue that you are going to be also dis-
cussing. I agree that annual assessments would be desirable, but I
disagree about a two year cycle. NAEP used to be on a four year
cycle, and I think that is frequent enough to see the kind of
changes that we expect on a global basis in achievement in stu-
dents.

Programs such as National AssessmeAlt have been quite able over
cycles as long as five or six years to track trends in student
achievement because, again, as a monitoring program testing every
four years or five years is appropriate.

If the purpose of NAEP is an accountability program to force
schools to change, then clearly four years is way too long, but I be-
lieve that NAEP's greatest value is a monitor.

The Particular issue of the motivation of twelfth graders has
been alluded to, and it is one that urges me to urge you to continue
the trial nature of National Assessment State assessment programs
for 1994.

Twelfth igrade was selected as the third of the three grades to be
assessed. Testing takes place in February. Anyone familiar with
schools and how they operate will indicate to you that seniors in
Feb are not very motivated.

Noirtin am not particularly concerned about whether Michigan
students are more or less motivated than Indiana students so in a
State comparative program, I don't care. But when people are
making absolute judgments about what our high school graduates
have at the time they leave school, then it is a critical issue.

When National Assessment was assessing 17 year olds, those as-
sessments, the modal grade level at which those assessments oc-
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curred was eleventh grade. Now, that is not quite as neat as having
a picture of students as they leave school, but right now I am very
fearful that the twelfth grade data that we get is seriously underes-
timating what our students know because of the lack of motivation
of students to take the test.

The final issue I want to talk about is whether testing can
change student learning. Obviously, as a supervisor of a program
that has been in business for 22 years, I believe it can, but will the
test itself cause schools to change? We have a long history in
Michigan of knowing that it won't; that in fact you need to engage
classroom teachers in the process of change through local school
improvement programs, through the provision of instructional as-
sistants, model instructional programs, and even model curriculum,

It is a lengthy process, one that involves considerable technical
assistance to be provided to each and every school that is partici-
pating.

What has concerned me about the 1990 and the 1992 trial pro-
grams is that we are proceeding as kind of a mixed model. NAEP
is a monitor, but NAEP is also for school accountability, and when
we get to the actual "what are we going to do with the results,"
there seems to be a hands-off approach at the national level, that it
is not appropriate to develop suggested instructional strategies in
mathematics or even to indicate to the public that a revamping of
mathematics instruction is necessary.

Now, somehow it is okay to test students and beat States and
schools up, but it is not okay to help them, and, in fact, there has
been no funding provided for the assistance that States and schools
are going to need to improve their instruction. I and others in the
assessment and curriculum groups have taken it upon ourselves on
a voluntary basis, sometimes at other agencies' expenses, to try
and develop resources that States can use to interpret the National
Assessment results.

In separate correspondence to the National Center for Education
Statistics, I have rtcommended that at least five percent of every
assessment be set aside for the kinds of technical assistance and
improvement activity that I believe should occur after every assess-
ment.

Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the opportunity of addressing these
concerns to the wmmittee, and I like the others would be happy to
answer questions. Thanks.

[The prepared statement of Edward D. Roeber folt^.vs:]
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occur It is doubtful that significant ChOriget in Student performance will occur in lust fwci
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OF4`eve thOt the ref wv-frog picsoopfi for me Weal trio; IN(Vt;)rn *41,10 1,,ct ITT iisoi
that Corno0iOnve data Wit serve a useful burpOse

there will be those who feet satisfied by hiciti orrIPOICIIVe 010IfOrmor,0tt 0` orQrY ot 4 4
101'd comPOrOfive pisrformOnce C41NAFP buf grven the sofa (vs tht, 5tco.04,g (4 tr
United StateS lit Iniernotionot strictreS of student porte nip I 00%4, rivened Sir, tr

feelinas about o stores relatw betterment e Of) the NAFP to fightina trtr the re, ,Y
tO.Aer Ck.t..k Or thft S tcJnc when the icebergs ore vs sight The* srniilk ore tor ini ire
importont issues that lie uheod of us us a notion surri ic now we ossure mat PvE!')
sturirnt WtX) )6K7ves NO sr !loos is work rends rn the giot cernnettrve [4'00.0 wC.
ourselves rn

ROle 01 the Notional Assessment Governing Soord I taIve Ciatwit.ty TOcK 1 I. 1 Ot, t.h$ 0 n
in illy rellorkt elSewho,e I tIChre hod both posrlisre nod re4porve teeLngi r It

7,i
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Mord since Os inception the positive ones Ore due to Its broody representative nature
and Its Independence !ran the contrOCtor the believe Is useful feature of the
Board which ought to be retained and expanded upon in the future I hove also come
to feel 0 true deal* on the part of NAGB for state Input on various Issues facingNationor

Assessment

On the negative sioe I beseve thot the Board has not &ways sought out COW e horn
practftioners before octIng Is not sufficiently staffed in order to cerry out *ome f ItS

responsibilthes tsuCh as Standard setting) is pressured into acting betare tt should (<1..re
In some rrieCaure to unrealistically short timelines) ond hasn't OtwOyS been aware Of
NMI'S post nor given COnSiaeldhat tO how ft cast/ Sok (or repioce) other federoPy
funded deto cosection everts On student or adult achievement

However. have cane to rookie that a mosor port of these problems t due to not having
persons who ore tomtbor with the state-level educOtronol or technical issues sunovnang
assessment on the Governing Bead itself I feet that a motor Charge to the Board wouid
be to Ocid two or more ossessment directors and curneulum directors horn doles to the
GOverning Board Also Congress should reQuire that o teChnicol odulsOrY group
COmpOsed of various comtifuent groups, Including state and IoCol testing dosotors be
established and that such an advisory group be regularly cOnsulted n the °slot itshrneni
of assewnent policy and practice before the Board makes trial decisions on either
While standing committees have been used for snort periods of hme aria ggig
groups have alsO been used the on-gang advice which 0 stondrg group could
provide has been missing Both of these ore critrCal needs which sham be takon corp
et in the reouthorization of NAGB

Summaty

hope that my remarks are nekokil to you as yOu consider the shape and scope or me
Nationa4 Assessment of Educationa Progress of the tutus* As a SuCtOofter or the
program t hope that my remarks wit be nelaul tO yeti OS you decuss these and other
imPortant issues Mere is 0 uSetui ond constructive role which a Natrona Assess,- -.nt
con pielY but careful thought . OarticikarlY by those tomatof with the Notional Asst .r.
01 Me Past CS wet OS the CiroCticat Cind technical issues surrounang assessment wit
help to assure that the poSt SS net re-invented nor mot useful alternative assessments
designs and strategies are not conSidered My colleagues and t stand reody to hetp
onct we Ore waiting to be called on We believe that we have much usefii to contribute
and ask that we become port ot the ProceSS of ctscusson and decision on these and
other enprotorrt Muffs
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MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

MEMORANDUM

TO' mersoo
Go fano Aintw7( h
Aichicr I aporritef

FROM: ( (11V0141 fk)Phr4

DATE: tetictiary 7R 1991

SUBJECT: State tovokefnent 111 the )eun fs.lat.onat AS.SoWner

Sin( (4 my return from VAnhington f ) ( on Monday nIght. I have given c orist, ter ohie
thought to the k 0 NM Netwollg r*If +Ong whir?, was hetd t',n Fah:vary 25. IVY)
concrmhij the Notional Assessment Stole Astessment Program lam very c oriceined
Ottaltft ft* Mituff. (4 the irwotvement that states ore rutvIded concerning the Notii.not
Assessment pa aja. t AS you ore owOie feet strangil that stales shnoll tut drier:ay
ft-Ivo/veld in an Photos of the detn arid condoCt of this rvoie,t From technir at,
ed1r041.0OCSI anci C.Cnceptuat ponts of view, out experiences are invotgabie 1 nal
unique fort agencies seeking to design a nation& testing cengrorn which reoc hes down
to the state of local feta* it was fhts view which led ma ti, SuggeSt at the Apra MO
r (tuccitkri informolMxt Advisory f' ornrettfee dete.) mea,linij that oartroinotur,Ui (bp 1997
MVP Stole ASsessmei pe-tgram be r min vent or. dap, stole shout into the fir IN If ttli
Assessment programs

At the outset, t want to ( kx.rfy eye i Orn t7 c'tt tv elan& Atteisimenf At n !Orme,
Staff member. as we; os a Stott, teeing dee( tor watt yews of exaeitenr. P In tvuhrtrrg
educate/a In the design of assessment etc trvitos ond procedures. however lam matt
upset by the manner in which stole tome is not sought or cIaslipa In the clesvn ?,t MAE N
fitture Iwinto anoi.it this on Jon. ir-irv 7? Iwo anditY4PVC. that the situation hos not
etvorgedfUndarnanfogy since then the eehructiv 75 meeting, as well as the ()(' tivet,es of
of Eeneualy 76. wftn IthAiroteS the nre?ist lip SPrviC 0 thrit oMPOts to be Oven to
mean/oak:I state Input into the Nat mat Assessment design While the most frr.riol
aspects of WAIF' ore dweit on the longer range Moe; rind design work it c nirrr' I act
wtthout States having a meaningtui amtortunity to comment

At the eepiucrry 25 meeting areveres relating to the 1991 feta test of ine 1997 ;ye-v(1m
%mete cjIscmed. os welt at further arafts of the 1090 reports were handed out and
discussed at tongth Vlituotty the entrre mooting was devoted to !he passing on of
deSCeative frtafertati from WE SIM. WES or (CSSO !hi retraterlat was presented to tire
forge group In a tectute foimat and tittle or no opportunity was maae auariabre to
crefealty hove Input from the vcelous teSting arid curtfoutom pertains In aft endonr.e
While tt t rftfectet to have in ;leper deo- :Aston w.th tO people 010 frteetov it is not
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xnposstble Gtven the number of NCES, WI STAT and t TS staff present tt would hove
been dune Possible to brook the large group Into Moen to twenty smaller discussion
glaupS and USD the Staff Os recorders calcubted that the tairpayer Cost for the
meeting wall apPrOximOtely S MOM) tor this ammo?. 1 ctuestIon whether any
sponsoring agency or attendee received any Intormotion that WOUtct CauSP ony ono to
do anything difforentty Even the lengthy now atolls of the NAEP exports were available
Or* oh the metning of the mooting so that aPporturxttes for input on these wore tmfted
by the Sheer volume of materia/ to be lestieWesi

In the meantime, a very Important Ost of Issues to be focuSed on at The Tuesday pubtx-:
hearing on the 1914 and 1496 NAM wch pOSSecl OUt COnvenieneY. hatittcaliorl about lho
Public hearing was received by us Just a few doys before the meeting, %vett otter trovet
pions were set tt was cleat to me that once again, Op SON4Ce wes beina given to stole
Involvement Into design of NAFP White you hod virtually all NAM Coordinators and
mathematics supervisoa in the Untted States In Washington. D C and could have ecnoy
devoted on hour to the topic, porticularty using smolt group cescusstoris. no provkion
WOS mode tOt us tO titt,CtntS the ISSues WOrse ite none ot the meeting participants hod
a chance to frame additional Issues or options that could be PrOSOnted and discussed
the next day and there ore Several which, for whotever reason were omitted from trio
ist One such Issue is the need for a study Ot motivation of twelfth graders on National
Assessment it yhe timing woS hod, the January Association of Stale Assessment
ProgramsatAC Assessment Subcommittee meeting could hove been used to I) nom',
states that a pubac hocong was to bo heid and 7) allow input on the iSSues Optsont
As o member of the Congressionally authartred NAP Evaluation Panel, I find rt
Interesting that the Evaluatkvi POMO CdS0 diCt not hove on opportunity to convnent on or
odd tO the Ost of issues oven though we hod a meethlig lust a few weeks ago

uoimatety. 1 ket Washington very frustrated ond angry abOut haw my time hod been
ribteedi as wen as complete?", uncertain . whether NCFS or CC&CO plant° uhiDe the
FIAC ASSOUrnent Subcommittee tri order to get systematic. inPut on these and other
times related to natiOncrl tests and examleationi It seems to me thot It should bo
Possible to design ways to receive Input from the key players tt% meaningful ways rn
emoty manner wehot It violoting envernmPnt htOreduteS or cat :sing us to toise even
tnofe nine Cjw(N tu)171 OLKION Holding meetings et contrderoblet experne to simply
peeSent materlal which could tse pot in writing h not cnristruceve

In closing, Ins-guest that NCES reconsider the manner In which stoles ore ollowed to hove

brut oft the NattOrial Assessment ProleCt first, the NAEP Network mootings shouid
SIMVide Mee tinle to have :riput on NAEP, a time 0n0 In 0 manner which catows suc h
Input to affect the (*Sign of the protect One way COmmuntattin Duch as hos
charactertred these meettegs1 can best be handled hi memoranda which we can reod
at home Mize tho meetings to reogy hear from the states Second. when OPPCdunities
arise to 'discuss' newty developed Items. Such as the two PrOPOSed State.Compotison
mock ups, provide opportunities In the meeting for actuOt small group diticussinn of the
!terns The presontcrean and 'discussion of the items o large grOup leCture tarmat
Should not be disguised as a true opportunity for Input on INS projeCt

Finally when rrinkte design (Ind conconIcrolimlian Issues arise such os we,p tO tpe
dlsouned far the 1994 and 1196 NAf P on Fehruirry 76, why not let the FOX; AtieSsment
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Subcommttlee help frame It le herrn ond indivtduolly nnd collectively respond to the
issues? to me. fhb is the Iwolvemenr that I meant In Ars& 1990 and which I had hOped
Mal the new Assewnent Suticomnatee formal wouid allow Untodunatelf. what I have
seen b that States ore gtven minlmot opportunities for Input and then on only the most
trisrtai aspects of the National Assewnent State AsSewrsent project

Unless this chonges. I stIll feel strongly that stoles should not participate in the 1992
pmgrom Frankly t orn still not sure whether tsitchigcm should be o pOrtk-iparit in 1992
hope that the dotes wit express their !settings obout the design of the Notiond
Assessment project and the ways In which states are glven opportunittes to help shape
ft 1 urge you to reconsider the wayS In which states ore allowed fa have input Into this
project ilYhite you may be c-rommitted to the DAC Assessment Subcommittee
approach for thls. are you going to ut4tre the very mechanism you hove estoblished to
atlow such Input? The design of the 3998 and 1996 National Assessments provided rho
best opportunity so for to test your commitment How wilt true invotverneot of the stoles
In framing the 1Ssues and responding to them tre corned out?

cc Asociation of State Amessment einglams
Asseclatton of Tote S soervisors of Mathematt, s
David Bayless
Steve Koffier
Gory Philips
Ramsay Seli fon
Roberto Stanley
&amino Motet?
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Chairman Kumx. Thank you very much, Doctor, for your testi-
mony. I am going to pick up something you alluded to at the end
and throw the question out to all of you for our enlightenment
here.

Testing for the most part takes place at the end of an experience
or the end of a process. What do we discover in testing that can
help us to improve that experience or that process? Testing is gen-
erally an omega point. What do we do with alpha, beta, delta,
gammaif I have got my Greek alphabet rightwhat do we do at
the beginning of the process? How can we make testing helpful in
the improvement of education?

I think that is probably Congress's greatest concern, to improve
education. How can testing, not in isolation be helpful in the im-
provement of education?

Dr. WALRERG. I would like to take first crack at your question,
sir. I think the implication of your question is extremely construc-
tive, and I think we have to think of testing at various points in
the educational process.

For example, Dr. Roeber mentioned the consensus projects that
were carried out by the chief State school officers under contract
ith the National Assessment Governing Board, and this is a way

that educators can get together to formulate the test to say, "What
are the very best curricula to offer, the best instructional prac-
tices?" Then these can be translated into test items.

Then when the test is given, very specific information can be
yielded by the National Assessment in terms of where students in
a particular State have done well and where they have done
poorly.

For example, common fractions versus dec._mal fractions, and
this gives very specific curriculum information to people in State
department:, of education or we have national organizations such
as the Natibnal Science Teachers' Association that can look at the
strengths and weaknesses of various curricula areas, and that way
that there is a constant feedback or interaction between the educa-
tion process itself and the testing which should jointly enrich one
another.

Chairman KILDEE. Has anyone else got a comment on that?
Dr. LINN. Very briefly. I think one of the ways happens all the

time in an individual claesroom. A good teacher is doing the kind
of testing all the time throughout, their instruction, and it really
becomes merged with the instruction. That is very different than
the kind of testing we are talking about when we say a national
test or even the National Assessment of Educational Progress.

Where the two sometimes get linked is in what is happening in
some States right now where groups of teachers are working to-
gether on the type of assessment, and it is really kind of staff de-
velopment type of work, coming to agree on the kind of perform-
ances they are trying to encourage, how they assess those, and how
that relates to their instructional program.

Again, however, this is not a mandated national test but rather
one that is closer to the classroom.

Chairman KnzEz. Dr. Roeber?
Dr. ROEMER. Yes. I think that the testing that would go on--there

are different levels of it. There is a classroom level. There is a lot

i
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of informal testing that Dr. Linn alluded to. There is also at the
State level in our State, at least, assessments that go on that are
built on frameworks that are not unlike the National Assessment.
But built into that is a lot of assistance down to the classroom
teacher to provide them with strategies; for exaniple, to get the
teachers together in grades one through four and say, "We have
tested these students in fourth grade. Where should they have
learned these things, and how do we help them, grou.w like these
students, the next time around and then what do we do with these
students that have the needs?"

The National Assessment could do some of that. It is very diffi-
cult to have that, but I think we first have to have the attitude
that that is appropriate, and when I suggested that, for example,
the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics or the Mathemat-
ical Science Education Board be given the responsibility of develop-
ing strategies like that, it was indicated to me by staff of the Gov-
erning Board that that was not an appropriate role for a Federal
agency, and that is why I made the comment that it is okay to test
people and make them look bad, but not to help them.

It also means that moneys have to be available to groups so that
they, in fact, can do that. I don't believe that commissioning the
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics to say, "What are the
implications of this assessment framework for instruction?" means
that you automatically end up with a Federal curriculum, and I
think that is the concern.

The area of mathematics is one in which the framework is some-
what forward-looking, and one of the major things that the results
this summer when they are reported, I hope, will focus on is that
this country really needs to reexamine the whole notion of mathe-
matics instruction.

We have treated it as if it is a special talent that a very few of us
have, that we are born with, and the rest of us, it is okay. There is
no other area like mathematics. There is no other subject area that
you will get grown adults that are presumably well educated that
will laugh with one another about being illiterate in this area, and
so that one of the fundamental changes that has to occur in mathe-
matics is for us as a nation to say, "It is not acceptable to have
adults who are wel! educated who are mathematically illiterate,"
and it was this notion that I wanted to try and use the June 6
NAEP release to try and get to.

We are going to have public attention about schools, and one of
the things that we need to focus public attention on is the need to
change the attitude about mathematics. All students and all ages
need it, and it is not a special talent that only a few of us have. It
is something that we all can develop, and the nature of mathemat-
ics is changing, so that rather than using the NAEP results re-
leased on June 6 as an occasion to say, "Schools have failed," we
ought to be using it as an occasion to say, "Here is what needs to
be done to change and improve mathematics instruction," and I am
afraid that that message will not be the one that is featured.

Chairman KILDEE. Go ahead.
Dr. Kortrrz. Mr. Chairman, if I can take a somewhat different

tack, I think your question is a very good one because a number of
the proposals that are now being floated at the national level
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would, in fact, take a test that is given at or near the end of high
school and use that as a mechanism for driving educational change
all the way down through the system.

I think that approach is very risky. It assumes without, I think,
a whole lot of evidence that somehow the incentives, the new in-
centives, if you will pardon the metaphor, will trickle down to the
younger grades, and that, therefore, we don't have to worry too
much about how that happens.

I am not sure that is true. If you go into a third grade classroom
and look at mathematics instruction, for example, the issues that
the third grade teacher should be facing are things like, "To what
extent should I get rid of traditional drill and replace it with the
use of manipulatives? To what degree should I replace individual
seatwork with group problem solving?" and any number of ques-
tions of that sort.

It is hard to see, in my mind, how a test given in grade twelve
will manage to inform those decisions very well unless our goals
for education are so narrow that they can be specified in a very
lock step sort of way, and in my experience going into classrooms
and watching how teachers have responded to State testing given
every several years as opposed to once, there is some trickle down
there, but it isn't necessarily what you want. It sometimes comes
out in the foem of pressure for the most routine and boring sorts of
drill.

I think the real question, which is often unanswered in the na-
tional testi-4 proposals, is just what is going to happen inside
schools to change the incentives that teachers and students face?
Just simply having a test at the end of the road isn't necessary
going to do it, I think.

Chairman Mums. I appreciate your answer because I think that
is rather fundamental to this issue. The key question is how can we
use the tool of assessment or testing, to improve education. That is
very important.

I ask that becauseand I am going to personalize this a bit. I
taught Latin for ten years at the high school level, and I can recall
my first couple of years, I just couldn't understand why my stu-
dents could not master what we call the sequence of tenses, when
you use the indicative mood and subjunctive mood and must deter-
mine which tense you should use. It was always very clear to me
because I had spoken Latin for six years in college. That was the
medium of instruction, and I just couldn't understand why my stu-
dents cculdn't master those sequence of tenses.

But through testing I discovered they just really did not under-
stand it very well so I redid the way I presented the material in a
very logical way, and I discovered that my slowest student was
then able to understand.

So that taught me, then, that by testing my students, I was able
to find out the weren't doing well, weren't understanding that
well, and therefore I could change my method of presenting and
discovered the right method.

If we can link education and assessment in some way with the
improiement of education, then that makes us more comfortable in
feeling that it is going to achieve some real purpose.

S
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Very often in education we start at the Z point rather than the
A point. I think even in schools of choice, which is now on the Hit
Parade, that we go to School Z but don't ask what we ought to do
with School A which the students are vacating because they don't
like what is there. I think we very often have to start at the begin-
ning. We can test., find out what we can do to improve education
there, but then apply that in some way.

Do, for example, the National Association of Teachers of Mathe-
matics, when they get together, look at tests and say, "What can
we do to improve the method of delivery of mathematics?" Does
anyone want to comment on that?

Dr. WALBERG. Well, I can say that in general the national profes-
sional organizations such as the National Science Teachers Asso-
ciation, the NCTMthat is National Council of Teachers of Mathe-
maticsare very test conscious because they realize that there is a
danger in the test driving everything, and that, I think, is one of
the reasons why testing is so salient these days. So many of the
professional groups at the national level are looking at these things
and translating them through various types of consensus proce-
dures, but it is also being done at the local and the State level, too,
and just as you said, and Dr. Linn mentioned, a teacher might give
a test and then see if that, as you illustrated, is helping the in-
struction.

There is a deliberate attempt to link improvement with assess-
ment, and I think it is highly constructive to do that, and that is
why I would say that the National Assessment Governing Board
would like to make itself as useful as it possibly can. We have
many demands; there are many things that we are being asked to
do, and I think that many of them are very valid and legitimate,
and we have to figure out which kinds of things that we could pos-
sibly do best.

For example, we just heard, I think, two points of view. One is
that we should give a lot of attention to thethat is, the National
Assessment Governing Board attempting to directly improve educa-
tion, and giving prescriptions on what to be done.

Another group would say, "No, just do the monitoring alone.
Let's just have the facts, and leave it up to local educators and
people in States to do that."

So I think we have to be very careful about what our purview is,
and I think the board hr,.-; tried to consider that very deliberately.

Mr. MARTINEZ. Mr. Chairman, would you yield on that point?
Chairman KILDEE. I would be glad to yield.
Mr. MARTINEZ. You know, the idea that you are talking about,

testing, conjures up in my mind a couple of problems that I have
always seen as my kids went through school and as I went through
school.

In testing, most tests that I have seen to date actually seem to
test how much knowledge you have gained, what you remember
about what you have learned in that class. It has nothing to do
with how well you will perform any place else. Who is from the
RAND Corporation? And you say scores can improve dramatically
because you teach to the test. I know that very well because there
are real estate classes that they give. All you learn, all you do in
those real estate classes is memorize the questions they will prob-

S
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ably ask, and memorize the answers. That is what a lot of gaining
knowledge in the classroom is, memorizing facts, hoping that that
is what the teacher will ask the question on or that is what you
will be tested on.

But assessment to me means something very different. It means
assessing how well that person will perform in that subject matter
regardless of what the test might show, and I don't know how you
do that exactly, but there must be a way of doing it.

I mean, I would think that in a case where you ask a question
with only one answer, you ask the student in a test to perform a
certain task. Write a business letter, you know, rather than ask
him, "Is this business letter constructed accurately?"

If you are going to do assessment, I would think that assessment
keys to that ability to help because you assess where the weakness
is and then you target that weakness by extra instructions or extra
help. In the case of the national ability to help, you asked the ques-
tion, "You can beat up on them because their test scores are not
good, but where do you help them?"

I would imagine the Federal Government, which doesn't want to
get involved in curricula, could provide moneys that wouid go to
schools that have identified a number of students with weakness or
that need extra computer help or materials or whatever it is, or
even specialized teacher help, to improve that particular situation.

So my question basically is, how do you distinguish between test-
ing and assessment and how do you achieve what the Chairman
has asked for, the ability to assist? And where is the greater ability
to assist: after assessment or after testing? I happen to believe it is
after assessment because that is where you identify the weakness-
es.

Dr. KORETZ. Can I take the first stab at that? There really are a
couple of questions there, Congressman Martinez. One of them is
how assessment or testing can be used to actually give teachers
and administrators information to improve instruction.

I think the answer to that depends on the context, am; one of the
thinn that makes me nervous about test based accountabilityit
made me nervous in the 1980s when States were doing it; it makes
me more nervous now when people are suggesting the Federal Gov-
ernment do itis that it is very hard to know, sitting miles and
miles away from a classroom, what information a teacher needs.

There is sort of an implicit model in some accountability models
that teachers really know what to do but they are withholding, and
if we just set the test at the end and give them incentives, they will
finally start producing for us.

I think that is not true. To reduce this to an anecdote, I recently
went into a third grade classroom. It was the highest track. It was
a school that tracked even in the third grade; highest track math
group in a school that scores at the top of the scale, basically, on a
State mandated math test, but the class was having clear problems,
and I sat down with one student and simply asked him to describe
why he was doing certain things that he was doing, and the answer
was he had no idea, none.

Since then I have heard parents in that classroom starting to
complain that their kids are doing very well but don't know what
they are doing.
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In a sense w hat happened is that the State mandated test sup-
plantedit didn't add to, it supplanted other kinds of information
that the teacher should have been using to find out whether kids
were learning and what they needed to learn. That kind of dis-
placement, I think, can occur quite often. Deborah Meier, who is
the principal at Central Park East High School in New York, said
that there once was a day when if parents came in and said, "How
does my kid read?" the teacher would say, "Let me show you what
kinds of things your kid can read, and let me show you some things
that your kid can't read." Now they pull out test scores.

So I think that there is a danger that centrally imposed testing,
while it can sometimes have, I think, very desirable effects, can
also undermine precisely what we are trying to improve, and that
is why as we move into--apparently we are moving into more na-
tionalized testing, I want to see more attention to what mechanism
is going to be set up to guarantee that this information actually
helps rather than hinders.

Very briefly, one answer to another part of your question is, I
think there is now a very widespread desire to increase the content
and the range of content of what are included in tests, both at the
national and local level, and to include things that are much more
along the lines of writing a letter rather than correcting it.

So I think at least on thatwe don't always know how to do that
in terms of rigorous assessment, but there is clearly a movement
afoot to try to do that so I think at least that part of the problem
may get better.

Chairman KILDEE. Thank you, Dr. Koretz. Dr. Roeber?
Dr. ROEBER. Yes. I want. d to comment on that because it really

touched on several of theyour question, I kind of touched on in
my comments, and let me elaborate a little bit.

I mentioned that performance assessment used to be a key fea-
ture of the National Assessment program. From 1969 to ti.e mid
1970s, in fact, when I worked at National Assessment we were basi-
cally given free rein to design assessments that best assessed the
subject area so in career and occupational development, if we
wanted to know whether people had life salable skills, we asked
them, and if they said they could wait a table, we went to a restau-
rant and said, "Show us."

In the area of science we gave them complex problems such as
Congress is wrestling with such as "How should we generate elec-
tricity in the United States?" And then we scored the depth of
their thought and the kinds of reasons that they gave.

In citizenship the extent to which they were taking thoughtful
ftands on complex issues without correct answers. Many of the
things that we most value and would, in our own working defini-
tions of what a well educated person is, National Assessment was
assessing. They did it within a reasonable budget on an annual
testing cycle in the early 1970s. There is not a lengthy institutional
memory, however, and so now we are reinventing this and calling
it untried and unproven and going slow on it.

The second point is that the real value of the young adult assess-
ment that I referred to was that it forced the designers of the as-
&lament to think about elmebody who has gone through all of
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their formal schooling. What is it that they should have? What
should be the residual of that?

And what that really got us to thinking about is, well, we go
through school and we learn all those school skills, and you can
test those, but what are the real products of that? How should I be
able to apply that when I am 29 years old, which I wish I was. You
know, how can I apply that; at home, on the job, as a citizen, and
all of the roles I would play in svciety. That is far diffe-ent than
thinking about life as made up of mathematics and science and
writing skills. It really talks about the application of those in vari-
ous life roles.

And finally, I think if you base your assessments on those then
the types of assistance that you provide to schools begin to make
sense, rather than forcing them into drill and practice for memori-
zation, in fact, what you are setting standards that would cause
them to move away from that and talk about is their instruction
leading to good learning that stays with people at least as late as
age 35.

What NAEP found from that young adult assessments is that a
lot of the school stuff that lead to memorization work is clearly for-
gotten by adults, but those life application skills that 17 year olds
were very weak on, adults fortunately are very strong. They prob-
ably learned that through the school of hard knocks, unfortunate-
ly.

One of the reasons why I would like to see that reinstituted with
the National Assessment is I think it could provide some guidance
to our high schools or secondary schools as they look at that V.ere
is more to life than going on to college, and that even students who
go on to college go on and get jobs and have to fulfill a number of
life roles, and I think that that would give us a broader perspective
on assessment and hopefully a broader perspective on instruction.

Chairman KILDEE. Mr. Good ling.
Mr. GOODLING. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I guess I would ask

you to respond to whether my fears are justified or not. I realize
that we are partially responsible in the Federal level that some of
these ideas that seem to be driving the wagon at the present time
because we are always talking about accountability and quality
and excellence. Now the governors and the President are talking
about standards and how you measure them and achieve the na-
tional goals.

I guess the question I have primarily is, are we doing these
things, whether it is choice, whether it is testing, whether it is
teacher training, whether it is national curriculum, are we doing
them because we don't know what else to do and we are just sort of
throwing up our hands and saying, "I don't know what to do." On
my side of the aisle, particularly, I think probably nine-tenths of
them graduated from a public school, and I think they were suc-
cessful before they came here. But if you hear them talk, public
schools must be the worst institutions in the world.

So I guess my concern is, are we just throwing up our hands
when we come up with the idea of maybe a national curriculum,
maybe national testing, maybe choice, et cetera, et cetera, rather
than clearly thinking through how these different moves may
better our education in this country?
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I heard Al Shenker, for instance, recently say that he believes
there are a lot of good possibilities in relationship to if it is
not used simply because you say, "Well, I don't know what else to
do and therefore apparently choice is the answer to everything."

I keep trying to find out what the administration means, for in-
stance, when they talk about choice. I haven't found that out yet,
but perhaps I will be lucky enough one of these days.

Does anybody want to respond to my concern? Is it justified or
isn't it?

Dr. LINN. I will respond, particularly in the context of using testa
in this way rather than choice. I think that too often that is exact-
ly the case. Tests that have been at State levels, at district levels,
and now being discussed at the national level too often have been
viewed as a cheap fix, as the engine of reform, as opposed to more
systemic changes in the educational programs.

One difference that we now have in a proposal for a national ex-
amination system as opposed to a national test of the type that is
being discussed by Lauren Resnik and Marc Tucker is the notion
that you have to start with what the syllabus if: and with the edu-
cational program and curriculum itself, and nat the exam follows
from that as opposed to leading it.

Congressman Kildee's earlier comment about his Latin class, I
think one of the implicit points that was there was that you had
clearly in your mind what the Latin was that you wanted the stu-
dents to be able to demonstrate, and unless you have that, the tests
can lead you astray and in the wrong direction from above.

Dr. WALBERG. I would like to add to Dr. Linn's points. I think,
again, trying to take the National Assessment Governing Board's
point of view, I think our goal has been to provide the best infor-
mation we possibly can and to be somewhat reserved about giving
prescriptions.

We heard Dr. Roeber advocating in a sense more prescriptive in-
formation, telling what to do, and we heard Dr. Koretz expressing
grave reservations about that.

I think the Board's view is that we would like to do the very best
we can to provide the information, but what to do with that infor-
mation might have certain causal uncertainties about it, and each
State may be different, each school district, and so what we would
like to do is give this information and let local schools, States. Con-
gress, and other agencies draw implications for policy.

We have not been given that specific charge to do that, but I
think if we sort of stick to our last, that is one of our best func-
tions, and I think that that is the Board's point of view.

Dr. KOREM. Congressman, whether or not your fears are justified
I certainly share them. I think a number of the major policy initia-
tives that are gaining credence today are of the sort that we final-
lypeople are hoping that we finally found some lever that we can
pull from afar that is going to make the whole system fall into line.

I don't think there is such a lever. If you will pardon an analogy,
it is in some sense analogous to the idea of a vaccination. We are
looking for some kind of a vaccination that we can find that will
work. If we do, then the government can say, "All right. We will
fund development and use of this vaccine, and we are all done."
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I think a better analogy for what we are facing is the efforts that
have been under way with Federal support for several decades now
to reduce heart disecise and cancer where the answer turned out to
be, unfortunately, there is no vaccine, and there is no antibiotic.
What we have to do is somehow arduously do the work to get
people to change their lifestyles, to live healthier lives and to avoid
some of the risks, things that would put them at risk.

In many ways improving elementary education and secondary
education, I think, is analogous to that. We have to change a lot of
people's behaviors and expectations all through a very fragmented
and large system, and I don't think we can do it with any one
lever. I think some of these levers can help, but I think the attrac-
tion of them, and the reason why they are in many cases oversold,
is because it gives us something we can clearly do from one place,
from Washington, from a State capitol. We can just do it, and hope
that we can wash our hands of the matter.

I think if we had more realistic expectations for what some of
these centralized initiatives could accomplish, we might well ac-
complish a lot with them, though they wouldn't be the whole
answer.

Dr. RDEBER. Well, I think that we do tend to put a lot of faith in
tests and hope, perhaps, as well. One of the things that I have seen
from the years of experience that I have had in Michigan, and cer-
tainly Pennsylvania has had as many years of testing at the State
level as we have there, we tend to view tests as, first of all, a way
of determining whether or not there is a problem, perhaps as a mo-
tivator for change. We embarrass enough people or we can maybe
be more helpful and then just embarrass them, but then also want
to rely on the same test, perhaps, to evaluate the effectiveness of
the change, and I think we are asking a lot of a test.

We began in the early 1970s what really has become a national
phenomenon because we had some researchers in Michigan that
were very concerned that testing was being used to indicate that
students really could not profit from schools, that all that they
could learn was predetermined, almost, before they came there.
and the State began a whole train of research on effective schools
and also on the process of change.

If you know the characteristics of an effective school, one that is
serving well, minority students and others of low economic circum-
stances, can we go about taking that information into schools that
are similar to tha but where the performance is lower, and what
that research indicated is that the classroom teacher has to be ac-
tively engaged in the process of change.

So that assessment in our loosely coupled systemand I say
loosely coupled because wa have a national test which may or may
not affect State policies. We have State assessments which may or
may not affect local policies. We have local assessments which may
or may not affect school policies, and school policies which may or
may not affect the classroom teacher.

In that kind of loosely coupled system to expect that a test from
the national, the State, or even the district level, is going to pro-
foundly affect classroom teachers, may be unrealistic, but on the
other hand if we look at the change process as starting with teach-
ers, that they have to be actively engaged in a school improvement
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process that they feel a stake in, then I think that there is a con-
structive role that tests can play.

Using the health analogy, Just finding out that the average
American's cholesterol is too high won't necessarily motivate me to
change my eating habits, but if somehow somebody can get to me,
then we can work on that process of change, and I think that is
why I see that it is critical that whenever we test, we try and pro-
vide people with information that they can use to improve. That
isn't making them do it; that is not holding them responsible that.,
"You are not going to keep your job unless you do that." It is to
provide resources to people and the encouragement because it is
very, very difficult to affect classroom teacher behavior, very diffi-
cult.

Mr. GOODLING. I guess one of the concerns that I have, aod
maybe I was incorrect in doing it, but I always tried to convince
teachers that the nAjor purpose for their exam was to deterrine
where they failed to present the material well, whatever i vas
they wanted the student to learn, and where individual students
did poorly and what they might do to help that student become a
better student. Then when I hear people talk in terms of national
tests, it kind of reminds me of my first experience as a guidance
counselor.

I wasn't asked whether I thought grouping in seventh grade
would be a good idea. I was told by the superintendent that I would
'Troup seventh grade students and so I took the sixth grade records
and I eventually decided that this one teacherthey must already
be grouped in sixth grade because the one class was just outstand-
ing. Everyone in there did very, very well in all the results that I
had so I went to the superintendent and said, "Do you have them
grouped already in sixth grade?" He said, "No, why do you ask?"
and I told him, and he said, "Well, you have to understand Mrs.
So-and-So always teaches to the test."

Well, you know, it sort of took care of my grouping. I thi..nk you
very much. It has been very rewarding and very meaningful, the
testimony that you have given.

Chairman KILDEE. Thank you, Mr. Goodling. Mr. Gunderson?
Mr. GUNDERSON. No questions.
Chairman KILDEE. Let me ask some more questions here, then.

Dr. Roeber, we have had 22 years of experience in Michigan in test-
ing. Has the testing process in Michigan been formally utilized to
try to improve education, getting back to my first question. Is there
a linkage there or has it just been reportorial?

Dr. ROEBER. No, there has. We have very actively engaged the
Michigan Council of Teachers of Math, the Michigan Reading Asso-
ciation. They helped us establish the frameworks on which we base
our assessments. They help us generate the assessment materials
themselves so that they are as content valid as they can be, arid
most importantly, once we get done with the assessment, they all*
help us in interpreting those scores to teachers.

We place a great emphasis, perhaps unique among even State
programs, in using the assessments to have a positive impact on in-
struction. I think if we set the right targets for our students, I am
less concerned about teaching to the test or teaching to the assess-
ment. If we are testing the right things in the riga waysI don't
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meanI don't want people to practice the actual test items, but I
want to make sure that they are teaching the right things, and
that is why we have to have that involvement.

It has led, for example, in the area of reading for the reading
teachers in Michipm to really consider that that reading assess-
ment is theirs, ana although the results are low, that is because we
have set some fairly high standards for our students, and as a con-
sequence people feel quite, quite desirous of helping schools im-
prove their instructional programs in reading.

The reading people without State resources have put on literally
hundreds or thousands of workshops around the State for class-
room teachers suggesting how the model on which the assessment
is based can and should affect instruction so that the assessment,
when it was implemented after the five years of development,
found a very receptive audience because the teachers had already
learned about the instructional model that was related to that defi-
nition of reading, and we are eagerly Ir Aing forward to the first
assessment data so that they can see how their students are doing.

Chairman KILDEE. You suggest, Dr. Roeber, that a conceptual or
statistical link to international programs of assessment could drive
NAEP upwards. Could you go into that further, and how do Michi-
gan studentsyou mentioned you are not too concerned about how
they compere with Indiana but maybe internationallyhow do
Michigan students compare on assessment with their counterparts
in the fourth, eighth, and twelfth grade who go to work in the
Nissan plant in Japan?

Dr. ROEBER. I wish I had data for that. In fact, an opportunity
was provided to States. Unfortunately, it was too late for us in
Michigan to take advantagt of it. It occurred after our budget cycle
was completed, and although I had pledges of private support, that
was made to a previous governor, and for political changes was
withdrawn.

Chairman KILDEE. I recall that evening the change took place.
Dr. ROEBER. And as a consequence we couldn't gather the data,

What we were proposing to do was to select a Michigan representa-
tive sample, augment the TEA data collection, and at the same
time administer to that sample a portion of the Michigan reading
test so that then we would have been able to predict scores on the
TEA scale from the performance of students on the Michigan scale.

The linking of those two scales, then, would have allowed us in
fature years when the Michigan test was given for us to come up
with predicted IEA values, and that would have allowed us to do
that. linfortunately, the funding was not available in time when I
had to essentially pull the plug.

Ironically, the current governor is making a lot of noises about
wanting to know how Michigan students do in comparison to stu-
dents in other countries so we may have a chance to fund this pro-
gram next year. As I understand, over 30 States have indicated an
interest in this.

What that would have allowed us to do is to report the propor-
tion of students at a basic or proficient level in this particular
Michigan school building in the district, in the State, as well as in
the 37 countries that are participating so that I would have gotten
the national data equivalent to what I would have gotten out of the
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National Assessment Project, but in addition I would have gotten
the information from the 36 other countries.

These kinds of things are possible when there is a similar enough
definition of the subject matter to be tested and when you have
given both tests to at least a sample of students so that then you
can make that statistical link. The same sorts of methodology could
be used with National Assessment.

There is an alternative that has been done, and that is to take
National Assessment items and administer those internationally. I
am personally not in favor of that because all we are doing is
seeing how other countries do on American standards. The real
value of the international program is that we see how American
students do on international standards, and I think sometimes our
standards are different.

In the area of reading, for example, the U.S. committee on which
I serve was predicting that the United States standards in reading
would be higher than those in many other developed countries.
Our students may not perform as well as those countries, but at
least we are expecting more and want more out of our students
than these other countries. Wz will have data, probably by this
summer, to see whether or not that prediction was correct.

Chairman KILDEE. Thank you. Dr. Walberg, would you elaborate
for the committee on ways that comparisons of States or districts
and of schools using NAEP results will help improve education?

Dr. WALBERG. Well, this is a controversial question, but the
Board has had a lot of interest on the part of States and local com-
munities that wish to know how they stand on National Assess-
ment standards, and I think because of the release of State com-
parisons this spring and our performance standards that we will be
reporting on in the fall, there will be even more interest in this,
and I would say educators are very interested in knowing how they
stand on a NAEP scale, but we should not forget that it is not just
educators involved. It is State legislators, business people. I think it
is quite clear to many Americans these days that even on our own
tests, that is, NAEP tests, when they are given in other countries,
we have not done well, and so there is a tremendous national con-
cern about our standing.

So if they have to wait for IEA results which may only be given
every four years internationally, or they have to wait a long time
for NAEP results, they may institute certain changes in their local
school or their State or we may institute changes in the Nation,
and if we have to wait too long to get the information, then they
have to make decisions in the meantime.

So by various ways it would be possible, such as in the old days,
to use what were sometimes called released items, that is, items
that had already been used and therefore wouldn't hurt to use a
second time. That is the fact that it wouldn't hurt the National As-
sessment itself because those items could be used by local districts.

It would be possible to either reuse them themselves or calibrate
it to local tests so that a test in a particular school or district could
be calibrated to the NAEP and at any time that they wished, in
June or August, they could give a test, calibrate it with the Nation-
al Assessment, and see where they stand.
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One of the great dilemmas in my opinion, sir, of testing is that
we don't have a meter stick that is kept in Washington or formerly
in Paris where you could compare any student at any time with a
universal standard.

NAEP does have that possibility, and I think if we moved in that
direction, we would have to be very cautious because we have to
protect the trend lines and we have to protect the security of the
test, and we also have to maintain professional standards such as
not reporting individual students' information.

I think it would have to be done very carefully, but I think the
testing, if it was wisely and economically done, efficiently done, has
the potential in some of the ways that you have pointed out in
giving information on how to improve seiools, could be made much
more useful today by having these kinds of calibrations so that
local school districts and States could make much more use of
these things and on a very efficient basis, too, so that we would
avoid too much testing so that it enhances rather than interferes
with the actual education program.

Chairman Kamm. Yes.
Dr. Koarrz. Could I offer an addendum to that? I think different

tests could help in different ways, but I think the National Assess-
ment has one possible way of helping that nothing else does which
is it can just simply tell us whether things are getting better or
worse.

If you look at the wave of State level education reforms in the
19808 we really don't have as much solid information as we ought
to have about whether that extraordiaary burst of reform did
much, in part because when States use ..ests to drive instructional
systems, they often didn't bother to put in place another, uncor-
rupted test to see if anything actually got better. They used the
test they were using to drive instruction to monitor change, and of
course scores went up.

But we do have one sign about what happened in the 1980s, and
that is the National Assessment which nobody bothered to teach to,
and it didn't budge. That is actually an overstatement. It budged.
There was trivial improvement in some areas, slight improvement
in others.

So the NAEP managed to tell us, not with as much detail as we
would like and not as well as we could get out of a formal program
evaluation, but it gives us a pretty good sign that that wave of ac-
tivity in the 1980s didn't do what we hoped it would do, and it is
the only thing we have in the United States that can tell us that.

I think as the next wave of reform takes hold, it would be a
shame to lose the ability to monitor whether or not we are getting
better which is currently only offered by the NAEP.

Chairman KILDEE. Yes, D. Roeber?
Dr. RoEsEa. Dan referred to the trends during the 1980s. I would

reference also the trends during the 1970s. There was substantial
improvement in NAEP performance during the 1970s at a time
when our nationperhaps not the States but at least the Nation
paid considerable attention to the achievement of poor and minori-
ty students in the United States.

There was both statistical, and most importantly educationally
significant gains, on the parts of these students. Unfortunately,
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while the gap narrowed during the 1970s, that gap did not continue
to narrow during the 1980s, and in addition one of the trends is
that the performance of students at the highest levels of the NAEP
scales, the percentage of students that were capable of performing
at that level, has not changed much over that period of time and
continues to be quite low so that I think that also illustrates,
againI would agree that it illustrates the value of a monitoring
system.

You may not be able to attribute it to a particular policy that
took place in a particular State or school district, but you can see
whether or not things have changed, and I think that the 1970s
was a time when we paid a considerable amount of attention to the
achievement of those groups, and we saw significant changes in
their performance.

I think that was most heartening to see, and as a reviewer of the
20 year trend in National Assessment that was some;hing that I
particularly paid attention to in my comments on that.

Chairman Rir-nErt. Mr. Good ling.
Mr. GOODLING. Just one last question. A lot of people seem to be-

lieve that unless we change teacher training institutions we are
not going to change very much. Is there a role in NAEP, for in-
stance, and testing programs that might help us encourage these
changes if you think changes are necessary?

And I guess a follow-up to that wuuld be are the teachers trained
presently in the use of the results they get from the testing that we
now do, or is it just something that we put on the shelf and say it
was nice.

Dr. Rozsga. It is very tempting, Mr. Good ling, to suggest that if
we simply changed the training of teachers, that somehow that
magic bullet would also change student achievement. I think that
is clearly a piece of the answer but not the only one.

I mean, most of the teachers that are teaching now will be for
quite awhile and so we have to worry also about whether or not
those teachers that are currently teaching have the skills that they
need.

There are a couple ot ways in which I can answer, "No, they
don't." First of all, the teachers in most States in the United States
are not required to have courses in assessment or measurement to
become a teacher. I haven't done a national survey on that, but
there have been some regional surveys. I know in Michigan they
are not, and I have yet to find a State in which they are.

That is probably because if they did get a course, it would
be the wrong one. " t we need to do Is not teach teachers how to
build tests. I mean, there are testing technicians that can do that,
and they clearly need to be trained in that.

What teachers need to know is how to link assessment results to
good instruction. That means a formal test, be it a NAEP or a
State or commercial test or district test or whatever, but it really
means, more than that, the kinds of informal teating that Dr. Linz
referred to, and teachers have not been trained in that.

The second thing that they are noc being trained in is the ways
in which the national curriculum groups are rrsdefining the content
areas. Science, the science area, has been significantly redefined in
two very different ways, one by the National Science Teachers' As-
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sociation and the other by the American Association for the Ad-
vancement of Sciences.

The typical classroom teacher of science, particularly at the ele-
mentary level where you are a teacher of everything, those ways of
reform have rolled right on past them. The same thing is happen-
ing in mathematics, in reading, in writing and other areas so that
while the changes, those changes need to be reflected in teacher
training, those are future oriented actions.

What States are wrestling with now is how do we work with
thein the case of Michiganthe 88,000 teachers that are teach-
ing now, most of whom will be teaching five or ten years from now.

We have to try and provide as they are working, struggling, to
teach these things to students, we have to try and teach them the
assessment methods that they can use, and we also need to teach
them how to incorporate these major curricular changes in their
instruction; obviously a significant challenge for our State and
local school systems.

Chairman KILDEE. Yes, Dr. Linn?
Dr. LINN. I would like to just elaborate on one of the points, and

that in the context of the llational Council of Teacher of Mathe-
matics curriculum standards.

They provide a different view of what assessment would be like
than is too often modelled by tests and so I think that having a
better modelling of what that is, when Congressman Martinez was
here he referred to the notion that you might learn all those facts
and do well on the tests, but not really be able to solve the prob-
lem.

Well, that is a good illustration of the type of performance as-
sessment that is trying to be developed now and modelled for
teachers that would in mathematics not just have the notion that
there is a right answer or how to add two numbers togetlwr or use
a particular algorithm to always get a particular answer, but
really, often it is figuring out v.hat the problem is and approaching
it from different points of view and coming up with multiple solu-
tions. That is more important to mathematical thinking than
having a factual answer.

Mr. GOODLING. Responding to that last comment, I use the
phrase so often that "He has all the answers, but he doesn't under-
stand the question."

Dr. WALBERG. I would like to add to what has been said, Mr.
Good ling, by saying that there has been something of a national
debate about the content of teacher education programs, and in my
view it is very unsettled.

There is one view that our teachers need more fundamental sub-
ject matter background. If you are going to teach physics, you
should have more physics courses. On the other hand, there are
those that believe that you need more courses in pedagogy which
would include testing so I think it is rather unsettled, and many
universities are still debating this question.

Some of the critics of American education have said that our fun-
damental technology in education has remained the same since the
turn of the century. It is basically teacher presentation, recitation,
board work, seat work, homework, and despite all the facts of all
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the new innovations with computers and media and other tech-
niques that really aren't being used very much.

That may suggest, and I think we have to admit, that testing is a
fairly arcane subject. It is not something thatpeople get Ph.D.'s
in it, and it takes a long time. It is very statistical, mathematical,
and requires a fair amount of specialization.

So to some extent it could be argued that if we want to look at
new innovations in education, that there ought to be testing ex-
perts or people who would help the teachers in the school, that
would specialimi in converting information that they may get from
NAEP scales, State scales, locally developed instrumentations, and
that this would be hooked up to computers so that both teachers
well, let's say teachers and parents but particulaily students them-
selves would get instantaneous information and feedback as to how
well they were doing.

I don't view this as a panacea. I don't think it is proven, but I
think it is something that ought to be given a try. Testing could
play a very valuable role there because many teacher made tests
are amateurishly done. They are not as well done as a technically
reliable test.

If we could combine these two to make the test both rigorous in
the scientific sense and relevant to the teacher and the student, it
may be a way that we could increase American educational produc-
tivity.

Chairman KILDEE. Thank you. Dr. Koretz, you make a statement
that NAEP is so complex that NAGB needs additional technical ex-
pertise to make appropriate decisions. Could you give illustration,
or would you call for restructuring of NAGB?

Dr. KORETZ. Well, let me answer the second question first. I
think whether NAGB needs to be restructured depends in part on
what decisions you make in the reauthorization about what its au-
thority should be.

I think there is a lot to be said for the current structure in that
educational goals are not a matter, just of professional expertise.
The public ought to have a strong voice, and so having a National
Assessment Governing Board that represents diverse public views
and diverse constituencies, it seems to me, is very desirable for one
end of the decisionmaking process.

But there are, unfortunately, a lot of very difficult technical
questions that come up. There are, for example, a lot of technical
problems with the current effort to set achievement levels, stand-
ards of achievement. There is, to go back to performance assess-
ment, there is a problem in deciding when an assessment is suffi-
ciently different from what we have done already that we need to
investigate how it is done before we use it for national reporting.

NAGB does have a resolution of its own suggesting that when
changes are really dramatic, there should be two trials before a
new assessment is used for national reporting, but even the
changes that have been made in the national version of the Notion-
al Assessment to date, in mathematics, for example, raise some
very serious technical problems, and there really isn't a mecha-
nism now fcr resolving whether the decisions that have been made
are the right ones.
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The pressure is there to simply produce those assessments in the
quickest possible time because people want them now.

For instance, at a recent meeting of the Technical Advisory
Board that the Educational Testing Service has put together to
advise it on the conduct of the NAEP, several of the members of
the advisory committee responded to a presentation about one of
the new assessments by saying, "Well, do you, in fact, hsve any in-
formation that this new set of items and new set of tasks actually
tells us anything reliable?"

And the answer was really, "No, we don't have much." There is
no Once in the schedule, and there are no resources set aside for
finding out whether that is a good way to do it or whether we
should be doing it some other way instead. We simply have to get
it out in the field.

Ideally, it seems to me the National Assessment Governing
Board, if it is going tn have responsibility over technical decisions
of that sort, ought to have the ability to decide when they are
going far enough in that direction that they need to, say, hold the
line against rapid change or call in some Kind of technical review,
and I think over the next couple of years as we get further into
performance assessment we are going to have more and more of
those issues coming up.

Chairman KILDEE. Dr. Linn, you stated that the current trial
State assessment is not sufficient to make a determination of the
success of full scale assessments for grades four, eight, and twelve.
When do you believe there will be sufficient data to come to a
sound conclusion?

Dr. LINN. Well, that depends upon what Congress decides for
1994, I am afraid.

The point that I tried to make is that by 1992 only a part of the
system will have been tested, and in particular trial at twelfth
grade will not have been undertaken at that point so I think that if
the interest is in eventually having twelfth grade included on a
State by State basis that it would be prudent to have a trial at that
level before it is instituted operationally. That was the major point.

Chairman KILDEE. Thank you. You answered my question. That
is what I was trying to discover. Thank you very much, Dr. Linn.

Does anyone have any concluding statements? Yes, sir?
Dr. WALBERG. I would just like to mention one point in response

to Dr. Koretz about including other technical experts on the Board.
I think that that merits consideration, but I would like to point

out that we do have two full time psychometrists on the staff.
NCES has various experts that they have assembled to advise on
the National Assessment. The National Academy of Education, a
committee co-chaired by Dr. Linn, is giving us evaluation and
advice on these matters, and we have felt free to assemble techni-
cal panels on highly technical issues to make recommendations to
the Board.

Also, it has been very helpful to us to have the Council of the
Chief State School Officers has carried out some of the technical
work such as the consensus panels, and they have done a lot of this
work for us, I think, in a very useful way.

I almost think that right now we have so much technical advice
that it is almost too much, and we need a broader perspective that
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you would get from a more publicly constituted group, although we
are certainly seeking all the information and advice that we can.

Chairman KiLDEE. Dr. Roeber?
Dr. ROMER. I would like to comment on that because that was

one of my remarks, opening remarks.
That is, I believe strongly that the heart of the expertise in the

practical matter of carrying out, developing, and using assessments
belongs in the States, and the State people have been badly under
utilized in the development of NAEP. Yes, there have been a
number of ad hoc groups, advisory panels, and so forth, and in fact
I think that that is one of the dangers that I try and avoid in run-
ning my program. I try and seek out a consistent set of advisors
that span both the policy, curriculum, and assessment expertise
areas so that all of that is brought together in one place, and in
fact people can inform one another of that.

For example, in the policy discussions about the length of the as-
sessment cycle, I am not sure that there is anyone with the exper-
tise to talk about what it takes in the way of time and effort and
procedures to adequately develop assessments. The assessments
that are being developed at the national level take anywhere from
a quarter to a sixth of the time that a State would allocate to the
same process, and the procedures nationally are much more com-
plex.

I think by having people with that practical experience on the
Board, then when the board is setting policy that can happen.

Second of all, I think there should be a standing advisory com-
mittee that can deal with advice to the Board from a technical
nature. They have come and they have gone. We were wrestlingI
was appointed to, I believe, the second of those two panels. At the
start of the second meeting we were dismissed, and the Federal Ad-
visory Committee Act was the reason why we were dismissed.

I don't believe that that procedure should stand in the way of the
Board getting ongoing technical and operational advice from the
individuals that are most qualified to provide that, and so as you
consider the role of the Governing Board for the future, I urge that
you carve out a place in which the people that have the practical
experience of running programs and developing frameworks can
get actively involved in this.

I think it is just a good strategy for the Board, anyway. Thanks.
Chairman KILDEE. Yes.
Dr. Koarrz. If I could quickly add to that, I think the notion of

having a standing panel of advisors as opposed to ad hoc arrange-
ments would be very desirable.

In fact, in my full testimony that I submitted, I suggested that as
one alternative way of getting expertise to the Board. That not
only brings expertise to the Board but gets people with technical
expertise together in a room to discuss and debate issues that are
in front of the National Assessment which I think will improve the
quality of the advice they give to the Board.

Chairman KILMER. Unless there are further statements, I want to
thank all the witnesses who testified. I really believe that we have
assembled, really, one of the greatest panels I have had the privi-
lege of listening to. One nice thing about auditing a course is that
you don't have to take a final test.
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[Laughter.]
Chairman KILDEE. Your testimony has added a great deal to this

subcommittee's understanding of NAEP and the educational test-
ing issue. You raised a number of important questions. I would like
to submit, if you would, please, additienal questions to each one of
you for the record.

In addition to that we will keep the record open for two weeks
for other submissions, and again I thank yolt, and with that the
subcommittee will stand adjourned.

[Whereupon, at 10:55 a.m.. the subcommittee was adjourned sub-
ject to the call of the Chain]

[Additional material submitted for the record follows.]
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Edward D Roeber. Supervisor
Michigan Educational Assessment
Program
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Dear Mr gopher

Thank you very much for the excellent testimony yoa presented at the
March 13, 1991 hearing of the Subcommittee on Elementary. Secondary.
and Vocational Education The Subcommittee received a wealth of
valuable information which will greatly assist our efforts to review
the National Assessment of Education Progress.
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Enclosed please fiod the additional questions vhich indicated 1
would he asking you to re%pond to for the record 1)^.. to the great
interest in the issue 1 ecul1d appreciate your assistance in returning
the answered q,:estiuns be Marrh 22. :991 so the hearing record can be
printed quickly

Again. thank von for your valuable testimony and your assistance in
wspedIting the return of Your answers to the additional questicns

Sincerely.

Dale E
Chairman
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QUESTIONS FOR DR. ROBBER

QUESTIONS

I) YOU STATE IN YOUR TESTIPONY THAT A CONCEPTUAL OR

STATISTICAL LINK TO INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS OF

ASSESSMENT COULD DRIVE NAEP UPWARDS. WOULD YOU PLEASE

ELABOR$FE ON THIS STATEMENT?

2) SOME EDUCATIONAL EXPERTS BELIEVE THAT HARP CANNOT BE

BOTH AN ACCOUNTABILITY TOOL AND A INSTRUCTIONAL TOOL.

THEY SUGGEST THAT NAB? CAA EITHER BE USED TO TELL

POLICYMAKERS WHAT KIDS KNOW OR IT CAN BE USED AS AN

INSTRUCTIONAL AID TO HELP TEACHERS AND KIDS IMPROVE.

CAN HARP OR ANY TEST DO BOTH?

3) DO WE RUN THE RISK OF OVERBURDENING OUR STUDENTS AND

TEACHERS WITH TESTING? HOW MUCH TIME IS ALREADY

CONSUMED BY TESTING IN THE AVERAGE STUDENT'S ACADEMIC

YEAR? HOW MUCH MORE TIME MIGHT BE TAKEN UP WITH

TESTING IF WE MOVED TO A SYSTEM OP NATIONAL ASSESSMENT

OF ALL STUDENTS?

4) TO WHAT EXTENT DO WE ALREADY HAVE "NATIONAL TESTS.'

THROUGH THE MAJOR COMMERCIALLY PREPARED ACHIEVEMENT

TESTS THAT ARE ADMINISTERED IN SCHOOLS THROUGHOUT THE

NATION; THE COLLEGE ENTRANCE EXAMINhTION SUCH AS THE

SCHOLASTIC ACHIEVEMENT TEST AND THE AMERICAN COLLEGE

TESTING PROGRAM, OR THE FEDERALLY FUNDED NATIONAL

ASSESSMENT OF EDUCATION PROGRESS? IS THERE SUFFICIENT

CONSENSUS ON WHAT CHILDREN SHOULD KNOW TO CREATE A

VALID TEST OR SYSTEM OP ASSESSMENT?

5) IN YOUR OPINION, IS THE USE OF NAEP AS A 'THERMOMETER'

TO MEhSURE THE STATUS OF U.S. EDUCATION COMPATIBLE WITH

AN EXPANDED USE OF NAEP AS A HIGH STAKES NATIONAL

EXAMINATION COMPARING PERFORMANCE OF INDIVIDUAL SCHOOLS

OR INDIVIDUAL STUDENTS?

(4
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Change educators opinions about Wino
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Herbert Walberg, board Member
Notional Assessment Governing board
1100 L Street, NW. Suite 2122
Wasingtan, D.0 20005

Deer DT. Valbsrg

Thank you very much for the xcellent testimony you presented at the
March 13, 1991 hearing of the Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary,
and Vocetional Education The Subcommittee received a wrath of
valuable information which will greatly sadist our efforts to review

the National Assessment of Education Progress.
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Enclosed please find the additional questions which I Indicated I

e eeld be "bleb You to respond to for tha record Due to the great

int in the issue. I would appreciate your assistance in returning
the anawered questions by March 22, 1991 so this hearing record can be

printed quickly.

Again, thank you for your velueble testimony and your assistance in
e epediting the return of your answers to the additional questions

Sincerely,

Dale E.
Chairman

dt

enclosure
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QUESTIONS FOR DR. WALSERS

QUESTIONS

I) IN YOUR OPINION, IS THE USE OF HARP AS A 'THERMOMETER'

TO MEASURE THE STATUS OF U.S. EDUCATION COMPATIBLE WITH

AN EXPANDED USE OF NARP AS A HIGH STARES NATIONAL

EXAMINATION COMPARING PERFORMANCE OF INDIVIDUAL SCHOOLS

OR INDIVIDUAL STUDENTS?

2) DOES THE NATIONAL ASSESSMENT GOVERNING BOARD SERE MORE

THAN THE AUTHORITY TO DO PLANNING FOR STATE-LEVEL

ASSESSMENTS BEYOND 1492? GIVEN THE ABSENCE OF ANY

EVALUATION OF THE STATE-LEVEL ASSESSMENT EFFORT TO

DATE, IS THERE ANY REASON FOR THE CONGRESS, AT THIS

TIME, TO CONSIDER PERMANENTLY AUTHORIZING STATE

ASSESSMENTS?

3) PLEASE DESCRIBE THE PROCESS THROUGH WHICH THE NATIONAL

ASSESSMENT GOVERNING BOARD SET ITS BASIC, PROFICIENT,

AND ADVANCE THRESHOLDS FOR PERFORMANCE ON THE MATH HASP

ASSESSMENT. HOW DID THE GOVERNING BOARD MEASURE THE

RELATIVE DIFFICULTY OF INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS ON THE WASP

ASSESSMENT? HOW SHOULD THESE THRESHOLDS BE INTERPRETED

AND USED BY POLICYMAKERS?

4) PLEASE DESCRIBE THE CONSENSUS PROCESS WHICH NAGE GOES

THROUGH TO DETERMINE TEST SPECIFICATIONS.

5) WHAT RESEARCH EVIDENCE IS THERE THAT FORMAL STUDENT

ASSESSMENTS AND THEIR RESULTS ACTUALLY LEAD TO CHANGES

IN THE BEHAVIOR OF STUDENTS AND TEACHERS? ARE THOSE

CHANGES PRODUCTIVE OR ARE THEY SOMETIMES

COUNTERPRODUCTIVE?
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Dr. Walberg

Questiono

Page Two

6) HAS NAGS OR NAM' ESTIMATED WHAT IT WOULD cOST FOR A

NATIONAL TEST GIVEN TO EACH CHILD?

7) WITH THE INCREASED ATTENTION AT THE STATE AND LOCAL

LEVEL IR SO-CALLED AUTHENTIC ASSESSMENT, THAT IS, TESTS

or WHAT STUDENTS ACTUALLY KNOW AND CAN DO, TO WHAT

EXTENT HAS NAEP INCORPORATED ANY OF THESE NEW

ASSESSMENT TECHNIQUES? HOW DO MINORITY AND

DISADVANTAGE CHILDREN PERFORM ON AUTHENTIC ASSESSMENT?

8) PLEASE DESCRIBE THE PROCESS NAOS HAS ESTABLISHED WHICH

ENSURES THAT QUESTIONS ARE SIAS FREE?

9) HOW DOES LACK OF MOTIVATION AFFECT THE ACHIEVEMENT

LEVEL OF STUDENTS, PARTICULARLY HIGH SCHOOL SENIORS?

PLEASE DESCRIBE WHAT NAOS IS DOING TO CONFRONT THE VERY

REAL ISSUE OF TEE LACE OF STUDENT MOTIVATION?
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RIPnaptIN National Assessment Governing Board
National Assessment of Educational Progress

March 22, 1991

The Honorable Vale E. Kildee
Chairman
Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary and
Vocational Education

Committee on Education and Labor
U.S. Rouse of Representatives
Washington, E.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Thank you very much tor the opportunity to testify before your
subcommittee on March 13. Enclosed are my responses to the
additional questions you forwarded to me.

Please feel free to call upon me, other members of the Board, or
NAGS staff if there is any way we can be of assistance.

Sincerely,

7e1,-itre-411-7
Lerbert J. Watberq
Board Member

Enclosures
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RESPONSES TO
ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS FOR DR. WALBERG

FROM CHAIRMAN KILDEE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

1. In your opinion, is the use of NAEP as a "thermometer" to
measure the status of U.S. education compatible with an expanded
une of NAEP as a high stakes national examination comparing
performance of individual schools or individual students?

Answer:

The National Assessment Governing Board believes that NAEP is our
best measure of the status of U.S. education. The Board believes
that the action by the C,mgress to authorize trial state
assessments in 1990 and 1992 prudently expands NAEP's ability to
monitor the progress of U.S. education without "raising the
stakes.fl

This expansion will help monitor state performance. It permits
comparison among states, among regions and to the nation of overall
student results and student performance on various subscales;
establishes base-line data for states to use in measuring progress
over time: and provides useful background information on variables
related to educational effectiveness (e.g. teacher training and
parent involvement). But this expansion has none of the
characteristics of a state level program evaluation or
accountability mechanism, as some have asserted. However, the
assessment data can help states identify potential strengths and
weaknesses in their programs that could then be used to guide their
own program evaluation efforts.

The Board has adopted a policy, described in detail in my
testimony, recommending amendments to the NAEP legislation that
would permit the use of NAEP and NAEP items by states and districts
for reporting below the state level. Such uses of NAEP would be
at local option and cost, subject to nniform requirements for test
administration, security and reporting, and would be separate from
the federal NAEP program. The policy further stipulates that
public reporting of individual student scores would be prohibited.

In my opinion, such local uses of NAEP would not be incompatible
with its use as a monitor of national and state education progress.

2. Does the National Assessment Governing Board seek more than the
authority to do planning for state-level assessments beyond 1992?
Given the absence of any evaluation of the state-level assessment
effort to date, is there any reason for the Congress, at this time,
to consider permanently authorizing state assessments?

1
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Answer:

The Board's position is that, unless the congressionally required
independent evaluation demonstrates that they cannot yield valid,
reliable state representative data, state-level assessments should
be made a regular part of NAEP.

However, with respect to the 1994 and 1996 assessments, there
exists an issue of timing. The award for NAEP operations for 1994
and 1996 assessments is scheduled for FY 1992. The current NAEP
statute, which expires in FY 1993, authorizes trial state
assessments only in 1990 and 1992. Thus, for the 1994 and 1996
assessments, there is a mismatch between the award cycle and the
NAEP authorization cycle.

Providing explicit authority now for planning for state-level
assessments in 1994 and 1996 would allow for needed preparations
which, if indicated by negative evaluations of the trial state
assessment, could be cancelled. However, if evaluations indicate
that state-level assessments are successful but are not authorized
before NAEP reauthorization in FY 1994, there may be insufficient
time to continue them until the 1996 assessment at the earliest.

Knowing that this question is a concern of the Congress, the
National Academy of Education (14AE) plans to issue in March 1991
an interim report on the 1990 state trial assessment and a final
report in September 1991. These reports, as well as the June 6,
1991 release of the 1990 mathematics assessment results, should be
useful in informing the Congress' decision.

Dr. Robert L. Linn, co-chair of the NAE panel that is conducting
the independent evaluation of the NAEP trial state assessment,
provided a preview of the NAE evaluation in testimeny before your
subcommittee on March 13, 1991. In discussing the evaluation, he
said that "...1 can say that the panel has not identified major
flaws in the sampling or administration of the Trial State
Assessment that should preclude the release of results as scheduled
in June. I can also report that the initial experience was
sufficiently positive and without adverse effects on the national
assessment that the panel will recommend continuation of an
expanded trial in 1994."

It appears that NAEP will be an important component for reporting
on progress toward national educational goals. In addition, 40
states have already indicated their intention to participate in the
second trial state assessment in 1992, and we estimate that the
total will he 43-45 states. This indicates a high degree of
interest on the part of the states; we believe that this interest
reflects confidence in the first trial state assessment and the
plans for the second, and is likely to continue.

Thus, timing of the new NAM, award, the likely positive
recommendation of the NAE panel, the continued high level of

2
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voluntary participation by the states, and the need for state
representative data for reporting progress on national education
goals, all seem to argue in favor of the Congress considering
action to permit NAEP to collect and report state-representative
data for the 1994 and 1996 assessments.

3. Please describe the process through which the National
Assessment Governing Board set its Basic, Proficient and Advanced
thresholds for performance on the math NAEP assebsment. Mow did
the Board measure the relative difficulty of individual questions
on the NAEP assessment? How should these thresholds be interpreted
and used by policymakers?

Answer:

The Board is in the process of writing a sunmary report on its
process of setting achievement levels of basic, proficient, and
advanced in mathematics on the 1990 national assessment. That
report is still in the draft stage and a copy will be sent to you
as soon as it is completed. The following is a brief synopsis of
the process followed in setting the achievement levels.

At its December 1989 meeting, the Board adopted a motion to proceed
in principle with the setting of achievement levels for the 1990
mathematics assessment. A public hearing was held in Washington
in January of 1990 at which nearly 25 individuals and organizations
presented oral or written testimony. Subsequent to this hearing,
the Board adopted a plan to set the levels and proceeded to
implement that plan over the course of the next several months.
Please see Attachment 1, a copy of a memorandum from Roy Truby,
NAGS Executive Director, addressed to Governor Roy Romer, dated
December 19, 2990, which summarizes the process from May 11, 1990
until December of 1990.

Subsequent to the activities detailed in the memorandum to Governor
Romer, the Board decided to collect additional data on the draft
mathematics achievement levels. This decision was, in large part,
a result of comments received during the Board's third public
hearing on achievement levels held in January of 1991. The
additional data will come from a replication/validation activity
that the Board now has underway. The replication/validation
activity will occur at four regional sites (Michigan, Florida,
Connecticut, and California). We were advised that more classroom
teachers should be involved and have acted accordingly. At each
site approximately 60 classroom mathematics teachers and
approximately 12 non-educators will participate. The
replication/validation activity will result in ratings from almost
300 individuals, about 240 of whom are classroom teachers.

Following the conclusion of these four regional meetings in April,
the draft descriptions for each level may be modified. The Board
intends to take f4_r41 action on setting the achievement levels at

3
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its meeting in Washington on May 10-11, 1991.

The Board used two means to judge the relative difficulty of
various individual questions on the NAEP assessment- (1) by asking
panelu of expert judges to rate independently the difficulty of
each question at each of the three grades tested by NAEP, and (2)
by having the expert panels examine data showing how many students
at each grade successfully answered yhe questions on the
asscasment.

Achievement levels in mathematics will provide policymakers for the
first time with an informed judgment about how much of the content
of the mathematics assessment students at various levels of
achievement and at various grade levels should know. Prior to this
point, policymakers, as well as others, including parents, and the
general public were only given information about what students did
or did not know, without any benchmarks or reference points for
judging the adequacy of this performance.

In addition, having three levels (basic, proficient and advanced)
will permit policymakers to monitor the distribution of
performance, not just average performance. This will assure
attention to both high and low performing student populations and
permit setting goals and monitoring progress within each
achievement level at each grade.

4. Please describe the consensus process which NAGB goes through
to determine test specifications.

Answer:

The consensus process that the Board uses to determine the content
and test specifications for each assessment is comprehensive,
broad, and inclusive. It begins with the Board issuing an RFP
detailing the steps, processes, and procedures potential bidders
must execute to assist the Board in accomplishing its statutory
task. Should the subcommittee want, I would be pleased to send you
copies of the RFP work statement and/or any of the documents
produced as a result of the consensus process.

Again, and very briefly, the successful contractor convenes both
a steering committee and a planning committee of experts ane
knowledgeable lay citizens to supervise and guide the consensus
process. Routinely, public hearings are held, expert testimony Is
collected, interested parties are consulted, and reviews of
recommendations are conducted prior to the Board's final a-tion to
approve the content frameworL and the test specifications.

The result is a very detailed and extensive description of what
should be included in each assessment. This description is used
to develop the actual items that will be used in each test. As an
example, I am attaching a copy of the Mathematics Objectives for

4
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the 1990 Assessment (Attachment 2).

5. What research evidence is there that formal student assessments
and their results actually lead to changes in the behavior of
students and teachers? Are those changes productive or are they
susetimes counterproductive?

Answer:

There is a great deal of research evidence, as well as anecdotal
evidence that, when properly used, formal assesssents lead to
changes in behavior of students and teachers. We know, for
example, when teachers are trained to use assessments as diagnostic
tools, that classroom instruction can become more individualised
and that individualized instructional strategies aimed at
reinforcing student strengths and overcoming weaknesses frequently
result in improved student performance.

However, under the
prohibit reporting
student, school, or
particular teacher
results.

present requirements in P.L. 100-297, which
national assessment data on the individual
district level, it is highly unlikely that any
or student will modify behavior based on NAEP

6. Has NAGE; or MEP estimated what it would cost for a national
test given to each child?

Answer:

NAGE has never maintained that NAEP should be administered to each
child. Therefore, NAGS has not estismted the cost of converting
NAEP from an assessment based on a representative sample of
students in grades four, eight and twelve to a test of all students
in those grades.

7. With the increased attention at the state and local level in so-
called authentic assessment, that is tests of what students
actually know and can do, to what extent has NAEP incorporated any
of these new assessment techniques? How do minority and
disadvantaged children perform on authentic assessments?

Answer:

The term "authentic assessments" generally refers to testing
methodologies in which the examines produces responses, as
contrasted with choosing a response in a multiple choice test item.
Both types of items, if properly designed and scored, can be useful
in describing what students know and can do. Assessments that use
both types of items increase the range of skills and knowledge that
can be assessed.

5
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NAEP has much experience authentic assessment. As early as
the 1970's, NAEP developed innovative approaches to assessing music
and the visual arts, which included observations and evaluations
of individual and group student performance. NAEP writing
assessments involve solely the production of student writing
samples. Approximately 40% of the 1992 reading assessment is
devoted to student produced responses. The 1992 reading assessment
also includes a study that involves direct student interviews and
portfolios. The 1990 mathematics assessment included items to
assess higher order thinking skills, computer skills, use of
measurement instruments, and calculator applications. Planning for
the 1994 science as,Jessment is now underway, and it is likely that
it will include a balance of multiple choice and student
performance items.

we do not know conclusively how minority and disadvantaged students
will perform on "authentic" type NAEP assessment items. However,
NAEP trend data for reading, mathematics and science from the mid-
1970's through the mid-to-late 1980's indicate a significant
reduction in the gap between the performance of white and minority
students which holds true across ages 9, 13 and 17. The minority
gains at the higher ages, involving assessments of incre...Ingly
complex subject matter, could be a positive indicator for
performance on "authentic" items, but this is not certain. NAGS
will be following this issue closely. Clearly, state-
rer.:esentative data on this issue will provide state officials with
information necessary to determine whether state policies and
programs need evaluation or revision.

8. Please describe the process NAGB has established which ensures
that questions are bias free?

Answer:

The Board has developed a comprehensive policy that is used in the
development and review of cognitive i ms for each assessment. A
copy of the policy is attached (Atte' xent 3).

9. How does lack of motivation affect the achievement level of
students, particularly high school seniors? Please describe what
NAGB is doing to confront the very real issue of the lack of
student motivation?

Answer:

The Board is concerned that high school seniors selected to
participate in NAEP may not have incentives to put forth their
greatest effort. For example, these students know that their
individual MEP results will not be reported to their schools or
their families and will have no effect on their grades or
graduation prospects. Currently, there is no evidence that a

6
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problem exists, but the Board has asked the NAEP Technical Review
Panel (TRP), established by the National Center for Education
Statistics, to conduct research on this issue. The TRP is
developinq recommendations for a study design that would be
conducted as a part of the 1992 assessments.

7
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TO : Gov. Roy Romer, Chairman
National Education Goals Panel

FROM : Roy Truby, Executive Director gPlt)L44/
National Assessment Governing Board

DATE : December 19, 1990

SUBJECT : Summary of Achievement Level Setting Process

on may 11, 1990 the National Assessment Governing Board (NAGB)
unanimously approved a plan to set the first standards for student
achievement on the National Assessment of Educational Progress
(NAEP), which tests a representative cross-section of students in
grades 4, 8, and 12. The plan had been under discussion and review
since the summer of 1989; it vas a modified version of a proposal
presented to the Board in December 1989 vhich was the subject of
a lengthy public hearing last January.

Under the plan NAGS will define three levels of achievement
--basic, profieient, and advanced--for each grade and subject
tested by the National Assessment. It then vill report what
proportion of students have reached each level both nationwide and
in participating states. The system is in contrast to NAEP's past
practice of simply describing how students perform with no
reference to standards of how well they ought to do.

The Board vas authorized to identify "appropriate achievement
goals' on NAEP as part of the legislation that created %%GB in
1988, long before any national education goals were formulated.
In adopting its policy, however, the Board 4ept clearly in mind the
need to help track progress toward Goal Three, set by President
Bush and the nation's governors, that *by the year 2000 American
students will leave grades 4, 8, and 12 having demonstrated
competency in challenging subject matter, including Fnglish,
mathematics, science, history, and geography.* In fact, the
phrase, 'demonstrating competency over challenging subject
matter,' has been incorporated as the main defining language of
the Board's description of the proficient level for each grade.

To us the division of responsibilities between SAGO and the
National Education Goals Panel seems clear. NAGB, through its
processes of vide consultation with experts and the public, can
define in considerable detail the content of what different levels
of achievement ought to be. The Goals Panel can then set numerical
goals and targets for the percentage of students that should be at

1 L Sum. N W
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each defined level by the year 2000. Alternatively, the panel
sight set targets and a timetable for the insults* in the
proportion Of students at or above each achievement level. Thus,
together, WAGS and the National Education COalli Panel can set goals
and targets to give substantive seaming to Goal Three.

NAGS is setting achievement levels first On the 1990 National
Assessment of mathematics, which is providing the first state-level
data on school performance that is based on co:operable,
representative samples of students. The Board expects to define
achievemont levels on the new NAEP testa of reading and writing for
2992 end in science, U.S. history, and geography for 1994.

P100000 US04 to Bet nsthtintimAIMARAAni

NAGB understands well that the judgmental process used to
define what achievement ought to be should include a wide range of
interests and perspectives. Since this standard-setting effort is
perhaps the largest and most important :over in American education,
the Board felt it must be open to public scrutiny and input.

The following is a summary of the process for setting moth
achievement levels:

mointosat of Advisory Pane17-Zun 1990

NAGS appointed a panel of 63 judges. About 70 percent of the
panel members were educators, representing subject area teachers,
college math instructors, principals, and state and district
curriculum specialists. About 30 percent were non-educators--
employers, civic group reprvsentativee. and interested cititens.
About 20 percent of the panel were minority group members.
Attention was given also to gender and geographical representation,
Panelists case from schools from New York to California, from the
inner-city echools of Detroit and Chicago, lso from the suburbs
of Winnetka, Illinois and Scotch Plains, New Jersey. They
represented every part of the country and nearly every sub-group
of the nation's population.

Versont Reetino--August 10 end 1724.21

Standard setting Is a judgmental process. This meeting in
Essex Junction, Vermont, provided background and a framework tor
the 63 panel members to share their judgments. The meeting
included the following:

o Judges received training about the process.

o Panelists met in four small heterogeneous groups at each
grade-level--4, 8, and 12. The groups were given the actual
test items from the 1990 math assessment. Each judge was

4
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asked to maks a firak_mand of ratings, indicating what
proportion of students at each echievesent level ought to
answer each particular question correctly. These ratingswere
aggregated and avereged to produce a recommended average
percent correct for eaCh schievesent levl at each grads.

o The group* were given information on how students actually
performed an each question during the 1990 testing. Each
judge then did a necend_rnuid of ratings. During this round
little or no discussion took place. having performance
information caused very little overall change in the rating*.

o The judge* completed a turausauta of ratings. This time
the judges participoted in a discussion about their first two
rounds of ratings.

o The results of the third round of ratings were shared with
the total group of judoes from all three grades.

zulziumaLlIsttimi
o Revisions were sada in some procedures based upon
discussions with the technical advisory committee on
standard setting. Two concerns were given special
attention:

(1) Raking sure judges had a clear understanding of thu
Board's general definitions of basic, proficient, and
advanced.

(f) Ensuring that judges based their ratings on the
difficulty of test itess and their importance in shoving
uastery rather than on whether en it** or item format was
°appropriate,' for RAEP.

o Analyse were conducted of the item ratings to be used
at next panel seating.

nritAlikingtakiliefikinamii*Dtaibfr 26.40. Ito,

o Thirty sight of the 63 judges reconvened In Washington.

o The entire group held a two hour discussion to clarify
the definitions of basic, proficient, and advanced.

o Judges completed a isagraLsgund of rating individual
questions.

o Judges set by individual grade-level and in groups that
included panelists fres all throe grades to discuss
consistency end coherence of recommended levels.
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o Judges made a lifth. rouad of ratings giving the overall
percent correct that ought to be required to reach each
achievement level for their grade.

O Judges completed an evaluation fore expressing their
confidence levels in their final ratings.

efisitibLitiikIXILUILIMLUB4:=1122911tWittLI2A.11.22

O A smiler group of 11 judges wrote descriptions of the
three achieveeent levels for sch grad. based on analyses of
individual item ratings and average percents correct derived
from judges' rating forms at earlier meetings. Sample items
were selected to illustrate each proposed level.

o Final recommendations were sent to all panel members for
approval.

HASILleaffilitteaRSIAILAtit
o The recomeended achievement levels were presented to NAGB
at its meeting in Atlanta. The Board also heard comments from
the project's lead consultant, Professor Ronald R. Nambleton,
of the University of Massachusetts, and from the lead
evaluator, Professor Daniel Stufflebeas, of Western Michigan
University. The evaluators recommended moving forward to
completion but cautioned NAGE, to proceed slowly enough to
allow extensive public input.

o First public hearing was held on November 26.

regisettd_peat Btpi
o Second public hearing will beheld in Washington on January
8, 1991.

o In sid-January an interim report by team of independent
evaluators will be made available to NAGS and to the public.
Evaluation group te comprised of Stufflebeam (Western
Michigan), Richard Jaeger (University of North Carolina). and
Michael Scriven (Stanford).

o On January 22, 1991 the NAGB Executive Committee and
Achievement bevels Committee will review public comment
--from two hearings and written comments--and the interim
evaluation report.

o In late January or early February of 1991 the NAGS expects
tomato& final decision regarding the mathematics achievement
levels. If the levels are approved, the Board plans to issue
a report that displays data from the 1990 math assessment in
templet these achievement levels. The report would be in its
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own booklet, separate tram National Canter for Education
3tatistias (eCES) reports an national and state MAW results.

o ay February IS. 1991 each participating state may decide
whether to have its own 1990 MEP eighth grade mathematics
date prepared tor use by the Governing board in the NAGS
report on achievement levels. After information is prepared,
state uperintendents will have chance to approve actual
data for relase.

O The national and state date based on achievement levels
could possibly be released as early as Juno 2992 or at the
latest on Septeeber 14, 1991. the second anniversary of the
Charlottesville Education Susait.
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QUESTIONS FOR DR. XORETX

QUESTIONS

I) IN YOUR OPINION, IS THE USE OF HARP AS A "THERMOMETER"

TO MEASURE THE STATUS OF U.S. EDUCATION COMPATIBLE WITH

AN EXPANDED USE OF HARP AS A HIGH STARES FATIONAL

EXAMINATION COMPARING PERFORMANCE OF INDIVIDUAL SCHOOLS

OR INDIVIDUAL STUDENTS?

2) IN YOUR TESTIMONY, YOU STATED THAT USING NARA FOR

ACCOUNTABILITY MIGHT UNDERMINE IT, BECAUSE PEOPLE WOULD

STRIVE TO RAISE SCORES. BUT ISN'T THAT EXACTLY WHAT WE

SHOULD WANT: FOR STUDENTS TO STRIVE TO ACHIEVE MORE?

3) IN YOUR TESTIMONY, YOU STATED THAT NAEP CANNOT PROVIDE

RE..IABLE INFORMATION ABOUT THE EFFECTIVENESS OF STATE

OR LOCAL EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS. MANY PEOPLE ARGUE

OTHERWISE. PLEASE EXPLAIN IN MORE DETAIL WHY YOU

BELIEVE THAT NAEP CANNOT SERVE THIS FUNCTION.

4) WHAT ARE THE MOST ACCURATE COST ESTIMATES OF A

COMPREHENSIVE NATIONAL TEST?

1 1 ,
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March 20, 1991

Honorable Dale E Kildee
Chairman
Subcommittee on Elementary. Secondary, and N'ocational Education
Committee on Education and Labor
U.S House of Representatives
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Mr Chairman:

In response to your request. I am wntmg to rinswer the
supplementary questions you sent me to follow up on the March 13. 1991
hearing on national assessment issues. I am pleased to have had the
chance to be of assistance to you and the Suhcommittee as you work on
these issues

Question

In your opinion, is the use of NAEP as a thermometer" to
measure the status of U S education compatible with an
expanded use of NAEP as a high-stakes national examination
comparing the performance of individual schools or individual
students?

Answer

No; these uses are incompatible Evidence continues to accumulate
showing that a single test cannot simultaneemsly serve both as a high-
stakes tool of accountability and a trustworthy indicatora -thermometer"
for gauging what our students know

A primary reason why these two functions are incompatible is that
when tests are used for accountability, educators begin to focus attention on
the specific content of the test. The content of any single test, however, is
just a small sample of what we want students to know We infer from
students' performance on that small sample what they know about the
much larger "domains- of achievement that are really of concern to the
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public and to policymakere We are not concerned with the performance of
high school seniors on the roughly 240 specific items that constitute the
NAEP science test; we are concerned with what that implies about students'
mastery of biology, chemistry, physics, and so on. When educators begin to
focus on the specific content of the test, that generalization from the small
sample of test items to the big domain of achievement is undermined.
Scores become inflated.

In my view, extending the NAEP to provide. comparisons of individual
schools could undermine the value or NAEP as a thermometer even if no
explicit sanctions were attached to it. Because of the current widespread
use of tests as indicators of school quality, we have seen many instances
over the past decade where simply publicizing scores was sufficient to
convert a test into a "high stakes" examination Providing comparisons of
individual students would constitute even more of a risk, but it would also
require a wholesale alteration of the test, because the NAEP's current
design does not provide reliable estimates for individual students.

Question

In your testimony, you stated that using NAEP for
accountability might undermine it, because people would strive
to raise scores. But isn't that esavtly what we should want for
students to strive to achieve morel

Answer

I certainly agree that we need to find ways to encourage students to
strive to achieve more The question, however, is whether using NAEP for
accountability is a sensible way to accomplish that goal.

One reason not to use NAEP in this manner is the problem noted in
the previous answer: doing so will undermine the value of the NAEP as a
thermometer of the achievement of our nation's youth That would be a
high price to pay, because we currently have no reasonable substitute for
the NAEP as a thermometer. We have no other assessment that tests large,
nationally representative samples of students at frequent intervals in many
subjects. If we wait to know whether or not the nation's educational
achievement is improving, we need to preserve the NAEP as a thermometer.

A second reason not to use the NAEP for accountability is that teat-
based accountability has not shown itself to be an optimal way of
encouraging students and teachers to learn more Rather, it encourages
them to raise scores, which sometimes does and sometimes does not entail
commensurate increases in real achievement Moreover, it sometimes has

2
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pernicious side-effects, such as narrowing of instruction and excessive drill
on material closely related to the test.

Question

ln your testimony, you stated that NAEP cannot provide
reliable information about the effectiveness of state or local
educational systems Many people argue otherwise Please
explain in more detail why you believe that NAEP cannot serve
this function.

Answe r

The specific reasons are numerous, but the general reason is this:
many factors will cause states to differ m terms of test scores, and the
NAEP is simply not designed to sort them out

This becomes clearer if one starts with an example outside of
education. Recently, the press reported that the mortality rate for adult
males is higher in Harlem than in Bangladesh Would one infer from that
finding that hospital care in Harlem is inferior to that in Bangladesh, or
that one is better off to become seriously ill in Bangladesh th..n in Harlem?
Probably not. There are a great many factors that enter into adult male
mortality rates, including, to name only a few, drug and alcohol use, motor
vehicle use, access to handguns, access to primary health care, and the
quality of hospital care. The difference in mortality rates has many
plausible explanations other than the quality of hospital care

Similarly, many diverse factors enter into differences in test scores,
including, to name a few, parental education and anmrations, poverty.
nutritional and health status, family composition, community values, and
educational quality. The NAEP is simply not designed to disentangle these
influences. h includes only limited and weak background informationfor
example. no information at all on individual Income or poveree only weak
information about school-level poverty, weak information about parental
education, and extremely limited information about community
characteristics. One way to offset partially some of these weaknesses would
be to use longitudinal data that permit one to track students' growth over
time, but NAEP lacks that as well Finally, NAEP collects only limited
information about educational policy and practices. As a result, even when
differences among states do reflect educational factors, we will often not
have any clear idea which educatmnal factors are to blame

1
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Ignoring these limitations and treating NAEP results--for example,
the results of the Trial State :ssessments--as indications of differences in
educational effiictiveness nins the risk of emulating ineffective policies and
eliminating effective ones.

Question

What are the most accurate cost estimates of a comprehensive
national test?

Answer

This question has no simple answer; it depends on the test's
characteristics. Performance assessment. for example, will cost more than
conventional multiple-choice tests because of the added costs of task
development and scoring. Additional test security also adds costs, by
increasing logistical costa and often by requiring the development of
additional test materials. Truly standardizing administration, to avoid bias
from incorrect test administration, flirther inavases costs; that is one factor
that makes the current national NAEP more expensive than off-the-shelf
commercial tests administered by teachers.

Many of the important costs of an additional comprehensive national
test however, are non-financial. As it is, our nation has an unusually short
school year and fills an appreciable part of it with test-related activities.
The time required for testing itself is often a small part of the burden,
because schools often devote substantial time to test preparation. As we
continue to add additional layers of testing, we need to ask about the time
and local resources they require, what activities are being supplanted, and
whether schooling will really be improved as a result.

Respectfully,

Daniel Koretz
Senior Social Scientist

4
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COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR

Robert L Linn, Ph D

Professor
University of Colorado
Campus 'Sox 249
Roulder, CO 80109

Dear Dr Linn
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Thank you very much tor the exvellvnt testimony you presented At the

March 11. 1991 hearing of the Subcommittee on Elementary. Secondary.

end Vocational Education. The Subcommittee received a wealth uf
valuable information whi.h will greatly assist our efforts U. review

the National Assessment of Education Progress.

Enclosed please find the aAditional Questions which 3 indicated I

would be asking you to respond to tor the record Duo to the vest

Interest tn the issue. I would appreciate your assistance in returning
the answered questions by March 72, 1091 so the hearirg record can he

printed quickly

Again, thank you for Your valuable testimony and your assistance in

expediting the return of your answers to the additional questions

Sincerely.

.

Dare E. gilder:

Chairman

dt

enclosure
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QUESTIONS FOR DR. LINN

WIESTIONS

I) CAN YOU DESCRIBE SOME OF THE REACTIONS YOU HAVE

RECEIVED FROM STUDENTS, SCHOOL TEACHERS,

ADMINISTRATORS, AND POLICYMAKERS DURING THE TRIAL STATE

ASSESSMENTS?

2) DO WE RUN THE RISK OF OVERBURDENING OUR STUDENTS AND

TEACHERS WITH TESTING? HOW MUCH TIMIS IS ALREADY

CONSUMED BY TESTING IN THE AVERAGE STUDENT'S ACADEMIC

YEAR? HOW MUCH MORE TIME MIGHT BR TAKEN UP WITH

TESTING IF WE MOVED TO A SYSTEM OF NATIONAL ASSESSMENT

OF ALL STUDENTS?

3) IN YOUR OPINION, IS THE USE OF NAEP AS A "THERMOMETER"

TO MEASURE THE STATUS OF U.S. EDUCATION COMPATIBLE WITH

AN EXPANDED USE OF NASA AS A HIGH STAKES NATIONAL

EXAMINATION COMPUIING PERFORMANCE OF INDIVIDUAL SCHOOLS

OR INDIVIDUAL STUDENTS?

4) HOW DOES LACK OF MOTIVATION AFFECT THE ACHIEVEMENT

LEVEL OF STUDENTS, PARTICULARLY HIGH SCHOOL SENIORS?

CAM YOU DESCRIBE WHAT NAEP IS DOING TO CONFRONT THIS

IMPORTANT ISSUE IN THZ STATE TRIAL ASSESSMENTS?
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Response to questions posed by

Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary,
and Vocational Education

Committee on Education and Labor
U.S. Rouse of Representatives

Prepared by

Robert L. Linn
Professor, University of Colorado at Boulder

and Go-Director, Center for Research on Evaluation,
Standards, and Student Testing

/larch 21, 1921

1) CAN YOU DESCRIBE SOME OF THE REACTIONS YOU HAvE RECEIVED
FROM STUDENTS, SCHOOL TEACHERS, ADMINISTRATORS, AND
POLICYMAKERS DURING THE TRIAL STATE ASSESSMENT?

Only preliminary information is available at this time
based on observations of some administrations, analyses of
questionnaire responses from local administrators of the
assessment, and a survey of state tasting directors.
Additional survey data will be collected from policymakers
following release of the results in June and a more complete
report will be included in the October, 1991 report of the
National Academy of Education Panel evaluating the Trial
State Assessment. The ways in which the data are received
and used by policymakors, the press, and the public will
provide one of the acid tests of the usefulness of the Trial
State Assessment. Based on preliminary results, however, it
can be said that wost reports indicated that the
administrat1 of Trial State Assessment went well. Most
state testIng directors indicated that they thought that the
Trial State Assessment results would be of value to their
statee.

School and student participation rates provide an
ineirect indication of reactions to the Trial State
Asslssment. Both school and student participation rates were
good. Approximately 94% of the sampled schools agreed to
participate and substitute schools vent successfully obtained
for soma of the refusals. Approxisately 94% of the students
randomly selected and asked to participate agreed to take
part in the assessment. As is now done with the national
NAEP results and other surveys, statistical adjustments will
be made for non-response. By way of comparison, lt might be
noted that the cerresponding grade 8 participation rates for
the 1988 national reading assessment were 86.6% for schools
(prior to replacement) and 87.8% for students (based on the
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1990 NAIP report *Learning to Read in Our Nation's Schools",
Table 5.1).

2) DO WE RUN THE RISK OP OVERBURDENING OUR STUDENTS AND
TEACHERS WITH TESTING? ROW MUCH TINE IS ALREADY CONSUMED
BY TESTING IN THE AVERAGE STUDENT'S ACADEMIC YEAR? how
MUCH MORE TIME MIGHT /12 TANEN UP WITH TESTING IF WE MOVED
TO A SYSTEM OF NATIONAL ASSESSMENT OF ALL STUDENTS?

Yes, we run the risk of overburdening our students and
teachers with testing! Students in many school districts are
required to take a standardized achievenent test battery each
year. Depending on how conprehensive the test battery is,
anywhere from 2 to 5 hours of actual testing time may be
required. The National Conmiseion on Testing and Public
Policy recently estimated that "each year elementary and
secondary students take 127 million separate tests as part of
standardieed test batteries emulated by states and districts.
(A test battery may include separate tests that measure such
things as reading, mathematics, science, and study skills).
At some grade levels a student may take as many as seven to
12 such tests a year.* In addition, students may be required
to take district or state tests as part of minimum coepetency
testing requirements and state or district assessments.

The time spent in taking the actual tests, however, is
but the tip of the iceberg when it comes to time devoted to
externally mandated tests. Research conducted by my
colleague, Lorrie Shepard, through the Center for Research on
Evaluation, Standards, and Student Testing has shown that
rany elementary school teachers devote the equivalent of
several weeks of class time teaching students test-taking
strategies. In addition, in situations where accountability
tests have a great deal of importance, teachers may teach
content throughout the school year using worksheets that
closely resemble standardized test formats.

How much more time sight be taken up with testing if we
moved to a National Test of all students would depend on the
nature of that program and whether it was an addition to,
rather than a replacement for, same existing testing. /n its
present form, NAEP requires only *bout one hour per student
assessed. Because different samples of students are
administered different simples of assesseent exerciees, this
is adegeate time for the purpose of monitoring achievement
trends for the nation or a state. Substantially more time,
say 3 or 4 hours, per student would be needed, however, in
order to obtain reliable scores for individuals. If this
were not only an add-on to current testing, but another test
for which teachers felt compelled to spend time providing
students with special test preparation, the expansion of
national Assessment to all students would add significantly

1 94
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to an already excessive amount of instructional tine devoted
to externally mandated testing and preparation for those

tests.

2) IN YOUR OPINION, IS THS UBE OF NAEP AS A 'INERYEMETER" TO
MEASURE TIE STATUS OF U.S. EDUCATION COMPATIBLE WITH AN
EXPANDED USE OF (AEP AS A NIGH STAKES NATIONAL
EXAMINATION COMPARING PERFORRANCE OP INDIVIDUAL SCHOOLS
OR InavireAL STUDENM?

Nol Thera is substantial experience with testing
programs that have been designed to serve multiple purposes.
That experience indicates that a single testing program
cannot siaultaneously serve well the distinct purposes of
monitoring trends in achievement, school building
accountability, and the certification of individual student
achievement. The accountability or certification functions
result in a narrow focusing of attention on the test. As a
consequence, generalizations about achievement defined morn
broadly than just the items on a specific test are
undermined. That is, the validity of conclusions about
educational progress that can be drawn from an independent
indicator system such as HARP would be threatened by its
expanded role as a high-stakes national examination system.

In addition to a narrow focus on the content of the
test, high-stakes testing programs are also subject to other
pressures that limit their value as an independent monitor.
As the stakes go up, there are increasing pressures to narrow
the content of the test. Law suits associated with high-
stakes testing programs have a chilling effect that reduces
tests to a lowest common denominator. Specifically, they
must be limited to what certainly has been taught rather than
to what ideally should be taught. If this were to happen to
NAEP, we would no longer be able to monitor progress in
important higher-order thinking skills and the ability of
students to solve novel problemS. Yet it is precisely such
accomplishments that are vital to the future of the nation.

4) HOW DOES LACK OF MOTIVATION AFFRCT THE ACHIEVEMENT LEVEL
OF STUDENTS, PARTICULARLY HIGH SCHOOL SENIORS? cAN you
DESCRIBE WHAT NAEP IS DOING TO CONFRONT THIS IMPORTANT
ISSUE IN THE STATE TRIAL ASSESSMENTS?

Assessments of student achievement depend on the
cooperation of students, not only in agreeing to participate,
but in the effort that they devote to the assessment.
Questions have been raised about the motivation of students
to perform their best on an assessment that does not have
consequences for the individual participants. SCES has
created a Technical Review Panel thrnugh a contract with the
Center for Research on Evaluation, Szamdards, and Student
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Testing and the RAND Corporation to conduct validity studies
far RAEP. It is anticipated that studies of student
notivatien will be one of the priority areas for
investigation. That work is yet to be done, however.

Student participation rates by grade provide some
indirect information that is relevant to this issue of likely
differential motivation for high oedipal seniors in comparison
to students at grades 4 or 8. In the 1988 reading
assessment, for example, the participation ratan at grades 4,
8, and 12 were 92.8%, 87.80, and 78.9a, respectively (based
on the 1990 NAEP report 'Learning to Read in Our Nation's
Schools", Table A.1). Clearly, high sdhool seniors are much
more likely to refuse to participate in NAEP than are their
counte at earlier grades. The lower level of
mativaaT:f seniors to participate in the assessment might
also be reflected in the effort of some of the students who
do participate. This difference in student willingness to
participate is not surprising to anyone familiar with high
school seniors. Nor would it be surprising to find that the
fraction of students who participate in the assessment in a
half-hearted manner increased !roe 4th to 8th to 12th grades.

7n any event, there are sufficient differences between
high school seniors and students in the 4th or Oth grades
that it would be unwise to make generalizations about the
likely success of a Trial State Assessment for 12th grade
students from results Obtained for 8th grade students in 1990
or 4th and Oth grude students in 1992. Thus, if Congress is
interested in expending state-level use of RAEP to include
the 12th grade, I would encourage consideration of starting
with a trial in 1994 along the lines of the trials authorized
at the earlier grades for 1980 and 1992.

Respectively submitted,

I i)
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JOHN F. AKERS
STATEMEITF TO THE HOUSE EDUCATION AND LABOR

SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
ON THE

NATIONAL ASSESSMENT OP EDUCATION PROGRESS

Chairman Kildee, my name is John Akers, chairman and chief
executive officer of International Business Machines Corporation.
I am submitting testimony as chairman of the Education Task Force
of The Business Roundtable (BRT). The BRT is an organization
comprised of 212 chief executive officers of many of America's
largest corporations. The BRT CEOs have committed their personal
time and company resources to a decade-long effort to help
improve the quality of the nation's K-12 educatim system.

The BRT has identified strategies we believe are essential
to achieving the national education goals. I am submitting these
strategies, "The Essential Components of a Successful Education
System," for the record. We are working in all 50 states and the
District of Columbia to address the essential components through
legislatis,n and regulation.

Assessment is a key point in our agenda. To provide
assistance, we need detailed information about what students know
and are able to do. And, to hold educators and policy makers
accountable for student performance, we must have data to measure
it at the building, district, state, and national levels. Thus,
we applaud the Senate's interest in assessment and recommend that
you allow the National Assessment of Education Progress MAE'', to
expand to measure student performance at the state, district, and
building levels.

National testing has become a subject of significant debate.
A consensus is emerging in favor of a national assessment system
that would revolve around a common set of standards for student
achievement. Stares. districts, and other entities would create
exams, either jointly or independently, to measure whether
students are meeting the common standards. Until such a system
is developed, we have to rely on existing instruments.

NAEP provides a clear snapshot of what America's students
know and are able to do. Educators and policy makers applaud its
focus on writing and problem-solving skills.

NAEP is not perfect, but it is currently the best test of
its kind. The National Education Goals Panel is considering
using it as an interim measure. At their Winter Meeting in
February. the National Governors' Association passed a resolution
calling for the expansion of NAEP.

1 -
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Congress should remove some of the restrictions on NAEP.

NAEP currently publishes its findings about national student
performance in the aggregate and breaks down student achievement

by sex, race, region, and other categories. With the exception

of the 1990 and 1992 pilot exams, federal law expressly prohibits

NAEP from reporting student achievement by state.

We urge you to extend the state-by-state assessment to
include all appropriate subject areas at all grade levels. We

also support lifting the prohibition against using NAEP to

measure district and building performance, so long as it can be
done within the context of the present matrix sampling approach.
The expansion of NAEP should be contingent upon a positive
evaluation of the 1990 pilot test. Districts and buildings that
participate in NAEP should be required to use the data to improve
the performance of the most needy students. We do not support

any use of NAEP that would allow for the comparison or evaluation

of individual students.

Quality assessment instruments alone will not improve

student achievement. But without stronger and richer assessment
strategies, America's education system will not reach its

potential.

We appreciate this opportunity to submit testimony and look
forward to working with the Congress on this important issue.

- 2
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FairTest
National Center for Fair & Open Testing

Rep. Dale !Cadre, Chats
Subcommittee cm Elementary and Secendary Education
320 Cannon House Office Dint/ling
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Rep Kildre

March 18, 1991

Thank you for having untied me to Entity on the Issue of a national test in examination
system.

In addition to the testimony I have suhmined on that issue. I request that the enclosed 'Open
Letter to Congress. Bush Administration. the Governors on NACit3 and NAEP Expansion he
introduced into the record of the heanng on the National Assessment of Educattonat Progress
of March 13. I991

The statement was endorsed by long list of education and civil rights organizations and
leading indisulajts It responds to the expansion proposals set forssard by the N.monat
Assessment Govern tog Board in December 1989 that were presented hy Board memtser
!tether! Wa Iherg to the hearing on "CAUP

l funk s ,*4.1 tor keeping the record open and indudmg this stammer,/

Yours.

///4,4S11/////
Monty Neill. Fd D
Associate Dims tor

- -

342 Broadway. Cambridge. Mass 02139 (eV) 864-4810 FAX (617) 497-2224
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Fair Test
kfatto-n-i-o-ente-r.- for-Fair -8, 1513-er fe-stin-6

OPEN LETTER TO CONGRESS, RUSH ADMINISTRATION, THE GOVERNORS
ON NAGB AND NAEP EXPANSION

Oser the past several months. the National AsSessment Governing Board tNAGRI has
taken seseral astions which, considered together. raise senous concern over the (uture
direction ot thc National Assessment of Educational Progress fNAFP) As a group of
education and coil rights organtrations active in school reform Issues, sue are addressing our
concern. to Congress, the Administration and the Nanonal Ciovernors Association so that all
tcsponsihk parties understand the nature of these problems and carefully monitor
developments in NAGH and NALP It is important to note that we arc not writing to oppose
the national assessment. hut to help ensure that it plass a constructise. not harmful, role in
ref ornong our nation.s educational systems

Thc actons of the Coserning Board. taken together, go far beyond the level of a.:11it:*
authorized in the National Assessment of Educational Progress Improvement Act adopted as
part ot the Hawkins Stafford Elementary and Secondary Education Amendments csf 1911N
That As, P1. oo Zo7i. which passed following lengths discussion, authonard soluntar
state hs slate i(nnpAnsons of NAEP assessment results on a mal hams, and mandated an
,ndeeendent studs cit thc sahdos and effects of the pilot programs

tess man two sears later. poor to completion of the mat comparisons and the siad.es.
Acdt, is pf.T.ssing a rna.or espanion ot NAEP tsre NAGA', paper 'Positions On the I ratite
thr N...a:0/11 sse stcr nt The proposal instudes II 1 all pankipatitm Iss the states in

t.s state ..orii:.ailsons, to he p iid for hs the feilcral 1...iserrornent...7, testing and ,ompar.n::
al if. -mt. c O'ook, %shish is currerins protutsinnt hy lass. and It more frequent

,est:n.. 1 ast inonth. N \GB adorted J rtth ess seli;np a..hirsement lesek. tem stt,de.n.
rot. and tIlVlst 0.6elt SO attain on P 'see N AGM SCStift.;

rrorri.ac ..,,ti,esoncrt Lesel,

! ra..h. of thc.e fa,scs rfOhleills St:A rti.f:IT Jnent..0.), wr
tf' mrloari.m 1 ,Cttirt: a.),..escrticnt am: est-amt.,

f' t r l. t s.,r.ern ard reornmendations

It I he proposal to espand uas adopted More compktion of the
f 'ongressionalt,.mandated studies or the pilot stated's-state comparisons,

%passion i,1 N ALP will inevitahl affect our nation's education Congress orre,i!s
planned 3 laUtIolls. step hsstep prosess to gauge the alue and etfects of state iomiparion,
helm,: mandating their sontinuation or espansion This es aluation should te t.-onip!etc..1
hefore an further steps are taken to espand NAEP

NAGR ei proposing tspanston of *t. AFT hefute the national &hate on
educational goals is resohed,

So la. the Bush Administration and the Gosemors Lase agreed on hroad nation:
gi t.uls h;it hase set to dc.ide how to implement them Locisails. Me Administration. the

342 Bioactoday Camoodne Mass 02139 t6t7i 8544810 FAX 1517) 497.2224
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Governors and Congress should all have toles in this debate as va)1111440 Iteas%0101.11
indicators used to measure progress toward the pale But if =war"flAA .isast
clanfication, the process of measunng becomes, by default, the paseiV Pearaltki eine

would wely be putting die cart beim the hone.
Defemng achoo on NAEP expaasion until after the trial eV S

. VAN
legally required studies aft completed will allow time for the naflIA $N$01104tAecci
educanonal goals te reach resolution. Only then can NAEP playa aokti'Vtirotty t s
developing appropnate measurement tools and procedures

3) It is reckless to consider lifting the ban on district-01,1400V v ttlteNottit
school comparisons without considering the consequences for iie447401'tistdi
Instruction.

No one yet knows the effects and side-effects even of04,9% Pi/ stAti. ivettsfiePo
Repeal of the ban on local compansons requiass much more infoznIcekevcip,,,v
discussion It should not be considered until after the =tilts of ttlilyltelleorhiiiivirtel
mandated studies have been fully analyzed and publicly discussed

NAGB's achievement level setting process, when cortkived "lb it."149140.."
may create a de facto national curriculum.

The evidence is overwhelming that the more power aitachetitto .1 VIA); A 64' ok015%!
the test will have over cumculum and instructicm. A national tei t not kraltsia^ii Wyk,
and local comparisons will certainly become a powerful. perhapsts^,:74kti
curriculum

The education goals enunciated hy the Adrmnssiranon ono irkt-lovl)xuripi ena

attempt to mandate a national cumculum In fact. there is widestirkievantvtlis,e pk,
curriculum and instruction should not be determined from Washoglity kiAti g,
communities need flexibility in determining how in atom the hrwolt (41
expansion proposals could preclude state and local Initiatives

St NAGB's achievement level setting procedures for it t4%,i5(r tool:OlveltieVt
for determMing naoional achieiement goals.

Thc process chosen by NAG13 to set aeluevement levels r ttt1p ltain
items from existing NAEP exams that, in the view of committee!' illitNata,,,n1,1%;let..
answered correctly by students who hose attained the levels of vinf.-_4*-0

-ads anent This is not an appropriate method for deterrmnmg tit;t1;44*igt,lc 041-1'

achievement les els because it allows one test to define the contoittyr anc.1 11.)4 4iwy

should be able to do in that area. Such decisions should be mint t np,oft, Aadif,"%potoot).
of any test After cumcular goals have been decided at thc voratissi kkev\ro 6:er,
appropriate rl the cumculurn can he constructed and achtevemea

Mores. . as the recendy-released report of the NanonaCtfstOmosi
Public Pettey carton's, the procedure of relying on comininees if TV \ riO{ WV, Iftlfkr.
flawed nen for the purpose of setting tut off scores on tests ,flin 04-4

technical ptocedum to be adequate for shaping a national cumcceiRili

6) By setting achievement goals based on what are prvetv, Nylfli Attnotfiec
tests. NAGB runs the risk of defining national educational goti !. lk4 thi it4.0tot

these narrow instruments.
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In potenually shaping cumculum and instruction. NAFP tests will affect both content
and methods of teaching Mulnple choice testing necessarily focuses on factual recall and
stniple compansons and observations It does not lend itself to revealtng whether students
know how to do something - to write a pentiastve essay. research an histoncal event, or grasp
the meaning of a scientific development.

The narrownesa of these instruments Its:. been recognized by the Governors. among
many others, and has led to widesprrad efforts to desetop and implement other means of
assessment If multiple choue testing cantinurs to predominate. NAI,P will ;vent& 3
continual obstacle to teaching and assessing the important things students need to learn how
to do, It will help perpetuate a reduced definition of the content to he snulted and an entirely
tncorrrct stew of how students learn

NAtal proposes to sastly inerease the ammint of its testing to include "at least
three subjects each year."

The current NM-LP authorization establishes a two-year testihz cycle and a minimum
frequency !Of testing various subjects. Only math and reading are to be it.:*d every two
years.. other subiects are scheduled at four- or six-year unersals. Though its futures paper
deferred discussion of the "exast configuration' of the new tesung ct-de.s. NAGII called for
'testing at least three subjects each year: at least six tests every two years. NAG}Vs lams
this acceleration ts necessary "In provide timely and sufficient data" arid to "replace the
Educanon Department's annual 'wall chart' which relies on SAT and ACT scores

Again. major changes in sArp such as expanding the extent and frequency of testing
should not hc undertaken prior to completion and analysis of the PM: testing and the
mandated studies in fact, such expansion is not at all necessary BeCaUSC educational
systems atd achiesemeni cannot change rapats. yearly aggregatt d data will not pros ute
mranin,c..tul into/17131ton about important educational shanges Less frequent infOrmation
should he quite sufficient

While esenone. including Secirtar) Cat aros. agrees on the inadequass
thr csment wall khans. the mere esistense the Uts is an insufficient justification lor
astl!, insreasing a national testing pmgram. To he sure, annual one point changes in aserare
SA1 scores or twotenths ot a point changes on the AC1 in the 'wall yhans are meaning:es,
Bill substituting inmute %lunges in NAN' scores would not he an improsement It sould
houeser. produce public frustratirin and therebt roprdize publi.: support tor educatiwial
reuirm Maintaining N MT's current. aathon:cd s:heduk pnnide as much ucet:il
trilonit.shon at less cost in dollars and uloinaiel s. in public. cred:hilits

81 lsiAtiti is mining too slowly in resising NAEP exams to eels less on multiple.
choice questions and to deseinp other means of assessment which better measure the full
range of knowledge and skills.

While NAGH claims that ahout :01 of this s:far's NAY!' math items were open
ended. Paul LeMahteu. hushurgh's Director ot -testing. informed the National Association of
Test Directors that less than C11. were really open ended items The rest were multiple.choice
questions with the answer options deleted Like multiplectoice items, such questions are not
set-% useful in tteasunng student abilities to use math to suite real world problems

Instead of expanding the use of outdated. multiple choice tests. NAM° should hcconic
3 leader in the national effort to develop improved hums of assessment that pros-ide more
into:m:111,m and do not endanger hut rather enrich the curns:utum should work with

)
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the states. a number of which already have performance based assessment projects under
devetonment. to produce and evaluate such assessments.

91 NALP expansion will absorb an eser larger share of federal In:search and
information dollars, hut the results may not be worth the Money.

The NAL!' Improvement Act authonzed S9,$00.000 for fiscal yeas 1989 for NAEP
Eor fl 1990, NAEP received S17,01t4d100 Even with this increased amount. the Faincatum
Department deferred the NAEP sahdity study. a national assessment of adult illiterary and
nark on the Nammal Education Longitudinal Study. For FY 191, NAGB has requested
S18.866.000. an increase of more than lfre MET FY90 and nearly double the authonzation
for El'89 NACH receives up to 107, of NA111"inds for administratwe purposes and
lepcmedly seeks to receive up to 15% tstimae A cif the cost of NAEP if expanded are $100
million annually, a more than foe-fold increas cites current expenditures and an amoum nvo
and onr half times the funding far the Nation I Center for Educational Statistics tINCESi

Will the results be worth the addittona money' Yearly testing will not increase
anyone's knowledge at the effects of educauo al reform efforts Further state and local
sompansons may ni tell us more than we alma.: know about how well the states and
localities perform on standardized tests. In a pentx: of conunumg fiscal restraint. money used
for more extensor testing could be better used to improve the qualin of NAEP assessments
or tor other needed research rather than for redundant and potentially dangerous increases in
testing

1th The relationship among NAEP, NAGB and WES must be clarified.
The current debates over the future of NAEP have raised questions about the

appropriatenesi, tit an independent body %idling the power that NAGB could assert Mel' our
nation's education A key issue is whether such a body is adequately accountable to
Congress. the Administration 4ru1 the public

e sAscountabilits is. in part. asserted by control toes funding. NAMEs budget
should be separated nom NAFP's. So lung as NAGB tnitains a percentage in a trotenualts
rapidts expandangi NAEP budget. there is no way for elected officub to adequately exert
oversight The mie of NACPB in relation to NGES. the Department nt Education or any other
bodies create./ to osersee progress toward nauunal goals should be carehdly considered tn the
appropriate House and Senate committees and the Administration before NAEP Ps expanded

In sum. NAGS's plans to rapidly exptuld NAEP wrhout adequate consideration in the
effects of the expansion or the proper rule of assessment in educational irtorm are dangerous
Neither Congress nor the administranon should allhiv them to proceed without careful review
and consnieranon Similarly. the Governors should not support the use of NAEP for
measunng progress towanl national goals without first clanfvmg the goals and the role ot
assessment in achieving them and then determining the details of measurement. Specifically

- NAEP should not be expanded to allow more frequent or extensive testing or more
detatled comparisons at least until complenon of the tnal assessments of 1990 and 1992 arid
the independent evaluatton mandated in the Act Then. Congress. the Administration and the
Governors must wetgh carefully die potentially harmful effects of more extensive testing and
compansons and ascertain that the dangers do not outweigh arty possible benefits. In any
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event. expansion of NAFP must be subsequent and subordinate to the establishment of
national goals and not allowed to dictate a national cturkulum.

- NAF.P should be directed to spend a agnificam parnon of its budget on developmg
and piloting performance based assessments (including tests and portfolios). Such research
and development should he planned calefultyito coordinate with state projects such as those
underway in California, Connecticut arid Veritorn. to develop perfotrnance-based :Nsecsatent..
as well as projetas undertaken hy local education authonbes or other governmental or private
Sixties

- Congress and the Adrunistr.mon should conWer scparaung NAG13 funding from
NM P twitting and cafrtally viinoder the future rote of NAGS in relation to other agencies
and tiodies

jrivr, tur Attention to ThCC (SUM important issucs and look forward to
wor1,1r4: oh %ou fo the effort Iii Jt. hicve },,enuinc nd lashnif reform% ,n the qualm, of public
edu.-.Mott

Irri tree aus iii us if so, ha,,e am, or turther
ofrmatlon
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hada= for Learning and Teaching. Wayne Jennings, Dsoctor
Intonational Reading kr.othation
KEY.Kuls. Education and You. (Beth Bradley. ferny Conon. Leslie flovd. Sue loop
A. Clay Kinsman, National Congress of Amman Intharre
Nancy K Klein. College of Education. Cleveland Stale University'
Massachincto Advocxy Cana. Stephen R. Bun. Eats:now Daftlof
Mantek43 FMadaitOn. Inc Dr Sephre Si. Execueve Direewe
Dennth Meter. Pone mat, Central Park East Secondary School. New York City
Sara F Melender. Vice Provost. Ltrovervoy of Sndgroori
Susan Metc. Pnopect Rerahts lbgh School. Broalya. NY'
Waxen Amencan Wernen's National Assocanion
Nanonal Assocadion foe the Advancement of Colored People. Reverty Cote. Edutanon Director
Natrona! Assoconon of Secondary School Pow/pan
National Censer for ran & Open Tinting tForTestl, Contas Schuman. Executive Director

National Coalthon of Advocara rot Students
Natrona! Coalmen of Tide Minter I Parents, Robert Witherspoon. Damn:
Namara! Council for the Social Studies
National Coursd of Tattlers of English. Charles Savor. Esecueve Diroom
National Education Association, Keith Geiger, President
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Members present: Representatives Kildee, Hayes, Owens, Un-
soeld, Roemer, Good ling, Klug, and Petri.

Staff present: Susan Wilhelm, staff director; Andy Hartman;
Lynn Selmser; S. Jefferson McFarland; Damian Thorman; Jack
Jennings; Katrina Kelley; June Harris; Carole Stringer; a-id Beth
Buehlmann .

Chairman KILDEE. The Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary,
and Vocational Education will come to order.

As a former schoolteacher, I usually start right on time, so I
apologize for the delay this morning and appreciate the witnesses
bearing with me.

The subcommittee meets today for the second in a series of hear-
ings on education& testing. Yesterday, we heard from expert wit-
nesses about the National Assessment of Educational Progress, the
only federally mandated test ..)1 student achievement. Today's hear-
ing focuses on the pros and cons of national testing generally.

niere are several national testing or assessment trains which all
appear to be approaching the station at the same time. The first is
guided by the need to measure progress toward the national educa-
tional which the goveors presented to us. A second is
driven g3o,rais

rn
perception that a basic skills test could give business a

better indication of student achievement. A third promotes nation-
al testing as a way to force educational reform.

Today's hearing will attempt to address some of the questions
raised by the cargo contained in each of these trains. That analogy
may be stretched a bit, but we will use it anyway. It is the subcom-
mittee's intention to carefully review the current educational test-
ing system and to consider each of the positive and possible nega-
tive consequences of a national test.

I look forward to hearing from the many knowledgeable and dis-
tinguished witnesses we have here today. We are fortunate to have
you with us.

(135)
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I call upon now my friend and the ranking Republican member
of the full committee and the ranking Republican member of this
subcommittee, Mr. Goodling from Pennsylvania.

Mr. GOODLINO. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and wel-
come, all of you here this morning.

We had an excellent session yesterday, and, as I indicated yester-
day, one of my greatest concerns at the present time is that all of
the concerns in relationship to choice, national testing, national
curriculum, national you name it, maybe out qf frustration, say, "I
don't know what to do; things are bad, and 1 don't really know
what to do, so let's just try all these kinds of things and see wheth-
er something won't happen that will be better," rather than, you
know, trying to improve education.

I guess I would preface that statement by saying that I get pretty
upset with the American attitude with respect to public education.
The American attitude in relationship to Americans is always the
same; we always put down ourselves. I talk to people all over the
world, and they wonder why we are so critical of ourselves.

We tend to lump all of public education into one little barrel and
say there is something wrong with it, radically wrong with it, and
ve must do this, that, and something else. I looked at the list of my
leadership, for instance. All of them graduated from public schools.
I looked at the list of those who serve here on the committee, and
on my side eight out of 12 were public school graduates, and there-
fore I say they were successful before they came here, they have
been successful since they have been here, and, yes, we have a lot
of problems, but I sure don't want anyone to take the Wall Street
Journal "National testing: No longer a foreign idea" as some kind
of gospel, because it is about as misguided as anything I have read.
Of course, it starts out by saying that national education goals
seemed plenty radical when President Bush and the governors an-
nounced them just a year ago.

I didn't know that they were ever considered radical. I thought
we always were striving toward national goals. But then when the
article really gets out into left field is, by saying "San Diego's edu-
cation system should navigate by the same stars as Atlanta's," or
"that a well-schooled youngster in Alabama should possess the
same knowledge and skills as one in Minnesota."

I mentioned yesterday that my State got off on the wrong foot.
The former secretary of education in my State decided that we
should test all students and then rank our schools in Pennsylvania
according to the rests of those tests. Of course, I guess he was sur-
prised to rind out that a school district in western Pennsylvania
was number one. Well, if it isn't, it sure should be, because the per
pupil expenditure is probably three times that in all but about
three school districts in the Cngressional disiriet I represent. All
the parentb are college graduates, many of whom are Ph.D.'s. All of
the parents insist from day one, before the child opens his eyes or
her eyes, that they are going to strive for excellence. Tlicy insist
that their child strives for excellence. They also insist that the
school strives for excellence.

So my hope is, as we go through this, quote, reform process, and
particularly the testing process, that we are thinking primarily in
terms of, "How do I help this child with the information from the
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test results that I now have before me?" I always try to convince
my teachers that their purpose for testing was to see where they
may have failed in the material that they wanted to
present and where might find that they can help individual
youngsters because of t e results of those testa.

I will repeat the story I told yesterday also of my first experience
as a guidance counselor. The superintendent mandated that I
group all sixth graeers that were moving into seventh grade. He
didn t ask me whether I thought that was a good idea or not; he
just said, "Do it," and I started it and discovered that one class
from Stewartstown appeared to already have been grouped, and
when I asked the superintendent if that was true, he said, "Oh, no;
you just have to understand, Mrs. so-and-so teaches to the test from
day one."

Now I don't have any problem teaching to the test if there are
some specific goals that we want to reach and some knowledge that
we think they should have, et cetera, et cetera. Any teacher would
teach to any test that they are going to give. But I want to make
sure that it is a tool to help the youngster, and I want to make
very, very sure that we don't compare apples with oranges, which
is what our secretary of education in Pennsylvania tried to do. He
is no longer, I might add, the secretary of education. He embar-
rassed the governor, so he is no longer that secretary.

Having said all of that, I welcome you to the hearing this morn-
ing and look forward to your testimony.

Chairman Kfixez. Major Owens.
Mr. OWENS. Yes, Mr. Chairman. I ask unanimous consent to

submit my written statement for the record and would just like to
make a brief comment.

I want to thank you for holding this hearing on the question of a
national test and yesterday's hearing on NAEP. This is an impor-
tant issue and one which the Subcommittee on Select Education,
which I chair, will also be examining during its consideration of
the reauthorization of the Office of Educational Research and Im-
provement.

The Department of Education, for example, has proposed to
rename the Office of Educational Research and Improvement to
the Office of Assessments, Statistics, Research, and Lmprovement,
and I fear that these kinds of efforts will subordinate the more ag-
gressive efforts that are needed to put the latest research in the
h.ands of practitioners and to use our substantial knowledge base to
improve education rather than assess. The Department's new
motto, it seems, is going to be, "Don't just do something; stand
there and assess," and I think we have to take steps to guard
against that.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Hon. Major R. Owens followsl
PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. MAJOR R. OWENS, A REPRESENTAME IN CONGRESS

FROM THE STATE OF NEW YORE

I want to thank the Chairman for holding this hearing on the question of a na-
tional test and yesterday's hearing on NAEP. This is an important issue and one
which the Subcommittee on Select Education, which I chair will also be examining
during its consideration of the reauthorization of the Office of EAucational Research
and Improvement.
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Though some of its proponents may be tit erly sincere, I cannot help but view this
new wave of interest in testing with great aL ipicion. I fear it is yet another effort by
the White House and the right-wing to substitute symbolism for substance in educa-
tion policy making and designed to divert our attention from the urgent need for a
greater Federal investment m our children's education.

We have seen this, for example, in the President's proposed budget for OEM for
fiscal year 1992. The department is proposing to rename the Office of Educational
Research and Improvement to the Office of Assessment, Statistics, Research, and
Improvement. Aggressive efforts to put the latest research in the hands of practi-
tioners and to use our substantial knowledge base in this area to improve the educa-
tion of our children would be abandoned in favor of the passive role of mr -ely as-
sessing the status of education in this country. The Department's new motto, it
seems, is don't just do something, stand thereand assess.

As they sit in overcrowded, dilapidated classmoms, children in New York already
spend an average of four weeks every school year taking various standardized tests
There is something ridiculous about the idea that what they most need now is to
have another, still more exotic test shoved under their noses in the name of holding
them accountable for their performance. Our preeminent concern at this moment
should instead be with holding politicians and policy-makers at every level account-
able for their consistent failure to give our children and our schods all of the re-
sources they need to suoceed.

Chairman KILDEE. Thank you.
Mr. Petri.
Mr. PETRI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I think we are having a hearing on an important subject, and I

am looking forward to the testimony of the panels that we have
today and to learning, particularly with the point of view of doing
something, if we do it, that will improve education rather than
doing something just for the sake of doing something in the vague
hope that it might make things better, when the reality might be
that it might make things worse.

But let's proceed and learn and see if we can do something that
is useful for the young people in our country.

Chairman KILDEE. Thank you.
Mrs. Unsoeld.
Mrs. UNSOELD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I, too, am looking forward to hearing the testimony, because this

is probably a topic about which I kciow the least with which we are
dealing. So welcome, panel, and the other experts.

Chairman KILDEE. Mr. Hayes.
Mr. HAYES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I do not have a prepared statement. I do want te commend you,

as others have done, for the scheduling of this important hearing,
and I want to commend the witnesses for giving of their time to be
here with us.

I have some very deep-seated concerns about what I see as an
effort to almost privatize the public educational system, which will
diminish the opportunities for the economically disadvantaged and
minorities from getting an opportunity for education. I am a little
concerned that testing may be a step in that direction, and I want
to be here and be a part of it, and I am just sorry I wasn't here at
the beginning, but, as you well know, when you have five subcom-
mittees you serve on and two main full committees, we have all
found out it is impossible to be at two places at the same time,
much less three. So I just had to be somewhere else, but I am here
today and expect to get much out of this hearing.

Thank you very much.
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Chairman KILDEE. Thank you, Mr. Hayes.
Mr. Roemer.
Mr. ROEMER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would just like to commend you and the ranking Member, Mr.

Good ling, for holding this hearing. As a new Member, I am excited
to be here working on education. This committee was my first
choice. Education is the number one goal on the home front to ad-
dress. Business people who are involved in educational efforts
across the board in my community, come into my office to talk
about improving education.

I would like to welcome the uistinguished panelist, Mr. Brock,
back to the Hill, and also the namesake, Governor Romer. I think
we still have a couple of Roemers in the Democratic Party.

I assume you don't have any plans to announce anything today,
Governor Romer.

Mr. RDMER. I think the record should show that the majority of
Romers have chosen to not switch but stay and fight.

Mr. ROEMER. The bipartisan Roemer efforts to improve educa-
tion.

I am excited about the panel's testimony and would just like to
urge that we keep our focus on the iong term and not the short-
term political gain of coming up with an idea that looks good. We
need to help more students who are coming out of school who want
to enter the work force in a competitive economy.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman KILDEE. Thank you very much.
Now we will go to our first panel, consisting of the Honorable

Roy Romer, chair of the National Education Goals Panel, Governor
of Colorado and the Honorable William E. Brock, well known here
on the Hill, a former member of the Senate, former Secretary of
Labor, with whom I had the privilege of workingproductively
working, tooand chairman of the Secretary's Commission on the
Achievement of Necessary Skills; and Gregory R. AnrigDr.
Anrigpresident of Educational Testing Service, Princeton, New
Jerseymy three children who are now in college back in Michi-
gan have sweated through your test a couple of timesand or,!
who brings great credentials to the panel here this morning,
known to myself: Trevor SewellDr. Sewellacting dean, Conk.,
of Education, Temple University.

Governor Romer, you may begin.
Mr. ROMER. May I use the chart? Is that permissible Lore, Mr.

Chairman?

STATEMENTS OF HON. ROY ROMER,. CHAIR, NATIONAL EDUCA-
TION GOALS PANEL DENVER, COLORADO; HON. WILLIAM E.
BROCK. CHAIRMAN, SECRETARY'S COMMISSION ON THE
ACHIEVEMENT OF NECESSARY SKILLS, WASHINGTON, DC;
GREGORY R. ANRIG, PRESIDENT, EDUCATIONAL TESTING
SERVICE, PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY; AND TREVOR SEWELL,
ACTING DEAN, COLLEGE OF EDUCATION, TEMPLE UNIVERSITY,
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
Mr. R0m8R. I wanted to use this chart. I know we need to be very

strict in our time limits, and I will be.
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First, let me give you the power of this issue. As chairman of the
National Goals Panel, 50 governors have agreed to hold themselves
accountable each year for 10 years on the national goals. It is this
panel's obligation to frame that report card and have it published
between now and September. So our obligation is to take each of
those goals and set specific questions that 50 States will answer,
and that is real power, because the way you frame the question
will set the agenda for those governors over a 10-year period. So
the power of this panel is very large.

Now, we have both a short-term and a long-run assignment.
Short term, by September 1 we need to have a report card, and we
will give it, but it is obvious that we do not have the data, the indi-
cators, available in this Nation, or even State by State, to give an
accurate picture. Therefore, our second assignment is long term, to
develop an assessment system for this Nation to where we can
know where we are but, more important, where we can reform our
system to reach where we ought to be.

Now, that, therefore, is on our agenda immediately, and I would
like then to share with you very briefly some thoughts we have
upon the issue of a national test. I will give you my one-line conclu-
sion. I don't think we should have a national test; I think we
should have national assessment system, and I would like to give
you the outline for that system.

But first, I found it is portant to talk in language that people
on the street can undersiand, and I would like to give a couple of
illustrations that point out what testing is to me. I happen to be a
pilot, and when you are getting a pilot's license, it may take you 46
hours to do it or it may take you 36 hours to do it, but whatever
time it takes, there is a set of knowledge and skills, a body of
knowledge and skills, you have to acquire.

I don't think any of you want to fly with an above-average pilot.
You don't want a pilot who isn't at the top end of the bell curve.
You want a pilot who has acquired certain knowledge and certain
skills to master the craft. Therefore, I used to run a flight schml.
What do you do? You have an identifiable list of skills; you have a
program of instruction that relates to that, and when you test, as
you do, you are obviously using it for the purpose of assisting that
student to know where he or she is in reference to where he or she
ought to be.

So I think just to keep in mind, first of all, that testing in its
most important function, I think, is instructional, it is diagnostic.
and if we are thinking about creating a national assessment
system, I think it is a secondary benefit to know where we are in
terms of a sample as a Nation or a State. The primary benefit of a
test iscan it be a part of the instructional tool? Can it be a part
of the reform of the system?

Therefore, I just want us to begin to think about, all right, if we
are going to be a pilot, there is a certain set of skills that we need
to know, and it is obvious you can't test unless you !..now first what
the skills are.

Therefore, let's turn that from piloting to math. W ,en I go into a
school, I often see the periodical chart of chemicals I think some-
times we ought to take it down and put up this kind of a chart, and
it is a chart on math, and every student in school can look at it
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and say, "Wait a minute; at the twelfth grade, I need to know and
be able to do the following things: At the eighth grade, I need to
know and be able to do these things; at the fourth grade, I need to
be able to know and do those things."

You know, it is kind of like a medi.^.111 CAT scan. I g.0 to the
doctor and take a CAT scan because theie is an assumed levet of
health, and the CAT scan tells me where I am in reference to that
and then says, through his prescription, "Here's how you become
well."

I think educationally, a student in the fourth grade, the eighth
grade, of the twelfth grade needs to have a clear understanding of
what health is educationally. You need to know what the standards
are you need to shoot for te be employable, to be a successful citi-
zen, and that is our first job, to arrive nationally, through a con-
sensual process, at standards of achievement. Then we will obvious-
ly find in math that there is a range of skills, and somebody may
be on this erd of the range and be a technician, and somebody may
be on that end of the range and be an engineer, but if you are
going through that system and you are at this level, you need to be
forewarned that you are ill educationally, and you ought to take
corrective measures, because you are not going to be a functional
citizen.

So, again, I would like to move from piloting to math and say we
need to think of testing Ind what it does most of all for the individ-
ual student and the parent of that student, because if we get that
message acrossnamely, this is where you ought to be, and this is
where you are, and we can make a change right now to get you on
to the right trackthat is the most benefit of testing.

Let me then turn to the question of, should we have a national
test to do this, or should we find a better way to do it? And I will
conclude with this. When I took this assignment as chair of this
panel, I tried to identify what I thought was the most important
barrier to accomplishing its mission, and I concluded that it was
the ideological conflict in this country about local control for edu-
cation and national goals, national standards; that is the conflict;
and I said we ought to avoid that, we ought to avoid polarizing po-
litically, and also substantively we ought to analyze what gives us
the best product.

I looked at a number of alternatives, and I came to the conclu-
sion that we ought to try what I would cull a cluster method, and it
is going to individual States, and let's assume that we are again
dealing with fourth grade math; we are going to have to devise
some new instrumentalities, because there are a lot of test instru-
ments out there that, frankly, don't give us the right kind of as-
sessment of the skills that we need to have.

Therefore, if we are going to create some more authentic assess-
ment instruments of fourth grade math, including higher order
thinking skills, there is no sense in our doing it individually. State
by State. I think we can save some money by getting some States
together and working together like an interstate compact.

Let's say you had six States that are brought together either by
their educational philosophy, geography, or whatever, and they
form a groupcall them Group Oneand they develop together an
assessment instrument for fourth grade based upon their particu-

14,-)
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lar approach. Let's assume that there are four such groups in this
country. There is a way that that can happen and we can tie them
together through a national standards mechanism, and that is as
follows: to create a set of national standards on fourth grade math.

Namely, we would arrive consensually at what it is a person
ought to know and be able to do as a fourth grade math student.
That, I think, can be done, and I think it needs to be done, and it
ought not be done from the top down; it ought to be done consensu-
ally from the bottom up, and there are ways to do that. But we
arrive at what it is that a person needs to know and be able to do
as a fourth grade math student as a set of standards. So that then
becomes alet me just call it the standards box. We agree upon
that consensually in a national assessment system.

But then we turn to these individual groups and say, "You create
your own assessment instrument, but let's calibrate it to these
standards so that when you are all done we know what a student
who takes the test in one area would be as compared to all other
areas," and that can be done. England has a similar system. They
have about five or six different panels that you can go to and say,
"I want to use your test." Those panels are informally calibrated to
each other.

Very briefly, I think we can put together a cluster system in
which we have the best of both worlds. First, we arrive at a nation-
al consensus on what the standard is we are reaching for; we leave
it to the local district to decide instructionally how you get that
done; and then we share this business of assessment so that we do
not have one test nationally dictated from the top down, but that
we go to the individual States and say, "Cluster: group together;
use your own creativity: and then let's calibrate you through a
standard box." And the way that calibration can be done is, you
just simply create an anchor test which, for those who are experts
in the field, will work quite well.

Now let me stop at this point and say, the reason that I throw
out this suggestion, the panel has not yet accepted this as the way
to go, but we are doing a lot of discussion about it. I think that it is
a way this Nation can get together with this polarity of, how do
you keep local ontrol of education and local ingenuity and creativ-
ity and, at the same time, have some national direction as to what
it is we ought to do in terms of levels of achievement and perform-
ance?

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Hon. Roy Romer follows:I
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Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, thank you for the

opportunity to testify before th Elementary. Secondary and

vocational Education Subcommittee of the U.S. House of

Representatives Committee on Education and Labor. The topic we are
discussing. the pros and cons of national education testing. is a

vital one. I am pleased to take part in this debate with such
distinguished colleagues as yourselves and my fellow panel members.

I have the privilege to serve as the co-lead Governor for education
for the National Governors Association and as chairman of the

National Education Goals Panel. I want to make clear, however. that

I am here today in my capacity as Governor of Colorado and am not
speaking in any formal way for NGA or the Goals Panel, The ideas

will discuss have been, and will continue to be debated by the

Governors and by the Goals Panel, They are creating interest and
excitement. but neither the National Education Goals Panel nor the
NGA have yet adopted a formal policy on the issue of national

education testing. I want to begin by giving you a very brief
background on the National Education Goals Panel. National
Education Goals were established to provide a common framework and
vision for education reform. As Governors, we wanted to be clear
that WP were committing ourselves to making education a priority Ire

each of our states and were willing to be held accountable for this
commitment.

The goals themselves have been criticized as too ambitious. In my

judgment, they accurately identify what our reach must be to make
the kind of educational progress that is required to secure our
future. The goals are not gospel. They are not perfect. But they

do provide a common vision, a common way to organize reform issues.
and a common language.

Last July. the National Governors' Associa-ir.i adopted a policy

establishing the National Education Goals Panel to oversee the

development and implementation of a national education progress

reporting system. Beginning in September 1441, the Panel will iosue

an annual progress report to the nation on our progress toward
achieving the nati^-el education goals.

The Panel's work involves two tracks: one short-term and one

long-term track. The short term agenda is to produce a credible
report to be released in September 1119I. tn working toward this
deadline, the Panel is aware that great harm can be done by asking
the wrong questions or by trying to force existing data into new
forms. Accordingly. the Panel is committed to a thoughtful and

comprehensive approach over the long term, even if it moans leaving

some blanks in the first report.
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Our long-term agenda involves encouraging the development of en

assessment system that will not only meaSure our progress toward the
goals. but that will help us restructure the education system to
achieve the goals.

In an effort to take advantage ot the expertise that esists In the
country on these issues. the Panel established six working groups to
give advice and policy options to the Panel about its work, both

short term and long-term. These groups are in the process of

developing creative approaches for measuring our progress in each of
the six goal areas. A list of those working groups is attached to
this testimony. Their recommendations to the Panel will be released
late this month.

With respect to goal $3, increasing student achievement. the Panel
has identified three waves of action and effor, that will need to be
mobilized if we are to make substantial progress toward the goals by
the year 2000:

Defining specitic standards of student achievement (what a
student should know and be able to dos:

Designing an assessment system that will allow us to

accurately and authentically measure our performance
against these standards: and finally.

Moving the education system to rinse the gaps between
current levels of performance and the standards.

These tasks lie along a continuum from national to locel effort. In

the Panel's )udgment. national goals and national standards for

student performance are apprnpriate and necessary. At the nthor end

of the continuum. we believe that the design and implementation ot
specific reform strategies must remain locally based in the best of
our traditions. In the middle, the assessment challenge provides an
opportunity for joint action. Let me discuss each of these in turn.

Standards. We need to begin with detailed goals end objectives for

learning. These ob)ectives must be uniformly high and must reflect
what future citieens of our nation will need to know and be able to
do. Given the diversity of reform strategies. an overall national
educational standards framework is needed to provide the targets at
which all would aim their efforts.

Discussion regarding the process by which these standards can he set
has just berun. The following elements have been identified as

critical tr. this process:

There must be a key role for Governors and the states,
which still have primary policymaking and funding

responsibility tor education.

The process must be highly consensual. participatory and
inclusive. Broad consultation with all segments of out
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pepulation is the only way to build the commitment of all

Americans to the hard job of educational change. In fact.
the standerd-settiog process can itself become part of the
renewal process if it represents a shared clarion call for
higher expectations and higher standards for all students.

To make sure the standards we set are competitive, we will
need to use as a benchmark the best standards in the world.

The process would set standards, not prescribe how the
standards are to be achieved. Common standards need not
and should not give rise to a national curriculum that
dictates to teachers what and how they must teach or that
limits the choices of school districts or states in

selection of textbooks or instructional materials. The
standards would be a description of the concepts,
knowledge, and skills that students should master, not a
recipe for achieving those standards.

Auggispegt. Tests should have the capacity to support reform and
not just measure present performance. Tests also should have the
capacity to measure the skills and abilities student.. dill need to
know.

I am concerned that many of the assessments we use now don't
authentically measure higher order thinking skills. We rely on
standardised tests that tend to drive curriculum and i4struction
toward rote memorisation and the discovery of s single -right"
answer. I am also concerned that the tests on which we rely to
provide national and state samples of performance don't give the
kind of feedback individual students need to help them and their
parents judge the adequacy of their performance against national
standards. These tests are useful and I support their continuation.
hut for assessment to stimulate better performance by students, the
test ultimately has to be important to each student.

The notion of testing all students rather than a sample of students
raises legitimate concerns about local control of education. There
is a fundamental tension between the compelling need for national
goals aod standards and the tradition and strength of local
control, We know that the most effective schools are those that are
managed at the school level. We draw strength from the diversity of
approaches that local control makes possible.

Therefore, I dO not advocete a single federal test. Instead. I am
interested in osploring the alternative of a national examination
system. This system would reflect not only the voluntary
participation of states, but the powerful combination of their
Individual expertise. The system would be composed of several
examinations anchored by a common set of national standards.

1 5 !
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States. which already devote enormous resources to testing, could
work in clusters tO develop and implement examinations. Each

cluster's examination would be designed to assess the range of
knowledge and skills encompassed by agreed upon national performance
standards.

rlusters might be formed around different interests and states would
be free to decide which cluster examination was most appropriate for
their use in any given subject. The interests of clusters could
evolve over time and states would be free to change their

associations.

Through an anchorina or calibration proctre. a means for equating
student performance across clusters could be devised. The key to
this process is a commonly agreed upon definition of what students
should know and be able to do. These esaminations cannot, strictly
speaking, be designed until national standards have been developed
and adopted. However, we can begin work on the process of

designing and evaluating examinations formats. We can develop a
format which will work will in the anchoring system and begin to
experiment with different methods of calibration.

In suggesting this approach. I do not wish to minimise the degree of
technical work that will be called for nor the time required for
developing the system. However, at this point, it appears that this
type of assessment system is both technically feasible, and

essential to meeting our national reform objectives while retaining,
and even strengthening, our tradition of local control.

neeiyatj,iatg_l:kasigea__Litha_fieetess The changes that this type of
assessment system could help drive include:

Schools will offer challenging learning opportunities for
all students. not just those who are college-bound. For

most of the twentieth century. America has had two systems
of public education--one designed to train a small group
for management and leadership and another to prepare the
remainder for the routine work they would do as adults. We

now recognise that a work force dominated by individuals
who ere not challenged to achieve higher than eighth-grade
skills is uncompetitive in a greatly changed--and changing
world economy.

Learning environments will be structured to encourage and
reward student effort.

Parents will have the knowledge and motivation to be

effective partners with the school because they will

understand the skills and abilities their children must
have to prosper economically and how their children are
performing in relation to this standard.

-4-
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The means by which we assess performance will accurately
track what we want students to know and be able to do.

There is a consensus emerging that the new basic skills
include critical thinking. information management.
interpersonal and communication skills, and Problem
solving. Not all classrooms and very few tests presently
focus on these skills.

Assessment of student learning will have consequences. If

employers and colleges participate in setting the standards
on which the examinations are based, and agree to take
performance on the examinations into account when deciding
who will be admitted to college and who will get hired at
what pay level, then millions of students will, tor the

first time, see a direct connection between their

performance in school and their opportunities in life.

I am a pilot. The system I experienced in obtaining my pilot's
license provides a useful model of the kind cf system we ate aiming
toward. When I began my course of study. I clearly It. -ne the

competencies and understandings that I would have to demonstr...te to
obtain the license. And I directed my effort at achieving these
understandings and competencies. Some came faster and easier than
others. The length of my course of study did not depend on an
arbitrary number of seat hours, but on mastery of the required

Skills. I established my command over the required subject matter
through a demonstration. The test therefore related directly to the
subject matter I was being taughtand to the skills I need to pilot
an aircraft safely.

An examination like this one. that can organise and motivate effort.
that can accommodatr 'ndividual differences in learning rates and
styles, that provir real consequences for the learner and that
establishes standardb of performance that all students are expected
to meet has much to offer as we reflect on the role assessment can
play in education reform.

I welcome a continuing debate on these issues. As chair of the

National Education Coals Panel and co-leed governor Eor educati,n
for NCA. I hope and intend to have a clone working relationship with
this Committee.

Thank you again for the opportunity to participate in this hearing.
I would welcome any questions or comments from members of the
subcommittee.

1 't
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Chairman KILDEE. Thank you very much, Governor. You are a
good teacher. I used to use the blackboard myself, and I found it a
very effective tool there. I appreciate your presentation.

Senator Bill Brock.
Mr. BROCK. I am going to begin by departing, Mr. Chairman,

from my initial thought to say that I wish every State in the coun-
try had as good a governor as Roy Romer. I really appreciate the
leadership he is giving to this isgue, and I think it is fortunate for
the country that he is in the chair of this particular committee. He
is articulate, but he is thoughtful, and he is absolutely right. I sup-
port, I think, almost every word that he said.

Let me just draw back and try to look at this thing with a bit of
perspective. I have been worried about education for a very long
period of time, but it got pretty specific when I was the United
States Trade Representative and I had to wrestle with people who
kept coming in and saying, "Why are we exporting our jobs? Why
don't we keep them here? Why don't we have the ability to defend
ourselves against people who are outproducing us?" And the first
complaint I heard was that all these competitors were coming in
with slave wages. Well, that is baloney. We are now not the high-
est wage country in the world, and we are getting beaten by people
who are paying higher wages than we are.

What is the difference? The difference is that we have slipped
behind in giving our children and our workers the tools to be as
productive as they are capable of being, and that became reinforced
when I took the job as Secretary of Labor, and we did this Work-
force 2000 study which said, in effect, that unless we change pretty
quickly we are not going to be competitive in many areas at all and
we will have to compete on the basis of low wages.

Then I went to cochair with Ray Marshall this Commission on
the Skills of the American Work Force. We published last year a
study called "America's Choice: High Skills or Low Wages," and we
came to the conclusion, based upon fact, not opinion, that this
country, without understanding it or really consciously deciding to
do so, has been trying to compete with the rest of the world on the
basis of lower wages rather than higher skills for about 20 years.

Real wages in the United States for 70 percent of the American
peook are lower today by 12 percent than they were in 1970. Now,
doggone it, that has to tell us something. Why is it that, after
something like eight years since the "Nation at Risk" was pub-
lished by the President's Commission back in 1983, we have talked
almost ad nauseam about education reform but nothing radical has
happened? We have been trying to make changes at the margin.

Why is it that most people know the urgency of education reform
but don't think it applies to their school? Why is it always some-
body else's problem?

One of the reasons is that we really don't have very good infor-
mation on what we are doing. One of the reasons is that we get
caught up in the shibboleth of politics when we say, "Oh, my gosh,
we can't have a national test; that violates local control."

Let me describe what a national test is. An SAT test is a nation-
al test. Not everybody is required to:take it. College Boards are a
national test. Companies give tests; \GE gives tests all over the
United States; IBM does; they don't vary; they are national tests in
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a way. The U.S. Army gives a test to every student; it doesn't
matter where they come from, what their race or creed is; they all
take the same test. Is there something unconstitutional about it?
No. What it does is tell the Army who is qualified, or, more impor-
tantly, it tells them how to train them to be qualified.

We just went through a war. The Patriot missiles may have been
the most important instrument in that war. Well, you can't fire a
Patriot misaile until you have had, first, a high school education,
and then, second. full basic training, and then, third, a full addi-
tional year of training in that specific skill.

Well, it seems to me that we need to quit arguing about who has
got control of this thing and argue about what we do about a prob-
lem. The problem is that our children are not getting an adequate
education, and our parents are not being given information on
which to base their involvement in the educational system, and if
we are going to change that we can't argue about national assess-
ment. As Governor Romer says, we can develop a system of nation-
al standards, States can have different methods of testing if they
want to, so long as there is a way of relating that test score of their
test to the national standard, because we do need to know, and par-
ents need to know, and kids need to know, whether or not they are
able to compete globally.

One of the reasons there needs to be a national standard is be-
cause we have to benchmark ourselves against the world, not
against Texas and Arkansas and Tennessee. We are not competing
there, we are competing in the world, and if you look at the pur-
pose of the classroom test, Governor Romer was absolutely right,
the primary purpose is to diagnose the problem and let the individ-
ual have some understanding of what they have to do to solve it.
The purpose is to provide information to the student, the parent,
the teacher, so that they can act to solve the problem.

If our medical system were acting like public education is today,
you would go to the doctor, and he would treat you and then wait
for six months to diagnose you, and then, when you didn't respond,
he would say you were the problem.

Well, that is pretty dumb, but that is the way we do things in
education, and it seems to me that the first step is to give a differ-
ent tone to this idea of assessment. I like that word better than
"test," by the way. We are the most overtested and undereducated
people in the industrial world.

But if we will provide that information that Governor Romer
sketched up there, whether it is in math, or science, or in function-
al skills, like reading a bus schedule, if we provide that informa-
tion to an individual and let them know where they are in relation-
ship to people around the world that we have to compete with,
they will respond.

Those testa allow the student to respond, and they allow us to
diagnose the student's problem. Not every student is going to be a
ballerina any more than they are going to be an engineer, but each
one has to know where they are on a scale of performance in a
range of subjects so that they have a sense of what they are trying
to achieve. We need those comparisons for the teachers; we need it
for schools; we need it between schools and districts and States.

15
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The NAEP does monitor national progress; it does not in any
way measure individual students. We need to advance the curricu-
lum, because it is not accurate to say that 50 percent of our 1S-
year-olds can't read at the ninth grade level and 50 percent of our
18-year-olds can't perform at eighth grade math level.

What we are trying to do in the SCANS Commission is to re-
spond to these problems by suggesting that there is a different way,
we can begin to teach within a functional description, we can teach
in a real world circumstance, and we can begin to evaluate stu-
dents like Boy Scouts measure people who are trying to become
Eagle Scouts, with a series of competency evaluations over a period
of years. If you do that, then you are really beginning to give them
the tools with which to achieve the level of progress that they have
got to achieve.

What we are looking at is the possibility of trying to have assess-
ment certificates, if you will, or merit badges, if you want to use
that term, that would deal with a whole range of different func-
tional skills and use those in the sense that they have to relate to
the need or their ability to work in business but also to compete in
the world. So they have to be internationally benchmarked.

Let me just conclude with one additional point from this Com-
mission on Skills that Ray Marshall and Ira Magaziner and I
worked on with a bunch of other very fine people. The essence of
the conclusion we reached was this. Our system has to prepare
young people by the age of 16because that is when they can le-
gally drop out of school in most Statesto a globally based stand-
ard. We said if we can get to that point, then they ought to be
given four more years in what I call a GI bill for all students that
would be paid for, in my judgment, by a 1 percent surcharge on the
income tax. There are a lot of ways to do that, but that is not the
issue. The point is that we ought to give them additional education
beyond that in a whole range of fields, but we have given them
enough schooling by that time to have a choice that they don't
have today.

Secondly, if they don't get to that point, it is not their fault, it is
ours, so we ought to have a system of alternative learning centers,
because not all students are going to make it in public schools as
they are presently described that are available for any student that
wants to drop out or choose an alternative method, so that we can
get them to that globally derived standard so they can be produc-
tive as human beings, and if we do that, then we are beginning to
respond to their need and to this country's desperate need to pro-
vide our workers with the skills and the tools to be productive
internationally in the sense that we can compete with anybody. If
we do that, we can eat anybody's lunch and we can start competing
on the basis of higher wages and higher skills rather than low
wages, which is a suicidal way to go.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Senator William E. Brock follows:)
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Prepared testimony of

The Honorable William E. Brock
Chairman

Secretary's Commission on Achieving Necessary Skills

Before the

Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education
U.S. House of Representatives

March 14, 1991

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee:

I appreciate the invitation to participate in this hearing
and discuss a very important issue. I have long held a deep and
abiding concern about the need to improve the quality of American
schools in order to prepare our young people for the realities of
work. My experiences as Secretary of Labor and U.S. Trade
Representative impressed upon me that our nation's economic future
and internaLici.al competitiveness depends on improving the
country's education system.

The landmark report Wgrkforce 2000, which I commissioned as
Secretary of Labor nearly four years ago, documented that the
skills gap is constraining economic growth in the United States.
For nearly two decades, the skills of our workforce have been
inadequate and have contributed to a decline in real wages for
most Americans and the widening gap between "-hose who go to
college and those who do not. Moreover, it has diminished the
United States' ability to compete in the global marketplace.

This morning I want to relate the work of the Secretary's
Commission on Achieving Necessary Skills, which I chair, to the
debate on national assessment. I want to discuss how we are
approaching the workforce skills crisis and how we think the iss..e
of national assessment fits into the picture. Let me begin by
sharing a few general, personal thoughts about national
assessment.

tiHAT IS NATIPMALLA.SAWAMTM12

First, I tank all of us who talk about national assessment
should clarify what we mean by "national." Alarm bells tend to go
off whenever the word "national" is associated with issues
surrounding elementary and s,condary education. First, we should
distinguish between federal and national exams. Examples of
national examination systems abound.

1
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Is the College Board, and their SAT and Advanced Placement
exams, national? These tests don't vary by state, but the tests
are not taken by all students. Are company employment tests
national? Again, the tests given by corporations like IBM and GE
vary by company, but they don't vary geographically.

Our troops are now coming home after doing a remarkable job
in the Persian Gulf. They offer a good example of what I'm
talking about. While their high school educational experiences
were all over the board, they all took the same tests to get into
the armed forces. The Army does not use different enlistment
tests in Flint, Michigan and Chattanooga, Tennessee. The Army is
able to know how the young man or woman from Flint compares to thc.
new recruit from Chattanooga.

EgRe2ggi_PY_maragmPa

Second, we need to understand the purposes and value of
assessment. As I see it, the assessment process in education can
serve five main purposes:

First, classroom tests can help guide instruction for
individual students. Used early and often, they can help students
-- and their teachers -- identify problems and address them. If

the way most schools use assessment today were transferred to the
medical world, doctors would prescribe treatment first, wait five
months to diagnose the problem, and then blame the patient because
he or sae is still sick. /n the American classroom, we need to
diagnose the problem first and then prescribe a cure and monitor
the progress.

Second, assessments and evaluations can be used to identity
superior or inferior performance by teachers, schools, school
districts, and states. Statistically valid samples are adequate
for this evaluation purpose.

Third, systems that have certain consistency to them can
help us monitor national progress. The National Assessment of
Educational Progress (NAEP) is an example.

Fourth, assessments can be used to influence curriculum, botn
how it is dc.signed and how it is used. /nstead nf a test having
no relationsWp with curriculum, it can be used to shape what is
being taught. Today. to a degree, Advanced Placement exams do
this for the minorit'i of students who participate.

And fifth, assessment systems can certify the competency
level of a student so an employer or college can make a reasonable
decision about hiring or admission and placement. In a world
where students often go to college or work far from home, these
exams must be nationally comparable to be useful. The SAT and

2
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Advanced Placement exams serve that purpose fcr colleges, but
there is no similar model for employers. For those who are
skeptical about assessment for certification purposes, a voluntary
system that is of value to the students should not be a problem.

scanAND.11,6211112111212

That brings me to SCANS. Although we have much more work to
do, our recommendations on assessment will probably be designed to
serve the last two purposes -- influencing curriculum and
certifying mastery of skills.

SCANS is based on the premise that today there is an
insufficient connection between education and work. Students have
little understanding about how school relates to their later work
on the job. And they are not being taught the kinds of skills
they need for productive employment in today's workplaces. At the
same time, businesses are not demanding skillqd workers and they
are not telling educators, parents, and students what kinds of
skills they need. As a result, the value of the high school
diploma nes diminished. And American youngsters study less than
their counterparts in other countries.

SCANS is trying to forge a strong link between school and
work. To do this, we believe a fundamental overhaul of the
American education system is needed. The change we envision
would help provide all students with the competencied they will
need for success in the workplaces of today and tomorrow.

Last summer the Commission on the Skills of the American
Workforce, which I co-chaired, stressed Cie need to restructure
school and work. This, we felt, is espacially important for the
so-called "front-line" workers, the majority of people who will
not get a college degree. Building on the work done by that
Commission, SCANS is now working to recommend specific elements of
that restructuring.

To begin, SCANS is identifying the specific skills people
need for productive and meaningful employment. These will
include the basics of reading, writing, and math, as well as more
comp:ex skills, such as the ability to communicate, work in
groups, solve problems, and use technology.

But how do we get teachers to teach and students to learn
these skills? SCANS is considering the idea of using a series of
certificates that will accurately reflect mastery of specific
skills.

The certificates would serve the two purposes lacking in our
current assessment system. They would provide a clear target for
instruction and they would let employers know about the
achievement of prospective employees.

3
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For this kind of assessment system to work, it must be part
cf a comprehensive approach that includes curriculum, instruction,
and student motivation. Schools could design curriculum to help
students meet certificate requirements. And the certificates
would provide a real incentive for students to work hard in
school.

It is important for me to stress that SCANS is not talking
about a series of multiple-choice tests. More sophisticated
forms of assessment are needed to evaluate the acquisition of the
complex skills needed in today's workplace. After all, how can a
multiple-choice test tell how well an individual works in a group'

Lauren B. Resnick, the Director of the Learning Research and
Development Center at the University of Pittsburgh, chairs SCANs's
Assessment Committee. Dr. Resnick describes three broad types of
assessment that could serve a diverse population and recognize
many kinds of skills. They are performance examinations
measuring specific tasks, reviews of portfolios of work done over
time, and evaluating projects done individually or in groups.

It is also important to stress that the certification syster,
we envision would not be pass or fail. Rather it would measure
various levels of achievement, in a similar way that the College
Board's Advanced Placement exams have various levels. Our goal is
not to identify failures, but to identify problems and help
students succeed.

SCANS also is not talking about a single national curriculum.
While the certificates would be consistent nationwide, various
kinds of curriculum could be used to help students attain them.
But all students would be moving toward uniform, high-skill
targets.

REISAKILMARQ

For such a certificate and assessment system to work, we wilt
need some kind of a governance mechanism. It won't work in a
vacuum. And we must ensure that the skills we are demanding are
up-to-date, reflecting today's needs.

To ensure that education is effectively linked to work,
employers must have a strong voice in determining what skills and
knowledge are needed. At tomorrow's SCANS meeting, we will be
discussing whether an "employer board" would be the best way te
administer the program and issue the certificates. The board
would be composed of representatives from business, labor,
education, and citizens' advocacy groups. It would be charged
with setting objectives and criteria for certificates and
establishing a system to assess them.

4
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The ideas I have mentioned describe the direction in Vi!tch
SCANS is going today. But it is important for me to stress that
our work is a work in progress. The 31 representatives of
business, education, labor, and government who serve on SCANS are
reviewing all of these concepts. We intend to release an initial
report in late spring and further recommendations later on.

But the bottom line is that SCANS's goal is to produce
recommendations that will lead to a fundamental change in the way
American schools prepare students for the world of work. The time
tor rhetoric is over; the time for concrete action is here.

My thinking on these issues has changed dramatically since 1
served in this House more than two decades ago. But the world has
also changed dramatically. The demands of the modern workplace
are more complex and we face stiffer competition than ever from
abroad. We can no longer be satisfied with tinkering around the
edges of an education system that is failing to provide the kind
of skilled people our economy needs to remain competitive in the
years ahead.

The ScANS mission i5a anbitious, but the rewards for our
success will be substantiai. It will lead to a more competitive
and vibrant economy, better employment opportunities, and a higher
standard of living for our children.

I am pleased that you are taking the time to seriously debate
the issue of national assessment. After years of considering how
to improve our education system so it better serves individuals
and the nation's economic future, I am convinced that some kind of
national assessment system is needed to meet that goal.

0
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Chairman MIXER. Thank you very much, Senator Brock.
Dr. Anrig.
Dr. ANRIG. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First, I want to commend you and the members of the committee

for having such a hearing. I think what you are doing is shedding
light on a complex issue where people are prepared to run with a
3implistic answer, and I really admire the opening statements of
you and the members of the committee on this issue.

First, Mr. Chairman, I want to be sure to point out to you that I
am a graduate of Western Michigan University and I practice
taught in Paw Paw, Michigan, and my three roommatea in college
were from Flint, Michigan. That just goos to show how long I have
been preparing for this hearing.

Chairman KILMER. You have great credentials.
Dr. ANRIG. I come here today to speak in opposition to a national

test. Such a test, in my judgment, is a well intentioned but ill ad-
vised solution. This may seem surprising to you, to hear this from
the president of Educational Testing Service, but I take seriously
our charter as a nonprofit organization to promote public under-
standing of tests and of proper test use. I think a national test is
not a good way to use tests and is not a proper way to use tests.

I oppose national test proposals for three reasons. First, embrac-
ing a national test is like choosing a referee before you know what
game you are playing. We first need to define what the educational
goals mean in terms that are useful for instruction. I think the na-
tional education goals were a very positive first step of the gover-
nors and the President. But one of those goals says that by the
year 2000 the United States should be first in student achievement
in mathematics and science in the world.

Now what does this mean to a fourth grader in Michigan, Penn-
sylvania, or in the other States represented on this panel? And
what does it mean to their teachers? What do we expect them to
know and be able to do? We need to answer that question first,
before we turn to the question of how to measure their progress.
This essential first stage shouldn't be shortcut by letting a test pro-
vide the definition. By its very nature, any test is simply a sample
of knowledge and skills. If you use the test to define the curricu-
lum, you will end up with a sample curriculum. That doesn't make
sense and would not be good for education.

A second reason why I oppose a national test is that, again, as
throughout the period of education reform, we are bypassing teach-
ers. Their feeling, in all of the surveys that I have seen of teacher
attitudes towar& education reform, by the Gallup Organization,
the teacher organizations and others, is that reform is something
that is being done to them and their students, not for them

Now, if you take a look at what you are trying to accomplish,
what we are all trying to accomplish, in reform, we are trying to
achieve improved student learning. As Governor Romer so well
pointed out here, you want to be sure that line is going up and that
the pilot is not just averageor brain surgeon, just averagebut
really good in what they are doing. That is what the public is ex-
pecting of us. The only people that can deliver that, with all re-
spect to this panel and to us and others in this roomthe only
people that can deliver that are the teachers in the classroom once
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that door closes, and we are excluding those teachers from the
process of reform.

Some of the business leaders whom I admire very much and have
been very active in the reform movement have learned the hard
way that competitive productivity means that you involve your
work force in deciding what it is they do rather than dictating to
it. We can't dictate to teachers and expect them to close the door
and develop excellence in their students unless we give them a
chance to be part of that action. I think that we are making a bad
mistake at this point in not involving teachers more in a central
role in reform generally and particularly in the issue of setting
standards, determining learning outcomes, and deciding best how
to assess and measure them.

Finally, a national test simply won't work, and we have plenty of
experience to show this. States and school districts have tried the
testing route to educational reform, and it hasn't worked, and a
recent report funded by the Ford Foundation said that the amount
of effort put into testing right now, today, is 20 million school days
per year and over $100 million in direct expenses of tax money
right now. Thirty-eiFht States had statewide testing programs by
the end of the 1970 s-1970's. Forty-seven States now have state-
wide testing programs.

What are the results? The National Assessment of Educational
Progress, which ETS is privileged to administer on behalf of the
National Council for Educational StatisticsNAEP---indicates that
since the 1970's, during all this period of all this testing at the local
nnd State level, we have experienced some modest gains in basic
skills, some modest gains, and they are quite modest, and only me-
diocre performance at the middle and higher levels of achievement
in reading, mathematics, science, writing, and civics. I see no
reason to believe that a national test can do what all this effort
and investment by States and localities has failed to do with all of
the testing that has gone on up to now. The bottom line for the
public is better learning, and we can't test our way to educational
excellence.

Now what can work? I believe Governor Romer in the National
Goals Panel is on the right track, and I think the SCANS Commis-
sion is heading in the right track. The national test would be the
wrong track. VVe have a need for what the national panel refers to
as a nationwide assessment system. Now what does this require?

This requires, first of all, that we establish standards for all sub-
jects at important transition-based points, based on a broad-based
consensus that includes skills as well as knowledge and address, as
the SCANS Commission is suggesting, employment relevant as well
as academic outcomes for all students.

Second, we should define what is to be learned before deciding
how to assess this learning, and we should focus primarily on out-
comes so that teachers have the opportunity for flexibility and cre-
ativity in terms of how to best achieve these outcomes.

If you wonder whether that can be done, by the way, the Nation-
al Council of Teachers of Mathematics and the Mathematics Asso-
ciation of the United States have issued standards for mathematics
instruction in the schools. This one publication, not thick, covers
all of math from kindergarten through twelfth grade, highly re-

I f;
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spected standards, without telling people how to do it. It can be
done, and it has been done by that organization, and I hope others
will do it as well.

We should assure that students are taught what the standards
call for. One of my greatest worries about a national test is, we will
go off happily and issue a national test and we won't be sure that
the youngsters are being taught what is called for in that national
test. Now what is that in terms of fairness? That is not fair. That is
not good test use.

We should be sure that the students know what the standards
are and are taught that, the teachers know what outcomes are ex-
pected of them, and that schools know what goals they should
strive for, and, as I have said before, I believe teachers should be
significantly involved, along with others, in determining each of
these.

We should link local creativity and assessment with State and
national indicators of performancethis is another part of what I
appreciate of the governor's proposal here of clustersand promote
the use of a variety of assessment techniques that include student
produced results based on group as well as individual effort. Most
tests are designed for individual performance. In most work, you
don't work individually, you work with others, and we ought to
find ways to begin to build that work habit into what we assess in
education.

We should vigorously guard against creating a new system to
sort and label children, especially those born into poverty who
start childhood with educational disadvantages not of their own
making, and, Congressman Hayes, I notice that you spoke to that
in your opening comments.

One guard against that is that we should gather and report indi-
vidually identifiable student scores only when that information will
be used to provide improved educational opportunity and/or addi-
tional instruction to these students whose ecores are to be reported.
All other assessment should be conducted on a sampling basis to
guard against test misuse. And, finally, we should use assessment
positively as a basis for substantial incentives to schools and school
districts and, for those in need, substantial help to them.

Now this doesn't describe a national test. What this describes is
a national assessment system, and that, Mr. Chairman, is what I
came here to speak to today. We need to build on the American
traditions, not on those of foreign countries. We could just turn to
Europe and Japan and say, well, let's do it their way, but we are
not and never have been Europe and Japan. Well, at one time we
were partly Europe. But we don't have a centralized system, and.
thank God, we don't have a federalized system, and we shouldn't
try to make one. We have a diversity of student population, a di-
versity of strengths, of States, and a commitment to equal opportu-
nity for all kids. That is something we should preserve, and we
shouldn't move to a test in a way that will defeat that.
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I have identified some existing models in my written testimony
that could provide building blocks for a nationwide assessment
system. It can be done in parts, it already is being done, and I hope
we show good sense in doing that.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
(The prepared statement of Dr. Gregory R. Anrig followsl
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There is the beginning of a positive shift away from what has been a
bandwagon in favor of a national test to Improve American education. I

support such a shift. Today I want to outline why a national test will not
achieve its intended purposes, and then describe actions that I believe
would improve learning for all children.

It may seem strange that the head of the country's largest test
development organization is opposed to a national test. One of the
central missions for which Educational Testing Service (ETS) Is chartered
as a nonprofit educational organization, however, is to promote public
understanding of tests and of proper test use. I take that responsibility
seriously.

Why Not a National Test?

Embracing the idea oi a national test to achieve educational
excellence is like picking a referee before you know what game you are
playing. We first need to define what we expect students to know and be
able to do. The National Education Goals announced by President Bush
and the nation's governors in 1990 was a good first step. But what does
a goal for U. S. students to be first in the world in mathematics and
science achievement by the year 2000 mean to a fourth grader in
Michigan or Pennsylvania and to his or her teacher? What do we expect
them to know and be able to do in order to achieve this goal? These
goals need $o be translated into terms that have meaning for instruction,
by subject and level.

Such terms should not be defined by a test. Any test, by its very
nature measures only a sample of knowledge and skills. If tests are used
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to determine the curriculum, you will end up with a sample curriculum.
Effective instruction focuses on what students should know and be able
to do, not on what is on a test. Effective achievement tests are valid and
reliable measures that focus on what is taught. First decide on your
expectations and standards for student achievement. Then decide how
best to measure this achievement.

Simply imposing a national test on schools to jump start reform will
aggravate even further the general feeling of teachers that education
reform is something being done to them and their students rather than fgr
them. Private enterprise has learned the hard way that competitive
productivity requires involving the workforce rather than dictating to it.
Better student achievement must be developed in the classroom and only
the teacher can do it. Teachers should have a central role in reform if we
are to benefit from their dedication and commitment. To date, this hasn't
happened; a national test would represent another step in the wrong
direction.

No Shortcuts to Excellence

Obviously, I am not against tests. I am against using tests in ways
that won't work and are educationally unsound. The country has had
considerable experience with imposed testing, yet our educational
problems persist. A recent report funded by the Ford Foundation
estimated that 20 million school days and 100 million tax dollars (for
direct expenses) are invested annually in public school testing.

States and schoot districts already have tried the testing route to
reform. By the end of the 1970s, 38 states had statewide testing
programs; by the end of the 1980s, this number had increased to 47.
While there have been some modest gains In basic skills achievement
since the 1970s, the National Assessment of Educational Progress reports
only mediocre performance at the middle and higher levels of
achievement in reading, mathematics, science, writing, and civics. Other
national indicators of student achievement indicate the same plateauing,
especially at upper levels of proficiency. Despite earnest efforts and
enormous investment of tax dollars In state and local testing programs,
student performance still fails far short of what is needed.

1 f;
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Eight years after the release ot A Nation at Risk, few 12th grade
students can demonstrate high levels of performance in reading,
mathematics, and science. Few reach a broad understanding of
American institutions of government and are able to interpret U. S.
historical information and ideas. Few display an ability to produce
elaborated responses to various writing tasks.

The widespread public concern that led to this period of education
reform was fueled by the belief that American children were not learning
well enough for the world that awaits them as adults. The public was
right in the 1970s; it was right in the 1980s; and it still is today.

The record is clear that we cannot test our way to educational
excellence. Tests alone describe the problem; they don't solve it. A
national test is no shortcut to the real reform we ail are seeking.

Criteria for an Effective Nationwide Assessment System

If a national test won't work, what will? Let me offer nine criteria for
an approach that I believe would work:

a Expand the concept of educational accountability to include
states and communities, as well as school districts and schools.
Accountability cannot just rest with educational institutions; It must be
shared by those responsible for their governance and funding.

Establish standards for all subjects at important educational
transition points, based on a broad-based consensus, that include skills
as well as knowledge, and address employment-relevant as well es
academic outcomes for ail students. We don't just need higher
standards, we need new standards equal to the demands of the complex,
competitive, technological world environment that faces today's students.

Define what is to be learned before deciding how to assess this
learning. Focus primarily on outcomes so that teachers have opportunity
for flexibility and creativity in how best to achieve these outcomes.
Provide for levels of performance within standards so that progress can
be Identified and encouraged, not just success or failure In reaching a
single, fixed point.

I f;
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Assure that students are taught what the standards call for, that
teachers know what learning outcomes are expected of them by subject
and grade level, and that schools know what goals they should strive to
achieve. Involve teachers significantly, along with others, in determining
these standards, outcomes and goals, and how best to assess them.

Link local creativity in assessment with state and national
indicators of performance. Most assessment should continue to be
devised locally for instructional purposes. Each level of government
should stimulate assessment ideas and training in assessment for the
educational system. Promote the use of a variety of assessment
techniques that include student-produced results based on group as well
as individual effort. Since standards can never cover everything we wish
children to learn, encourage diversity of learning, cultural understanding
and enrichment within the context of common standards.

Vigorously guard against creating a new system to sort and
label children, especially those born into poverty (24 percent of those
under age one In 1989, according to the Bureau of the Census) who start
childhood with educational disadvantages not of their own making.

a Gather and report individually-identifiable student scores only
when that information will be used to provide Improved educational
opportunity and/or additional instruction to these students. All other
assessment should be conducted on a sampling basis to guard against
test misuse.

Use assessment positively as a basis for substantial incentives
to schools and school districts for progress towards achieving outcomes
and standards, and for substantial help to schools and school districts
whose students are not progressing satisfactorily.

Design the system so it is dynamic and cart be improved over
time based on experience and advances in knowledge.

These criteria do not describe a 'national test". They describe a
nationwide assessment system that builds upon the traditions of
American education, with its diverse student population, rather than
imitating the highly centralized (and federalized) systems of Europe and
Japan. An interim report of the National Education Goals Panel, chaired
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by Colorado Governor Roy Romer, recommends creating such a
nationwide assessment system by the end of this decade. The panel is
on the right track. A national test is the wrong track for education and for
the country.

Promising Models for Success - Existing Elemen's

Elements of such a nationwide assessment system already exist.
They can be learned from and built upon. Let me describe some of them:

I 11 1.1 11 4.... WI' I1LJ iIt1 1*
ibelksivancementof_ScienceNational_Research Councira_Mathematical
Sciences Education Board. These three organizations are setting new
standards and learning outcomes that are earning the respect and
ownership of those who must carry them out. They also are Involving a
broadly representative group in identifying promising ways to assess the
new standards and outcomes.

Efate Initiatives for New Ways to Assess Learning. States such as
California, Connecticut, and Vermont are pioneering new forms of
assessments based on state-developed learning outcomes. In each case,
teachers have had a central role in the initiative.

PIA NationaLAssessmmt ofiducelIoneifiOgren_anditiaiSiaie
Assessments. The National Assessment is attiacting increased attention
and credibility as 'The Nation's Report CardTM. ft has an invaluable
capacity for tracking performance trends over time and future progress
towards the new National Education Goals. The National Assessment
also is becoming a vehicle for developing measurement innovations that
are technically and economically feasible for large scale assessments on
a nationwide basis. Approximately 25 percent of the Items in the 1990
assessment were performance-based and this proportion will increase
significantly in the 1992 assessment. In addition, thirty-seven states are
participating voluntarily In the Congressionally-uuthorized Trial State
Assessments this year. Only one of these states has dropped out of the
Trial State Assessments for 1992 and four new states have signed up to
replace it. In June of this year, the first assessment reports will be issued
that will permit valid state-by-state comperisons of student performance in
mathematics.

f;.i
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&Snick/Tucker Prodosalloullia_tiQnal_Examinslion System. Unlike
proposals fo,* a national test, Resnick and Tucker propose a national
examination slat= that is syliabus-based, voluntary, and draws upon a
variety of assessment techniques (examinations, portfolios, projects) that
will protect flexibility and creativity for teachers at the local level.

The gpllege Baardla_Adienced Placement Program. Operational
nationwide for 35 years, the Advanced Placement Program provides 29
examinations in 15 subject matter fields. More than 330,000 high school
students took Advanced Placement examinations in 1989-90, an increase
of 175 percent since 1980. These respected examinations are syllabus-
driven, are largely performance-based (essays, portfolios, problems), and
are nationally judged by carefully trained assessors who are high school
teachers and college professors. A total of 9,292 high schools across the
country provide Advanced Placement courses and 1800 colleges and
universities use Advancement Placement grades to determine course
placement and credit. The number of urban high schools and minority
students participating successfully in the Advanced Placement Program
has increased dramatically in the 1980s.

National Assessment Governing Sopa, Standards. he Governing Board
has begun the complex task of developing achievement levels for
subjects and grades assessed by NAEP. While I have expressed
concerns to the Board about the procedures used for its initial effort, I
support the development of standards at several proficiency levels for the
National Assessment, and the Governing Board's role in doing so.

The cgijage_Bogres_Eguselionet_EQuality elpitg. The College Board
involved literally thousands of educators and others in developing its
"Green Book", Academic Preparation for College, and the follow-up
"Rainbow Books" that describe high standards of expected
accomplishment in each academic area for college-bound students. The
process followed by the College Board demonstrated one viable model for
developing a broad-based consensus on learning outcomes.

Towards A Common Curriculum and Instructionally Useful Assessment -
Two Remaining Issues

/ advocate achieving a consensus on standards and learning
outcomes before deciding on how best to assess student performance.
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Wouldn't this result in a *national curriculum'' feared by so many
educators and others over the years?

I always have felt the issue of a national curriculum was something
of a red herring. If one were to take a helicopter journey across the
country, touching down every 150 miles, and walk to the nearest school, I
believe you would find more curriculum similarity than difference among
schools nationwide. This is largely due to textbooks marketed on a
national basis by a relatively few commercial publishers. The problem
with this is that a common curriculum is being defined dafacto by
vagaries of the textbook marketplace.

I am coming to the personal opinion that educators coed to reassert
responsibility, as has the mathematics profession, and organize with
others a deliberate effort to determine a common curriculum for public
education in the United States. Such a common curriculum should center
on whet should be learned, giving teachers and schools flexibility to be
creative in bow to achieve this learning. American Federation of Teachers
President Albert Shenker proposed the need to develop such a common
curriculum in his February 24, 1991 weekly column In the New York
Ems. I agree with him.

An area in which my ideas are still forming has to do with what is
called instructional assessment. Traditionally, standardized testing in the
United States has been expected to serve two purposes public
accountability and instructional improvement. While these two purposes
are not totally incompatible, I am becoming increasingly convinced that
the use of one instrument for both purposes may result in neither purpose
being served as effectively as it should. The ETS Doan; of Trustees
annually publishes (as part of the ETS Annual Report) an Accountability
Report on matters of public concern. Its 1990 Accountability Report is
titled Instructional and Accountability Testing in American Education:
Different Purposes, Different Needs". I append this report to my
testimony because of its relevance to the issue of a national test.

I thank the Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary and Vocational
Education for the opportunity to present my views on this Important
subject.

I 7
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Chairman KILDEE. Thank you, Dr. Anrig.
Dr. Sewell.
Dr. SEWELL. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I

am the acting dean of the College of Education at Temple Universi-
ty and a fellow of the American Psychological Association. I wish
to thank the subcommittee for inviting me to testify today on the
important issue of national testing.

As Americans, we are justifiably proud of the favorable condi-
tions under which the majority of our children are reared. We
know of the physical, social, and psychological care provided to
those born of advantaged status, and we know of the quality of the
intellectual stimulation associated with middle class child rearing
practices. We know of the emotional investment of parents in the
transmission of the culturally important elements of the society.
We know, too, of the care with which children are exposed to a
wide variety of experiences. Those of us who are educators,
through our research and our experience in the schools, also know
how all of these factors can positively affect a child's overall func-
tioning, including the thility to take standardized tests.

But there is another social reality into which a large percentage
of America's children are born. It is a world in which their lives
are battered by poverty, social isolation, and often racial and
ethnic inequities. It is an environment where crime, drug addition,
pollution, and other factors are daily realities. There are rural and
urban communities where children attend school physically and
psychologically unprepared to learn. There are social conditions in
which the nutritional status and health care needs of the children
adversely affect academic achievement. It is a grim world, far re-
moved from the environment of America's privileged middle and
upper class youth. It is a world in which taking and doing well on a
standardized test is often irrelevant and sometimes impossible. It is
my awareness of these conditions and of their impact on our chil-
dren that makes me irrevocably opposed to a :.ional standardized
high school examination.

Although poverty and a socially disadvantaged background are
not insurmountable barriers to outstanding performance on
achievement tests, children who experience these social ills consist-
ently manifest lower performance on a variety of standardized tests
when compared to children of upper socioeconomic status. There
are communities in which lack of opportunities and low school and
community expectations are often cited as reasons for an approxi-
mate school dropout rate of 50 percent.

The Federal Government is fully aware of these situations. The
State governments have reported these staJstics based on their
own testing programs. The local communities can identify each and
every school in which substandard academic performance has
become a political football The local and State governments can
also provide evidence that the expenditure per pu il in these low
performance schools is usually between on to one-half of
that of the wealthier communities. The issue, therefore, is not a
lack of awareness of the difficulties we face as a nation but, rather,
the tendency to propose simple solutions for complex problems. A
national graduation exam is this type of a simple solution. To
quote from the 1990 report of the National Commission on Testing
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and Public Policy, "We cannot test our way out of educational
problems."

But despite the widely recognized problems with standardized
tests, there is still a call for a national test. While there are many
reasons cited in favor of a national test, I would like to focus on a
few of the mAjor ones and give my reactions to them.

Point one: We need to know what works. This argument usually
focuses on the issue of accountability, of finding out which of our
schools is doing well and which ones are doing poorly. It is often
raised in the context of how tax dollars are spent and what com-
munities are getting for these dollars.

WFile I recognize why this argument is raised, I have several ob-
jections. First of all, a nitional test cannot tell us anything more
than we already know. We already know that poor, urban schools
have lower mean scores on standardized tests than middle class,
suburban schools. Merely proving this one more time does nothing
to remedy the problems that have given rise to this discrepancy.

Secondly, America is already spending over $700 million per year
on testing. Although there is no national test, the emphasis on test-
ing at the expense of instructional time has already exceeded rea-
sonable limits. According to a 1985 national survey. 47 of the 50
States mandate some form of statewide testing on student attain-
ment. In my opinion, one of the major lessons we have learned
from all this testing is that implementing testing programs has no
discernible impact on student achievement. There is no reason to
believe that a national test will have any different outcome.

Point two: A national test can provide valuable information for
employers, colleges, and other consumers of our educational
output. This is another version of the "what works" ratiurale,
except that the focus is on providing a way to differentiate between
students at the time they graduate from high school.

I have several concerns about this argument. My primary objec-
tion is that this argument runs counter to an essential American
value, that change and growth are an Liherent part of life and that
redemption is always possible. We all know people who, as they
grow older, are better able to cope with their difficulties. Some are
able to leave a dysfunctional or poor family through hard work in
diverse jobs. Others find that they begin to learn how to handle
family expectations, overcome learning problems, and in time de-
velop a better sense of worth. What will become of these people if
they are effectively screened out of greater possibilities at the time
they graduate from high school?

In addition, if we accept the need for some type of accountability
at the time of graduation from high school, there is no implied re-
lationship between this accountability and testing for instructional
purposes. If excellence in academic achievement is the central goal
of a national test, how will the scores enhance achievement and in-
struction? I think there is ample evidence to indicate that stand-
ardized tests do not achieve this objective, as the experience in my
own State of Pennsylvania indicates.

The State of Pennsylvania mandated a test to be given to all stu-
dents in the State to assess the performance levels of schools. Mon-
etary help was provided to support remedial efforts where indicat-
ed. Schools in the most affluent segments of the State were corn-
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to those in the most economically depressed areas in which
FoavTdperformance was already documented. The promised resource
for remedial help was rather quickly discontinued, yet the compari-
son persisted. It' this example can be generalized to the national
level, why would we spend an additional $100 million for testing
when the political reality of the local community with the constitu-
tional control over the rurriculum and school financial support is
unlikely to change?

Point number three: Almost all of the industrialized nations of
the world have such an examination. This argument compares the
United States with countries such as England, Germany, and
Japan, and seems to imply that there is some connection between
the economic advantages that these countries are experiencing and
the existence of a national exam.

While it is true that many countries have a national exam, to
compare and contrast diverse cultures is simplistic and misleading.
Prom a purely pragmatic perspective, the situation in the United
States and countries like England and Germany and Japan are not
the same. These countries test far fewer students than we do, and
they test far more selectively. This allows these countries to use
exams which demand integration and synthesis. The possibility of
reproducing this type of test at a national level in this country
seems remote.

More importantly, countries like England and Japan test their
citizens to limit access to higher education and to discriminate
among those who will have access to better schools. It is unlikely
that any of the proponents of a national test woul-.; make this one
of its explicit goals. However, I believe that the proposed national
test, rooted in the assumption of higher national standards, might
simply be a thinly veiled effort to use a scientific rationale to ad-
vance an elitist social structure in the United States. If not so, why
then, given the rich Amer:can tradition of local control over the
educational enterprise, should a national high school test dictate
employment, a high school diploma, or college admission?

Point number four: A national test will have the desired outcome
of showing what works without the negative outcome of leading to
a mandated national curriculum. It is difficult to take this argu-
ment seriously. Proponents of the national test seem to forget that
curriculum and achievement tests go hand in hand. In fact, if they
don't, what is the t, st measuring? Aloreover, these proponents also
argue that the existence of a national test will not lead to teaching
for the test. Again, it is difficult to accept this argument. Already,
without a national test, in a recent Gallup Poll, 73 percent of the
teachers said that they feel pressured to prepare children for test-
ing; 57 percent said that the testing determine what they taught.
Let us be clear about this issue: A national test will inevitably lead
to a nitional curriculum. Even more importantly, invaluable class-
room time will be spent preparing for the test.

I would like to summarize my presentation by pointing to the
fact that testing has always been a mechanism subject to the politi-
cal realities of the community. There is a seductive argument that
attributes to testing the salutary value of improving the opportuni-
ties of low income and minority children by reducing the pervasive
class and ethnic bias associated with personal, subjective judg-
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ments. The proponents of standardized tests may also believe that
the social concept of equality of educational opportunities is best
served by the objectivity of tests.

My own belief, based on research and years of experience in the
schools, is that differential socioeconomic circumstances make
standardized tests inherently biased against poor and/or minority
children and, consequently, negatively affect educational opportu-
nities and success.

The advocates would lead us to believe that American education-
al excellence will lead to the promised land and that one of the ve-
hicles to achieve this objective is to develop a national standardized
test. Even if this argument is trueand I hope that I have demon-
strated why I don't believe that it isthe question could still be
asked: For whom is this supposedly excellent system designed? For
many it will not be a promised land but a land of shattered
dreams.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Trevor SeweP
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:
I am Trevor F. Sowell. I am Acting nean ;.1f the k'ollege of

Education at Temple 'Jniverstty and a Felljw of the Amori -an
Psychological Association. I wish to thank the Subcommittee for
inviting me to testify today on *Me issue af natio'nal testinq.

A National Test: Opportunities for the Few.
Shattered Dreams for the Many

Introduction

As Amerians, we are justifiahly proud of the fa--raole
,cmditions under which the majority of our chili..ren Ire roi-el,
we kmlw ,f the ro-.7sical, social and psychological care proci.ied
to those born ,f advantiged status, and we know of the quality %f
the int,-Ilentual sr;ncilation associated with middle-class child-
rearina practio. We know of the emotional in%!estm t c)f

parents in the transmissin of culturally important elem.,. A of
the society. We know, too, of the care with which c.hildren are
exposed to a wide variety of experiences. Those of us who are
educators, through our research and our experience in the
schools, also know how all of these factors can positively affe-t
a child's ovt.rall functioning, includii.q the ability to take
standardized tests.

But there is another social reality into whic7h a I trio
percentage of America's children are born. It is a wor i in
which their lives are battered by poverty, social isolatir,n and
nften racial and ethnic Inequities. It is an environment where
crime, drug addiction, pollution and other fa,.-tors are daily
realities. There are rural and urban COMIT oities where children
attend school physically and psychologically unprepared to learn.
There are so-ial .-ondxtions in which the nutritional statuS and
health care needs of the children advPrsely affect academic
achievement. It is a rim world far removed from the environmi-nt
of America's privileged middle and upper class youth. It is a
world in which taking and doing well on a standardized test is
often Irrelevant and sometimes impossible. It is my awa.eness of
these conditions and of their impact on our children that makes
me irrevocably opposed t, A national standardized hilh
examination.

Although poverty and 3 socially disadvantaged background are
not insurmount able bar r ier s t o out st and ng per f r ma ace un
achievement tests, children who experience these social ills
consistent ly manifest lower performance ,)n a variety of
standardized tests when compared to children of higher
socioeconomic status. There are communities in whirli lack of
opportunities and low school and community expectations are often
cited as the reasons for an approximate school drop-out rate of
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5g percent. The Federal government is fully aware of these
situations. The state governments have reported these statistics
based on their own testing programs. The local communities can
identify each and every school in which substandard academic
performance has become a political football. The local and State
governments ean also provide evidence that the expenditure per
pupil in these low performance schools is usually between 1/3 to
1/2 of that of the wealthier communities. The issue, therefore,
is not a lack of awareness of the difficulties we face as a
nation, but rather the tendency to propose simple solutions for
complex problems. A national graduation examination is this type
of simple solution. To quote from the 1990 report of the
National Commission on Testing and Public Policy: "we cannot test
our way out of educational problems".

f.ETMIllatIlLA24212EI_SAAILTA11_11±±±

But despite the widely recognized problems with standardized
tests, there is still a cali for
are many reasons cited in favor
like to focus on a few major ones

a national tes'. While there
of the nationa. test, I would
I give my reactions to them.

(II We need to know what works. This argument usually focuses
on the issue of accountability; of finding out which of our
schools is doing well, and which ones ate doing poorly. It is

often raised in the context of how tax dollars are spent and what
communities are getting for these tax dollars.

ile I recognize why this argument is raised, i have
several objections. First of all, a national test cannot tell us
anything more than we already know. We already know that poor,
urban schools have lower mean scores on standardized tests than
middle-class, suburban schools. Merely proving this one more
time does nothing to remediate the problems that have given rise
to this discrepancy. Secondly, America is already spending over
700 million dollars ler year on testing. Although there is no
national test, the emphasis on testing at the expense of
instructional time has clearly exceeded reasonable limits.
According to a 19E15 national survey, 47 of the 50 states mandate
some form of state-wide testing of student attainment. In my
opinion, one of the major lessons we have learned from all of
this testing is that implementing testing programs has no
discernible impact on student achievement. There is no reason to
believe that a national test will have any different outcome.

(2) A National test can provide valuable information for
employers, colleges and other consumers of our educational
output. This is another version of the "what works" rationale,
except that the focus is on providing a way to differentiate
between students at the time they graduate from high school.

I have several concerns aboct this argument. My primary

2
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objection is that this argument runs counter to an essential
American value -- that change and grewth are an inherent part of
life, and that redemption is always possible. We all know people
who, as they get older, are better able to cope with their
difficulties. Some are able to leave a dysfunctional or poor
family through hard work in diverse jobs. Others find that they
begin to learn how to handle family expectations, overcome
learning pr-blems and in time develop a better sense of self-
worth. What will become of these people if they are effectively
screened out of greater possibilities at the time they graduate
from high school?

In the past, the special feature of our American educational
system has been its emphasis on access to lifelong learning. For
example, an older oerson can return to high school even after
dropping out; a community college can serve as a gateway to
opportunity; state colleges and universities have provided
excellent higher educations at bargain rates; doors have opened
for "late bloomers" when they were ready to learn; immigrant
children have been able to obtain a college degree. In short,
America has continued to be the land of educational opportunity.
Will a standardized examination continue thts tradition, or will
it screen out from further education people from diverse
cultures, from different races, of different genders, and of
varied ages?

In addition, even if we accept the need for some type of
accountability at the time of graduation from high school, there
is no implied relationship between this accountability and
testing for instructional purposes. If excellence in academic
achievement is the central goal of a national test, how will the
scores enhance instruction and achievement? I think there is
ample evidence to indicate that standardized tests do not achieve
this objective, as the experience in my own state of Pennsylvania
indicates.

The State of Pennsylvania mandated a test to be given to all
students in the State to assess the performance levels of Its
schools. Monetary help was provided to support remedial efforts
where indicated. Schools in the most affluent segments of the
state were compared to those in the most economically depressed
areas in which low performance was already documented. The
promised resource for remedial help was rather quickly
discontinued, yet the comparison persisted. If this example can
be generalized to the national level, why would we spend an
additional $100 million for testing when the political reality of
the local community with the constitutional control over the
curriculum and school financial support is unlikely to change?

(3) Almost all of the industrialized nations in the world have
such an examination. This argument comparea the Ontted States to
countries such as England, Cermany and Japan, and seems to imply
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that there is some connection between the economic advantaqes
that these cfluntries are expvriencing and the existel. of 3

national exam.

While it is true that many countries have a national
examination, to compare and contrast diverse cultures is
simplistic and misleAding. From a purely pragmatic perspective,
the situatin in the f).S. and countries like FIT:land, Germany and
Japan are not the same. These countries test far fewer students
than We do, and they test far more selectively. This allows
these .-,Iuntries to une essay examinations whi,:h demand
intelration and synthesis. The possibility of reproducing this
type ot test at a national level in this country seems remote.

More Importantly, countries like England and Japan test
tneir cit izens to limit access to higher education and to
Aiscriminate amoni those who will have access to better schools.
It is unlikely that any of the proponents of a national test
would make this one of its explicit goals. However, I believe
that th'.? proposed national test, rooted in the assumption of
higher national standards, might simply he a thinly veiled effort
to use a scientific rationale to advance an elitist social
structure in the United States. ff not so, why then, given the
rich American tradition of local control over the educational
enterprise, should a national hioh school test dictate
employment, a hi4h school diploma or college admission?

(4) A national test will have the desired outcome of showing
"what wo/ks" without the negative outcome of leading to a
mandated national curriculum, It is difficult to take this
argument seriously. Proponents of the national test seem to
fLrget that curriculum and achievement tests go hand in hand. In
fact, if they don't, what is the test measuring? Moreover,
these proponents also argue tnat the existence of a national test
will not lead to teaching for the test. Again, It is difficult
to accept this argument. Already, without a national test, in a
recent gallop poll, 73% of the teachers said that they feel
pressured to prepare children for testing; 57% said that tests
determine what they taught. Let us be clear about this issue: a

national test will inevitably lead to a national curriculum. Even
more importantly, invaluable classroom time will be spent in
preparing students for the test.

Even if we accept the possibility that a national high
school test can be developed to meet acceptable technical
properties of validity and reliability, what will be the social
consequences? This question is of particular importance in light
of the absence of a mandatory national curriculum and textbooks.
the discrepancy between local communities' per pupil
expenditures, and the adverse impact of social-class and racial
inequities deeply entrenched in American education.
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I would like to summarize my presentation by pointing to the
fact that testing has always heen a mechanism subjected to the
political realities of the community. There is a seductive
argument that attributes to testing the salutary value of
improving the opportunities of low irwome and minority children
by reducing the pervasive class and ethnic biases associated wit.
personal subjective judgements. Thc proponents of standardized
tests may also believe that the social concept of equality of
educational oppottunities is best served by the objectivity of
testS. My own belief, based on research and years of experience
in the schools, is that differential socio-economic circumstances
make standardized tests inherently biased against poor and/or
minority children, and consequently negatively affect educational
opportunities and success.

The advocates would lead us to believe that American
educational excellence will lead to the promised land, and that
one of the Vf?IlIcles to achieve this objective is to develop a
national standardized test. Even if this argument is true, and I

hope that I have demonstratd why I don't believe that it is, the
question could still be asked: for whom is this suppose.4ly
excellent system designed? For many, it will not be a promised
land, but a land of shattered dreams.
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Chairman Kim Ex. Thank you very much, Dr. Sewell.
The subcommittee has heard some concurring and some contrast-

ing views on the question of assessment and testing. I would like to
ask a general question and have any or all of you respond to that.

Testing or assessment, for the most part, takes place at the end
of an experience or the end of a process. What do we discover in

testing that can help us to improve that experience or process? As I
mentioned yesterday, testing is generally an omega point. What do
we do with alpha, beta, gamma, delta? How do we make testing
helpful in the improvement of education?
Governor.
Mr. ROMER. I think that a test ought to do four things. First, it

ought to organize one's work; it ought to motivate them; secondly,
it ought to accommodate individual differences in learning; third,
there ought to be real consequences for the learner out of a test;
and, fourth, you have got to have clear standards that you are
reaching for. Let me go back to the pilot test again, because it is a
very good illustration.

When you are teaching somebody, you teach to the test, and if
you have got the right test, it is a good thing. If you have got the
right pilot test, that test, as you go through that course of training,
can tell you, you don't need to spend your time on this, you have it,
but you do need to spend your time on that.

Secondly, there are real consequences to that test which reward
someone for having dvne it right, and this is one of the things that
I just think, as I listen to all of us this morning, even though I was
not advocating a national test but a national system, I woule not
like us to conclude that the system as we have it is okay, because
we have the level of educational performance in this Nation which
is quite inadequate because people think it is adequate; that is the
problem. We, frankly, out there think, "Hey, as a nation, we are in
pretty bad shape, hitt our school is doing a very good job," and this
wrong, and we need to have assessment systems that make us, as
parents and as students, know that we are ill educationally, as Sen-
ator Brock has said, compared to what our vocational requirements
are going to be when we are adult.

Chairman KILDEE. Senator.
Mr. BROCK. I will try to respond in a slightly different direc-

tionI agree with thatbut what you can do with tests. I don't
think I have heard anybody suggest a national graduation test;
that isn't even an icsue before us, as far as I know. What I thought
we were talking about was a series of tests and evaluations and as-
sessments .that allow a student to know where he is in the spec-
trum of progress and allow us to know what we need to do get
them up to the full scale of productivity that they are capable of.

So what a test can do for youa series of tests or a series of as-
sessments, whatever word you want to useis to say that by the
fourth &rade you have gotten to this point and you are not going to
make it to the level that you want to achieve by the time you are
16 or 17 unless you change your level of performance in this par-
ticular area.

So it allows the student to be given the knowledge of what they
have got to do to begin to move in the right direction. It allows the
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parent to know and allows the teacher to know where to focus
their efforts.

Canada has a wonderful program that was develowd by private
enterprise, funded by government, called Yes, Canada. You can sit
down at a computer, and in 30 minutes that computer will analyze
you. It doesn't matter whether you are three or 80, it will start
talking to you in your language, and, from then on, if you say, "I
want to study, off the mainframe data base, Spanish," or English.
or math, today, the computer works with you for that hour of in-
struction at that level, and the teacher is sitting in the room with a
master board, and the teacher will all of a sudden see a flashing
light, and the computer will say, "Teacher, Bill is having trouble
with his algebra; go over and work with him as an individual."
Then ,you are beginning to use the teacher's real talents on an indi-
vidual basis. We don't do that today. We lecture, we hector, and we
are terrified of evaluation and assessment.

You can use those assessments, I think, to give the students the
tools they have got to have to make that progress and to give the
teacher what they simply have to have. We are not giving our
teachers any clear message today. They know what it takes to send
a child to college. They have no idea whatsoever what it takes to
prepare a child for work, and 70 percent of these kids are not going
to finish college.

Chairmfm K1LDEE. Dr. Sewell.
Dr. SEWELL I think what I have heard, sir, is a distinction be-

tween the national test and a diagnostic test. I think what can con-
tribute to the educational standard is some form of diagnostic test.
That cannot be accomplished by a national test. A national test, by
itself, would have to incorporate items that are more generalized to
different socioeconomic groups and different school experiences
across the country, and the items will be so selective that that
could not have that diagnostic flavor to achieve that objective, and
the information that we need to know as to what to do to promote
excellence in those classrooms is already known in most of these
schools.

Chairman KILDEE. Yes.
Dr. ANRIG. Mr. Chairman, let me raise a concern in response

particularly to the poin.s raised by Secretary Brock. Involved with
part of what he was saying is a concern that I have with this issue
nationwide, and that is that, in the long lun, we turn around and
put all of the responsibility back on the student for whether he or
she has made the mark.

think we need to broaden our concept of accountability so that
wnen someone is not succeeding, we take a look not just at the stu-
dent but the teacher, the school, the community, and what that
community has provided to the schools, and the State for its re-
sponsibility for that school. We tend to end up, when all is said and
done, saying the student made it or didn't make it, and I think
there ought to be greater accountability than that.

Part of the problem reflected in your question, Mr. Chairman, is,
we tend in the United States to try and use one instrument to do
two purposes: improve instruction and take care of accountability.
ETS, for instance, is working in areas of instructional assessment.
We are working in the Pittsburgh public schools on portfolio as-
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sessments in art, music, creative writing, doing some very interest-
ing stuff, which is great for the classroom, and great for the teach-
er, and helps them improve instruction, but, as a former commis-
sioner of education in Massachusetts, I would have a tough time
going before the Joint Education Committee of the State legisla-
ture and reporting that we have great portfolios, because they just
don't want to hear that. What they want to hear is can the kids
read and at what level, and they want a fairly simple answer to
that.

So I think we need to look at ways of accountability measure-
ment and ways of instructional measurement, and I suspect that
we are not going to come up with one instrument to do both of
those.

Chairman KILDEE. I want to go on to the next question, but I
mentioned this yesterday, too, to the other panel. I taught Latin for
10 years, and I can recall one time trying to get across the concept
of sequence of tenses, when you go from the indicative to the sub-
junctive mood, and finding out that I really wasn't doing a very
good job. I understood it, because I had spoken Latin for four years
in college, but I couldn't figure out why they couldn't understand
it. Finally, through testing, I found out, obviously, they did not un-
derstand sequence of tenses. So I went back to the drawing board
and put together a presentation that worked. Even the slowest stu-
dent was able to master the idea of sequence of tenses.

Can testing help redesign methodology? Can it help math and
science teachers collectively or individually? How can we take that
back and really improve the quality of teaching?

Does anyone want to respond to that?
Bill.
Mr. BROCK. Of course, the test can do that. We have learned a lot

about testing, and, with nvipect to Dr. Anrig here, I think that is
what he was saying. I think that is precisely the purpose of an
evaluative system. I like the phrase "assessment system," because
that is the proper description of what we are talking about, and it
clearly gives the teacher the tools that they have got to have to
find out why there is a problem, define the problem, and then pro-
vide the proper response to that problem. That is what a test does
if it is really done well.

Chairman KILDEe. Governor.
Mr. ROMER. Mr. Chairman, just take the fourth grade on math. I

think one of the most important things we need to get together on
is what are the levels of sichievement and knowledge that we need
to shoot for in the fourth grade, and then the test ought to clearly
measure to what degree we are accomplishing that.

One of the things that seems so obvious to me is that all of us
can learn but we learn at different rates. It takes some of us lo ver
to learn than others. Again, I don't want to overuse the pilot exam-
ination, but to get a private license some people take 36 hours,
some 46 hours, but we may have equally good pilots; it just took
somebody longer to learn.

If we had to test in the fourth grade, for example, on math and
we found out that three-fourths of the class are ready now to pro-
ceed to the fifth grade, and we had this 60 days before the end of
the school term, but if that s.-.hool were simply organized so that
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we could take that one-fourth of the class and say, "Look, we have
an option of dumping you into probable failure or keeping you and
giving you that extra effort"that you needed to do in terms of
your I.Atin students"to accomplish this before you go on," that is
something that we need to incorporate into our system.

What ought to be fixed is what you need to know and be able to
do. What ought to be variable is the time you take to do it. Unfor-
tunately, much of our education is organized the other way around.
What is fixed is the number of days we sit in the seat. What is
variable is what you know when you get out of that class and go
into the next one.

So testing can be diagnostic, and I think Gregory Anrig said
something very important in his testimony, and that is, there
ought to be no test given unless it has an instructional conse-
quence.

Chairman KILDEE, Mr. Goodling.
Mr. GOODLING. I wanted to mention in my opening remarks, and

I forgot it even though I had it on the top of the list, that General
Schwarzkopf said a lot of interesting things during thme 100 days,
but on the 101st day he said something that really caught my at-
tention. He said it was the best educated fighting force the world
has ever known. And then I heard him later, and he talked on the
same subject and reminded everyone that it wasn't the high tech
that won the war, it was that educated force that knew how to
handle the high tech. He also reminded us that we designed, devel-
oped, and produced far better than any of the others who werehe
didn't say it quite that way, but that is what he was really
sayingthan any of the other forces that were part of it.

I want 3rou to know that I wrote these notes before Dr. Anrig or
Dr. Sewell testified, I didn't write them after they testified.

The first question that I have is, who determines what every
youngster in fourth, eighth, and twelfth grade should know and
inast,r? Designing the test to measure is simple; probably anyone
could do that.

Dr. ANRIG. I wouldn't quite agree with that, sir.
(Laughter.]
Mr. GOODLING. But who makes that determination? And it might

be easier in math than it would be perhaps in social studies or lit-
erature. So who determines that? Whoever wants to respond.

Dr. ANRIG. Let me take a first crack at that. I was once described
by a graduate advisor as stubborn like a battleship sinking with all
guns blazing. So let me try on this one.

I am a little concerned about some of the suggestions that have
been made for a national board to do that. With all respect, I don't
know how you would be able to set up a system which would have
widespread crPdibility and acceptability by putting it all into one
board.

I think, rather than thinking about a separate board, the Con-
gress may already have available to it a resource that could he
broadened to do this kind of function that already has a lot of
credibility in all of the communities that will be %fleeted by that,
and that is the National Academy of Sciences. It has standing com-
mittees in various areas. It has just created one in education lt has
a very careful mechanism for selecting people, for issuing reports,

P4
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for involving consensus, and I would encourage, in response to that
question, Congressman Goodling, that you consider an existing re-
source already out there that might be a better one to turn to than
trying to create a new board where the Congress and the President
and others would appoint to it, a id I think a lot of people would be
nervous about that, and I would be among them.

Mr. BROCK. There is a different approach to it, and that is to say
that if our kids have to compete with the young people cf France.
or Japan, or Sweden, or Brazil, that we ought to see what they
know, and that global standard could be shaped within the Ameri-
can curriculum, within the American experience, by a responsible
group that this Congress. as a responsible body, could appoint. It
isn't a board that has some ultimate source of wisdom out of their
own genius. What we have got to do is to understand that we are
part of the world and to compete in that world we have got to have
our kids as well prepared as theirs are in a range of subjects, not
just math and science but in human relations skills, in functional
skills that allow them to be productive as human beings. Those can
be devised and deriveti ironi the global experience.

Mr. GOODLING. Mr. Secretary, are you saying that our youngsters
who have the same privileges, the same benefits, the same opportu-
nities, as youngsters have in France and Germany and Japan
cannot compete with them? I don't understand.

As you know, they have testing programs that limit who can go
where and do what. In Japan, as a matter of fact, they know by the
time the child enters kindergarten how successful that child is
going to be and what they are going to be doing the rest of their
life.

I interview every year for the military academies, and I have to
say that every year the young people I interview are far superior to
the people I interviewed the year before.

We have a totally different zystem in this country, a totally dif-
ferent makeup, and I think where we get into trouble is whey we
try to compare our overall system with the best in every other
country, and I don't know that we can do that.

Mr. BROCK. That is simply not accurate. Congressman, with all
respect to you. Our best only equal the average in Singapre,
Japan, Korea, and Taiwan.

Mr. GOODLING. On some specific tests, Mr. Secretary.
Mr. BROCK. On v'rtually every international-----
Mr. GOODLING. Not on thg,ir ability to produce.
Mr. BROCK. Yes, Mr. Congressman.
Mr. GOODLINC. Or we would be flat on our e right now and

would have lost that war in 10 days rather thar. in it in 100.
Mr. I3s0cx. Let me suggest to you that the best single training

program in the world is run by the U.S. Department of Defense.
Those kids, first, came out of high school, second, volunteered, and,
third, went through the best training program that is available to
any military anywhere in the world. Now that is the way we ought
to be doing it but we are not providing that.

This great American tradition of ours that believes in equal
treatment for all children is letting 50 percent of our kids drop out
in most of our major urban centers.
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Mr. GOODLING. And testing is somehow going to bring those fami-
lies together, make them more literate?

Mr. BROCK. If it gave them a better understanding of what they
needed and the

Mr. GOODLING. Lord, they know. They know what they need. We
have sinnt millions and millions of dollars determining what they
need.

Mr. BROCK. Let me tell you of one cross-cultural study between
Seoul, Korea, and Chicago, Illinois. In that study, parents in both
communities were asked how their students were doing: Are your
kids getting a world class education in math and science? The par-
ents in Chicago said yes; the parents in Seoll, Korea, said absolute-
ly not.

Mr. GOODLING. Be very, very careful.
Mr. BROCK. Wait a minute now. Hear me out. In Chicago, 76 per-

cent of the parents thought they were getting a great education; in
Seoul, Korea, 23 percent of the parents were satisfied with their
education. The fact is that the students in the schools in Seoul
were significantly better educated than the students in Chicago.

So our kids and our parents aren't even being told what the facts
are. So an assessment system would help; yes, it would help.

Mr. GOODLING. Be very, very careful when you use Chicago, and I
won't steal from Charlie Hayes.

Mr. BROCK. Well, shall we try Philadelphia?
Mr. GOODLING. Maybe they were interviewed where the politi-

cians are in two portions of Chicago, where most of those children
go to private schools, where those politicians who are responsible
for that area make very, very sure that they don't change the State
reimbursement program, because they want the rest of Chicago to
get only maybe 13 percent while the other areas of Chicago get
much more. So be very, very careful.

All I am trying to point out is, it is so easy to compare apples
and c ranges, but, boy, if ever you people on the panel should learn
from each other; you need each other out there if u are going to
move anything.

You knew, we have a powerful person in the White House who,
after they set up the governors' conference with the President, I
said, "Wonderful idea. You can provide leadership as governors
and as President. You can't change anything. You can provide
leadership. Now you had better bring the people in who can make
the change." And the response was, "Then I d have to bring the
trouble makers in." And that is a tragedy, and that is what I am
worried about, that we are going to go off here and we are not
going to have the trouble makers involved who are out there every
day on the line.

So I think we have got to Ile very, very careful. It is so easy to be
simplistic. You take a Japanese society, and you look at that family
unit, and you look at that culture. Now they will soon change; they
are becoming so Americanized, you know, they will fall. But you
can't compare us with that culture.

Well, I am talking in terms of, they will be spending more time
in the disco than they will be spending on homework, et cetera.

Mr. BROCK. Is that good?
Mr. GOODLING. Pardon?
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Mr. BROCK. Is that good?
Mr. GOODLING. IS that good?
Mr. BROCK. Yes. Is that what we want? Do we want them to emu-

late us rather than our doing better?
Mr. GOODLING. Well, you know, the last time I visited, they were

trying to make their school system more like ours. I said, "That's
interesting. Ours used to be like yours, and we are trying to make
ours like yours now, and you are trying to make yours like ours."

But let me ask you, Mr. Secretary, will knowing more precisely
what each child knows drive teachers to teach better, drive parents
to parent better, drive students to try harder? Will it help us at-
tract the brightest and best to the profession? Will it cause parents
to work and stay together to provide the care and nurturing of the
child, and working with the child and the school? Will it change
teacher training institutions? If it will do all thcr-, things, then I
am all for it.

Mr. BROCK. Congressman, I have great respect for you and for
the question you are asking; it is the right question. There is no
silver bullet in American education. Testing will not achieve all
those things. It will give us one of the tools that we need to achieve
those things. If parents and teachers are given more information,
they will act on that information.

I think we make awfully facile arguments that we are a multi-
cultural society. I consider that a strength, not a weakness. But
when people say something like a test is to be used to screen out,
dear Lord, what are we doing now? Twenty-eight percent of our
kids who go to high school never finish, almost one out of three. If
they live in Chicago, or Philadelphia, or New York, or Buffalo, or
Los Angeles, or any of 15 other =Or cities, 50 percent of them
don't finish, not just 28, 50 percent. The minority kids of this coun-
try are underserved. This rich American tradition forgets people
when they are poor, and I don't understand.

I had an article, Mr. Chairman, an op-ed in your paper in Michi-
gan, in which I said maybe the most important thing we can do is
to challenge the constitutionality of public education, because it is
not serving all of our kids and giving them an adequate education.

Testing isn't the only answer, assessment is not the only answer,
but it is a tool, and if you don't know what you are doing, how in
the world do you correct it? You have got to start with some knowl-
edge base, and that is what I think we are suggesting here, not a
test at the end of the process, a test throughout the process so that
they can adjust themselves and learn from that, as you suggested,
Mr. Chairman.

Mr. GOODLING. Well, it was mentioned, of course, and I think Dr.
Sewell wants to talk on that. We have done all this testing, we
know where the weaknesses are, and, as Dr. Sewell pointed out,
then they said they were going to send us some money to do some-
thing about it. They didn't send us any money to do anything
about it in the city of Philadelphia, for instance.

Dr. Sewell.
Dr. SEWELL. I think, sir, the evidence is quite clear. We know

how some of the schools are functioning. We know the problems of
the schools. We know that in some of the schools a teacher-student
ratio of 35 to one isn't going to work for those students. We know

1
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that there is a lack of resources. The parents know that informa-
tion. There has been an abundance of testing in those schools that
have clearly pointed to the problems. I think the solution is some-
thing other than a national test. More information will not provide
the remedial help that is necessary.

Mr. GOODLING. I would close just by saying that we decided up
here, because we heard a comment made in the testimony, and we
decided that multiple correct answers will probably take care of
the multiple differences of students in a national examination.

Chairman KILDEE. Governor, did you want to add something
before we go to the next questioner?

Mr. ROMER. Well, Congressman, there are schools where we obvi-
ously know and there are places we know we are failing and we
need not to solve it by more tests but by better instruction and
more attention. But let me suggest that in Colorado we are losing
it, I think, along with 49 other States in terms of our comparative
advantage of skill levels in the world.

I think Senator Brock is correct, the facts are there, and the
comparison we ought to look to is not just in Desert Storm, we
ought to look at Toyota, which is expanding its capacity and Gener-
al Motors which is cutting back its capacity, because that alsc re-
fleets skill levels, skill levels of a people.

In terms of our work force and our skill levels and our ability to
produce, we have lost substantial advantage in the last 20 years.
The problem is this, in my judgment. This Nation has had it good
since World War II. We have had it so good we think that to con-
tinue as usual is going to continue to have it good for us, and it
isn't going to be that way. We need to recommit and redouble our
effort on education in this Nation.

I think your first question was, is it going to help a student and a
parent to change if they know where they are? I think it will. The
problem with too many classrooms in America is, people believe
that the performance they are giving is going to give them the
good life, and it isn't true, and I think one of the most important
messages we need to bring to the students of America and to the
parents of America is that what you are doing now is going to lead
to failure in competition in that global marketplace, and if you
really know that, we think you will change your behavior.

I have strong confidence in the American public changing behav-
ior if they are given adequate information, but I don't think we are
giving them adequate information in education, and the issue is
not tests so much as it is levels of achievement. I don't think we
understand the levels of achievement we need to reach for, or, if
we did, we would certainly have a different commitment to educa-
tion than I see now in this country.

Mr. GOODLING. I would just take issueand then I am finished
with one of your statements. I don't think we have had it good
since World War II. I think the decline of this Nation began at the
end of World War II with the breakup of the American family, and
I am not so sure that all the reforms we talk about are going to
have a great effect unless we can find some other way to put
Humpty Dumpty back together again.

Chairman KILDE.E. Major Owens.

;i;)
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Mr. OWENS. Mr. Chairman, I want to point out that this has
been one of the most informative hearings of this kind I have ever
participated in. The participants also speak with great authority,
and I hope that the record of this hearing can be made available
very rapidly. We find it very useful in my subcommittee.

I would hope that we could understand that there are at least
three agendas, and probably many more, for education. One is the
academic and pedagogical instructional agenda, one is the social
agenda, and another is the political agenda, which probably sits
atop all that, and, whereas all three are very important, we can't
have meaningful discussion unless we limit ourselves to at least
one at a time, and I think what we should be addressing here is the
academic, pedagogical, instructional agenda. If we can get that
straightened out, maybe it will be helpful in some of those other
areas; I am sure it will.

Even youngsters in inner city schools, like most of the schools in
my district in New York, would greatly benefit from more account-
ability, and more structure, and teachers who know more about
what they are doing because they have a set of standards and there
is accountability in the form of assessments that are more mean-
ingful. I don't know what those are, although you say, Governor
Romer, if you have the right test, it can be an invaluable instruc-
tional tool. I hope that as you develop the right test and that set of
standards, not only do you have a cluster around that set of stand-
ards that people can tie into and have different ways in which they
deal with that set of standards, but I hope you have a cluster of
standards, but testing for and educating for what?

We are not always educating for academic achievement, to
produce scholars, and I think that is what our public school sys-
tems are geared toward. Whereas math and science is emphasized,
and that is a great universal standard, global standard, and you
can measure that easily from one country to another, it may not be
as important as we have made it out to be. Leadership skillsI
hope that somewhere there will be a standard of education for
leadership. You know, some kids who have leadership abilities
don't do math and science that well necessarily, although math
and science can teach them to concentrate and the kind of disci-
pline that will always be useful, whether they use it later on or
not.

But I would hope that those who have certain kinds of abilities
are not thrown aside, but those who can perform well, sing well
you know, we have just thrown out all of the art instruction and
the music instruction out of New York City schools because they
say it is not necessary, it is not vital. So without the motivation
there, a whole set of kids are in more trouble than ever before.

We are forgetting that one of the most effective political leaders
of this century in the United States was an actor. I didn't agree
with 90 percent of his program, but I recognize his effectiveness as
a political leader; all of us do as politicians. Ronald Reagan was an
actor. Harry Truman was a small town lawyer. He was a lawyer,
and there are a lot of lawyers around in Congress, but most of
them are not lawyers who edited law journals and the Harvard
Law Review. The leadership does not seem to come out exactly the
way colleges and academic programs are structured. There are
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great politicians who happen to be scholars, but most politicians
and political leaders who are very good leaders are not scholars.

So let's have a set of standard.s where we have a flexible set of
standards, and we educate them, and know that the kid who has
leadership ability may not do well in math. In fact, I understand
most high school principals in New York City are ex-gym teachers.
That may be bad; it may be good.

A lot of the physical education majors that we used to laugh
about and joke about when I was in college are making very high
salaries in business now as salesmen and business people. So they
tire obviously able to succeed in very difficult areas.

So I would hope that as we set this academic agendainstruc-
tional, pedagogical agendawe will understand the kind of flexibil-
ity where our system is probably ahead of the others in the world
as being more flexible, but that ought to be, as we standardize, not
lost, that we educate people for a number of different careers.

The other thing is, I would say to Dr. Sewell, on the social
agenda, the Gommittee on Economic Development recently issued a
report where they said that the social agenda in the schools is as
important as the academic agenda, because youngsters are seeking
learning; they are not motivated because they are held back by the
fact that they have so many different problems. We must address
that social agenda, but I don't think we should put down the aca-
demic agenda and the accountability, movement toward account-
ability. That is necessary, and we can use it even more to justify
attention to that social agenda.

If kids test badly because of all these adverse conditions that
they live under, let us deal with more of those adverse conditions,
and I know that leads us to the political agenda, and you pointed
out the fact that we are just not getting the kinds of resources and
funds in the areas where poor kids live, which may lead to Senator
Brock's suggestion that we sue for the lack of constitutionality,
that our present educational system is unconstitutional because it
is so unequal and so unfair.

So I would hope that a high level of professionalism could be
brought to the whole discussion and maintained. One problem with
education is, it always bogs down in these very emotional reactions
and responses and we just try to cover all the territory at once, but
you have done a great service by focusing on one aspect of it, and I
hope we can straighten out the academic, instructional, pedagogi-
cal agenda, and I wish you luck, Governor Romer, in your labor ne-
gotiations in Denver.

Mr. ROMER. Yes.
Con ld I reply?
ChArman KILDEE. Yes, Governor.
Mi. ROMER. It is a very good comment, but, you see, if we are

looking at fourth grade math, we ought to be thinking both of
those who are going to be engineers and those who are going to be
technicians out on the assembly line, because a technician needs to
know how to problem-solve, a technician needs to organize informa-
tion and say, "This is solution one compared to solution two." Math
ought to teach one to do that.

Mr. OWENS. Problem solving is really what we are trying to get
at. Math is one way to do it.
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Mr. ROMER. Fourth grade math, the test, the assessment instru-
ment, and the curricula that relate to it ought to be teaching us to
compute, but also ought to be teaching us what we would call
higher-order thinking skills, which are the problem-solve, and I tell
you, the factory worker needs that, also, in addition to the person
who is going to be an engineer.

When you get to the llth grade or the 10th grade in high school,
one may say, "I'm going to take calculus and take a particular vo-
cational course." Another may say, "No, I'm going to do something
else and not take that course." But the critiml question that I
want to pose is this: I am the parent of seven children. I need to
know when the youngster is in the fourth grade, is that child ill
educationally or well educationally?

If' that school and that teacher can't give me an accurate report
on that, they have failed me, and if I, as a parent, don't take that
information and, Congressman Goodling, I agree with you, the
family has to take more responsibility, if we don't take that infor-
mation, we have failed as a family. But I tell you, as a society, we
fail unless we get a system in place that rings that bell at the
fourth grade and says, "We are going to give you an accurate
standard to which you reach. We are going to give you a way to
test where you are and we are going to give you some remedial
action to change the education of that youngster."

That is what we are after.
Chairman KILDEE. Mr. Petri.
Mr. PETRI. Thank you.
I learned from the morning paper why my colleague, Major

Owens, has greater respect for actors than perhaps you once did
since you have a leading actor in your family who is doing very
well. He may end up being President some day with that acting
background. That has probably softened you up on at least this one
old actor's retired--

Mr. OWENS. He hates politics, he will never make it.
Mr. PETRI. Okay.
Laughter.]

Mr. PETRI. Sitting here, I guess I have a couple of questions. One
is of either the Governor or Secretary. Is the assumption that we
don't have adequate or good testing for tracking purposes, or is it
that people aren't acting effectively on the information that is
being produced by the testing that is now being done?

I understand it is being done in 38 States. Are there any where it
is being done adequately or are they all failures? Is testing the
magic key or better testing, or is it acting on information being
produced by tests we have already?

Mr. ROMER. Could I take a crack first, and then Mr. Brock?
It is both. We do not have adequate tests. Too many of our tests

are norm-based tests, the standardized norm-based test that com-
pare ourselves to each other and we are not adequate. We are not
cluing ourselves to a worldwide standard. So part of it is the test is
normative and it is on a bell curve, rather than criterion-based,
which is one I illustrated forthis is what you need to know and
be able to do.

Secondly, the tests themselves are sometimes inadequate. Multi-
ple choice tests are always based upon the assumption that there is
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a right answer and somebody else has already posed the question.
If you train a generation of scientists on that, you know, you are
going to have a bad group of scientists because the challenge in sci-
ence is to ask the right question and to understand that there may
not be one correct answer. But it is not just the test, it is a problem
of we are not acting upon the information that is there now and we
need to have something that brings it more vividly to our minds.

Mr. 13socx. Just a little elaboration. We test pretty well for
people who want to pursue an academic career. We don't test at all
for anybody else. We really don't know how our kids are doing in
relation to what they have to be able to do in the early grades, and
that is what I think Governor Romer was talking about.

He talks about the fourth grade, but at any stage in that first six
or seven years of school, those are the years that you are going to
make it or break it and if we don't know at that stage he u we are
doing against a standard that, in my judgment, has to be globally
derived, we don't know how to change what we are doing or how to
adapt or how to respond.

We underestimate our teachers. They are hungry for this kind of
information; they are desperate for it. They are eminently capable
of doing what is necessary if they are given the tools, but what we
do is we say, these are the tools yc,u have to do if you want to get
somebody to go to the University of Tennessee.

Mr. PEnu. The nice thing about education is that everyone who
is an adult is an expert because they have all experienced it from
the point of view of being a student. All I can remember is that I
was tested in public schools in Fond du Lac, Wisconsin, from morn-
ing kindergarten on, and I thought they were fun. I thought they
were games when I was very young. There were hearing tests and
eye testa and recognition tests and 101 different kirds of tests all
the way through. Are we talking about what is already being done?
You, sir, are in the business and maybe you could share with us
your thoughts on whether the problem is really figuring out better
ways of assessing or acting on the information more effectively?

ANRIG. Thank you, Congressman. It won't surprise you that I
think we know how to make good tests. The issue is not whether
we know how to make a good test, but do we know what we want
to make the test for, and that is why I believe, and each of the
speakers today has said, first you have to decide what are you
trying to accomplish? What is it you want a youngster to know and
be able to do? Then you design a test to measure that.

As Congressman CsoMling said, anyone canI forget the expres-
sion used, but I don't think I would want to put it back on the
record, but we know how to measure knowledge, but we can't and
shouldn't be the ones who define what that knowledge is. That
ought to be designed through a Nery broad-based consensus process.

Mr. BROCK. Tom, can I just add one point. In today's workplace,
there is a radical difference in how we organize work and the
really good companies, Motorola. Xerox, firms that are way ahead
of the curve, that are doing what other firms are doing around the
world, and they are becoming very competitive. If they are not re-
organizing work, by the way, they are not staying competitive and
we are trying to compete on the basis of wages, but those compa-
nies that compete on the basis of skills are finding out that they
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have to focus on quality and they have to focus on teamwork and
they have to focus on horizontal organization, which means work-
ers individually have to carry more responsibility.

Now, we are not teaching those kinds of skills, nor are we meas-
uring those kinds of skills and you can start teaching team process
as part of a math session in the fourth grade. But it requires some-
body to tell the teacher, this is what we have to have to be globally
competitive and we are not telling them that now. That is the
point.

Chairman KILDEE. Mrs. Unsoeld.
Mrs. UNSOELD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I came in here sort of open to learn and I found myself fast be-

coming a fanatic.
[Laughter.]
Mrs. UNSOELD. Governor, I share your fervor when you spoke

that when the bell rings at the fourth grade, we need to do some-
thing, but I want to submit, "the bell rang a heck of a lot earlier."
We have used some Persian Gulf examples and the one I would use
is that when the Patriot was begun to be developed, we had in the
United States 70 percent of the world manufacturing of consumer
technology and we are now down to 5 percent, so 1 think we all
agree, Mr. Brock, our nation's economic future in international
competitiveness depends on improving our country's educational
system. We have a problem.

But what I hear is that more accountability is going to cause cor-
rection to be made. Again, Governor Romer, you said that knowl-
edge of where they are on that graph ought to motivate them and,
Secretary Brock, you said let the student know where he is and
then some correction can be made.

But both of those statements assume that there is motivation
and they assume that education is beginning at about the fifth
year of life, and it isn't. It is starting way earlier and we know that
the kids coming into kindergarten are much less prepared to suc-
ceed today than they were 10 years ago and 20 years ago, so the
bell has already rung and we have been warned and we are not
making that correction yet.

Probably by age two or three, the motivation for learning is
pretty well established and any great quantum leap forward you
may make after that is overcoming an extraordinary handicap. We
have to aim it at that earlier age.

We know that the investment there is going to pay off. We know
that when we find pregnant teenage girls and we get them into a
special kind of high school class, that the offspring produced there
are going to perform better when they become school-age. We know
we can make that investment, so the bell has rung, and gentlemen,
it is not assessing it after we get to school. Let's learn what we al-
ready have and let's concentrate that fervor that you have to
making sure that we are paying for those early childhood educa-
tion investments, we in this country. If we fail to do this, our
nation will not make it in this next century.

Mr. BROCK. Mrs. Unsoeld, if 1 may just jump ahead of the Gover-
nor for a second, neither one of us believes that testing or assess-
ment is anything more than a very partial part of a solution. For
myself, and I think I would probably speak for almost everybody

4, I
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here, if we don't start dealing with the front-end problem, we are
never going to solve it with the back-end solution. We have to deal
with pre-natal nutrition, post-natal nutrition. We have to deal with
early childhood education. All of those issues are fundamental to
correcting t.he problem, but no single answer is going to deal with
this problem and what we are saying is that today we are talking
about one aspect of it that really has to be addressed. We do have
to know where we are.

The teacher has to know where they are. They have to know
what they are being asked to do and we are not telling them.

Mrs. UNSOELD. I submit that the teacher knows that without a
national assessment, but the teacher is so having to concentrate on
making up for the failure, as Mr. Good ling put it, of our families
having become dysfunctional, that they are having to try to
remedy for what was lost in those early years.

Mr. ROMER. Could I make a comment?
Mrs. UNSOELD. Yes.
Mr. Robin. You are absolutely correct. The panel which I chair

has the obligation in the next two months to figure out what are
the five or six most critical questions to ask each governor to
report on in terms of goal number 1, every child shall be ready to
enter school by the year 2000. The posing of those questions, Mrs.
Unsoeld, are really critical and I understand that.

But let me come back to the Federal establishment here. What
we have talked about this morning is a failure of research and de-
velopment in assessment in this nation. We have been talking
about it for two hours. We have not done the kind of research and
development in terms of the standards or the assessment instru-
ments or how we use them.

Now, let me ask you, since we have been talking about the Patri-
ot missile, go back and compare the amount of dollars that have
been spent in the last 20 years by the Federal Government on re-
search and development on weaponry as compared to research and
development upon what are we doing with assessment and goal set-
ting in our educational system?

If you want a classic failure of allocation of reswarces to the right
area, look at your own budget in terms of research and develop-
ment as it relates to education.

Mrs. UNSOELD. I join you in your fervor and let us combine it and
try to make that repriortization in our funding.

Chairman KILDEE. MT. Hayes.
Mr. HAYES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am really caught up in this testimony very much and I am very

much a stickler to time. I realize the difference between the green
light and the red light is only five minutes and I have to observe
that.

But I just wish we had an opportunity to have some of this testi.
mony heard by the entire 435 member body which I am a part of.
Maybe we would get serious about reforming our educational
system.

When you talk about making it our priority, it sure isn't. We just
spent $30 billion yesterday as a part of the bail-out. program and I
understand that on track is another $50 billion, I guess, by Septem-
ber. Yet, when you look at the amount of resources we are willing
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to invest in our educational system, it seems to be such a struggle,
you know.

I happen to represent, as my good friend Good ling has already
indicated, part of the City of Chicago, which happens to be the
poorest, a school district that the amount of money spent per stu-
dent is much less than the amount of money spent on the student
that surrounds Chicago in the suburban areas.

The main reason for that is the tax base that is used in order to
fund the school system. Illinois, as a State, doesn't have a good
record as to how it disperses money to the various school districts.
What they use is a property tax base as a means of doing it. There
is no propertyif the value of property is down, the amount of
money you get for the schools is down.

We got, I guess, the highest dropout ratio of any part of the State
of Il:inois. It runs about 50 percent in many of the high schools in
my district between the kid who starts the high school as a fresh-
man and one who stays long enough to get a diploma.

Testing is not going to solve that problem. I agree with much of
what you said about we ought to have assessments at different
levels as to how a student is doing and the check with the faculty,
the teachers and the parents. Parental involvement is very impor-
tant.

I do want to ask a question of you, Senator Brock. I have reached
the point where I have almost thought that we are willing to write
off a lot of kids because of the economic status. You don't care
whether they get an education or not, forget them, you know, even
as we talk about choice, and this is a big issue. What is going to
happen to that poor kid whose parents can't choose what school
they go to. That is the school that is going to get the money. Part
of the criterion for getting in that particular school is going to be
your grade level or your achievement.

What is the impactthis is my questionfor students who do
not achieve the standards that you would establish by age 16? Will
we provide other opportunities for them to achieve or would we
begin to track students at an early age in the areas that they per-
form best? How do you deal with that kind of problem?

Mr. BROCK. What we suggested, Congressman, in the Commission
on Skills of the American Work Force, was that we, as a society,
accept that as our responsibility, and Dr. Anrig was right, we are
not talking about putting all this burden on the students. It is our
burden to get them up to a level of productivity that is globally
competitive.

Wo said that we ought to try to commit to get everybody up
there by 16, but as Governor Romer has said, not everybody moves
at the same pace. Some move slower, some move faster.

If they make it by age 16, then we have opened up a whole set of
choices for them that they can move to. If they haven'tand let's
admit .khat there are some kids that can't make it in public school,
for whatever reason, family, Congressman Good ling is absolutely
right, there is a fundamental family problem in this, but whatever
the causal factor, there are some kids that aren't going to make it
in the public school setting.

So what we said is, look, that doesn't relieve us of our obligation.
We need them as participants in this society. We can't constantly

)
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carry 30 percent of the public of this country on our backs. Every-
body has to have an opportunity to be prWuctive, so let's set up
alternative learning centers and let me tell you about one, because
we already know that this thing works.

In San Diego, there is a guy named Tony Trujillo, that runs a
public school. It is the biggest district in the United States. In that
district, they have decided that the money follows the child and if
the child drops out of public school, they have an alternative pro-
gram for them that they put them back into some form of educa-
tion. The fact is it is in the same school community because they
think kids like to stay with their peers, but it is a different process
entirely. It is radically different.

Do you know what the average daily attendance of dropouts is,
these 2000 dropouts, is 97 percent. That is higher than it is at the
Naval Academy. Do you know that they are out-performing the
students in the regular classes? Do you know they are learning
faster and more than they do in the regular classes? We know
what works. We are not doing it. That is the point. We know we
can do it. We know we have to do it. It is insane to think we can
tolerate 30 percent of the kids in this country falling off by the side
of the road. This country can't compete with anybody if we don't
educate those kids and we have to accept the responsibility of
doing it.

We can't do that, though, unless we know they have a chance of
falling off the track and that is where the assessment comes in. It
is just a limited part of the answer, but it is part of it.

Mr. HAYES. All right.
Chairman KILDEE. Dr. Sewell, you wanted to add something?
Mr. HAYES. He is itching to do so.
Dr. SEWELL. I think the notion of an alternative learning center

is a very desirable one if we can identify some of the strategies to
nittlie it a valuable one for the kids, but that is one of the areas
that we have to be very cautious about when we think in terms of
assessment because the history of testing in America has been used
for tracking, sorting and putting individuals who are capable of the
highest intellectual performance into those tracks. We think in
terms of a State that is testing kids in kindergarten to determine
who is ready for first grade.

If we start that tracking system and use standardized tests to ac-
complish that goal, we will start the weeding process very early
and undesirably so.

Mr. HAYES. Some of us call it creaming.
Thank you. My time is already gone.
Chairman KILDEE. Mr. Roemer.
Mr. Rorliga. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would just like to thank the distinguished panel. I planned to

leave about an hour ago to attend another committee hearing, but
this has been so fascinating that I chose to stay.

I also hope, Governor, that when you issue the report card from
the National Governors Association you give the same attention to
the Congress that you do to the White House because we must
work closely together on this problem. Congress is very, very con-
cerned about this issue. Maybe you could come up and present the
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report card to us and work with the chairman on an idea of that
sort.

Coming from Indiana, I would just like to say that the education
problem is the most critical one that we face. NW all like to make
the analogies to the Persian Gulf War or World War U. But educa-
tion is the essence of our society and our children's future. In a
rural county in my district, the dropout rate is 25 percent. The Di-
rector of Correctional Facilities said to me the other day in Indian-
apolis, "The biggest indicator of prison space in the next 20 years is
the number of at-risk kids in second grade."

That is frightening thought for us as a community and as a coun-
try. Yesterday I heard testimony from another distinguished panel
that our facilities in colleges are falling apart. In 1991 we are
spending in constant dollars for instrumentation and facilities mod-
ernization half as much as we did in 1966. We have tremendous
problems which need America's attention. We must work together
to solve this problem.

My question is, given the limited resources we have, and the lim-
ited capital, where would you place national testing in terms of the
scope of the problem that we face?

Mr. ROMER. Could I give my own personal answer? I have, in the
back of my mind, about 17 things I think we need to do to reform
education. This is one of the 17, so it is not the full answer.

Mr. ROEMER. Where does it fall, Governor?
Mr. ROMER. The matter of setting standards falls right at the

top. If we do not determine what it is we are trying to do first, all
the other 16 reform elements in my mind don't fit. I would say not
testing, per se, but arriving at the levels of achievement, a national
consensus of what it is a youngster needs to know and be able to
do, I believe ought to be the number one item in terms of the
timing in which we approach it.

Now, it isn'tteaching i.nd what happens in the classroom is fi-
nally what is really the most effective thing that makes a change
in education, but I don't think that we are clear yet about what are
the levels of achievement that we need to reach for and I would
just say, it is one of the very top items, but it is only one of a long
list of educational reforms that we need to accomplish.

Mr. BROCK. The problem is, if you do any one of these things, you
may do something that is counterproductive because they are
hooked together. I mean, people talk about choice. If you have
choice without school base management, you are probably making
a mistake. If you try to have school base management without
giving the teachers the assessment tools, you are probably making
a mistake.

These things link together in a coherent whole. The reform of
public education has to go across the whole range of subject mat-
ters and it isn't a matter of resources, Congressman. WeLord
knows, if you think education is expensive, try ignorance and just
see what this country is going to do if we try to compete on the
basis of lower wages all the time.

We don't have that luxury and it isn't a matter of spending
money. All the research that is being done in assessment is being
done in the private sector. Where in the world is Ele Federal Gov-
ernment? We don't do any R&D and that is one role that this gov-
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ernment ought to be able to do at a very low cost and high ratio of
yield.

Mr. Owens was touching the right point earlier. He was right on
the money when he said, we have to teach reasoning skills, logical
skills and that means different things to different kids. But we art
not saying a test is going to answer. We are saying that if you com-
pile a series of evaluations over a period of time, you are giving the
benchmarks to that student and to that teacher and to that parent
and to that principal that they have to have to move in the right
direction affirmatively and if you don't have those benchmarks, if
you don't have those milestones, we don't know where we are
going.

Today, we just don't have them.
Dr. ANRIG. Let me, if I may, just add one further point. I want to

strongly endorse the points that have just been made by the Gover-
nor and Secretary Brock. You can't look at assessment as some-
thing separate unto itself. If you do and you act just on that one
piece, you are apt to foul up the whole deal.

What we have to do, and I agree, the absolute first step ,nust be
clear up the standards, then have some way of measuring how we
are doing on that and then, Congressman Petri, be sure the kid is
getting the help and the instruction that makes it possible for him
or her to succeed with those standards.

If you do them through the latter part, don't even bother doing
the first two.

Mr. ROEMER. Mr. Chairman, may I follow up for just a moment?
Chairman KILDEE. Certainly.
Mr. ROEMER. Secretary Brock, since you have a great deal of ex-

pertise with the America's Choice study and the Work Force 2000
study, what specific recommendations would you make in vocation-
al education? How should we involve parents and the business com-
munity in this aspect of education as well?

Mr. BROCK. Let me say that I almost feel like we ought never to
use the word vocational education again. All education ought to be
training you to be productive as a human being. That is sort of vo-
cational in the purest sense of the word.

What we are trying to do with the Secretary's Commission on
Necessary Skills, the SCANS Commission that Elizabeth Dole
asked me to chair, is to see if we can work with labor and with
business to describe what we call functional skills that are neces-
sary to be employable and functional as a human being, and with a
high growth path.

So we are saying if you are going to teach mathand math is an
enabling skill; you do have to be able to make change in restau-
rants; you have to be able to count a tip or pay a taxi; there are
certain basic things. But shouldn't we be teaching math in that
context as a functioning skill, not just as a numeric column of
numbers?

We do the worst job of an industrial nation in the Free World of
communicating to students the relationship between what they
work on in school and what they are going to work on in life. The
school-to-work relationship is not established in this country, and
that is part of the problem.
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So your question on vocational may be precisely the right ques-
tion. Can't we reorient our education so that we are creating a
sense on the part of the student as to why they are learning and
how it would work for them, what it would mean to them? Can't
we teach them functional skills as a part of that math, as a part of
that science, as a part of that English training? If you do that, then
you are beginning to create the linkage that really does give a
sense of motivation and logic as to why they are there.

By the time the kid reaches 16, if they haven't dropped out al-
ready, they are bored silly for the next two years, 90 percent of
them Why? Because they don't know why they are there, and,
frankly, business doesn't either; there are not five businesses out of
a thousand that ask for a high school transcript. What is the mes-
sage? "It doesn't mean anything. All we want to know is, will you
be at work on time?"

Mr. ROEMER. My question is, how do we get those businesses in-
volved in the schools and in that kind of training? Business repre-
sentatives come to me saying they want to be involved.

Mr. BROCK. If you can get businesses to help us describe what
those functional skills are, then you measure those skills and you
come up with a series of what we call merit badges or certificates
that a business can take and evaluate, and all of a sudden you
have created that linkage where the business has a vested interest
in the product of the school system, and you are creating a sense
where the business has an investment in trying to make it better.
If you don't create that linkage, you are not giving the system the
pull that it has. We have got the push coming from underneath,
from the kids. We need the business community to pull in the right
direction. That is sort of the priority we are trying to establish in
the SCANS work. Can we motivate the business community to tell
teachers for the first time what they want? If they do, we can de-
scribe that, then we will have to learn to teach it, then we will
have to learn to measure it, and then, all of a sudden, we have got
a system that a young person can understand and a b isiness can
understand, and it begins to compute for 'hem.

Chairman KILDEE. Governor Romer.
Mr. ROMER. I know we are getting near the end of our time, and

we have just spent two hours describing the problem. There is a
way that we can go at this jointly, and I would like to take a
minute or two to just describe that.

If we get our minds togetherCongress, the executive branch,
the governors of the Nation, and all the other educational interests
that have something at stakewe can go at this, and we say, "Hey,
what we need to do first of all is to arrive at levels of achievement
in the major subject matter areas." That can be done. It can be
done on a collaborative, a consensual basis.

On math, you start with those who know it best, like the nation-
al counselors, the teachers of math. You take what has been done
to date at the national level, and you distribute it to the Nation
and say, "How do you feel about that?" You get their reaction.
Then you come back, and you arrive at a standard, and it can be
one which can be changed from time to time, and then, systemati-
cally, you begin to do that with other subject matter areas.
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We arrive in t Nation at what specific levels of achievement
are needed, and tnen that is a portion that is done. Then we turn
to the question of assessment, and we say, "Look, you in the States
have a lot of resources already you are spending there. Let's help
you combine so you can get more bang for the buck."

co could come to the table and say, "Look, we will put
somenEts money on the table to help do this, but rather than us
do it at th:.. Federal level, that's wrong, we will do it with you."
Yot, could put some matching grants on the table, and you could
design a program in which you could aim at assessment that
doesn't jt.st hold a report card up, but assessment, as many of you
have saia, changes the system.

Then we can go from there, from standards, to assessment, to
looking at, all right, what are the other 16 educational reforms?
and then let's get a partnership approach to that from the Federal
and State level.

But as a nationand this is what the educational goals are all
aboutve ought to say, if we really believe in that, let's put it
right at the top of our priorities, let's get a program that is 10
years in length, and let's start down that path. But we ought not
just sit here this morning and say, "Hey, we can't get there from
here." We can, but I think the way to start is what we have been
covering this morning, and that is to start with some consensual
understanding of what it is we are trying to achieve, a level of un-
derstanding of what a youngster should know and be able to do in
various courses at various age levels.

Mr. RORMER. Governor, I think that is a great idea. In my home
State, they are starting to lay off teachers. We all get up in front of
our microphones and say how important education is, but we must
come up with some ideas fo, these partnerships and teamwork be-
tween our States. I hope we can do that before the report card.

Chairman KILDEE. Mr. Petri.
Mr. PETRI. I just have one quick follow-up question.
You focused on dropouts and people who don't meet the stand-

ards. What about the people who very easily meet them, who
aren't challenged enough? Is this a national problem, that we are
underperforming because we are not utilizing resources out there
of people who, with no problem, do the test in half the time, and
they are ignored somewhat by teachers because there are other
kids who have problems? They get bored. Are we losing as a coun-
try in competing because of not demanding enough? And, if we
have national standards, isn't there some danger that they may be
set too low because we will not want to embarrass people, that we
are trying to figure out a kind of reasonable thing where most
people will be sufficiently challenged, and therefore we will set it
there so that most people can be engaged, and not set it at the
level that will challenge people in the top 20 percent or so?

Mr. ANRIG. Congressman, you raise a very key point. We should
not set standards in such a way that there is a single fixed point
that we expect all kids to reach, because that is exactly what you
are going to get if that is what you set. What we ought to have arf,
striving stzndards, maybe levels of them, if you will, so that a
youngster will feel that he or she is making progress towards a
level but abo ("An go well beyond it.
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The National Assessment Governing Board has got three levels
in the standards that they are working on nowbasic, rroficient,
and advancedso that youngsters could have sorre feeling of move-
ment and schools could have some feeling of movement, and not
just a single, fixed point.

I think we have got a mentality in the United States that we
want to put on the front page of every newspaper one number that
covers everything, and that is part of our problem.

Mr. BROCK. One of the things that we have wrestled with in the
SCANS Commission is precisely this question. The one thing we
are desperately trying to avoid, and being very sure we are going
to avoid, is a pass/fail kind of approach. That is not what we are
about. We are talking five levels, but the same kind of a concept of,
nobody fails, nobody exceeds, but there is a range within which we
do expect, and I think we can use the system to motivate people at
every level if we do it right.

Chairman KILDEE. Mr. Good ling, for a concluding remark.
Mr. GOODLING. Just two.
Some of the finest research that has helped education and also

the medical profession has come from the military research, and so
that wasn't all bad.

If I sounded like I was getting very excited about this issue,
abc it reform, I am. I get excited because my concern is this. In the
middle of this panel we have two very successful, very outstanding
gentlemen who should be driving the people who are flanking
them. My fear is, as we go through this reform process, that two
gentlemen times 100 gentlemen just like youand women, very
successful, very outstandingwill try to drive this road alone, and
we will not have the gentlemen flanking you in that automobile, or
the four that we had yesterday testify. That is my greatest fear
about the whole reform movement.

You both are in a position, because of who you are and the suc-
cesses you have, to drive. Perhaps the two who flank you aren't
quite in that kind of position when trying to drive the public. But
my fear is that those like you may try to drive this road alone, and
from a lot of the reform movement that I have seen, that has taken
place. That is doomed, in my estimation, to failure.

If you can drive the two who are flanking you, and if they can
drive with you, then I think we can come up with the kind of
reform in this country that we positively must have.

Mr. ROMER. Congressman, that is very good, and you and I have
talked privately about this. I want you to know. I am responding to
some of your thoughts.

The goals panel in the month of April is going to go to eight
places in this Nation and lay out where our thinking is to date and
the expertise that we have heard to date and ask the gentlemen in
education who are on site, doing it, to share with us their criticism
and their input, and I think that all the way along in this goals
panel project we really do need to have it very inclusive, very in-
clusive of the people who have a stake in it, and particularly those
who are on the front line, the teachers. We really need to make it
inclusive, and so I take your comments seriously and have incorpo-
rated it in the life of the panel.

4.
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Mr. BROCK. I think it is a super point, and I couldn't agree more,
but I think you overestimate the two of us. I would just like to be
in the education car; I don't have to drive it; I just want to contrib-
ute somehow to moving this thing, because I am truly, truly wor-
ried about this country right now. I don't believe we can compete
with an uneducated work force, I really don't, and I don't think we
are doing an adequate job by our children.

Mr. HAYES. Could I raise just one issue? The Senator caused me
to have to raise this final question with your comments now.

When do you plan to submit your final SCANS Commission
report?

Mr. BROCK. We are going to have our first phase of the report,
hopefully, in May, and then we will try to refine that over the fol-
lowing six to eight months after that, and have a completed prod-
uct by early next year.

Congressman, it is our intention to set down the basic bench-
mark of this effort within the next two months.

Mr. HAYES. That is some pretty fast tracking.
Mr. BROCK. Well, it is faster than I thought possible, but the sur-

prising thing to me has been just how active people have been in
participating in this effort. We have had really astonishing support
from labor, from business, from educators, and, frankly, we are
moving faster than I thought we could.

But understand that what we do in May is going to be very ten-
tative. We are going to put it out there and say, "Kick our teeth
in,- and we will get a lot of people who will try to do that. We will
then reshape it and reform it and try to adapt to those criticisms
and see if we can make this thing something that is workable. I
hope it will be, but it is a big task.

Chairman KILDEE. I want to thank the panel. I am not exaggerat-
ing in the least when I say that we really have assembled one of
the finest panels that I have had the privilege of listening to in my
political career. We have had concurring and contrasting views. I
think Bill Good ling, as he always does, gives good advice; I think it
was very good advice and you all accepted it very, very well.

What I intend to dobecause I think this hearing has been very,
very helpfulI intend to put the printing of this record on a very
fast track so that the educators, and elected officials, and the
public will have the benefit of your very insightful testimony, and I
personally thank all of you for being very, very helpful to the
Nation. Thank you very much.

Mr. BROCK. Thank you very much.
Chairman KILDEE. Our next panel will consist of Dr. Saul Coo-

perman, president, Educate America, Morristown, New Jersey; Dr.
Karl V. Hertz, superintendent, Mequon-Thiensville School District,
Mequon. Wisconsin; Dr. Monty Neill, associate director, Fair Test.
Cambridge, Massachusetts; Dr. E.W. Kelley, professor of American
Government, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York; and, an old
friend, Gordon M. Ambach, executive director of the Council of
Chief State School Officers, Washington, DC.

Dr. Cooperman. you may lead off, unless you have made some
other arrangement among yourselves.
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STATEMENTS OF SAUL COOPERMAN, PRESIDENT, EDUCATE
AMERICA. MORRISTOWN. NEW JERSEY; KARL V. HERTZ. BU.
PERINTENDENT. MEQUON-THIENSVILLE SCHOOL DISTRICT.
MEQUON, WISCONSIN; MONTY NEILL, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR.
FAIRTEST. CAMBRIDGE. MASSACHUSETTS: E.W. KELLEY, PRO-
FESSOR OF AMERICAN GOVERNMENT. CORNELL UNIVERSITY.
ITHACA, NEW YORK; AND GORDON M. AMBACII, EXECUTIVE DI-
RECTOR, COUNCIL OF CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICERS, WASH-
INGTON. DC

Dr. COOPERMAN. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I
am Saul Cooperman, president of Educate America. It is a nonprof-
it, nonpartisan organization in Morristown, New Jersey. am here
to represent former New Jersey Governor Tom Kean.

I heard two comments of the former panel and of the representa-
tives that I want to comment on first, because I hope the baby isn't
thrown out with the bath water.

First, local controlthat if we have any sort of national assess-
ment system or national exam, we are hurting our local control. I
have great respect for it. I have been a teacher, principal, and su-
perintendent for 23 years before I was Commissioner of New Jersey
and my present position now, so I have respect for local ingenuity.

But I would ask the panel and I would ask everyone to just con-
sider, when v/e keep saying local control, do we realize that we
have a national textbook system and four or five textbook manu-
facturers say what is taught? The teachers are trained essentially
the same way by departments of education and the deans. We have
reciprocity in almost every other State. The school year is almost
the same, and the vacations are the same. If I blindfolded anyone
and put them in Arizona, or Alaska, Missouri, or Michigan, in the
fourth grade, they would see essentially the same schools. So what
I am asking you to consider is, when you consider national assess-
ment, don't mix and match the local control issue.

The second, the deep problems in our cities. Congresswoman Un-
soeld and Dr. Sewell, I thought, spoke rather eloquently. There are
no easy solutions. I spent four days each week in the city of
Newark, New Jersey, trying to find solutions. There are not easy
answers. But because we have problems in other areas does not di-
minish the need for national assessment.

We believe we should have required national achievement exams
for all high school seniors and all fourth graders and all eighth
graders, not some, not a sample, all. Such an examinationand I
will focus on the seniorswould provide a reliable accountability
system to students, to their parents, to schools, and to the States
for the first time in our history.

I believe we should have a core curriculum. We ought to state
what children should know and determine whether they know it or
not. Therefore, I am in agreement with almost everyone on the
preceding panel. If kids don't know what they are supposed to
know, we have got to challenge schools.

Someone asked the question, what do we learn from the exam?
Well, a very simple thing we would learn from the exam. If the
teachers aren't trained to teach what they ought to, we can drive
the results back to the teacher colleges. We found that in New
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Jersey. We gave a test and found out that in one of our colleges 50
percent of the teachers could not pass a test in their academic
major, their grade point average was 3.2. The rigor was diminished,
the grades were inflated, teachers were passed out, and they
couldn't teach their subjects. A national examination would key
that.

I want to give you a concrete example. I would like to give more,
but I will give one of what a national achievement exam will do
and create things for the better.

In many of our high schools, when the kids don't attend college,
they know a diploma is important; they know employers are going
to ask, "Do you have a diploma?" They are very savvy. The know
the diploma is important, but that is it. In the last 25 yearsand
Ernie Boyer points this out in his book "High School,"the gener-
al track has increased dramatically; more kids are taking general
science and general math than biology and algebra, and why not?
They all count for five credits. So as long as you get the credits,
you get the diploma, and the employer asks for the diploma.

We have given the message to students that taking tough sub-
jects does not count. We have got to deliver the message that work-
ing hard and achieving means something, and there will be some-
thing else. You talked about linkage, and the other gentlemen
talked about linkage too. Here is real linkage. If we link accom-
plishment in school to the world of work, then you have got a hell
of a connection. The message should be: Do well in school, and you
will get a better job at better pay than if you graduated with a me-
diocre record.

Until now, there was no way to make these words and deeds the
same, but because the President and the governors have estab-
lished a consensus on goals in reading, writing, math, science, his-
tory, and geography, we have the willpower to take the next logical
step and ask with seniors, and then eighth graders and fourth
gradersI would do it the reverse waywe will have a state-of-the-
art system that testing peopleGreg Anrig has told me, and others
have told me, "We know how to do that, Saul. Set the goals, set the
standards, get a national consensus, create the exam; then we are
operating from a basis of fact, we are operating from a basis of real
data, data that we don't have before.

This does not mean top down. As everyone so eloquently stated,
it can mean real inclusion. We can get the people who have the
credentials, let everyone in, hold meetings across the United
States, let anyone come forth, make it inclusive, great involvement,
but have a national examination. Then business people will ask
students, "So how did you do? What do you know?" And we at Edu-
cate America have a five-point scale; I could talk to that later, if
you wish.

The National Achievement Examination has the power to
change things, and it will galvanize the public, it really will.

Governor Romer was talking about, you have got to have an ac-
curate picture; this will give an accurate picture. And Governor
Romer said the man on the street must understand it. One can be
simple without being simplistic; one can be direct and understood.
We can give a national examination.
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Right now, most people in this country pay little or no attention
to international comparisons or NAEP exams. I was on NAEP for
two years as the commissioner's representative, and then when it
became the National Assessment Governing Board I was on for tw,,
years. I used to go home in New Jersey, and I was all fired up and
very upset, and I would get teachers, and administrators, and
board members, and parents together, and I would say, "We're not
doing very well; we really aren't; the data is there;" and they
would say, "Saul, what are you getting upset for? What are you
getting upset for? Our schools are doing okay. No one knows; they
don't compare what we are doing with Osaka or Munich. Why
should you worry?" You see, they didn't worry, because it was a
sampling of students in the United States; it wasn't brought back
to their door, it wasn't brought back to their school, it was kind of
antiseptic and anonymous. Because the results were based on a
sampling of students, the message never came to the specific
school.

With a national achievement examination, results would be
known for every high school and every high school child in the
country. The message of results, the message of facts, would be
publicly delivered to every high school door, and facts are stubborn
things. For the first time in our history, we would have a national
achievement examination, a national exam, with the same ques-
tions asked in California and Connecticut. I don't know why we
can't do this. Photosynthesis is the same in California as it is in
Connecticut, and the quadratic equation is the same in any one of
our States, it doesn't change. It should be an achievement exam,
not an aptitude exam. It should be linked to the curriculum so ev-
eryone knows what is expected. The objectivrithe teachers would
teach in a variety of ways to meet these objectives, and the results
would be known. For the first time in our history, we would have
goals and accountability; results will matter, and attention will be
paid.

Thank you.
tThe prepared statement of Dr. Saul Cooperman follows:I
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Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, I am Saul Cooperman,
President of Educate America, and I am pleased to be here this
morning on behalf of former New Jersey Governor Thomas H. Kean.
I thank you for this opportunity to present Educate America's
proposal.

Educate America believes we should have a required National
Achievement Examination for all high school seniors. Such an
examination would provide a reliable accountability system to
students, schools and states.

Educate America believes that we ought to have a core
curriculum; we ought to state what children should know in key
subject a-eas and determine whether they know it or not. If
they don't, we should challenge the schools who don't measure
up, and learn from those who do. Make the ends drive the means,
make results drive the system.

Let me give you a specific example of the present system and
how Educate America's idea for a National Achievement Exam will
change things for he better.

In every hieh school, students who do not plan to attend
college know that the diploma counts, but not much else
matters. These students know employers will ask "do you have a
diploma" so it is important to them. But, during the last
twenty-five years the "general track" has increased dramatically
as more and more students take general science and general math
rather than Biology and Algebra. eny not, they reason, all are
worth five credits.

We have given the message to students that taking tough
subjects doesn't count and that hard work doesn't count.
Educate America believes we've got to get our educational system
back on track. We've got to deliver the message that working
hard means something; results mean something. We've got to link
real accomplishment in school and the world of work. The
meesage should be, "Do well in school and you'll get a better
job, at more pay, than if you graduate with a mediocre record."

Until now, there was no way to take these words and make
them a reality. Now we have a way. President Bush and the
nation's Governors have established national goals in reading,
writing, math, science, history and geography. If we have the
willpower to take the next logical step and ask what seniors
must know in these areas, we can then creatt state of the art
examination to determine what students real know and ar,* able
to do. Then businesspeople, who ask studens for their s,'ores
can have solid information upon which to reward accomplishment.

A National Achievement Examination has the power to change
things by galvanizing the public. Results will be clear and
easily understood. Right now people don't pay much attention to

LI,UCATI AMbRICA/pasp I
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international comparisons or NAM' results. As some New Jersey
educators told me a few years ago, *Saul, I know the general
picture might not look too good, but ma schools are okay, so
why should we worry.* Because the results were based on a
sampling of students, the message never came to the specific
school, with a National Achievement Examination, results would
be known for every high school in the country. The message of
results, the message of facts would be publicly delivered to
every high school door. And facts are stubborn things!

For the first time in our history, we will have a National

Achievement Examination. A national examination, with the same
questions asked in California as in Connecticut; an achievement
exam, not an aptitude test; an examination for all_ekniprg, not
a sampling of seniors. We will, for the first time in our
history as a nation, have goals and accountability. Reaults
will matter and attention will be paid. What gets measured,
will get done.

EDUCATE AMER1CA/page 2
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Chairman KILDEE. Thank you.
Dr. Hertz.
Dr. Hartz. Mr. Chairman and memb.rs of the subcommittee, on

behalf of the American Association of School Administrators and
on my own behalf, I would like to thank you for the opportunity to
testify on this most important issue.

I am superintendent of the Mequon-Thiensville School District in
suburban Milwaukee, Wisconsin, and if Mr. Owens were here or if
one of his staff members is here, I would like to further establish
credibility with him by saying that I was an English teacher when
I was in the classroom.

During the past year, I have served on the Wisconsin Governor's
Commission on Schools for the 21st Century which flowed from the
President's gathering of governors regarding education, and I
chaired the part on assessment.

AASA would like to address three issues surrounding the devel-
opment of national tests. First of all, can a national test be the
major force in improving education? The short answer is no. A na-
tional test cannot be the major force in producing educational qual-
ity. First, a national test would hold students responsible for condi-
tions they do not create nor do they control.

An associated dramatic concern connected to national testing is
the inappropriate placement of disadvantaged children, especially
those who come from nonstandard English speaking homes and
classes that do not challenge their true talents.

Second, a national test would occur separately from the daily
learning process. Because the test would be removed from the in-
structional setting, the results are unlikely to be important to the
students themselves. Further, the Wisconsin Commission's report
identified r.he relationship between the assessment process and the
immediate and direct application of that information back into the
instructional process.

Third, the notion that quality can be achieved chiefly through an
end-of-the-process inspection is wrong. Quality cannot be inswcted
into a product; rather, quality can only be built in. FAwards
Deming is all over this country and all over this world talking
about that in all sorts of forums.

Fourth, developing a single national test will take a long time,
and, given the need to hold down expense, the test will likely have
to be multiple cLiice or short answer tests.

I would also suggest that the construction of a national test will
be fraught with political struggles which will neutralize any poten-
tial value it might hope to have.

Fifth, a multiple choice, short answer test will almost certainly
fail to accurately measure student learning, because a national test
will not test what is being taught.

Since there is no national consensus about what students need to
know and be able to do, no national test has any basis for choosing
what to test.

The second AASA issue: Can test scores force educators to do a
better job? Again, the short answer is no. Teachers and administra-
tors whose students do not score well can be humiliated, but in the
absence of clear information about the causes of failure to learn,
improvements cannot be made.
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AASA's third issue: Is there an alternative to a national test that
can provide information about what students know and can, at the
same time, be useful to both instructional processes and political
leaders?

The short answer is an emphatic yes. School districts that have
made great strides using information describing student learning,
mastery, and have traits in common--first, such school districts
began by clearly describing what students are expected to know
and be able to do when they finish school. Second, the districts did
a careful study of how th.-y could best facilitate the desired out-
come through structure and curriculum. Third, they spend a con-
siderable time in teams deciding what evidence of progress and
mastery would best facilitate learning and improve teaching. Final-
ly, the school districts carefully studied what more they needed to
know and be able to teach every student the desired outcomes and
use information about learning to continuously improve.

There must be a consensus on what students are expected to
know and be able to do, otherwise there is no basis for judging
growth. And the fact is that different districts and different loca-
tions and at different points in their history have varying expecta-
tions, goals and aspirations. When a national test is given in such a
setting it can quickly become a common level of minimum compe-
tency, which can cause huge numbers of students and other people
to focus upon an expectation which is considerably out of sync with
the condition of a given community.

During the deliberations of the Wisconsin Commission on Schools
for the 21st Century the Assessment Committee heard over and
over again that norm reference tests were not used to improve the
instruction of children. When our district receives the results of na-
tional testing or is doing assessment of writing or individual testing
by teachers in the schools, we take the results into small groups of
teachers and building administrators and plan exactly what the
educational strategy will be to effectively use that information to
better instruct the children.

We feel that an immediate useand I would like to underscore
the immediate use of assessment information to feed back into the
instruction and learning process is essential. Please let me put
forth AASA's proposal to improve both the information used by
teachers and information desired by policymakers.

Rather than a national test, we need a consensus on what stu-
dents are expected to know and be able to do. The National Council
of Teachers of Mathematics have developed a splendid set of stand-
ards for mathematics that serve as an example, and I can say that
in our school district we have just this year implemented a curricu-
lum, K-12, using those standards. The science, English, social stud-
ies and reading teachers have and are doing similar work.

Congress should capitalize on these efforts as well as the work of
the National Assessment of Educational Progress and various aca-
demic commissions to develop a national consensus on standards
for education. And by standards, I am talking about expectations,
not something that is a rigid level for all school districts. Because I
don't think, personally, that you can come up with something that
will fit every school district in this Nation.

t )
!
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We do not need a single list of desired outcomes, but rather the
national standards framework called for by Lauren Resnick recent-
ly in testimony to the Romer panel on implementation of the na-
tional goals. These standards are most definitely not a curriculum,
and most emphatically not a test. Rather, they describe what stu-
dents should know and be able to do. States and school districts can
then determine how to achieve the standards and which standards
should be emphasized in that particular setting.

If employers could have accurate and easily understood descrip-
tions of what students knew and could do, and if all students had
achieved high standards, there would be little use for other test in-
formation. I have personally told business people in our community
that they do not use our quality control mechanism which has ex-
isted for a long time; namely, grades.

It is extremely unusualand I suspect if you go back to your
communities you will find the same thing if you ask the principals.
It is extremely unusual for an employer to ask for a student's tran-
script when he or she is being hired. This would tell the employer
a great deal about the degree of success of the individual and rein-
force for students that their efforts in school do count.

Now the reality is that when a businessman says to me, "I've got
a young woman from your high school, Karl, and she can't type, I
talk to them about this topic. and I say, "Do you know whether she
was a D student in typing, or a C student, or a B student, or an A
student?" If she was an A or B student and she can't type, that is
news to me. If she got a D-minus, we all knew; we knew it and 3/ou
could know that she wasn't one of our good ones, )7ou see. And so
the reality is we don't use the mechanism that we have for quality
control of individuals as it is.

In the past. I have spent a great deal of time listening, thinking
and talking about this, particularly in the last year, especially the
subject of assessment of children's progress. It is my feeling that
there is much to be gained in the instructional arena from assess-
ing the progress of children in a way which can be, again, under-
lined for you, immediately fed back into the improvement of in-
struction.

However, I must say that I personally feel that society has
pinned entirely too much of its hopes for the improvement of
American education on the testing of children. In some way I sense
that we hope that by having great national testing of children that
we will embarrass ourselves into being better.

Then there is the unanswered question in my mind of whether
there is linkage on the national scene between these tests and
other agendas such as choice. There are other facets of the educa
tion of children which it seems to me are far more at the core of
the improving of the learning of children such as ii improving the
health, family situation and learning of preschool children in disad-
vantaged situations; (2 demanding an acceptance by all of the edu-
cators that every child is capable of learning no matter what the
youngster's background is and that we do not automatically catego-
rize some students as being academically deficient because of their
background, and that is happening; (31 convincing ourselves as edu-
cators that all of these children can be lifted to a high set of expec-
tations and that we will demand the very best of them; and (4 ) rev-
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olutionizing parents' expectations that would lead them to accept
as Asian parents do that hard work of children is the primary
factor in their success in schools. That is not what American par-
ents are telling us. They are not telling us that hard work is at the
core of their children being successful. They are telling us that it is
what God happened to give their kids; in other words, they have
either got it or they haven't got it, which in my mind takes every-
body and the mechanism off the hook: the child is off the hook, the
teacher is off the hook, the parents are off the hook; whereas, if
you have the mind-set that hard work is going to do it, then we are
all on the hook. And (5) making a national commitment that we
would extend ourselves mentally and financially to improve educa-
tion.

On behalf of AASA, I thank you for the opportunity to express
our views on national testing, assessment, and accountability.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Karl V. Hertz follows:1
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Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, on behalf of the

haerican Association of School Administrators (AASA), I would like

to thank you for the opportunity to testify on this most important

issue. AASA is the profeesional organization of over 19,000 school

district superintendents, other local administrators, and

professors of educational administration. In our capacity as

education CEO's in our communities, we have a vital interest in the

discussions regarding possible development of a national test.

am superintendent of the Meguon-Thieneville School District in

Mequon, Wisconsin which is a suburb of Milwaukee. Our distrivt

has an enrollment of 3,500 students employing 240 professional

staff. During the past year, I. have served on the Wisconsin

3overnor's Commission on Schools for the 2Ist Century which flowed

from the president's gathering of governors regarding education.

I chaired the work on aseessment.

AASA would like to address three of the issues surrounding the

development of a national test.

giJULYATIOAL _TUT fE 3/iE MAJOR fOR N 1MkROVING EDUCATION?

The short answer is no, a national teat cannot be the mei)or force

in produc nq educational quality. First, a national tent would

hold students responsible for conditions they do n't create or

control. In general, children and youth who live in poverty score

worse on tests than economically advantaged students. Children
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whose lives are wracked by poverty. family tragedies, and major

personal problems often do not do well on tests unless the

underlying causes are ameliorated. Similarly, we cannot say with

certainty what effect pervasive racism and accompanying low

expectations have on student performance, but it must be

considerable. An associated dramatic concern connected to national

testing is the inappropriate placement of disadvantaged Children,

especially those who come from non-standard English speaking homes,

in classes that do not challenge their true talents.

Second, a national test would occur separately from the daily

learning process. Tests have been asked to fill two needs,

instructional information and public accountability. No current

test is able to fill both needs completely although some states

are working toward that end. Because the test would be removed

from the instructional flatting, the results are unlikely to be

important to students. Experience in state testing shows that

tests which are viewed as unimportant do not elicit the best

efforts of students. Another low interest factor for students is

related to the fact that they are separated in time from the test,

further reducing the test's significance to students. As Lew

Rhodes of the AAsA staff recently wrote, "By removing assessment

from any functional role in the instructional process, we have

virtually made it impossible for teaching to be a continuously

Improving process under control of a teaCher: or more importantly,

for learning to be a continuously improving process under control

of the learner." Further, the Wisconsin Commission's report

2
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identified the relationship between the assessment process and the

immediate and direct application of that information back into the

instructional process. To teach children better now is the number

one purpose of assessment. If testing is not directly and

immediately linked to improved instruction for children, it has

little chance of having impact.

Third, the notion that quality can be achieved chiefly through an

"end of the process inspection" is wrong. Quality cannot be

inspected into a product./ rather, quality can only be built in.

Perhaps the committee should invite the father of total quality

management, W. Edwards Deming, to explain that principle and

torevcr put to rest the myth that any type of end of process

inspection, including tests, will result in quality for any

activity, including education.

rourth, developing a single national test will take a long time,

and given the need to hold dawn expense, the test will likely have

to be a multiple choice or short answer test. Test makers are

working on improved norm referenced and critrion referenced

standardized teats, but tests now rely on multiple or short

onewer test iteme rather than demonstrations of learning. waiting

on a national test to solve educational problems, and then

discovering that testing will not improve the system will take

years, maybe decades. we simply cannot take that much time. I

would also suggest that the construction of a national test will

3
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be fraught with political struggles which will neutralize any

potential value it might hope to have.

Fifth, a multiple choice short answer test will almost certainly

fail to accurately measure student learning because a national test

will not test what is being taught. Also, work on learning styles

and multiple intelligences shows clearly that how questions ere

asked has a great deal to do with how well tudents perform. No

Single test can respond to the learnlng styles found in any large

group of students. Finally, since there is no national consensus

about what students ned to know and be able to do, no national

test has any basis for choosing what to test.

CAN TEST SCOREE_LQACE EPLIQUOLI_TP....Z4 liAMTTER J7443?

Again, the short answer in no. Teachers and administrators whose

students do nOt score well Can be humiliated, but in the (stoner:Le

of clear information about the causes of failure to learn,

improvements cannot be made. The notion that humiliation Lan

produce improved results assumes that teachers and administratore

are holding something back in their professional practice that they

know how to do better but for some reason will not do. Lvery study

of teachers and principals has found that most educators do their

best each diy. An assumpt:on that educators know something they

are net using has no supporting evidence.

Teachers and administrators must improve their competence in

developing assessments and using asseesment results to facilitate

4
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student learning and improve their teaching. A national test

developed by either the federal government or some private group

would not add to this pressing need.

WO A BATIQVALI_TIATThtta_ cA$ PROILlag

INEPAKATION_ABOUT WHAT_STUDENTS KNOW AND CAN AT THE VAPIZ TIME BC

USEEUL TO__BDTH_TNE_INSTRUCT1ONAL PROQESS ANII FDLZ/LCAL LEADEM4?

The short answer is an emphatic yes. A number of states are now

developing information systems about student learning that can

serve both the need for daily information on what has been learned

and the need of political leaders to understand the impact of

educational policies. Vermont, Cali(ornia, Connecticut, and

Arizona come to mind as states working on learning information

systems that can serve all masters. Even more hopefully, several

hundred school districts have been developing powerful information

about tudent learning for use by students, teachers, parents, and

administrators.

School diStricts that have made great strides using information

describing student learning and mastery have several traits in

common. First, such school district* began by clearly describing

what students are expected to know and be able to do when they

finIsh school. Second, the districts did a careful study of rcw

they could best facilitate the desired outcome through struoture

and cuculum. Third, they spent consIderable time in teams

deciding what evidence of progress and mastery would best

facilitate learning and iMprove teaching. Finally, the school

i) ) 8
4. 't
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districts carefully studied what more they needed to know and be

able to do to teach every student the desired outcomes and use

information about learning to continuously improve.

School districts engaged in fundamental change have learned that

change takes time and that they must strive for constant

improvement. There are no quick answers in education or any

complex human activity. The challenge is to accept the principle

of continuous improvement rather than try massive instant change.

The transformation depends upon information about student learning

and behavior that first and foremost facilitates student progress

and tho professional practices of educators. However, aggregate

information on students' gains can be described in terms of the

locally developed outcomes, state-wide tests, or commercially

available tests.

There are many types of information about student progress, some

ot which can be aggregated upward and used throughout a system in

the sort of examination system envisioned by Lauren Resnick. But

first, there must be a consensus on what students are expected to

know and be able to do, otherwise there is no basis for ludging

growth. Only after expectations have been defined is it reasonable

to ask what evidence is acceptable that learning has taken place.

The fact is that different districts in different locations and at

different points in history have varying expectations, goals, and

)
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Jmapixations. Whenv.a national. test is given. in such a, setting,. U..

'can rptichly become, a yawn level of .ninimum competency which can

-cense huge numbers of people to focus upon an 'eneotetion which fs.

conaiderably aut. of aynC with the condition in a given onammilgra.---

pairing the deliberations, of the Wisconsin Commission on Schools fox.,

the Hist Century, the assessment heard again end *gain

that -norm .referenced testa ware not usetito Japans the instruction

. of children. It becalm pleas to us that judging the emcees& of:

'children could be done in a variety of ways. Clearly, by looking

ekt,the writing, portfolio*, egporimente, end projects of children,

'teachers are particularly able to take what they have learned about,

the, students' progress and feed it directly book into the-

instructional process within a vary Mort period cot tine which ie
essential to making the learning effective. This can actually be

done with nor's referenced testa too. However, the timing Le MOO

again delayed to a certain extent, and, of causes, in any kind or

national test it would be delayed dramatic:82.'4 end separated from

the learning process to en even greeter degree. when our district

receives the moults of notional testing, or Le doing assessment

of writing or any of the other more immediate fares of assessment,

we take the results into small groups of teachers and building

administrators and plan exactly what the educational strategy will

be to effectively use that information to better instruct the

children. In some cases, this may result in changes which will

take place immediately, in other instancae it say mean that the

topic will be approached differently in another year, and in sone

2(26
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cases the team of educators will decide that the children did

poorly but wit did not intend to teeth that topic, and o we try to

avoid a precipitous reaction to try to address a situation that we

may know is covered very appropriately at some other point in the

child's learning situation. We feel that an immediate use of the

assessment information to feed back into the instruction and

learning process is essential.

please let mo out forth Ahal's prcppomm1 to improve both Um'

lalarmatian_staisLALAtachersftraL_LagmaatignAlsaiEst J2.2113a
&Alma. Rather than a national test, we need a consensus on what

student& aro expected to know end be able to do. war need a massive

commitment to improved practices regarding student assessment so

that the question of acceptable evidence can be answered to the

satisfaction of business people, parents, educators, and the

community at large.

The National Council of Teachers of Mathmatic.* has developed a

splendid set of standards for mathematic that serve as an

excellent example. The science, English, social studies, and

reading teachers have or are doing similar work. Congress should

capitalize an these efforts as well ae the work of the National

Assessment of Educational Progress and various academic commissions

to develop a national consensus on standards for education.

Because all of the work on standards has been done in small elite

professional groups, a national consensus on the important next

Altep has eluded us.

2
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Congress should act quickly to establish a broadly based coalition

to achieve the necessary consensus on what we expect students to

know and be able to do. This should be done in conjunction with

the Romer panel, but without repeating the Mistake of only talking

with a narrow band of individuals. Rothea, the congressional panel

should spend one or two years achieving the consensus on standatde

by building on the work already done, being inclusive, and by

actually listening and achieving consensus on what parents,

business, higher education, and the public at large actually want.

We do not need a single list of desired outcomes, but rather the

"national standards framework" celled for by Lauren Resnick

recently in testimony to the Romer panel on implementation of the

national goals. These standards are most definitely not a

curriculum .nd most emphatically not a test. Rather, they

described what students should know and be able to do. States and

school districts can then determine how to achieve the standards

and which standards should be emphasized. After there is a

consensus on expectations, the questions are, first, how do we

achieve those expectations as soon as possible? Then, what

evidence of et,ident progress and mastery are required to facilitate

continuous learning and improve educational practice and structure?

Finally, the question of how to assess the evidence of performance

success should be answered.

If employers could nave accurate and easily understood descriptions

of what students knew and Could do rnd i! all students had achieved

9
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high standards, thews would be little use for other test

information. I have personally told business people that they do

not uss our quality control mechanism which exists - namely grades.

It is extremely unusual for an employer to ask for a tudent's

transcript when he or she is being hired. This would tell the

employer a great deal about the degree of success of the individual

and reinforce for students that their efforts in school do count.

Plext, Congress must appropriate funds to support the development

of competence in student assessment* and In using that information

with students. Students use information in all other aspects of

their live* to maks decisions; they can uss assessment information

just as well.

In the past year. I have pent a great deal of time listening,

thinking, and talking reg4rding the subject of assessment uf

children's progress. It is my feeling that there is much to be

gained in the instructional arena from assessing the progress of

children in a way which can be immediately fed back Into the

improvement of instruction. However. I must say that I personally

feel that society has pinned entirely too much of its hopes for the

improvement of American education on the testing of children. In

someway I sense that we hope that by having great national testing

of children that we will embarrass ourselves into being better.

Then there is the unanswered question of whether there in linkage

on the national scene between these tests and other agenda such as

choice.

let

,)
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There are other facets or tho education or children which it seems

to oe are rar more at the core of improving the learning or

children such as, one, improving the health, family situation, end

learning of pre-school children in disadvantaged situations; two,

deoanding an acceptance by all Of our educators that every child

is capable of learning no matter what the youngster's background

is and that we do not automatically categorize some students as

being academically deficient because of their background; three,

convincing ourselves as educators that all of these children can

be lifted to a high set of expectations and that we will demand the

very best from them; four, revolutionizing parents' expectations

that would lead them to accept, aa Asian parents do, that the hard

work of children is the primary factor in their succes. in Snuo.

and, five, making a national commitment that we would extend

ourselvee mentally and financially to improve education.

On behalf of AASA, I thank you for the opportunity to express our

views on national testing, assessment, and accountability.

11
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Chairman KILDEE. Thank you, Dr. Hertz.
Dr. Neill?
Dr. NEILL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the panel.

Thank you very much for inviting Fair Test to present testimony
here today. My name is Monty Neill. I am the Associate Director of
Fair Test, which is the Nation's only organization whose sole pur-
pose is to look at and try to ensure that the assessment of our Na-
tion's students and workers is made fair, open, relevant, and
indeed, helpful. I would like to summarize my written testimony.

Based on our examination of existing proposals, Fair Test urges
the House to support education reform by not implementing a na-
tional examination or examination system at this time. The House
should, however, support efforts to introduce new assessment meth-
ods as part of improving school quality.

National testing proposals assume that more measurement will
produce positive change. Recent history shows this is not true.
IDuring the 1980s U.S. school children became the most overtested
students in the world, but the di.ired improvements did not occur.
Adding more testing is clearly not the way to improve education
anymore than taking the temperature of a patient more often will
reduce his or her fever.

Successful educational reform must begin by defining the kind of
education we want our children to have. Not simply standards, but
what experiences do we want our children to live through every
day wen they go to school. On that basis, we can then determine
the changes in standards, curriculum, school governance, and as-
sessment required to reach the educational goals, and on that basis
we can then decide whether we want or need a national assessment
system.

Current proposals for a national test or examination system seek
to test before the necergitary decisions about the goals and methods
of school reform have been made. This is putting the cart before
the horse. Some current proposals, such as the one presented by
Mr. Coopz, man from Educate America, call for the creation of a
test that would cost about $30 for six tests, to be administered to
all students sometime in the near future. Because of cost and time
factors, such a test inevitably will be entirely or mostly multiple
choice. To do a performance-based test, let me give you an example.
The ART Advanced Placement Test cost between $60 and $70 a
year. If you multiply that times 6 times 3 million students, we are
spending on the order of a billion dollars a year to have a test com-
parable in quality to the ART AP Test, not any $30 per student.

In my written testimony I have explained why the imposition of
a national multiple-choice or short-answer-type test will be an edu-
cational disaster for the country. It is because of their limitations
as technical instruments and because of their very harmful effects
on curriculum and instruction. Yesterday, Representative Good ling
read into the record a letter from the Fiennsylvania Secretary of
alucation that I wish I had written myself, because it summarized
extremely well the drawbacks of that kind of testing.

No proposal that relies predominantly or very much on multiple
choice testing should be given any serious consideration by the
House. Because the National Assessment of Educational

Pabout which you heard yesterday, remains predominantly UTtrPige
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choice, any effort to transform it into a national test will have
similar disastrous effects on educational reform. NAEP should
remain what is, a national indicator, but should move toward more
performance-based assessment methods.

Now what about implementing a national performance-based ex-
amination system, which is really the primary discussion that went
on in the previous panel. It certainly has the advantage over multi-
ple-choice testing in that it uses methods that can assess high order
thinking abilities and that support good educational practices that
in turn could develop the creativity, problem-solving abilities, rea-
soning, cooperative work habits, and so forth, of the students that I
think we want to Attain.

However, it is ur belief that we can move toward the national
use of such asses iments without constructing a national examina-
tion system. We .ould then gain the advantages of good assess-
ment and avoid the disadvantages of imposing a national examina-
tion system.

Testing by itself of any type, getting information by itself of any
type in itself will not produce reform. Information has to be used
in the context, a much broader ofthat is, outcome information
from students has to be put in a much broader context of knowing
about the inputs, the social factors around the school, the processes
that go on in the school, and indeed other output measures. So, if
we focus only on testing and assessment as a solution to our educa-
tional problems, we will end up failing to address such critical
issues as equity, rigid and bureaucratic school governance and
structure, low quality textbooks, inadequate schools of education, a
lack of information about everything else we need to know about.

We would be also imposing on teachers a new examination and
the teachers will not be able at this time to use them. To make real
use of performance-based assessments requires creating perform-
ance-oriented schools, which in turn requires restructuring, staff
development, and new educational materials. In short, we would be
ill-advised to jump first to a national test before figuring out the
other things that we need to do. We must organize the pieces of a
program of school reform into a coherent whole, rather than jump
at one part.

We also don't know at this time whether it is feasible to con-
struct a national examination system of the sort described earlier.
The whole progress could prove too complex, expensive, and un-
wieldy to work. Britain, for example, my understanding is, has just
dropped moderation from its national system. Now, moderation is a
process whereby the teachers grade the examinations but they do
so in a process of constant discussion among each other in order to
constantly redefine what is good work as distinguished from aver-
age work, as distinguished from unacceptable work. It is also a
process that feeds back into redesigning the assessments. It is a
process whereby teachers learn a lot. It is also a process by which
the curriculum can be restructured. It is, in short, crucial to a per-
formance-based examination system. But, as I said, Britain dropped
it, largely because it is too expensive. Britain does not test remote-
ly the number of students that we were talking about testing.

FairTest also is very concerned about issues of bias and fallibili-
ty. On any examination, there will be student-, who fail who should
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have passed, and experience tells us, from the history of examina-
tions in this country, that a student from low-income and minority
group backgrounds will be disproportionately among the students
who fail the testa but should have passed the tests, and who there-
fore suffer unfair negative consequences from testing.

While I am sure that the proponents of a national examination
system do not support tracking or grade retention, we have no par-
ticular reason to believe that by setting up a situation whereby stu-
dents are expected to attain a certain level of mastery by the age of
16 that it will not in turn feed back to a process of tracking and
frequent retention. Indeed, the discussion earlier suggested that
students who don't attain a certain level at grade 4 might be re-
tained. We know about as well as we know anything about educa-
tion that retention in grade simply does not work.

I like the idea of more time in order to accomplish what is
needed, but it can't be done by retention. The m then is we
have to think about restructuring things like eget:1E levels and
things like use of time in the school day. We have experiments
around the country on how to do that. We need to learn a lot
before we drive everything with a national examination.

Instead of implementioio7 a national exam at this time or a set
date such as the year by which we can expect such an exami-
nation system to be in place, FairTest urges the Federal Govern-
ment to take the following steps to improve educational assess-
ment.

First, assist States and districts acting in consortia to develop
and implement performance-based methods of assessment. For Ex-
ample, the various consortia working on new assessments such as
the Learning Resource and Development Center at Pittsburgh and
the National Center for Education and the Economy, as well as the
consortia from the Chief State School Officers, another one from
the Education Commission of the States, another one out of Boston
College headed by George Madaus from the National Commission
on Testing and Public Policythey have efforts under way. Their
efforts should be supported. 'This means funding research and pilot
program implementation.

You should also assist State and district teacher education and
staff development programs because if teachers are not able to use
the new assessments, the new assessments will not help us improve
education.

You could assist the subject area groups to develop and dissemi-
nate model frameworks, curricula, standards, and assessments.

Also, assist all of these different levels of groups in sharing infor-
mation among themselves, such as the NCThl standards, how do
they get widely distributed around the country and how do teach-
ers and administrators learn to use them?

The standards we are talking about, I would add, are ultimately
what the Coalition for Central Schools refer to as habits of mind,
and what a group I am now working with has begun to call intel-
lectual competencies. It is not simply bits of information that
people need to know, nor are they fixed things you have to be able
to do at a certain time. Rather, it is, for example, our history stu-
dents should learn to think the way historians think. Now there is
a lot of levels at which that can be done and we should, indeed, set
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levels that our students are shooting for and doesn't prohibit much
higher levels such as that attained by professional historians. But
that is the approach we need to take that is a radically different
approach than most of our schools in this country use and it
cannot be measured with most of the current testing instruments
that we have.

We also have to be sure that our assessment plans are embedded
in thorough educational reform, and we urge you not to act unless
you know they are. Don't just assume that they will be.

I would also urge you to reconsider how the Federal Government
now mandates standardized testing such as with Chapter 1. All
across the country I hear repeatedly what a disaster those man-
dates are for good education in Chapter 1 programs.

In conclusion, let us say we are not arguing at Fair Test against
accountability or for slowing down school reform. Rather, the cen-
tral issue is bow do we define education? How does our Nation
define education? We need school reform, not more testing. Our
Nation must not be misled into thinking that more testing will
solve our educational problems. Indeed, good assessment is part of
the solution, it is not the first step toward a solution. We will be
far better served to take the time to do the job of school reform
carefully and well than to act, hastily and poorly with destructive
results.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Monty Neill follows:j
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ladies and tientlemen.
Th ink you very much Go inviting FauTest to appear at this important hearing
Rased on an examumon of existing proposals. FanTem concludes that most current

efforts to establish a national test to measure progress toward the natnao's educanonal goals
will hurt. not help, our nation's efforts to improve school quality We therefore urge the
House of Representatives to supeon education reform by nor implementing a national exam at
this time The }lousy should, however. support efforts to introduce nets assessment methods
as part of implementing school rrform

National testing proposals largely are based on the false premise that measurement by
itself will produce positive change Recent history shows this is not true During the 1980s,
U.S school children became mesa* the most over-tested students in the w.nlid but the
desired educational improvemeMs did not occur FarrTest research indicate st our schools
now give mon than 200 million standarthred CRAM each year and the typical student must
take sesetal duiten before graduanng Adding more testing will no more impnwe education
than taking the temperature of a patrent more often will reduce his or her fever

In contrast, successful educational reform must include restructuring cumculum.
instruetton. textbooks and other matertals, school governance, and teacher education, as wen
as assessment What we need to Mate are schcris as communities of and for learning

To move tcswanf that goat. teachers, administrators, other school personnel. parents,
students, community mrmbers, and government must all be involved in an open and
democratic- process of defining OtAr educational goats at the local. state and nanonal les els

so that we can agree, for example, on what it means for all students to be competent in
different arras On that hams, we can then deterrnme how to make the changes required to
reach the goals, including a decision on whether to Institute a national test. Most current
proposals for a national se . however, seek to test Wan necessary decisions about Or goal%
of school reform have been made This likely lead to the backdoot uripomuon of a
national curriculum, without public discussion

Indeed, havisif a single national test raises the issue of the control of education If the
test becorrIes Important, as all testing proponents want, those who control the teit could
control currsculum and Instruction, particularly if decisions about curneulum instruction

342 Broadway Canitrodge Mass 02539 16171 864-4810 FAX (617) 4971224
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have not been aimed at Wore the test is constructed. and maybe even d those decisions
have heen mashed

A national exam should not be armed to undermine sush needed and emerging
reforms as school based management and shared derision making By centralizing decision
making, centralized national testing most keh will make edutation less, not more.
accountable to parents. students, teachers and thr community II he test is centrally
controlled. to whom could parents. teachrer and communturs appeal if thet disapprose of the
curricular decisions and instrustional methods imposed through the test'

An national test or examination system could prtclute addittonal major problems
lot example. the exammation systems of many other mourns are hased in school systems that
ngully son their students and perpetuate social class divisions, precluding the social mobilos
our nation heliCsrs In No one test should become a national gatekeeper that perpetuate% our
natton's unfortunate historv of unfairly sorting students hy race and class

A national test could end up being used to determine high school graduation,
employment and entranse into higher edus anon Due to unastiulaMt- measurement error and
bias. mans students who fail a test will, in reality. be a% capable a% mans who pass Research
indhates that those wfio fail btu should base passed will he thspniporminately from loss
mosne and ounorn% group ba,kgrounds Nu-lest agrees with the Na lima! Commissum on
'testing and hiblu. Piths.% that. hes ause (It the hias and error, no one test should nee he the
stile iii poinar basis for making an impommt edusanonal decision

Dangers of Multiple Choke Testing
an I r thai there are two different tspcs of proposals foT national testing

One Ispe wilt rel% essentialls on multiple cboise trying. the othet salts tor pcnormanse Nord
assessment Thew two approas hes are quite different 'Pies are the dittortice between
teting n 6.0 17.,s and %%kit titappas tn.]. h.,. 1,, 1.

1 he t. ast approai:h could% leads TO multi& .chom,,,- testing uf arhuttar an,t

i%olated skills . unonnierted to the ika) knowledge ts used in the world Multiple chohe and
short auswet tests .annist adequately assess problem wising or the abtlity to create and use
knowledfe ° Higher itr.kr thinking 114mm, the mudeHt to define the problem, to consider
and attempt sarious solutions to problems %shish are Ill structured and may have more than
one %I nics! stlutm,n, and to ptisiaLe knowledge not merels ft\ gsItte answers

ficiatisr multiple ,h.n.r'short answer testing cannot duct...0% assess highrt otder
,..trakidittes. a Ird ,..unpriked of siah nems wilt not inlorni us as to the problem sok mg 4r1,1
knoa tcIge it tiling L.:v.11,141in iii trut students ktuN ttoin retati.'h bourse!, that
stn,trrit ahittors in these arras are sery knitted 1 his has been caused large!) he..auw scti,tols
of schools' failure to trash them in an sanest area to more than a few student% l'sen the
best high ssh.sil sliatellt is pn a;l% do mil !slims how to putblern solse Along the approak hes

plutc.stunal uses let reseati.h kul ...how th..0 roNerli silting. knowledge
strattn. ,trinum.hes tan be iisrd e%rn with set, wang t tuttften

ft IC's{ is millpifluni ;us a flall Irst Is WIT fit he then It...Nix-es will tr At. tl It, it
lirsattsr nliattp!e ,,howe tests sannot directly measure highet lode; skdls. trashdig to the ie.:

es on rlmnqujtes in stru,t)inn,lt time spent tnt the tughet sit ill Instnii.tinn is reditsed iii
rnalorle ii ike esanis and the ulutil is tedused to the IC O chins

)L
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testing precludes a cumculum based on thinking. investigating. pmhkm solving and using
creativity. because the test cannot measure those things.

Additionally. these tests perpetuate the false tdea that fust students learn bask skills,
then they learn higher skills. Cognitive psychological research has demonstrated that learning
involves active thinking and to enhanre learning the student must be actively engaged
Test.doven schools produce higher test scores, but not students who are able to think

A pre.: iminantly multipkchoicr test may include a writing sample A typical shon
writing sample requites a student to write several hundred wards on a topic he or she may or
may not know anything about and may or may not care about, in a short period of ume, with
no chance for research. discussion (that is called cheatingl. or SCIlous revision. for no purpose
except the test If thr purpose of writing is to communicate, then a typical test writing
sample cannot legitimately be called writing at all. As with multiple-choke testing. it sends
the wrong message about the goals of education

These tests are not very useful to tearhers or policymaken The reason, in both caws,
is, that the test results dir not help the teacher or pobcymaker decide what do next If

Johnny cannot multiply, the test cannot explain why If Mana's whole class cannot multiply.
thr test doe ,. not pros ale information on what should be done

What standardized multipk-choice tests do hest is help sort students the good, the had
and the ugly. It is what they were invented to do. But if we are senous stout reformnig
education so that all students can learn the things we deem important, then we must stop
relying on rests that have as their only teal use thr soning of students.

In sum, implementing a national mulople-chowe exam will nuskad the public about
the nature of the problem and the requirements of real change. blosk pspitwe school reform
fincluding the use of new methods of assessment), hinder student,' ability to develop the
kinds of intellectual competencies they need to develop, and ultimately undetmme public
education

No proposal that suggests usang more Man a small propomon of multiplechoice items
in a national examination should he given any serious consideration by the House. At most.
multiple choke could be used as part of a sampling program to gather limited information
shout student acquisition of a narrow range of knowledge There is no reason to test every
student for this purpose and such a purpose should never he allowed to dominate education.
as it too often now does

Because of current technical limitations, any proposal to assess our nation's students
Inexpensively and in the near future will, of necessity, he a multiple Ounce tea An example
is the proposal his Ectocate America to test all high school seniors m Nis subjects for $
$51) each Stich proposals must be rejected

Performance.Based Assessment
By contrast, students should he assessed on what they know how to do To know how

to do something includes knowing factual content This method of assessment corresponds to
boa people learn 1hes learn by intepamig new information or expeneraes inta the
intellectual frame.senks they already possess, which in turn enables them to refine and
improve the frameworks
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Assessing what students know bow lo do is based on students' doing real work Their
arc many ways for students to demonstrate 'Fortis-dual citmpetenie in and across the suhles t
areas Performance, based assessments can be based on regu'ar student classroom work
prolects. research. wroings, products. self-reflection. teacher evaluation, exhibtnonx, and
performances that can be organized and summarized in portfolios In turn. the pcirtfolios
can be examined by outsrde people - teachers, other parents. trained examiner,. to
determine the quality of the portfolios and the kinds of work students are doing. Venmmt tin
example, is working On this method

Performance.hased assessments can also be examinations administered firm outside
the classroom These can include opemended. conipkx problems requiring thc student to
figure out whai io do. solve the problems. and explain what he or she did Or they can he
exhihnions, performances and products, such as now done in science fairs. Scout Merit
Badges. Advanced Placement Art and many performing and applied arts These often can be
exams that are worth teaching to, unlike multiple-choice tests A/trona. f'ahfornia.
Connecticut and Maryland are among the states implementing these types of exams

Taken together, in class and externally-deseloped performance based exams can
encourage real work, model high standards. spur improvements in teaching and cum-alum.
produce instructionally useful Information for teachers and students, and provide informarurn
based an real actisilles about student progress Assessment tan play an important part
developing communr:us nf and for learning

Cautions on a National PerformanceBased Esammation System
lboseser. support for performance-based assessments d s !TM mean such assessment

should immediately be !transformed into a rational examination system. such as that proposed
by the Learning Research Development Center and the National Center for Education and the
Economy (1...RDC/NCEEI° There are many seasons why thrs ts the race Among them are

.. We hate, not yet completed the process of discussing and debating what we want
our educational systems to be. Many complex issues of oducational reform, invoking
curricular goals and standards, instructional methods. assessment methods. school structure
and governance, and collection of information. largely must be resolved before thr question of
whether a natianal exammation system is desirable can be answered To do otherwise is to
put thc cart before the horse

- Imposing a national examination will not address the Issues of ngid and
bureaucratic school governance and structure. low-quality textbooks. and Inadequate sihools
of education Improsing assessment needs to be considered as one part of integrated sssterni,
change

The proposal calls for national boards to set standards It could create a national
school board that, by wrung cumculum standards, will lead to a centralized, national
education system. Because the consequences of such actions cannot now be known, bur ma%
include undermining democratic control of education, we should not rush into that process

Staff development is central to school reform, hut is not adequately addressed in ihe
LRDC/NCEE proposal If teachers are to teach to performancr.based assessmerns, to teach
the -thinking curnculum.- they have to knew how to do so. llus invokes developing the
ability of our nation's 2-1/2 million teacheis to teach and assess m new ways To be
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Testmova ' 1ii \rill hiational lesiinLysoes

ette,itse. st hoot retium iniot in link thy as te participation tit Missy who u, ill implement ihr
ChartgCS %%E. annin impose ritts, :W.f....Merits on leathers. ihange nothing else , and sat. 'Do
it

bi general. the proposal divs not adequately address equity issues that must be
solscd tor the system to he fair (*hanging assessment will nun by itself reduce inequities
All students must he assured a fair opportunity to learn how to work within a thinking
curriculum that uses performance-based assessments Additionally, the goal of -initial
mastery- could encourage sorting and tracking students according to who can hes: or most
quick!) feash the Foal This darq ' needs to seriously addressed to try to ensure
structures and prosesses, including in the realm of assessment. that ase intlusive and recluse
traaing and clrhe- kinds of sorting

- We simply do not know whether it is frasittk 10 Construct a national examination
system The whole process. pants Warty the calibration. could prose to be too complex.
espenose and unwields to work for esarnpk. England recently dropped a moderation
pnxess tiom its national exam process because it was too espenove Moderatxm is the
process by which teachers help shape standards and learn to grade paper.. products and
performances uniformly so as to produce consistent and reliable results Moderation is
valuable and necessary and must bir included in any performance based system. hut doing it
on a national levet tm top of state and lskat lesels may tie too mush as well as unnecessary
for educational improvement

. When the ctimplexibes and expense of the proposal becinne clear, the portfolio,. and
protects could end up being reduced to very limited ['sant% There even could be a return to
multiple-choice and short.answer clams Such a retreat would hase drstrustive curricular
effects and undermine all aspects of educational 1mm/cement

Tbe proposal is not coe.ceived tit as one part of an overall educational information
system Flat ing assessment outcome information on education is not useful unless wr also
have adequate information on inputs imoney. teaching staff, building quality, etc t, processes
and programs (curriculum. instructional methods, textbooks and materials. class sire, tole of
tracking, governance and school organirational structure. etc J. and additional outcome data
(employment and further education of graduates. dnspout rates. ek I This information should
be obtained without harming educatwn unlike what has happened wtth multiple.chince
tests Schools and programs should he esaluated on a comprehensive range of trichcamrs of
their quality as communities that support learning fot all students

Recommendations
There tt, no onr, simple method of putting a national education reform process into

motion in the rtght threcuon It is a process that can and s happening at all levels the
ClascrnOtn, the school, the district, the state, consortia that include aft of these, and at the
national level It is not and will not be a smooth and easy process Rut as good practice
becomes available to replicate, as impmved cumculum and asetscrnents become more widely
known, as our natum*s desire to iniprtwe education for all continues to grow, then we can
expect to sec real progress
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The federal government can proceed in one of two ways It can impose a national test
that !Ws the risk of short-circumng the process of school reform Or ti can find ways to
support school reform activities without imposing a national test.

Fair Test concludes that the House of Representatives should not propose a natamal
exam either immediately or to be in place within any fined toneutble. such as five or ten
':a1S. Rather, Fair Test urges the federal government to take the following steps to improve
oducation and assessment

Assist stales anx districts. acting m consonia. to develop and implement
performance-based methods of assessment

- Assist state and district teacher education and staff development programs.
Assist the subject area groups. such as those in math, English. social studies and

science, to develop and disseminate model curricula. standards and assessments
Re-examine the Instances in which thc federal government requires standardieed

multiple choice testing. particularly for the Chapter I program The testing requirernems
virtually force programs into being test-coaching programs, though that, as explained shove,
ts a poor educational method

Leave the Is'ational Assessment of Educational Progress as a national indicator!'
"to turn it into sonic kind of a national test will end up destroying its current usefulness and
may produce all the drawbacks discussed above In particular, NAFP should not be used
helms she level of state level comparisons Fairless doubts that statelevel comparisons will
he of real use to educators and urges that state comparisons not be approved beyond trial
measures unless espenence and research demonstrate how the comparisons will be used to
improve educatton NAEP should. however. Include far more performance-based assessments
and provide technical assistance to distracts. states and consortia who are implementing
performance based assessment

Consider how assessment information can heia he included a, one element of school
reform actotties an. '9.1r part of an indicator system, and not view assessment in isolation

Only after. . s : educational reform processes have been implemented and evaluated
over a period of time should the federal government consider whether it is desirable or
feasible to link the newly developed local arid state performancebased assessments to each
other and to national standards or curncular frameworks

Let us be clear FairTest is are not arguing against accountatittity or for slowing down
school reform Nor is the Issue one of the need for -standards Rather, the central issue is
how we define education We are saying that we need school reform, not more testing We
need genuine acrountahility. not test scores from multiple-choice or short-answer esams, and
we don', need to jump aboard an examination train heading Into trackless terrain

Our nation must not be misled min thinking more testing ...ell solve nor ediaattioLd
problems. Instead, we must construct plans for reform that include assessments which can he
used to help student teaming. guide educational improvement, provide information tot
ascountshi1O. and assist the go,1 of ctoof). but ma Ishwk progress or harm students Our
natsin wilt be fur better served to take the time to do thr sib welt, than hi ant hasiOs and
poorly with destructise results
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Chairman K1LDKE. Thank you very much.
Our next witness is Dr. Kelley.
Dr. KELLEY. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I

thank you for having me. I am going to approach them from, hope-
fully, two different perspectives other than a national one. I am on
a school board right now, and its past president. I have been in, I
think it is fair to say, hundreds of school districts in six countries
on three continents, and hundreds of classrooms as well. I can give
you my perspective better by telling you what I am going to do the
next 10 days.

When I leave here I am going to Schenectady, New York, and
work with their board and their administrators to reorganize their
district in two senses: they have to redistrict, and they are consoli-
dating a high school. With a little luck and help, we will be able to
induce and encourage teachers in that high school to take account-
ability for that product. That is very unusual in a high school in
the United States.

After that I will have to go England. It turns out that the Eng-
lish have decided this spring to test all 7-year-olds. I am not sure
what they are going to test them on, but politicians being much
more practical than, perhaps, people involved in testing, all of a
sudden raised a question. The minister asked, "All right. We are
going to test these people, then what?" And nobody could answer.
Now, the only thing I can offer them is that there is no necessary
answer. But that is the next task.

The task beyond that is to go to Budapest and try to talk to local
governments about how to encourage entrepreneurship, and the
reason for doing that is without a sound economic base you do not
have the surplus in your economy to fully educate your workforce.
By the same token, you never get that surplus unless you do fully
educate your workforce. It is a vicious cycle which we would be not
serving ourselves well if we broke.

The first thing I wanted to do was to give you some information
about how we compare. I say that because when I read about the
national position on testing, which is what one finds in newspaper
editorials, it is always about how badly we do. I think to compare
national systems with each other is nonsense on the whole becaus-
each one is emphasizing different parts of its product, ard that is
particularly true in a place like the United States and to a lesser
extent Germany and a couple of others where there is significant
variation even in the types of workforce being educated in some
parts of the countries.

I did include in the beginning of my testimony, which I won't
repeat here, four or five tables and charts which will show you that
we don't do that badly. I will say this: If you wish to control for the
number of students tested, and on some testa, for example, the pool
from which samples are drawn in West Germany is only 9 percent
of their student population from gymnasiums. We sample from all
75 percent of our 17-year-olds currently in school. Whether you
control for that or not and whether you choose your test correctly,
you can make almost any point you want about how well we do
versus somebody else. For once I wanted to make a good point, so
that information is there.

r1
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It is not that I believe that we do awfully well in every aspect of
our educational systems in the various States, but I will come to
the particular problems in a minute.

The second misconception I wanted to clarify was the extent to
which national testing goes on overseas. We are often told we need
to do it like some other country does. Very frequently, Great Brit-
ain is an example given. I would be embarrassed, given the extent
to which the British educate their kids at all levels of education, to
make that comparison. If it makes any sense at all to compare out-
comes of educational systems, there are only one, maybe two coun-
tries that are undeniably at the bottom of the league, and Great
Britain is the one that is undeniably at the bottom. That is even
true, incidentally, with respect to very well-trained individuals but
for an odd set of reasons.

Countries overseas don't go out and nationally test everybody.
When the Brits test 7-year-olds, they are doing that kind of thing
really for the first time. They have things like 0 levels and A
levels and GCEs and stuff like that, and we tend to compare our
high school graduates with people who do very well on those
exams. But people forget that on A levels you can get not just an A
or B, but also a C or a D, and many people do. Indeed, most do.

The same is true with the three versions of the French Baccalau-
reate. Roughly the same portion of people take the French Bacca-
laureate as get a New York State Regent's diploma among our
high school graduates, or among our high school age students alto-
gether, even including the dropouts.

So basically, when you start looking across countries, and the
size of their countries versus some of our States, it turns out that
very often they are testing sometimes in about the same way we
test, about the same proportion of students on outcomes-based
measures. And it is fair to say that some of these exams I have just
described in other countries are outcomes-based measures.

If you look at the Japanese there is even a more interesting com-
parison. We hear that they have an end-of-high-school exam. We
have to be correct about that. That is a beginning of college exam.
Every high school does not take that exam. Only 40 percent of high
school students are going to go to the type of college that requires
that exam. Two hundred and fifty percent of Japanese students
take this exam that you hear about them committing suicide over.

As you go into high school, everybody does take an exam, but I
won't describe the system. I describe it in the written testimony.
But it is not one exam. There are prefecture exams for prefecture
high schools. There are city exams for city high schools. Some high
schools have no exams.

Further, when you look at the Japanese college entrance exam it
makes testing in the United States look very good. There are
wople who score very high, for example, on the English exam who
know points of grammar that nobody in this room knows who
cannot speak English. It is, basically, these are the building blocks
in their most simple-minded sense.

I am very encouraged, incidentally, coming from New York State
because New York State has done a lot of work on serious out-
comes-based testing. This leads me to look at what kinds of nation-
al testing we do in the United States. We test more people at every

4
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grade level than any other country with three versions of the same
test. The three versions are called the Iowa, California and Stan-
ford Achievement Testa.

One of the reasons we do this has already been alluded to. In
order to receive our what is now Chapter 1 money and benefits
from various other Federal programs, and to decide when students
are no longer eligible for those services, we have to take these
normed reference tests. You folks make those rules, we don't.

Our particular district has found sneaky ways, using the New
York State tests, outcomes-based tests which can be nationally
normed, incidentally. These things are not at odds with each other.
It is just that you don't want to pay much attention to that norm-
ing. But since you require it and New York State has taken the
effort to norm a few of its outcomes-based tests, we use that to get
our Chapter 1 reading money, and then we have to go back to the
New York State money, the equivalent of Chapter 1 money, and
put that money into our math programs.

Now, there is a lot of criticism of achievement tests and I share
them. I think that a major underlying theme all through what is
being said is that we are beginning to learn how to test outcomes
pretty well and achievement tests or that formatting doesn't do it.
laut the criticisms are there, and there are two things you need to
understand about those tests.

One is the Lake Woebegon effect. If it tells you anything at all, it
tells you that the average, say, seventh grader knows more things
that are put on multiple-choice tests than the average seventh
grader 12 years ago, 7 years ago, 5 years ago. If you are bothered
by the Lake Woebegon effect, iust renorm the test to this year's
population.

S=.,.ndly, what people never realize about achievement tests
and this is in response to a question asked earlieris that there is
very rich material there to help teachers. And again, the only use I
generally have for tests is for diagnosis. It tells me what a student
knob q n terms of what they are supposed to know and why they
don't know it if they don't. Every wrong answer is on an achieve-
ment test question for a reason and patterns of reasons accumu-
late, ani it is very important for a teacher to know whether or not
a person gets a particular score because they didn't finish reading
the section or don't understand the use of semicolons. That infor-
mation is out there right now and we don't get it, and, obviously,
then we can't use it.

Now I am not in favor of going out and producing another test.
The experience in other countries, and I think particularly of Eng-
land and of Northern Ireland, is that producing another test
doesn't change anything in terms of distribution of educational out-
comes. On even very bad tests you know who is coming out at the
bottom now, and if you have new tests three years from now, it
will be the same people from the same places with the same demo-
graphics behind them. This is known.

Also, there is not a great deal of disagreement among roughly a
million classroom teachers about what people should know. I don't
find that when I go around. I even find general agreement across
countries about what kids should know roughly on average at an
age level. You know, if they are being well educated.
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To act in a vacuum, as if a million teachers have never thought
about this, is really duplicating an effort that is already going on
on a massive scale. States have done it; and, again, New York has
thought about this, with teachers, with testers, and there are even
some tests out there. And New York is not the only State. It is not
a mystery.

Now I am concerned about having more tests for another reason,
which I alluded to in describing my trip to England. If there is a
test that will be used, and particularly if there is another test, you
can't necessarily, either as the producer of the test or as somebody
advocating educating all of our students to their full potential, de-
termine what use that test is going to be put to. It is in the hands
of the user, and there are many hundreds and thousands of users
in the United States.

Now, I do have some suggestions about what can be done. It
seems to me that talking about testing, as contrasted to making
our assessments, which are many and getting better, even more ac-
curate, is putting the cart before the horse.

The things I would do, and these will involve both items I think
that we have to keep in mind and some specific recommendations.

One would be to support programs for children, families, agen-
cies, preschool and elementary schools that will help all children,
say, at age 8, age 6, age 3pick your ageall of them be able and
anxious to learn, and schools be able to teach children of diverse
cultural backgrounds effectively. It is not just the child's responsi-
bility to be able to learn. The schools must be ready to teach this
very diverse set of children that we have in this country.

You have to understand that no country has ever tried to edu-
cate such a diverse set of students since the days of the Roman
Empire, and, obviously, it is something that everybody in this room
seems to value.

The second thing to understand about that is that when we do
this, and we have to educate all our children, even children of ille-
gal immigrants when their parents are in jailthat is since 1984
it is going to cost more, not the same money, to produce the same
outcome with that very heterogeneous group than would be, say,
true in Germany. In Germany, except around Frankfurt, there are
two things that are true of a German classroom: they are all white
and they all speak German. Try that even in Ithaca, New York.
We do ESL and transitional bilingual in 51 languages.

If a class of 30 or 35, or even 40 or 45, in the Japanese case
works effectively for most students, it is not true here, if you want
those diverse students in the same classroom. The best teachers I
have ever met can handle the low twenties with that kind of class-
room. All of the studies of class size have been done after you have
imposed this very funny tracking system that has implicitly been
part of American education historically onto the schools, and you
are dealing with reasonably homogeneous classes. So many schools
are self-consciously moving away from that. You cannot use the old
studies to justify large class sizes.

You also need to understand that teachers work about the same
hours as other professionals. The teacher is the only professional I
know whose real wages did not go up between 1972 and 1988.
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I, obviously, have in here recommend continued support for
Chapter 1 and Head Start.

Finally, provide Federal support for technical apprenticing after
high school. Only in the United States and a few other countries do
we keep all of our kids in the same schooL These tests that are
given to some kids earlier, and they are not always national tests
in Germany they are state-based, sometimes grades in school and
fourth grade matter in some states in Germany as to whether you
go to gymnasium or not. But what they all wind up doing, other
than a very few countries, particularly the United States, is phys-
ically putting the kids in different places at an age where the kid
can't make that choice intelligently for themselves or understand
their consequences.

It has less effect there, because the ratio of blue collar salaries to
white collar salaries is higher in most other countries than in the
United States. Alternatively put, income inequality is larger in the
United States than most other industrial societies and is the only
one in which it has been increasing the last 10 years. So, if you did
that with our children, you are making a decision of immense con-
sNuence just in terms of howwhat kind of food they can buy.

We don't do that, though. We keep them all in the high school,
even though we covertly move them out from the different little
groups. But we try. But, obviously, they don't all get through, and
the problem we have is, in my eyes, different. The problem we
have is that we do have 30 percent of our students in the system
who are not prepared for the workplace or further education. It is
not that everybody is failing. It is not that we have a horrible
system. It is not that most people aren't making conscientious ef-
forts to teach all students effectively. What do we do about the 30
percent? And basically, I have been telling you, if you think it
doesn't cost money, I think you are very mistaken.

I also think you have to own up to what the problem is and not
think that a national test or people sitting here, particularly people
like me, can do anything about it until we get out into Ithacas,
Schenectadys, San Diegos, wherever.

There are a couple of particular things that would help, though.
The German example is very good in this sense. What the Germans
do with respect to those kids they do separate out is they work
through partnerships with businesses, as you know, but in the
process of technical education, which I would advocate beyond high
school as an entitlement, they continue academic education. Part
of their apprenticeship is not only in classroom work in these
skills, you could call it essential work skills, but continual educa-
tion in reading, writing, math, et cetera. There is no reason we
have ta do that for our l6-year-olds going into high school voc-ed in
New York. It ought to be true for 18, 19, 20, 21-year-olds as well.

Now, how do you get them to stay there? Actually SCANS can be
a very big help on that. I have seen a number of the SCANS work-
place scenarios that are very well done. What I plan to do with
that in every school district I get into is take those workplace sce-
narios in to business people and the school board members and say,
"Look. The first thing that has to happen is let's take middle
school kids because that is when aspirations and expectations di-
verge, and let's show them that what they are learning in sixth,
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seventh and eighth grade is exactly what they have to know if they
want a job." And we can do that by using the SCANS workplace
profiles. For that purpose, they are extremely well done.

The employers then around you are alerted that in fact your
school is teaching those skills, and the kids know that those skills
have to be mastered to get any kind of job other than flipping ham-
burgers.

One last point on this. I would like our business people, and we
are working on this in Ithaca, to use high school grades. The big-
gest resistance I have found there and elsewhere is a general view
they have of what I would call the maturity of the high school
graduate, not their competency. You will take the same kid age 18-
19 with the same transcript, an employer won't hire them. They
will flip hamburgers for 10 yearssame transcript, no intervening
trainingthey will hire them.

There is an age bias out there too with respect to young people
being employed in our workforce. Employers don't believe they are
skillful. Involving the employers in individual school districts with
SCANS-type programs will educate employers to the fact that they
do have skills. If a national test comes along in that area, I will do
my best to make sure it never is given in Ithaca.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. E. W. Kelley follows.]
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higher attrition rates. Thus, the very poor 'Avowing of the U.S.
on POP I ai are rankings 1 b at least partly due tn dif ferent int
attrition. The data underlying the ranking fnr POP II incorporate
an adlvstatent f or the effectu of &If fevent lel attrition on test
scores. However. the adlustment prat pet88re is biased in favor of
(ouotries with low attrition t he V.S. -and therefore
,r-eradlasts for the hiat.. Thus the true relative ranking of thr
.s. is atestorite re. in between the results for POP I and POP II.

1.".c. Census 19fIS
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Esuoilment Rates for Students Aged 15-18 and 20-24

Age 15-18 Aae 20-24

RankingCasmiry Ikar
Avant
Eainikif Ranking %sr

Thant
Earthed

Magni 1969 31.9% 14 1972 14.8% 12
04urn 1966 54.2 7 1W1 20.5 6
Canada 1970 78.2 --- 2 1970 28.5 2
Denmark 1970 51.7 9 1972 23.7 3
Rniand 1967 47.4 10 1972 13.8 13

France 197(1 54.3 6 1972 17.0 10
Germany (R)R) 1969 30.5 16 1972 17.1 9
Ireland 1771 47.0 11 1970 12 2 14

Italy 1966 30.8 15 1972 20.1 7
brannbourg 1970 37.4 13 1972 1.9 16

Netherlands 1970 SLS 8 1971 21.2 s
Nom" 1970 68.9 3 1972 19.0 8
Sweden 1972 68.1 4 1972 22.4 4
Switzerland 1970 62.6 5 1972 10.3 IS
Wiled Kingdom 1970 39.4 12 1972 15.0 Il
United Stases 1970 82.9 ...-- 1 1972 51.5 I
Swam Rases kw 25- to 18-yosocido otIspotd boo UNESCO (1974. Tables IS and 16); Noes fix 20- to 24-year-
*le adepoett bow UNESCO 0975. 34

The !Ailed States enrolls* higher percentage ot young people in seoondary sdiool trod college
than does any other Western nation.

From:
Michael Kirst
Who Controls our Schools.
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An International Comparison of lest Scores in Science
of Students in Last *az of Secondary School

Mean Science Saxe

0 10 311 32.3
....mmunimmons

ummosemomum...
1111111

hoyennot ot Mal age snap Mad
Saner: L.. C. Camber and lahn P. Kane% Saner Mahar ea Mown Canasna (Sieddadin and New lbrk.
Almada and Mall sad Wiley-tfained Poem 1973)

Overall Score Why 9% Ilap 5% [rap 1%

international eamparisana *inolving the (Mired States ase Ahmed by the egalitarianism of the
U.S. system_ When scores umpired are adfusted to reflect comparable proportims of the
relevant age group. U.S. sasses are skate to those of other cosuitries.

From:

Michael Kirst
Who Controls our Schools
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An International Comparison of Test Saxes in Mathematics
of Students in Last litar of Secondary School

Wan Mathematics Sem
0 5 10 13 20 25 30 IS 40 45

I I II ml OMEN.

=NM MEER

=MN IMMEN =MN SWIM,

ommoi arms ammo amour miw

MIMI arm mime Rama MIONII

Em1111 MINIM MI= NIISMISO 111111111 IMMMI 1

iMIMI MINIM UNIMMI 11
IMMI MI= =MEI a=Il MEM=

GiiI =MIMI 101111111. RIMINI IMMO =NM

MEMO UMW= MEMO UMENli

MOM liNi aMM MEM MOM

BMW a=11 MIME MIMED

Seam- Tamen Hush% d. Mansetions/ Slay 4 Athieweend a, Mathroofirs: A Companscul &turn Theft,
Onatrira Mew lbrk: 1967).

Average Mathematics Test Score for Equal Proportion of Age Croups
Awrage Mathematics Test Score for Country

When scores of all students studying mathematics in the terminal year of seconder/ sdiool are
compared. the United States tanks last, in part because U.S. schools enroll a much higher
peiveniage of the relevant age group in mathematics (18 percent as against 5 percent in some
European countries). When scores of equal proportions of the age group air compared. U.S.
students perform about as well as students in Australia. Belgium, and Htst Germany

From:
Michael Kirst
Who Controls our Schools...+
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:JtOsn'tiis.,A40t;voal exams for-ekst

'-Sichools ere. optz.rated.Gy..Cafferent public Sector authorii-itse anO

itclept stuWwnis icirgely.on the resulte of high echool,

:-Orirsnce oxews. Moat schools chrge foe, but ara
'7.1!...4

pa of echo*: Percent to Voiyersite Percent to College

acaCemic 72

iFoDe) academic

City commercial 6

City night. tecooical

Most of the st:goente who wi:: get into Tokyo University go to the

prefectural ,:ict,clemIc hxgh 5.chcoo!. A few go to city academic

schools. Ao increas.ng numbe: go to rbitNer new, elite co,ivate

schocls.

Or43)4

Fry1": ThWithe Rohlwo

Japan's Hign Schools
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;eg,7- Ant! alr - -

in a mu.11p.e t_med format afr_: are essentially far:I:Jo:1y

oriented. A alvient ter, r.n.w Eng:1:J, grammar we tie

a:most never tAlt yet nc.1 be al:le tc, ,:,nverse in

English at even a pr:mitive :evel. Many .lapanese are fully aware

that their hi'l.nal exam sy.rIt'm os i 1 a:ways measure even

skills, let alone more complex prot.Uem solving abilities that are

1140..!! valuar.:e I. an.1 emi.,:.yer Yet tl,er,7

is Es strong press.ire for rPasc'r 1ci ive!. here) :.!) 5..me

students Ic at*.a1:-. 3 n:gt, r,,te and

academic skills As can be seen in the a:..:0174a1ying diagram :%:y

a mliwIty o! .'apanese students age abot take their

"national" exax, used to screen into universities No Japanese

exam is designed to assess tneir education of all students or

give the country a report :.ard The same la true in Fra:.e where

the taalaureate is still taken by fewer than t.f.)% of students in

their :ate te. Actually the L'ack:alaureate ls numl.er

different. overlapping Ltreams of courses with curricu:um fixe,;

hours of instruction and final exams mandated nationally. Grade.;

are g:ve!, f!kidents as a conseuence c,f the exam in each

subJef.t that forms part cf the particular baccalaureate they

take

Britian A ,evel exaima are pegged at aro'..ind the same le.vr: as

the baccala,reate, dut allow greater students choice in ce,m!:,11.:ng;

saVieit W!,i,e there are thr.e mat,A vartationa of the

baccalaureate. British students t-an mix the A-ievei exams .,nt,s,

take In wany ways AkKAO half the perentage of students In

BrItaIn tal..e A-levels when LH:Jmpared to French students taY.ing

sone baccalaureate This is consistent with an almost universal

observation: if comparing the prod,Icts et' whole ejucatirjnal

systemt made any sense at all. Erltain 1:-. probably at the bottom

of the league caf industrialized demuiracies. Most students who

finish sec.:1)0ary ne7er laKe more than a few 0-level exams;

these exams can be passed by mot minimally ompeteni nIgh
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school graduates

The leve. at whis:h the 13ritlsh and French exams ars piteheo is

about that f the average rno of first year exam at a U 3,

f:,:r year tThere It some variation acrost, these

Wnile the typl.i. re'ipler.! of a haccilaureate ,)r

stuJent soc.etsfu. at the kieve. math wc,uica

know more mathematics than the U.S.. four year college freshmen.

Inat sot,set of fresl%men wh' w1.1 ma!e-r in math and science. the

fair comparison group, wi'l know about as much. However. there

ne Iwlse the ir,..portl,:n of Fren,-h anti it S. students

involved in the comparison

Like Britain and Franr:e. Germany has no national assessment

or any national test that aluost all students take. Like the

United $tates, cuntrol uver educational instruction and

evaluation lies principally at the state (laender) and local

level. As in the United States, frequent professional contact

across states and a national media result in great commonality of

urricula and materials examined by state or local educational

authorities .

german steles vary In the age :12-143 at which they first

formally separate students into more or less academic tra.:ta; no

uniform assessment process is used across the country_ Fourth

year grades, some exame and teacher 5udgement (rarely parental

lodgement. unlike the United States) are all possible elements of

a decision to track a child to gymnasium. Historically the

possibility of movement into white collar professions is largely

determined at this point, the child tan hardly be said to be an

active and informed participant in choosing his or her future.

Yet the sifting process is largely not resisted for two reasons

Study after study snows that students around the ages of 12-14

absorb the expectations (ratner than aspirations) of those around

them, including, critically, those of their peers. These

expectations are largely based on the historical and inexpensive

information provided by parental

41-090 0 - 91 9

education, job status and income
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Structure of the Education System
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for the U S acirJ race and language variation) Se'.ond the

tlstut anO finan:Ial penalties of not being In a white collar

profession is nnt near:y as great in Germeny as it is in the U S.

The Germans have an excellent apprenticeship system run by

Industry and state governments together Part of the program is

t...1eJ Products are largely literate workers with ski.ls

to work productively in a particular indusry. These workers are

we.1 ai talmotl always aa much or more than their V.S.

counterparts even ,71-1 the occasions when U.S. workers are as c:r

Inequality of earned income across white

collar. Glue collar workers, managers. etc .. ia lower in Germany

than the United States; only in the United Stat.'s have all

measures of Income in:quality increased in the last ten years.

Of course, in ,:apan, inequality of earned income ts the lowest of

the countries we ere considering ana the percent of the economy

totally in the private sector is highest.

None of these countries conduct internal assessments like our

NAEF A.! are Involved in multinational survey compariscns. many

ot whiLh involve the United States as well The Council :4

Europe in Strasburg probably has the best information about

national anc even local educational practices and tested

!yr:,../Itan, es Nhe %:.f these cc.uf:trick; has a single test that

a.: students tai.e The Oapanese enci-of-hIgh school exam Is not

taKeh ¶ grleA,a'e, rather it If tuKen get intc,

Almc,st all of the high sLhool graduates ih France lake some corm

of the baccalaureate. However that number represents not much

higher a proportion of students that those In New York State who

receive regents diplomas

NATIONAL AND STATE TESTING IN THE UN:TED STATES

kho.::Is in the United States already give almost national

tests These are the Iowa. Stanford, California achievement

tests i:choc,1 distriits must use these or other nationally

formed tests to determine eligibility for various federal

; )
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7! m.e. ts,- anu are

r-war,.ng r In 71e !1dri

r t :Jut t' t7.-tC te.1.79-0

.! ..rri' .! dittri,1

!"..:r1t.er 1et.tt- we have ment:oned. achievement

test:, are passive. t,uht.:e gues!, tImed examE.

af,-,-171. the extent t.o whic.h

stu.ients matter the cA,:met. we I:et for them :s important tn

:u.a.y euu,atic.n. wist await the

Tc,Irage r,e expl2cit about ,-)utcomes and the

1:ased testing. The L8Je Wobeggon

ef:el tett that fludents on average

myre t.j. the same age did five or seven yeart

ag The Lal-.e w:q..egg:n elfe:t can be e,iminaled y simply

ren..rming t:e te7 The a, h:evemerA tetts are given to more

students than NAEF could ever sample. Peop:e are excluded fr,.,m

I.r l'ame reaons (1.e some type of handi,:apped

NAEP overeamp:ing would be unnecessary, if

:ren were c.rIng compared Achievement tests

miny m-re arr.: are arg.iafAy more ,l.1..sely tied to

c!.!!dren Fnc.uld know after a number ^f

W^- .- wtth n,rming .ethlevement

l!,ey were outc.omes faced .7n a

general currit:u:a Oddly. we do not use achievement tests to

:zin.e every wr,ng an!.:wer !a on a multiple guess tes.1

lor a reason. to as..ertain vatterns wrc,ng recrinn:es culct f.e

va:Lable for teazhing

Apt:ty..te natir,nal tests that

measure outcomes. even ths,ogn they are included in the Department

:f Eu.cati.on "wail f7har!" ::.ATs can only he considered as

predi:.v,rs .of acaoemic performance. Uut they are such

theffl,:lent i.re,:1,1rt.. w need rrA consider them farther
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Individual U.S states are often as large as many of the

countries with which we compare our educational outcomes. Our

larger states probably achieve full economics of scale in

evalaating student performance Slate minimum competency tests

do not demand sufficiently high levels of mastery in any subiect.

One reason the U S. has more high school graduates than other

countries Is that the common denominator of graduation 19 a low

level of accom,..lisrmient at academlr subJects Yet some tests,

like many New York State regents exams require levels of

performance of students that would place them toward the top of

their age peers in most other countries. New York has also

developed outcomes based tests which compare favorably with

diagnostic performance tests given anywhere (Unfortunately these

are often still in a multiple guess. bubble sheet format) (See

tables 1-2; figure 1) The problem is not In the existence of

ever better and more diagnostic tests, but In the fact that a

number eit students do not do well enough

Me can conclude that the United States tests as much es any

country. (For some guidelines about testing see Figure 2).

Probahly some atate tests are more self-consciously based on

educationally desirable outcomes. Our nationally normed

achieveuent tests are taken by a higher percent of our students

each year than take any tests 1:t any Other country. No other

country has NAEP on such a scale for so long. Two caveats:

almost everything we do with NAEP can be done more accurately

with .:urrently given achievement tests: why give the NAEP if

there is no consequent policy change at national or state levels

that will effect educational outcomes at the classroom level-

Information is a costly waste if it is not in a form that can be

used and then is used to change outcomes More national testing

in the U.S will have a feww ecrtain results: less instructional

time and more professional testers employed.
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M4SIDENTIFYING THE PROBLEM

Rational tests are not the problem with U.S. education nor

they the solution to any problem. Our problem Is not that

,:,:_educetion_ls overwhelmingly failing us. Rather some of ueare

nót being well educated in school and no other proviaiOn ip made
. . _ _ . .

theee people be useful In the workforce 'unlike Germany

end.Japan). Some of these people even receive high school

:ipicinaa. In the future our work force will require a

clistribution of skills we are currently not providing ip our

----educational system AFigure 3,

. ':-WhemLetudents ere tracked out of academic education in

:Germany, they Are simply dtopped. In Germany all students have
_

,

The savings occur in later tax collections and less on the job

access apd the leiter differential tetween their income and that

of white collar workers is small(similarly in Japan). Students

.1Day little or nothing for this training, cost is shared by

:federal and (mostly) state government and business In Germany.

Araining. The apprenticeships all involve continued general

training in literacy, writing and numeracy. The two most popular

apprenticeship programa in Germany are automechandc and

hairdressing, the same Ss in the Uhited States.

_ The distribution of those who do not achieve high levels of

educated competency in the U.S. is well known. They are

tliproportionately black, hispanic, and low income.(See for

example Figue 5). Eighty seven percent of children under three

born of black never married females live under the poverty line.

We already know many of these children will not attain high

levels of competency in school for a complex set of reasons none

of which was initially a choice the child made. It Is unfair to

blaMe the child for events he/she did not choose and insufficient

to do nothing to make that child a competent citizen with skills

to enter the work force. More national testing will neither

improve that or any child's chance to become successfully

262
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educated nor will the:pattern Of.fallure.te,Changed., Indeed

. changing rkr adding to national testing can often exer'ere*e

inequality of opportunity Zr.

-soh,levo!r*

.. .r t. Liat a.ange the

outcomes in classrooms and schools.

'= 2.. Support those programs for children, families, agencies . pre-

...school and elementary schools that will help all children at.

say, age 8 be able and anxious to learn and schools be able to

teach children from diverse cultural backgrounds effectively. Do

this'without imposing a monollthic culture on families.

HUnderstsnd that we are the most heterogeneous culture ever, with

the possible exception of the Roman Empire.

Understand that to educate ell our children (*doh we must

since.the Supreme Court formalized this practice in declaring

Section 21.031 of Title I of the Texas Educational Code

.unconstitutional) will cost more than would te true in

_homogeneous cultures. Class sizes of 30-35 are possible if all

the students are white and speak German: class sizes much above

twenty are difficult for a skilled teacher, if the student

population is heterogeneous.

4. Understand that teachers work the same average hours as other

.professlonals and work at tasks most of ue could not do.

Teaching la the only profession whose real wages did not go up

between 1972 and 1988 (Non-professlonal real wages went dOwn in

the same period).

5. Continue support for Chapter One and Head Start.

6. Provide federel support for technical apprenticing after high

School. Only in '.he United Sates and a few other countries do we

keep all our children in one school through age 17-18. Children
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grow. ohange their interesta'and progressively maKeohoices lor

themaelves tmach more than-the (erearie:for-.example). "-We 'should

not-be:making choices for youth that they should nake for

themselves. It is they who live with tte consequences.

' 'Belmire that increased general literacy, writing skills and

numeracy are part of the program. Provide inoentivea for-atates

to Organize the programs an4 insure that it work on site at

bpsimeg4es as well as formal training.

Make- _At free or a:most f rP.e. C

ts-e nr7. 1

n

-41.

t- - -

-
. 4 xiothyr uceblwio.

die4ribution in the population.
A educational outcomes or their
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Tobki 2. Reodabilny of Prose Samples in ORP Units

34 DRP Units
800,10[1. Ft...2 Thor need air of Toad Paton eat weol
They eat Wes They eat banes Thor oot hones, The,
atot fah too Seca feed to that sprotto They Feed es Me
fonatnef They Feed et tee Fob Bean ad for food then
They tm,re Thiry 401, They Pe toots They Ptat hen,e4
They eat a lot The, gra. fea Soon...roc ronws ft
yteh cad n smoes Ews the bean don nees. re ea PA
They don need Food The, oee Fot enosigh They can

5P41 oeto.

PIC 34
;RP

39 DRP Units

A I. .d I ...nal we skoptd fi.gff nue is

Caned tt v.s the ctu Tn., ho'p, bh she b td The

4eCo'he't ,t010 S. rhea we 0. w-lt 'her hero a,a4e
twos the boa fie-.. A bad car, ',aye TO. sr. ono..
SOK 1.Csos Br& rho., thea wakg, font.0.4 0,4 do.,
Then Pe, mow Pens op and book Tb0,, hu. she, fp,

43 ORP Units

Mon, Oo.e. CF., .ornn, ge, hole, sr,
N.or 0. 114, wort' CO.,/ f*On offf hod tnon It

n Mined O knot ftorn,,, op ;foots and loses
toed dot.t.g toe irew,g season to avow hams *ad
Of IffOfth tooo., b,, thf wtfor They ate fofd hot.
"such hcr, ..,11 be obte to get The &nos., thongs-I oath

Cf. CfnPe^Of 'On Int." n-f.ft Isomoo

orte01 '0 koa, ao... hr ...I" .o[ent It {Olson to
cloc.04, otet.th cnreas he oaafa to pions The
shot r howo ho. outh wotet d.hefent c 'cos

47 DRP Un;ts

nu pal oF a beach boeween h.gh and low, trete n coiled
the nadtle beech ts a hone to rnonv Plants onfl
antnath Sot 10e o lthtt otctefte beach a had The-, .1
no otoromon oaraat 11.41 wash of the oneconng
Some &smart ...laor by chgeng hold tn the sand They
.an rot o taloa t.srA.nes one*, ?<sand The ...SOT.

adtt Mom Sof te seo Ther we soft

51 DRP Units

MOS .ake tcve to protect the, egto The
ii,cs does not tt sat el.aP+ i ect3f

thee loose., on the round Desoto and dctens &oP
tone ea Ow eves fott onto dry teCntel, rho, wt0.4 hhe

eutadroos follsno Marty of all otegs do not holds Sat
toOlegt 00 14 OW the .nlk Pak. 0,11 00t Pe ort
The, haw tented on tares ...rat before ...1e gal of Ow

!oat) 53
t ;

56 ORP Units

The woo e of Gawe used the 0 n..p.otte aa Pe. ffl
At fast "se Grows ...tole hoer. ..ef i tr. p...ct 4.4. to

mita e alternotog toot The Came& mete fte thet
mot 4 eo.sg come Goan thee wands Foe %be and

The nathed rei.need the,n a/ cello sotha back
and forth, plowmg o held taasolualfa, the CeNvio
ont, In oaf fla enca1peoofe do ea.

60 ORP Units
The oe,p boord wo snopie redone...kr pace of wood
AD the tetton oh the alphabet we sat wa se a maws act*
across a ton edge The teo WV, ond the -was 'tart:

oad 'goodbye =pew below A %nob
heod shaped pace of roAogi coned 0 Olon[holio a
nap., ed carers so ot can mow eosas oe the boord
When 0.1 plot es An fusgeritp, LitA, on the p.oftcheor
a states aroynd ft A-Q-Art 0"00,r41r voeSsa,
OnO Klan confrOf On Ow port of tho mnrOtOf 11, po-nser
svpposed t Wen Oat taw orun.ors '4, gp,antons

64 DRP Units

no-A,Agi 0t elpeoc44, ...lnetoble to
otnsoldshera change Archaratagah know chm. nence
IN, trf 10 d scpar bedew* Orseetonc 4 tomb whethe
the/ ttfl ithd tnarals SOK.O. took how been ide,gned
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eaththo that can he &cooed ,tha the .1.0onct bri.re Ar
617"g l'o's if ftf. catewo atdawes trOf ;retrace of

oat scoataas toe ;peyote to toie stew to wneaa
the owa,a; 01100" at a ts o !COWS

73 DRP Units

taerofve thawed co aarees. a roaaheal
houses ond prehologv. :whet thon nia. a geom.&
Timeacthraa,a Chamemes, ttsyth &swift) pwatats of

tr. as the flatteew. Wowed Ikea" dal tam
Efaorchohy deofaso cdoth the Wes of reo: people wal a

Far et And a.. olnootopts, theetotthewscsOo

cOotttoCt Pother that, speeateao. yowl

DRP Units

irefte,on I pattefeace I co on ocyorayl 1.0(4..t.t and ha
alealaot.on of the. .Pdependent forthet tattooed 0
Coo,...c.s that eepoesanfohae goaeanowo rimmed a
set,a oad telataols wospeous VOMOnmc boy, to
4,0*Ct.0.. Rotten/Jaif s. porewed the icmthee a.

ance,calle wdepenclent. ond Mrs 00*4 Aly tO

suannOtea It4 nadcrneot os a ceder+ to the .ofi,eoce of
demagog,. tta dohhe and &asses ot slip, aed
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F;pire. 3-

WHAT SHOULD BOARD MEMBERS KNOW ANIXOR DO ABOUT
TESTING

1. Uses of Testing:a evaluation of curriculum over district
b. extent to which student haslhas not mastered

curriculum
C. reasons student has not mastered curriculum

distractor analysis
d. precfiction ef future non-test performance

Note: Remember: we are teaching children information, skills, and
how to reason: we are not teaching chilren about tests. (unless the
rest of the world makes us.)

Testing has no automatic consequences that are not negative.

Don't g: a test unless it does a-c above. In particular, ask: when test
results come in, do they tell us what we must change in teaching a
particular child or in the curriculum. If no change cart be inferred don't
give the test.

2. Using Tests: a bringing the task into the test versus bringing the test
to the task: K-1 testing.

b. achievement testing. Do they satisfy any of the uses
given above. Standardized tests verStisi.tionat
norms.

c. alternatives to achievement testing: the problems of
context. time and curriculum relevancy.

d. testing and state-federal funding. requirements.
e. curriculum based tests: role of the state
I. competency tests: competency at what; who

decides?
g. predictive tests: are they worth using?

3. Report Cards: a. school districrs report card. CAR et at.
b. the nation's report card. NAEP et ai.

4. Bias and the fear of failure: some human consequences of testing.

Ithaca City School District
400 Lake Street
Ithaca, NY 14650
607-274-2101

E.W. Kelley. Chairman
Board of Education
James E. Lorthridge
Superintendent of Schools
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Chairman limns& Thank you very much.
Gordon Arnbach?
Mr. AMBACH. Thank you very kindly, Mr. Chairman, Congress-

man Petri, Congressman Hayes, and members of the staff. You
have passed your own endurance test for this morning. Perform-
ance test, I might note. You have been extremely patient and very
attentive to the presentations that have been made.

I speak this afternoon, Mr. Chairman, as the Executive Director
of the Council of Chief State School Officers, particularly today as
the United States Representative to the General Assembly of IEA,
which is the major international education assessment organization
that we have in the world. And because my good colleague has
been making references to outcomes-based assessments in the State
of New York, which I happened to put in place, I am going to take
credit for having been a IVew Yorker and the commissioner who
was involved in that State, which does have, as a matter of fact,
the most extensive assessment system in the United States, both
individual exams and performance or program assessments.

Mr. Chairman, I commend you strongly for this hearing. You are
smoking out the issues, and that is extremely important here. We
have to be looking at what are the purposes of tests, what are dif-
ferent types of tests, and I would submit that already you might
reach these conclusions from what you have heard yesterday and
today:

One, there must be a unique United States solution to the issue
of national or nationwide testing. We cannot simply borrow from
somebody else what they have done because it has to match onto
our own national organization, nationwide organization for educa-
tion and its unique characteristics.

The second thing I think is that the real issue before you is what
kind of nationwide testing or assessment system we should have. It
is not really the issue of whether there should be a single test or
not a single test. It is much more complicated than that It is the
question of how you put the pieces together in a nationwide assess-
ment system.

And it has also been clear I think from the presentations that we
have oodles of testing and assessment at the local level, at the
school district level, school levels, State level, national level, even
at the international level. A critical issue, however, is how one con-
nects up those different systems, tests and systems, so that there is
a common currency of information about the results, and that it is
possible to be able to relate information about testing in Iowa or
testing in Idaho with information about testing someplace else
without necessarily having to lest every single student in orde- to
be abie to do that.

Now, you requested, Mr. Chairman, that I speak particularly to
the issue of the international dimension of national testing, and I
would point out in simple form virtually every speaker that has
preceded me has made the case for it, and the comments and ques-
tions that have come from the members of the committee have
made the case. Just think through this morning at how many
points along the way someone has made a reference to a cross na-
tional comparison of education, someone has made a reference to
what rank ordering there is or made a reference to experiences in
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one country as against another, and that is precisely the point that
I bring before you. But, as you are thinking about what might be
done with national testing or national assessment, keep in mind
this international dimension.

From both the understanding that we see and the misunder-
standing that we have across the country, it is absolutely critical
for us to be investing more in careful analysis and study of what is
happening across the world. Not just in the scorecards, which are
the popular public media items that demonstrate where the U.S. is
related to other countries, but in a much more profound sense than
that. What do we learn about the type of instruction, the nature of
content? Who is involved? Is there screening in the system by way
of where students are placed? What kind of instructional approach-
es are being given? What are the overall system characteristics?
Those are the things we need to know.

Now, for about 35 years, there have been a fair number of inter-
national assessments, and the value of them has first and foremost
been on trying to understand what are other systems like; and, sec-
ondly, to try to get some kind of common formatting for being able
to assess pupil achievement so that you could relate what the
system is like to what the achievement is, and it might help to
inform us as to whether we could change or make policy for educa-
tion in our country and other countries on the basis of that infor-
mation.

The fact is we have a worldwide natural laboratory of different
educational approaches, and whether you are talking about the
issue of vouchers or choice, or the organization of schools, or 240
days or 160 days of schooling, and so on, you can if you are careful
about it, as my colleagues pointed out, extremely careful about it,
undertake to look at what happens where those practices have
been put in place in an attempt to try to get some sense of what
the result has been.

Does it automatically lead you to a conclusion as to what we
should do in the United States? Of course not. But it is a natural
laboratory that must be used. That is the value of the international
dimension.

The second major point that I would like to make for you is that
it is critical in doing international studies to have reliability, valid-
ity, fairness, an even playing field, if you will, as best you can, by
way of making these studies. Within the last three years, there has
been created in the United States a new board, which is the United
States Board for Comparative International Studies. This document
of framework and principles has been produced by that Board. It is
under the National Academy of Sciences. I won't go into any of the
principles or the framework, but it is an important guidepost for us
all here in the States and in other countries to be using in terms of
constructing these studies.

The third point that I want to make has to do with what is up
for this next decade. Already on the drawing boards, in fact, in
progress and with the support of both the National Science Foun-
dation and the Department of Education in this country, Canadi-
ans with strong support is probably the largest single international
study of education that has ever been done. It is called TIMSS, or
the Third International Mathematics and Science Study.
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In 1993-94 and in 1997-98 there will be a very extensive study of
those subjects with three populationsnines, thirteens, and seven-
teensand done in such a fashion that there will probably be some
40 nations that will participate. The emphasis is not ping to be on
just what is the achievement level, but rather on the study of the
systems. In the jargon, what is now being called the opportunity to
learn. What does a student have an opportunity to learn in each of
these systems, and then what are the results?

I would urge that even though this is not an authorizing issue
that the members of this committee be attentive to the appropria-
tions aspect of this in order that we have sufficient funds to carry
that study through.

And there are additional studies: in reading literacy, one in early
childhood development and education, and a third one in the use of
computers in schools, which are under way in the lEA. So, at the
end of the decade there will be a significant study in how it is that
children in various countries learn a language other than their
native language, something which I think could help to inform us
in the Stat c.?s greatly.

My last and final point has to do with how it is that we directly
connect these international dimensions with our national testing or
nationwide assessment system. I had the privilege just a week ago
of testifying on the Senate side, and I testified to the effect that
what we need is not a national test, but what we need is a nation-
wide testing system. Some aspects of it are what we call program
assessment: sampling of students, a relatively low cost activity
which tells you whether the system is producing; and you also need
individual exams or tests which tell you whether individual chil-
dren are learning toward particular goals.

What we have to think about is how to connect those two differ-
ent types of tests in a national and in an international sense to
common standards, and you heare 'hat over and over this morning.
Common standards against whicil we design those tests, so that
there can be a connection. And so think in terms of what frame-
work we need, what apparatus. I happen to believe it is a national
board for purposes of establishing these kinds of standards for our
assessments as related to the international dimension as well as
the national.

One last point by way of these connections has to do with NAEP.
The authority for State-by-State ends, unless you change it, in
1992. Many of the States which I directly represent are extremely
interested in thinking down track, to want to continue to have the
State-by-State option, and they are also, perhaps to your surprise,
thinking about wanting to do a subsample of the IEA TIMSS study
so that the State might even be able to relate its results to the
international study.

The point here is that your early decisions on NAEP, the author
ity for State-by-State and the continuation of that, are extremely
critical right now for the several States as they think about their
own State assessment systems, how they are linked with the na-
tional, and how they link with the potential international studies
down track.
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It's an immense agenda that you have before you, Mr. Chairman,
and members of the committee, but it is an extraordinarily impor-
tant one. It is one on which it requires the kind of care which you
have heard expressed over and over again here this morning, and
we would like in the future to help you in any way we possibly can
to reach the right conclusions.

Thank you very kindly.
[The prepared statement of Gordon M. Ambach follows:I
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COUNCIL OF CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICERS

INTERNATIONAL DIMENSIC NS OF NATIONAL TESTING

STATEMENT BY GORDON AMBACH
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, COUNCIL OF CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OMCERS

BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON Et 1.MENTARY. SECONDARY AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

COMMITME ON EDUCATION AND LABOR
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MARCH 14, 1991

Mr. Chairman. Members of the Subcommittee, and Staff Members of the

Subcommittee. Thank you for the opportunity to tesufy at this important hearing on

'National Testing: Pros and Cons.' At your request, I will focus my remarks on the

international dimensions of national testing I speak as Executive Director of the Council

of Chief State School Officers and as the Caned States Representative to the General

Assembly of tht International Association for the Eval ..stion of Educational Achievement

(II-A), the most significant international organization for international studies.

I have four points to make. First, the value of international comparative studies,

second, the necessity for a compreiensive framework and principles for conducting

international studies: third, the importance of United States' support for !EA studies

planned through the decade of the 19905: and fourth, the relationship between international

studies and nationwide assessment irt the Umted States.
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The value of

international comparative education studies includes the following; a) they provide us with

an understanding of the differences in cuniculum, instmvional practices and system

stmctures in the various nations; b) they provide measurement of student achievement in

different nations in a format which makes comparisons of results possible; and c) they help

us to understand the reasons for the differences in student performance in the various

nations. For the United States, with the recent establishment of national education goals,

international studies have a new importance in measuring comparative progress. particularly

in mathematics aud science, toward our goals.

Up until the 1980s, most students and parer,. thought about student performance in

comparison with their neighbors or, pedlar students in other schools within the school
Am.

district. As one travels now across the United States talking with students and with parents,

their concern is about performance related not only to the neighborhood or community but

to student performance in the state, the nation, and particularly to students in otherparts

of the world. Our students and their parents recognize their future is in an international

society and their association with peers around the globe will depend upon the education

they have compared to that of students in Sweden, Japan,, Singapore. Germany, Nigeria or

other countries. They recognize, furthermore, their future employment is in an economy

which knows no national boundaries.

The common public notion of international studies of education is typically the view

of a graph in the newspaper or on television which rank orders countries according to

an aggregate measure of student achievement on a particular math or science test. The

2
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assumption too often is that the only purpose of the comparison or the study has been to

see who is winning the 'education race.'

In fact, international studies of education first began with the purpose of learning

more about the nature and type of education provided in the several countries so that there

could be an understanding of the varied opportunities to learn afforded students in different

countries. In order to judge what results yielded from that opportunity to learn.

achievement testing was coupled with these analyses of educational programs. Over 'a

period of three decades, a series of studies have reported both a description and analysis

of educational programs in different countries and the student achievement results related

to those programs.

in the last 15 years, as we have become more and more concerned about the

effectiveness of schooling in the United States, we have turned greater attention to the

analysis of educational performance in other countries. The reiult of these studies has

brought to light relative achievment levels of American students and, perhaps more

important, drawn attention to significant differences in the characteristics of schooling.

organization of schools, and the content of instruction in different countries. The variety

of approaches to education provides us with enaturar world-wide laboratory to examine

different educational techniques and associated results of student achievement. We need

to expand our capacity for such international comparative studies so that we may learn more

and more about practices in other countries and the ways in which they may inform

policymaking for education in the United States.

3
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comparative studies must be undertaken with validity, reliability and fairness. Although

often difficult, it is extraordinarily important to assure examination of both practices and

results is dont with direful dedIgn for good sampling of student population, valid and

reliable testing, and so that there are fair comparisons made where there is considerable

variation in instruction or the curriculum. Three years ago through the support of the U.S.

Department of Education and the National Science Foundation, the NaConal Academy of

Sciences, National Research Council formed a new board, the Unimd States Board for

International Comparative Education Studies (BICES), for the . pose of providing

guidance to United States funding agencies and to researchers in the.U.S. and across the

globe on the conduct of international educat.on studies. The Board has issued an important

report. "A Framework and Principles for International Comparative Studies in Education:

attached to my testimony. There is not time here to review the report. but I would urge

your consideration of it. This report has been extremely well received both in the U.S. and

abroad. It provides the groundrules for United States' participation in studies in a manner

to assure the funding agencies. Members of the Congress and the public of credible results

from investments in studies.

3. support for LEA International Comparative Studies during the Decade of the 19Q0s.

LEA studies have been undertaken for 25 years. The !EA has launched the largest single

international study of education ever conducted. ln 1993-94 and again in 1997-98, there will

be a major study of mathematics and sciences, the Third International Mathematics anti

4
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Science Study (T1MSS). Nearly 40 nations will participate in this study with sample

populations of 9. 13, and 17 year olds being tested. Extensive reviews of their ''opponunities

to learn* the curriadum, instructional and school patterns in the different countries will

accompany the testing. The United States Department of Education. National Center for

Educational Statistics, and the National Science Foundation have already made significant

commitments for the implementation of this study. Design work is proceeding under

guidance of the LEA headquarters at The Hague and the International Coordinating Center

for the study at the University of British Columbia in Vancouver. The design of this study

has been significantly influenced by the United States in order that the study will yield

significant information on educational programs and results related to progress on National

Goal #4. Mathematics and Science.

lEA has other studies underway, including those on early childhoOd development and

education, directed by David Weikart of High Scope Educational Research Foundation in

Ypsilanti. Michigan. There are also studies of reading literacy and of the use of vimputers

in education. Still other studies will be launched at dr tatter part of the decade, probably

one of lraning languages other than a native language of each counny.

I urge your strong support for financing these international comparative studies.

The general authority of the U.S. Department of Education and the National Science

Foundation is in Owe; the key is providing rmources timely for preparation of state of the

art assessments, an effective cross-national cooperation needed for implementation anti

analysis of the resuks.

5
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The focus of the hearing

today is on national testing. The design and conduct of international studies is an important

part of discussions of national testing. A major challenge before all of us is in making better

seize of the various testing and assessment systems at all levels local, state, national and

international -- to make them efficient and to provide that results at any level may be

related to results at other levels.

Mk. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, a week ago I had the opportunity

to testify on the topic "Question of a National Test` before the Senate Subcommittee on

Education, Arts and Humanities. In my statement before that subcommittee, which is

attached to this statement, we recommended the answer to the question be a nationwide

testing system. My comm.nts today on international studies are made in the context of Our

Pro Mal-

International comparisons in education have been and can continue to be based on

amessments which sample student achievement. In international studies we are interested

in knowing how entire systems or units of education perform rather than how each

individual student performs. However, through international studies, we want to have a

means by which achievement levels of students in any part of our country through individual

examinations can be related to standards and results which are international in scope

International comparisons must be related to national standards which in turn are the

guideposts for student performance in any part of the United States. Through the link tit

nationat standards related to international assessment, we can determine the rc:ite

performance of individuals in the United States to that of students in other ceuntries. The

6
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key paint here is the importance of having a process and entity for determining national

standards for student testing.

I will not dwell on other features of the nation-wide testing system as descrilx.d in

the attached testimony, but I must emphasize the importance of constructing our national

system so that there is an efficient connection with our national results to cross national or

international comparative studies. This bas not happened in the past. h will be a bold

move for us to plan and implement a system which makes such relationships possible. But

is is imperative that we design such an approach.

To expedite the participation of the United States in international studies, it is

essential to plan for development of a nationwide testing system related to international

studies as they may be used by the several states. Many states will probably participate in

the 1993-94 Third International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) just as the

Canadiar provinces will participate in addition to Canada as a whole. The states need plan

carefully now for 1994 with respect to intentions in participating in NAEP. as well as in the

international study. There should be a close relationship between NAEP and the

international study and, therefore, we hope there will be early authorization to continue

state participation in NAEP. I urge the committee to take action to continue authority for

the states to use NAO.. on a state-by-state basis in 1994 and beyond so those states which

do choose to participate in NAEP and also hope to participate in TIMSS may design their

overall state assessment plans accordingly.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I note that studies done through LEA in the 1960s. 70s,

and early 1980s, yielded some of the most important information for alerting the United

States to the necenity far major reform and restritcturin; of education. Reports such as the

St, I.-A, I al 11 I . I I{ I 0. 1{0 II t I qI. S # I t F. I. .1
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which came from the second imernational snidy of mathematics was very powerful in

demonstrating the relatively poor performance of American students in mathematics. These

studies have not just displayed achievement results but they have presented important

information about the time committed to instniction. the nature of the instruction.

commitments for homework, commitments to standards expected of students which have

sent powerful messages to consider here in the United States. We mum increase the flow

of information from such studies. Ws. cannot be insular nor provincial in our approach to

strengthening American education. One of the most important resources of information for

reform here is in the examination of education in other countries.

Chairman. Members of the Subcommittee, thank you for the opportunity to appear

before you this morning. I will be very pleased to respond to any questions about my

remarks. Thank you.
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'QUESTION OF A NATIONAL new
ANSWER: A NATIONWIDE TESTING SYSTEM

GORDON M. AMBACH, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
COUNCIL OF CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICERS

MARCH 7, 101

U.& SENATE SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, ARTS AND HUMANITIES

1. Chairman Pell, members of the Senate Subcommittee, and Staff of the

Subcommittee, thank you for this opportunity to respond to your invitation to testify on

*Question of a National Test.* At the outset. Mr. Chairman, recognize ar.d commend you

and your colleagues who have been advocates for national examinafons long before serious

consideration was being given to these issues for most of the nation. I note especially your

responsibility for authoring the provision for national ccaminations in the Hawkins-Stafford

Act of 1988 and commend you and members of the Subcommittee now for bringing the

issues before the Senate in the manner of this hearing.

Testing is at the center of learning. The characteristics and manner of

questioning or inquiry guides the form of education. How tests are constructed shapes what

is thought and learned and, therefore, decisions about testing must be carefully made. That

is especially true now because of the relation of testing to reform and improvement in

American education and the location of education decision-making in the United States.
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(2)

Our American pattern of decentralization of authority for education in states and localities

is being weighed off against important national goals and purposes for education. Who

establishes standards and develops tests is, in many ways, as significant a question as the

content of the test. The right combination of common standards with variations of tests

which measure progress toward those standards is central to a national solution.

At the very time we search for successful reforms and improvements in

education and debate the relative levels of dezision-making at different points in the

educational structure, we must also adjust to rapidly changing techniques of assessment.

While we have a strong need to do things nationally -- to improve opportunities for students

nationally and take steps to increase our national competence through education we must

be certain to enable and encourage variation, experimentation and innovation that enables

us to create and reaeate ever better systems of testing and learning in the future while we

are putting new standards and tests in place aow.

2. Our response to a "Question of a National Test" is to recommend -A

Nationwide Testing System' which has the following three key elements:

a) A procedure and national entity for setting national standards for student

performance, subject by subject.

b) A system of both program assessmeats (through sampling of student

performance) at nadonal, state and local levels to determine program

effectiveness and a system of individual examinations which might be

nationwide, multi-state, :iate or local in administration which measure

individual 5.tudent progress on the national standards.
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c) A reporting system which enables students, parents and responsible education

officials anywhere in the United States to be able to relate any one student's

achievement to the national standards and the performance of other students

in the community, state, nation, and evea the world.

3. The first clement is to establish a procedure and an entity for setting national

standards for the natioawide testing system. The United States currently has no natianal

entity to establish national student performance standards. Such an entity, or Board, must

be carefully designed sod establislud through an Act of the United States Congress and tbe

Presidoat. The Board should be comprised of distinguished persons appointed in equal

numbers by the Ce4ress and tbe President. Appointments to the Board should be based

on a thorough nomination process which assures Board members will be well-qualified for

their responstbility. The Board's responsibility should be to establish *frameworks of

student performance goals and objective; or standards, upon which both program

assessments and individual student esaminations are based. The process of setting such

frameworks mist invoke key education authorities at state and local levels.

Altbough it might seem establishment of such national frameworks 4 foreign

to Anmrican edumtion practice, the fact is that such a process is in place for the National

Assesunent of Edumtional Progress (NAEP). The process has already been used for the

subjects of mathematics, reading and the sciences under the direction af the Council of

Chief State School Officers as a part of the development of NAEP examinations. A similar

porams could be used by the new Board.

A second important responsibility of the Board should be review of various

proposed program .asessments and individual examinations in order to determine whether

t )
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they effectively measure the standards established by the Board with reliability and validity.

The Board would maintain quality control of various tests to assure rigorous measurement

of both what students know and can do. The Board would exercise judgement on

effectiveness of a proposed test for its intended purpose and the design for reporting results

on the test.

At this time. Mr. Chairman, we are not presenting a specific bill for the

creation of the Board, but we would be pleased to assist you and members of the

Subcommittee and the Staff in the development of such a bill.

4. Program assessment components of the nationwide testing system might he at

the national, state and/or local levels. NAEP provides the basis for the major program

assessment component. For nearly a quarter century. NAEP has been providing periodic

testing of samples of students across the nation. It provides overall trendlines for student

achievement.

in 1988 Congrem authorized the use of NAEP on a state by state basis. in

1990 the first use of NAEP on a state by state bases mathematics at the eighth grade level

was implemented. You have authorized state by state NAEP in mathematics at t,40

grade levels and reading at one grade level in 1992. Authority far state by state NAEP.

however, stops at that point.

We urge you take action as rapidly as possible to authorize the amtinuatum

of NAEP on both a national and state by state basis in five major subject areas

mathematics, science, reading, writing and history/geography each to be tested event mo

years. We urge, furthermore, that you authorize vohmtary participation in NAEP at a
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school district-wide level for those districts of sufficient size for appropriate NAEP sampling

We have a marked up bill which would accomplish the amendmems recommended above.

Within the overall nationwide testing systems NAEP tests would be constructed

to measure the subject objectives and standards established through the new Board

frameworks described under point (3) above.

5. A nationwide individual examination system should be established withn the

nationwide testing system. This system could have several different forms of exzminations.

These might be used on a nationwide basis or by clusters of states ordistricts, or individual

states DT school districts. The determination of their use would be made by state or local

education authmities. The examinations would be based on standards established by the

Board under item (3) above. The types and form of various examintrions would differ. but.

as noted above to be pan of the nationwide system they would have to be judged

appropriate to measure the national standards by the Board. This system would enable

creation ol int/Dv:Wye farms of testing including performance assmsnaem, and enable a

variety of approaches by states end localities in establishing individual examinations in an

efficient and cost-etteetive manner. These examinations must be closely assodated with the

airricuhun; used in a variety of patterns at different grade levels according to those points

study at which subject master), is completed; and be used as -high stakes tests related to

credit or credentials for individual students.

States and localities have a variety of existins individual examination systems,

the most comp thensive now being the New York State Regents examinations. Different

systeu s. such as that in New York, could corporated into the nationwide individual

examination systems.

ilk
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Of special note. Mr. Chairman, is the potential incorporation of the voluntary

national examination authorized in the Hawkins-Stafford Act of 1988 into this system. This

examination has never been implemented It could be one pan of the nationwide individual

examination system, its content guided by the standards of a new national Board.

We recommend you take action to support the research and development

needed to establish a nationwide individual examination system.

Common and consistent reporting of results from the different program

assessments and individual nominations is of central importance in the nationwide testing

system. There is now extensive testing at all grade levels for American students. The

information from the tests, however, generally cannot be related so that results from

one school or school district may be compared with another distrkt within the state, or

outside of the state, or outside of the nation. One purpose of the nationwide testing system

is to create the means for relating results throughout the system without the necessity of

requiring all students at all grade levels in all subjects to be tested on the same tests.

Reporting systems must be established nationwide with information on student results

related to other education indicator& This enables better understanding of the causes of

student success or failure and helps results of testing lead to program and student

improvement

41-090 0 - 91 10
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7 Testing systems carry significant COSIS In student instructional time, teacher

time, and in the cost of creation. administration scoring and reporting of test results.

Careful estimates must be made on the trade ofh between program assessment sampling

versus individual examinations and "every student testing: Careful estimates of cost must

he made over thrs decade so that an efficient mix of program assessments and individual

exammauons i , created and coordinated so as to limit costs locally, state by state, and

Federal.

A nationwide testing system is essential. Information about the nation's

education status is certainly as important as information about the nation's health. its

agricultural condition, and the condition of labor and employment. In each of these other

areas. the Federal government is now spending approximately us times as much for the

collection of information about performance and system indicators as is true ineducation

The commitment to a nationwide tesung system must he accompanied by a commitment to

a Federal budget which makes certain the testing system a of as high quality as we expect

student performance to be.

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, thank you for the

opportunity to testify. I will be pleased to respond to any questions.

I
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Chairman KILDEE. Thank you very much, Gordon. I appreciate
your testimony.

I'm going to start off with a general question, one that I have
asked all the panels. I will shorten it up a bit.

Can we make testing, specifically national testing, helpful in the
improvement of education?

Dr. CooesouidAN. I will give two examples. and they're both hope-
fully connected.

One is if we find out that by testing all the childrenand I sure
agree with Gordon, and I really agree with Governor Romer and

r. Brockthat you really have got to know where you're going.
You have got to know what it is you want to teach, and then have
the standards.

Let's assume that most of the teachers in a wticular State come
from four, five, six or seven graduate schools of education. Let's
further assume that the children aren't doing very well in math in
fourth grade. In fact, they're doing kind of poorly. That would be a
powerful messa:ge to go back and say you were not training your
teachers correctly, because if the children aren't learning, maybe
they're not being taught.

Let me give you a second practical situation. I asked the question
why, in mathematics, are New Jersey's children and the children
of the United States in elementary schools doing so poorly on eveu
international comparison I could find? The answers were not diffi-
cult to find out. Most of the teachers had never taken a math
course; most of the teachersI hope this doesn't come out as sexist;
I don't mean for it tobut most of the teachers in grades K-4 were
women. They were told they were not good at math and so were
not math majors.

The textbook manufacturers told me "we're not going to have a
faster math pace because the teachers can't teach it." We taught in
New Jersey 28 minutes of mathwe conducted a study to find this
out. We taught less math than anything else because the teachers
didn't want to teach it.

Well, let's say that the results on a national achievement exam,
or clusters of exams calibrated, that they show we're not doing well
in math, specific and precise. Maybe what would happen is teach-
ers would now take mathematics courses, that the school day
would be extiaded, and more time would be allocated for math.
There would be staff development or in-service training, and the
curriculum would be more aggressive.

I tried something like that in New Jersey. I went all up and
down the State and said we're not doing well. We're not doing well.
People just turned away and said, "What are you getting so excited
about?" Our graduate schools were mainly taught by Asians. The
majority of the kids in mathematics graduate education were
Asians. And yet there didn't seem to be much of a concern that
we're not doing well.

Yes, I agree with Monty, that we have got to watch out, that
we've got to have good tests and fair tests, and we can't abuse kids.
We have got to do it right. I think we do have the ability to do
that.

When the results come out, this will drive the ingenuity of
people to figure out how to get things better. Right now there is a
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malaise. People will bait and hook you and try and get you talking
about other things that we ought to do because they don't want the
data.

I'll give you two examples. The data will go back to the teacher
training and make that more powerful, and it will release a local
ingenuity to figure out how can we do better once people are con-
fronted and once they finally face the fact that we are not doing
very well. We have got to face that fact first.

Chairman KILDEE. Dr. Neill.
Dr. NEILL. Yes, thank you.
Let me start by answering with a very simple example. If Maria

can't multiply, why not? Well, the first one is let's assume she
hasn't been taught. We don't need national exams for a teacher to
know whether or not the teacher has taught Maria to multiply. So
that's not helpful.

Let's say the teacher has taught Maria multiplication but it
didn't catch. Why not? The current kinds of exams that are used in
multiple choice tests provide no useful information on that topic.

The best thing to do, to start with, is to look at the kind of rea-
soning that Maria is doing mathematically. Here we need, of
course, a teacher who is educated to be able to, one, know the kinds
of questions to ask the studentand we don't do that a lot in our
schoolsand, two, to interpret that information into revising the
kind of education material presented to Maria, the opportunities to
Maria. It's not just the teacher talking but the different kinds of
math experiences for Maria to go through in order to be able to
understand finally how to multiply.

Testing is not a good mechanism for providing feedback for in-
structors. The kind of information that Mr. Cooperman was talking
about can be provided by light sampling on the order that NAEP
does. You do not need to test every child to find out, across the
system, what kinds of things are going on.

The reason, in large part, to reform the kinds of assessment that
we do is because performance-based kinds of assessments simulta-
neously involve instruction and assessment processes. But they are,
as I said earlier, extremely difficult. We don't yet know how to
turn those things into a nationally aggregated system.

So we then have a quandry. We go down the road of simplistic
tests and that kills the education reform process, or we begin to do
the more complex task, knowing full well that we don't have an
outcome in sight. So the short answer is that most testing cannot
help us in our education reform. Carefully done, some kinds of as-
sessment can be used, provided that we have enough information
surrounding it to make sense of the particular test information.

Chairman KILDEE. Dr. Kelley?
Dr. KELLEY. Yes. First I would like to point out that we don't use

what's available with respect to current testing to help the teacher,
as I mentioned earlier.

A second point is that all the problems mentioned that might be
addressed by tests we know about, based on all the testing we do.
We don't need another test to know that we have problems. Again,
it's important to find out which of these kids don't know math, not
what the average is. So I don't see another national test, particu-

-
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larly if we can define the problems carefully nowand I believe we
canof use in that dimension at all.

I do see some rationale for light sampling in terms of interna-
tional comparisons. It's in a wholly different area. That is always
the problem of educational finance. We have said that educating
the 30 percent of kids who are not suitable for the modern work
force, directly or indirectly, is going to cost monsy if we're going to
maintain other values that we cherish in our society and which dif-
ferentiate us from other societies largely. That money is hard to
come by, and it's particularly hard to come by locally, where only
30 percent of families have kids in school. Any kinds of ammuni-
tion that can be ufsed locally to provide the "'Thomas Jefferson"
effect, as I would call itthat is, education is good for democracy,
and we're not doing well compared to other democracy type argu-
ments with local citizensis always good information to have on
hand. But I see some value in international comparisons then for
local financing of education, as long as it remains there.

Chairman KliDEE. Yes, Dr. Hertz.
Dr. HERTZ. I would just like to suggest that the further the test-

ing is removed from this opportunity for it to feed immediately into
the educational process, the less likely it is to be effective.

And then just one little side story. We may all want to watch
Wisconsin with some interest over the next few years. Ten years
ago in Wisconsin, a youngster did not have to take the ACT or the
SAT or any other test in order to enter the university system, one
nationally accepted as being absolutely excellent. Children didn't
have to take a test to get in. There were no high school graduation
requirements in Wisconsin. The kcal school district decided what-
ever it was that it liked for the kids to be doing. And yet, the chil-
dren in that State have been doing beautifully, have been doing
well, and there is an excellent work force there.

Now, in the past ten years we have changed all of that. We have
built rather rigid stan&rds into the expectations of the State, we
have statewide graduation requirements, and we now are forcing
children to take these tests in order to go into the university
system. I think we all should look to Wisconsin with a great sense
of history, and as historians we are going to want to find out
whether we get better for all of that.

Chairman KILDEE. Gordon?
Mr. AMBACH. Mr. Chairman, I think your question takes us right

back to the heart of the issue, and that is why it is that we need to
be talking about nationwide assessment or testing systems rather
than a single test.

I have to split the answer to your question in two partsone,
whether we're talking about national individual examinations of
youngsters, or whether we're talking about national program as-
sessments, which are the samplings.

As far as individual youngsters are concerned, any value of pro-
gram assessments has to be indirect, if you will. Program assess-
ments are designed to try to help us with overall policy, overall di-
rection of what the program should be. The impact on a youngster
is not going to be immediate but it is going to be in terms of how
you use that information to inform a change in the program. So
you're going to have that as an indirect. That's as very important
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function, though, at the national or State level by way of having
that indirect impact on youngsters.

The key impact on youngsters, of course, is with individual ex-
aminations. But you have heard over and over this morning the
difficulties in trying to pack it all into one silwle test. That is why
our challenge, I believe, is to be figuring out the way that we can
have systems through which there are many or several different
kinds of individual examinations which get calibrated back to a
common standard, that leaves you the flexibility of a direct effect
for individual students in that particular examination, but gives
you the advantage and, when the testing is done, there's a way in
which you can connect the result to some kind of common stand-
ard, so that you know what's happened.

Greg Anng was talking about what happens when the teacher
closes the door, and that's correct. The concern is whether the re-
sults of what's happening when the teacher closes the door are the
results we're lookmg for across that school, across that district, or
in a broader scale. That's why you need to have some way of being
able to judge whether that individual performance is up to or close
to a particular standard.

Chairman MIMES. Dr. Cooperman, you had an addendum?
Dr. COOPERMAN. Thank you, sir.
What I have heard a lot of today, I guess, from the three gentle-

men to my right, is frequently another testmy god, here comes
another testand therefore the test is painted to you that the
whole idea of examination is bad and you should resist. Also an ar-
gument is put forth that we already have the test.

The tests that we have nationwide are basically three types: one
is the Iowa Metropolitan or Stanfers. These tests are usually given
to children in grades K-8. These are not secure tests, they're not
called a high stakes test. The teachers frequently have them and
coach the kids on them. And as John Cannell said on Lake Woebe-
gone, all the kids are above average. He exposed that one. So first
of all we have the lowa-type test, which are basic skills in grade K-
8.

The second thing we have is State testing, which is usually in
high school, and is only basic skills. The third type of test is kids
who go to college, ETS or ACT. We have no tests for all of our chil-
dren that match and linkI'll use the word linkto our national
goals. What's different now, and why we're talking about this now,
thank God, in the history of our country, is we finally have nation-
al goals, not State goals but national goalshistory, math, reading
and writing.

I just think that a fragmented system which has three sets of
rather inadequate tests can, through this discussion, be combined
into a better system. Our way says, if you don't drive it back to
each individual schoolI agree with NAEP, I agree with what
Gordon says, and I agree with what Governor Romer and former
Secretary 13rock said. You try and find out the answer to two basic
questions: what is it you want children to learn, question number
one, and question number two, how do you know that they've
learned it.

My concern is, if we just do sampling, we will know how the
country is doing. We will not know how that school is doing. The

,9
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school, I'm afraid, in many areas will get off the hook and say the
country might not be doing very well but I'm doing fine. would
ask you to please consider that.

Chairman KILDEE. Mr. Petri.
Mr. Pirrai. This has been a liscinating panel, as well as the first

one, and I'm very happy to have the opportunity to listen to all of
you.

I have a lot of questions, but let me just ask one. If as a result of
going to a national test on history, government, math, and so on
and so forth American kids know more but know how to learn leas
well, will we have gained or lost?

In other words, is it all right, on average, to have American kids
who don't know much in terms of specifics but know how to adapt
and to learn better than, say, German kids or Japanese kids? That
probably is the case on average, the way they perform when
they're in amies and given a random task to do, to go out and do
it and show some initiative. There is a lot of self-initiative in the
American people that you don't see in othei populations.

If we sacrifice some of that in order to do a better job in terms of
imparting specific data at a particular point in time, have we
gained or lost, or can we have both?

Dr. NEILL. If I may go first, sir, we can have both. In fact, what
tends to happen in this country, the CATS in metropolitan areas
are extremely high stakes tests, and in many school districts their
preparation occupies half of every school year. They are reducing
learning to discreet little bits and kids don't learn the adaptable
processes.

Let me give you an example. In California a study was done of
the very best students in calculus who were high school seniors.
What they found out in this study was that these students really
do not know how to problem solve. They can apply a rule very ac-
curately, when they know what rule to apply, but they don't know
how to approach a problem in order to define the problem and then
go about the process of solving it.

That's why I used my example earlier, that we need our students
in history to think like historians. An historian will know the dates
and the facts, but they will make meaning of the dates and the
facts. If you just absorb dates and facte, you'll take one of those
quick tests they give you three years after you leave school and,
guess what; you don't remember anything. The Soviet kids don't re-
member anything, either. They got taught probably pretty much
the same way.

If you use information and can think historically, you may not
even remember all the factsyou probably won't. But the point is
you will know the processes. Knowing information is not antitheti-
cal to the deep thinking. In fact, you have to think about some-
thing. But when we talk about learning, it's a matter of approach-
ing children in the way humans actually learn, which is you adapt
new information into the mental constructs you already have. It's
a thinking process. You do drills and it makes sense to get better
at something, but you put it in its proper place. We need assess-
ment systems, not tests, that encourage thinking. If we have tests
that don't do that, we won't get there.

C,
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Chairman KILDEE. If the gentleman would yield just a moment, I
taught school for ten years and a lot of times we test for the
"what" and we don't go for the "why."

l used to draw on the blackboard the opening day of each class a
triangle and ask them what the formula was to discover the area of
that triangle. Most all the students would say one-half the base
times the height. Then I would ask why is that the formula. It's
amazing that most people didn't know why. When you complete it
into a rectangle, you can empirically measure it, right? We have a
formula when it's a rectangle. But I was amazed even then, that
maybe in our testing we have to be careful that we don't just lead
to the "what" and not to the "why."

Thank you for yielding. You may have some additional time.
Mr. Prriu. Dr. Kelley.
Dr. KELLEY. In response to the question, I think the extreme case

you're talking about is the entering college exam in Japan. You
look at where the Japanese send their engineering students when
they actually want them to learn how to think, it's to American
engineering schools. But more importantly, I don't think it's going
to happen in the United States because, as contrasted to, say, when
my parents went to school, if you have ever sat through a lot of
classrooms, teaching of young children in particular is very much
both and art and science now. These are people doing things that I
don't know how to do, and I might be too old to learn how to do it.

Now, these peoplethere are a million of themmany of them
have talked to each other in many professional associations now
for years. It is wholly different from right after World War II. They
have an idea about what these competencies should be, an they pay
much more attention to that increasingly than they do to mini-
mum competency tests and things like that. We are now dealing
with people who actually should be here answering your questions,
on the whole. In fact, it is somewhat amazing that I would be offer-
ing answers to your questions about this when people who actually
think about this every day of their life, and think with their peers
about that, would actually know much more about it, I think, and
know much more about what is actually going on. I don't think
they would allow it to happen.

Mr. PETRI. I did have another question of my fellow
"Badger"----

Chairman KILDEE. Go ahead. I used part of your time.
Mr. PETRI. I think the fact that here in Washington, although

we're a smaller than average size State, there are more members
on this panel from Wisconsin than any other State is just one sign
of the value that our constituents place on education. I think we
reflect that. We look in our State to education and value it very
highly. It is what helps us to compete and do well. We're not per-
fect at all, but we try to work very hard at it, I think, on average
in Wisconsin. We do devote a lot of resources at the State and local
level to education, to pat resources behind every student, regard-
less of the financial well-being of that community in our State.

The question I had was, I wonder if you would expand on some-
thing you mentioned almost in passing. You were thinking that
maybe there was some hidden agenda with a national testing
movement having to do with pushing choice or undermining the

i
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public school system, something like that. I wonder if you could
spell out your fears or concerns, what it was you had in mind?

Dr. HEIM. It may merely be a reflection of an administrative in-
stinct towards suspicion, Congressman. But as I was going through
this last year, and I felt the enormous number of political forces
and I don't just mean State legislators on our Governor's commis-
sion, but from the unions and special interest groups of every kind,
both of business and from the homes, the school people, all the way
across the spectrum, impacting upon education, in a sense batter-
ing it from one side to the other. M I came away from that, I think
I came away from it with a certain sense of suspicion about do all
of these people, who seldom ever are in classrooms with children,
are seldom ever in schools, are they all of good heart, or are they
selling us something, or are they protecting something in terms of
everything from jobs to whatever. That may be what you feel.

I don't know that I can point to anything specifically linking,
choice to the test question, but I have to say it's in my mind. I
think that sense of suspicion negatively impactsall of these
things pounding away at public education I think does have a nega-
tive impact on us. I do suspect that in some cases the people that
want a piece of the actionI don't even want to say that beat us
downbut who want a piece of the action, want the schools to
solve the social problems and all of the sort of things that are
there, I'm not sure they're all of good will. I know many of them
are, but I'm not sure that they all are. They all biave the best inter-
ests of a broad cross section of children at heart.

Dr. NEILL. Could I give a specific example and answer? In the
Wall Street Journal the other day one of the arguments in favor of
a national test advanced by Checker Finn was in order to have in-
formation, in order to allow school choice to proceed, and he also
elsewhere has favored eliminating local school districts. So again,
that fits into it.

I would just add that if we have a bad test, that will further dis-
courage American education and further damage the possibility of
enhancing public education,

Chaiman KILDEE. Mr. Hayes.
Mr. HAYES. Mr. Chairman, this has been a very, very interesting

hearing here today. I could have several questions, but embellish-
ing on what you said, Director Ambach, there is a limit that that
part of the human anatomy which you sit on can endure.

[Laughter.)
We've been here now three hours and 45 minutes, so I just ant

to direct one question on something that bothered me a httle bit. I
don't know if any one of you can answer it.

We are facing a very critical situation in our educational system,
what appears to be budding to the point where by the end of this
century we're going to mally face a shortage of African-American
teachers. Do you have any suggestions as to how we can tackle this
problem? There seems to be little or no desire for the kids in school
to become teachers, particularly among African-Americans. Do you
have any ideas on how we can tackle that problem?

Mr. AMBACH. Congressman Hayes, Mr. Cliairman, let me make a
comment about one very important step that can and must be
taken here at the Federal level.
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Last year, toward the end of the session, your committee report-
ed out the Excellence and Equity in Education Act. The House of
Representatives passed it not only once but twice, with some revi-
sions. It went over to the Senate and was killed by a few Republi-
can Senators at the end on procedural grounds.

That particular Act carried, if my recollection is correct, more
than $350 million for purposes of recruiting and preparing teachers
for elementary end secondary schools and, in several respects, had
a special emphasis on the necessity for the recruitment and prepa-
ration of Afro-American teachers, of Hispanic-American teachers.
You have cited, quite properly, a very critical problem for the edu-
cational system.

I have said repeatedly since that event, which I believe was last
October, that the first order of business for this session of the Con-
gress should be to bring back that goals bill, bring back that Excel-
lence and Equity Act, which the administration had agreed to fi-
nally, even after they had been here and telling you there wasn't
any teacher shortage. They agreed to that. That bill ought to be
put back in there in the fashion that it was before, perhaps with
some alterations, and moved through as a significant act in order
to address the issue that you're raising.

Dr. COOPERMAN. I have two ways. ONne is short term. You might
check the alternate route to certification in New Jersey. I have a
bias, like Gordon do?s, for the regents and so on in New York. In
the past four yearsand there's plenty of data on this---23 percent
of the teachers in the alternate route to certification in New Jersey
are minority. They have come from some of the more prestigious
colleges in the United States.

I have met with the teachers, met with them for three straight
years, and I asked them why do you want to teach in this State
when you could have almost any job open to you? There were two
responses. One, "I did not want to take 30 to 40 credits of teacher
training in pedagogy." The second reason was, "I want to pay back
and I want to make it better for some other kids."

Now, the average that are coming from the teacher training in-
stitutions across the United States is about 5 to 5 1/2 percent. The
program has been there for four years and I think there's enough
data to show it does work. There is an appeal and they are getting
people.

The other part of the answer, I agree with Gordon. You have got
to have bold strokes. We were talking about testing here, and we
may differ on testing. But that's not at the exclusion of other
things that have to be done, to look at the research and to see what
Larry Lazott and Brookover and other people have done with effec-
tive schools. Effective schools have been effective in urban areas, so
why don't we replicate what makes an effective school? You have
to follow Jim Corner to see what he did in New Haven and now
what he's doing in Maryland. If it works there, it can work other
places.

So I think what we've got to do is to see what has worked and
replicate it, not not say it won't work here if it worked there. The
other things is to put money into programs that have a good track
record.

Chairman Km:PEE. Yes, Dr. Hertz.
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Dr. HEIM. AASA has encouraged the idea of money going to mi-
nority students to be able to go to college. In our own community
we wrote for some foundation money to do what we call a "celebra-
tion of teaching", Mr. Hayes. We take our childrenand about 13
percent of our children are minority kids. We recognize the tre-
mendous shortage in Wisconsin because we just don't have minori-
ty kids going through our university system. We know what the
numbers are and they just aren't there. So we have to encourage
the young people to go in. We have done that through this "cele-
bration of teaching." We have decided to even move our efforts
from the high school level, where we started them about four years
ago, and move them back to middle school, because we feel we have
to get them thinking about it earlier than when they get to high
school.

So we started working with them at the middle school level, then
at high school, and then we tell them, if you go off and pursue this
thing of education in college, come back to us. We're selfish about
the whole thing. But we think it's a motivation as well as a selfish
instinct, you see. So it can work both ways. We say go off and do a
good job, and then come back because there are going to be jobs
here in our community. So I think they have to see a payoff at the
end of whatever they're doing, and the payoff is a position.

Finally, I would just suggest that we are, through our process,
trying to show them the economic advantages of teaching. I realize
what has been said here, that those salaries have not gone up as-
tronomically. But at the same time there is a good situation eco-
nomical! y. There are a lot of fringe benefits and retirement things
and we try to emphasize those things as well as being realistic
about the salary.

Chairman Kniirm. Dr. Kelley?
Dr. KELLEY. About two weeks ago a survey came out on the edu-

cational and career aspirations of minority children. It wasn't a na-
tional but a regional survey. Quite surprisingly, there was a very
large pool of people who were interested in going into public educa-
tion. That was not true five years earlier. There is a pool of inter-
est there.

The bill that did not get through the Senate last year actually, I
think, needs to be looked at again, because nobody is going to go
into debt like they would to become a lawyer to become a teacher,
given the salaries that are paid. If you cost out what was in the bill
last year, you still had to go into too much debt.

If I were reasonable and kind of knew what my career options
were, I would become a lawyer and not a teacher if I didn't have
the economic base behind me already. So I think you need to be
aware of what those actual numbers are. You're spending money
but not providing incentives, so you might get nothing out of it.

On the other end of it, it is pretty clear that one reason you don't
have more minority candidates for professional positions all togeth-
er is because, disproportionately, that 30 percent we're talking
about come from urban areas and are minorities. That is a problem
which I think we can identify and have to address, the education of
all American citizens.

Again, dealing with that problem is not difficult. We know who
the people are. We know at a very early age sometimes who the

t)
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people are likely to be. We know what the problems are, and we
obviously know what to do about it in many cases. We know it is
not inexpensive in some cases. We know it's cost effective if they
become employed, even in terms of the Federal tax exchequer. It
has nothing to do with testing.

If we're talking about balancing, and we're saying all the parts
of these 15, 19, 21 things we need to do to improve American edu-
cation need to move in balance, I would like to remind you that,
compared to other countries, we're out of balance. We test more
relative to the other things that other countries do already.

Mr. HAYES. Thank you very much.
Chairman K1LDEE. Dr. Neill.
Dr. NEILL. In addition to money and school reform, both of which

are critical parts of this, there is one more. We currently have
across the country tests that teachers in most States must take in
order to become teachers. The most commonly used one is the
NTE, the National Teacher Exam made by ETS. The pass rates for
whites are typically in the 80-85 percent range; the pass zates for
Latinos and African-Americans is typically w11 below 50 percent.
That is, these students do not become teachers because they cannot
pass the test.

Now, the claim of those tests is not that if you pass it you will be
a good teacher, but that if you can't pass it, you don't have the
ability to be a good teacher. That is a piedictive validity claim.
However, ETS has never done a predictive validity study to prove
the point.

There is some evidence that exists, some from Montgomery or
Prince George's County, MD over the last few years of where they
had to hire teachers who hadn't yet passed the test. The ratings
they got from their supervisors were as good as thuse given to
those who did pass the test. There's a similar case in the military a
few years ago; that is, the inability of tests to actually predict what
we need to know.

The other thing that's happening with these tests is that there
are many schools now, particularly black coHeages in the South,
that have reorganized their teacher programs. They have cut them
drastically down to a quarter of the size they were before, and they
reorganized the instruction solely geared to enabling these students
to pass what is, by many educational experts, like a really bad test,
the NTE.

I would say that the NTE is not anything itself that the Federal
Government can do anyth'.ng about. However, I would point out
that pet food is more regulated by the Federal Government than
the tests we give our children. I have nothing against my petI
have a dog and I like herbut I do think we ought to think seri-
ously about what we can do to improve the quality of the testing
and that there ought to be something in place so that when a test
has a predictive validity claim to it, you actually know it does the
job.

Chairman K1LDEE. I think we will know this Nation has made a
really strong commitment to education when in any given commu-
nity the avemge teacher is making what the averar attorney or
average doctor is making. You know, you can juoge a person's
value system, a nation's value system, by how they spend their

j11
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money. You go to the average community and the average teacher
cannot live the life of the average lawyer or average doctor. I think
that's a very important thing.

This has been an excellent panel. These last two days have been
really helpful to the Congress and I'm sure to the Nation. I thank
all of you. You're very, very busy people, people with great respon-
sibilities, and the Congress and the Nation is grateful to you for
your testimcny here today.

Ordinarily I keep the record open for two weeks, but because I do
want to get this record printed up, I will reduce that to one week
for any additional submissions.

With that, the subcommittee will stand adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 2:05 p.m., the suhcommittee adjourned.]
[Additional material submitted for the record follows.]

3
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Mr. Chairman and Members of tne Subcommittee;

The National Education Association which represents

more than two million education employees in the nation's

elementary, secondary, vocational, and postsecondary

education institutions. We appreciate this opportunity to

comment on the issue co! a national student test.

NEA has long opposed a single, standardized national

test for students. Already, students from kindergarten on

are subject to a broad array of standardized tests --

required by local or state policy -- and of teacher-

developed and administerei tests. Adding another test to

the mix would do nothing to advance any significant

educatilln goal, and, in fact, could undermine other

important education objectives.

NEA believes that -- in the context of efforts to

achieve the national education goals set by the President

and the nation's governors -- it is appropriate to examine

the whole area of assessment and accountability, and we

agree that students, teachers, and schoo, should be held to

high standtrds. We simply do not believe that the

imposition of a national test is consistent with these aims.

Overview

The National Education Association recognizes the need

for ongoing comprehensive evaluation of student progress.

Ne bel1eve that student learning must be assessed with

11
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measures directly linked to the lessons teachers teach and

the materials teachers use.

Student assessment should not be equated with test ng,

and certainly assessment should not be equated with

standardized testing. Appropriately, student assessment

should involve teacher-developed and administered tests,

formal and informal observation, and it should include

assessment techniques that measure a broad range of skills -

- many of which cannot be ascertained through a pencil and

paper tests. Student projects, oral reports, and other

assessment methods must be used to demonstrate mastery of

subject matter. None of these techniques alone should be

used as the single determinant of a student's future --

academic or otherwise.

Repeated studies demonstrate that standardized tests

have inherent cultural and gender biases. All evaluation

methods should be rigorously tested to eliminate such

biases.

Opposit'on to national student testing should not be

equated with opposition to holding students, teachers, and

schools to high standards. NEA supports high standards and

believe that local, state, and federal officials who share

responsibility for educational policies must examine those

standards on an ongoing basis to determine whether they are

in accord with the current economic and political

environment and with national and local needs.
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Moreover, NEA recognizes that there is a place for

standardized tests. But in order to assure that such tests

are used appropriately, standardized tests must be

developed, administered, and interpreted by trained

personnel. Further, the results of those tests must be

returned to the teacher and other appropriate staff in a

timely manner in order to modify the instructional program.

NEA supports truth-in-testing as an important step for

bringing about test reform, and we urge adoption of

procedures that allow test takers to request a posttest

review of all standardized test questions, scores, and

rationale for the correct answers.

National Student Tasting

The current drive to establish a national student test

threatens to undermine the two chief strengths of the

American system of public education: its diversity and its

ability to give students a sec,Ind chance.

Many proponents of a national test argue that a

national test would merely set goals for a body of

knowledge, and that local and state officials would have a

high degree of discretion and autonomy to determine how best

to achieve those goals. But_ the fact is that a single,

national student test would lead inexorably to a national

curriculum. If a national test is established -- with

significant consequences for funding, personnel decisions,

and curriculum -- then virtually every hour of every school
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day will be devoted to preparing students to do well on that

test.

Not only would this tend to undermine the diversity of

our public school system and the authority state and local

officials now have, but it runs directly counter to the goal

of better integrating higher order thinking skills -- such

as problem-solving. analysis, and synthesis -- into the

curriculum. Most nations which have a standardized national

student test tend to use their educational systems to

discourage diversity. While Americans investigate why it is

that Japanese students, for example, tend to perform better

on standardized tests, Japanese educators are doing research

in this country to find ways to encourage greater diversity

and creativity in their educational systems.

Moreover, nations that use a national test generally

use those tests as a gatekeeper. A student's performance on

tests at the secondary and postsecondary level can

determine, once and for all, their educational and economic

future. The United States places a high priority on

individual choice and on giving individuals a second chance.

In consultation with parents, teachers, and counselors, a

secondary student in a public school in this country has a

number nf choices as to whether to pursue a vocational

track, a basic educational track, or a college preparatory

track. In Japan and most European nations, those decisions

are detersined by a student's performance on a test.

%)
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In the same way. Americans have a wide array of options

in postsecondary education opportunities. In the U.S., an

individual may choose to attend a college or not, may go

back to school after a short or long hiatus, may pursue

postsecondary vocational education or an academic education.

As a percentage of the total population, more Americans

attend postsecondary education institutions than any other

nation. We make extraordinary efforts to provide that

opportunity to individuals because we recognize that

people's interests and level of commitment may change over

time. A national student test would tend to diminish the

ability of our society to provide those opportunities.

Improving Student Assessment

NEA strongly supports efforts to improve student

assessment as a means of providing useful information about

the effectiveness of educational practices and policies.

Meaningful assessment methods should allow educators to

diagnose student learning needs and select appropriate

instructional strategies, as well as provide feedback to

students and parents. They should enable school staffs to

determine the effectiveness of curriculum and textbooks.

And they should inform the community about how their schools

are doing and what the schools' needs are.

If one can accept that these are the primary purposes

of student assessment, it should be clear that traditional

standardized tests have limited use for the changing needs
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of education. Rather than establishing a national test.

Congress should support inservice education in evaluation

techniques, research in effective assessment methods, and

other programs that enable school faculties to improve the

local assessment and, as importantly, to act on the

conclusions of that assessment.

Conclusion

NEA believes that a national student test would only

confirm what we already know -- that some students do better

than others, some teachers do better than others, and some

schools do better than others. NEA believes that a national

test would reveal that schools perform best when they have

sufficient resources to attract and retain quality staffs.

have a broad academic program, and adequate equipment and

materials. It would reveal that teachers do best when they

have solid preparation programs, quality inservice

education, and support from parents, the school itself, and

ancillary agencies in the community. It would reveal that

students do best when they come from families who support

education and who have the resources to provide adequate

nutrition, health care, and other human needs.

Achieving that difficult agenda -- assuring equity of

educational opportunity through adequate resources and

support from the community and the society at large -- is

the only way to achieve the national goals in education

established by the President and the nation's governors.

fJ )
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NEA believes that we have sufficient information to know

what it will take to achieve those goals. All that remains

is for us, as a nation, to provide the resources, programs,

and policies to achieve them.

Thank you.
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The Honorable Dale E. Kildee, Chairman
Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary and Vocational Education
U.S. House of Representatives
320 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Representative Kildee:

As Secretary of Education for the United States Catholic
Conference, I would like to take this opportunity to express the
interest that our department has in the on-going deliberations of
your subcommittee comrerning the implementation of the National
Goals for Education in general, but most specifically with regard
to the question of a national test/assessment program.

The issue of standards and their assessment is a complex but
important issue with many implications. There is a need to
examine all of these possibilities carefully before taking any
form of final action. One thing that I believe we want to avoid
is a piece of legislation, along the lines of a single national
test as opposed to a more flexible process of assessment. Such a
single test might be viewed by some as a "quick fix,' approach
that could easily create more questions that it may hope to
answer.

While I do not intend to speak for the total private school
community, I believe that it is fair to say that we are greatly
interested in these questions and have been trying to assess the
implications on our students, programs and staffs.
Representatives of the Council for American Private Education
have been meeting with Archbishop Francis Schulte of New Orleans,
who serves on the President's Advisory Committee on the National
Goals, and have expressed some initial reactions relating to the
implementation of the goals and specifically our concerns in the
area of assessment. I believe that in the future,
representatives of the diverse elements of the privat school
community may wish the opportunity to address these issuer in
eetail with your subcommittee.

The private school community in general, and the Catholic school
community in particular, plays a significant role in thP
educational well being of our nation. We have a strong interest
in any proposal aimed at improving the education of our nation's
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young peop_e. I believe that we can offer a valuable contribution
to any debate on how to attain this admirable goal and therefore
I believe that the private school community should be included
wherever possible, in such deliberations and on committees which
may be formed to address basic issues of interest to the entire
educational community.

I hope you will place my comments in the record of the
subcommittee bearings.

Please accept my thanks for your efforts on behalf of our school
age young people.

Sincerely,

L.

Sister Lourdes Sheehan, R.S.M
Secretary of Education

RE,ST COPv MAHAR{
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Honorable Dale E. Kildee
Chairman
Subcommittee on Elementary. Secondary.

and Vocational Education
Committee on Education and Labor
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 29515

Dear Mr. Chairmam

The National Alliance of Business, in concert with the advisory
board to its Center on Excellence in Education, has been working on
the concepts of national student assessments and testing.

I would like to submit the attached written testimony for your
review and as a formal statement for the record to be itr,iuded with
other testimony taken at your March 14th hearing On the subject of
national student testing to evaluate educational progress.

I look forward to working with you and other subcommittee
liemtwrs on these :macs.
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NATIONAL ALLIANCE OF BUSINESS

I

STATEMENT roft ME RECORD

BY

WILLIAM H. ROLHERG

ON BEHALF OF THE

NATIONAL ALLIANCE OF BUSINRSS

BEFORE THE

summarrnut ON ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY, AND

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR

U. S. HOUSE. OF RF.PRF.SENTATIVES

NATIONAL STUDENT TESTING TO EVALUATE EDUCATIONAL

P ROG REM°

MARCH 14. 1991

The National Alliance ,If PH an independent. business 1rd. non
profit corporation whose mission is to fir re ase private sector training
and job opportunities for economic-1111v disadvantaged and long term
unemployed individuals tiy building and strengthening public/private
partnerships of business. government, labor, education, and cornmunitv
?lased grin:p.c.
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STATEMENT FOR THE RECORD
BY WILLIAM H. ROLBERG

ON BEHALF OW THE
NATIONAL ALLIANCE OF BUSINESS

BEFORE THE
suscosistrrrn ON ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY, AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

COMMTITEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR
U.S. HOUSE OP REPRESENTATIVES

"NATIONAL STUDENT TESTING 'TO EVALUATE EDUCATIONAL PROGRESS"

MARCH 14, 1991

Mr. Chairman. i appreciate the opportunity to submit a statement for the record

today to provide a business perspective on education reform and, in particular, about the

need to assess our progress toward education excellence in this country.

While education remains largely a state and local responsibility in this country, we

are now viewing education issues in a national context and as a national problem. This

concern has led the National Alliance of Business to join in partnership with other

national business organizations in the Business Coalition for Education Ileform to work

over the long haul with education and community leaders to help reverse declines in

education quality and economic opportunity. (The Business Coalition for Education

Reform includes: American Business Conference. Black Business Council, The Business

Roundtable, Business-Higher Education Forum. Chamber of Commerce of the United

States. Committee for Economic Development, The Conference Board. National Alliance

of Business, .a.ivnat Association of Manufacturers, and the U.S. Hispanic Chamberof

Commerce). American education quality is more widely, and more often, talked about

among business leaders today than I would have imagined possible just five years ago.

The American education enterprise, which worked well for most of this century,

has not kept pace with the increasing demands of modern society and our internationally

competitive economy.
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By way of illustration, the futurist Marvin Cetron has ,"!.id that when the Class of

the Year 2000 graduates from high school, the body of knowledge will have doubled four

times since 1988. And these future graduates will have been exposed to more

information during the Year 2000 than their grandparents consumed in a life time.

We are a society whIse future relies heavily on the quality of our workforce. We

must dramatically improve both how and what we teach for all our youth aril equip them

with the knowledge and skills for the world they will enter. it is equally clear, given

future projections of fewer labor market entrants, that we can no longer afford to lose

30 percent of our youth who at some point drop out of school before high sehoot

completion.

Business has experienced first hand, the results of lower American educational

excellence. U.S. education performance has declined, when compared to other

industrialized natiors. This shows up in the workplaee through lower productivity, lower

wage growth, and a diminished competitive posture in the world market. This explains,

in part, the compelling interest of business in edu:ation, although our interest as citizens

in the quality of our society goes beyond the bottom line.

prAattonai Commitment to Nuestion

All of us just witnessed the dramatic events c,f war in the Persian Gulf. Them are

50me valuable lessons from that experience about what this country can do when we

anticipate and prepare for a potential crisis in a fast changing environment. We spent

years on the development of new tecnnoiogy, on experunenting ond refiring new tactics,

new strategies, and, in effect, modernizing every aspect of kilowledge, training, and

3 1 ;)
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institutional structures for our national defense to meet new challenges in the changing

world -- and the results were demonstrated. It shows that if we really put our minds and

resources to something, we can be successful. We proved with the moon landing in the

1960s and with the recent Gulf War that when there is consensus in America, we get

things done. Currently, we have neither national consensus, nor standards, nor

messment systems on what students need to know.

We in business now see our failure to edueate our young people to world class

standards as a major national economic problem which will be solved only if we apply the

nationai will, new strategies, superior technology, and new institutional structures which

can lead us to a comparable victory by the year 2000.

The industrialized nations who have become our key competitors around the world

are those who long ago recognized the importance of education for their economic well-

being. They each have adopted a national policy end practice for a systematic transition

from school to work for all youth, and, with a high level of education skills in their

workers, each has been able to organize work more efficiently with greater productivity

hy cultivating higher skills in front line workers. Their approaches to developing work

opportunities through high skills and high expectations draws a sharp contrast to

America's current approach.

ljagolialltandards and the Asaessment of Progreas

The National Alliance of Business and other organizations endorse the notion of

establishing a framework for national student assessments. I need to emphasize the

plural assessments - not one test. We see this as a varied and cumulative system of

assessments over time. And. it is a system based on a set of national standards. Our
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objective is for every student to leave school with a demonstrated ability to read, write,

compute and perform at world class levels in genera/ school subjects. and also to be able

to learn, think, and work effectively both in groups and alone.

The concept of assessment which the Alliance supports would facilitate

development of assessment systems that provide a variety of ways for students to

demonstrate knowledge and skills. We do not want a sinEle national test. but. rather,

commonly held standar4S Of PerformanQe and comPetenceAemonstrated throuith a

proadie understood system of liyerse assessment techniques. Students would be assessed

over a period of years. Cumulative assessment provides multiple opportunities for

Jecess rather than a single high-stakes moment of possible failure. it will enhance

opportunities for the undereducated and under motivated to achieve high educational

standards at their own pace, because the criteria for the assessments would not vary,

regardless of the student's age. Although we advocate national standards of performance

and a common assessment system, we also believe that the system should be

administered loeally, not nationally.

U.S. employers have no reliable gauge of what a new worker knows or doesn't know.

Likewise, schools do not know what workforce skill demands are. Fortunately, we are

finally seeing national and local efforts to bridge the knowledge gap between curricula

learning and the workplace.

The National Education Goals Panel s developing rerommendat)ons on standard.;

and assessment systems. The work of the Secretary (of Labor's) Commission on

Acnieving Neeesssry Skills (SCANS) will provide an important starting point by

identifying the types and levels of skills needed for success in the competitive
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workforce. The National Center on Education and the Economy is developing a national

assessment system which we think has real potential.

Once new assessment instruments are developed, based upon new goals and

standards, they will take time to be widely disseminated, used effectively, and accepted.

Even when implemehied, substantial changes in student performance will not be quickly

forthcoming. In fact, some of the new efforts may fait. Restructuring, by its very

nature, rests on a willingness to experiment. Like businesses that restructure, efforts

will not always succeed, but can point to more effective future practices.

Business leaders am: educators are already combining efforts to define the

standards of competence for entry into the workforee. Connecticut, New York.

Caiifornia, and Vermont, are developing new assessment tools and systems, ones that are

so comprehensive in the information they capture that they can enhance student learning

and can even form the basis for teacher and administrator assessment systems. They

Marify learning goals, and more thoroughly measure the higher level skills that business

and society require.

An assessment system should be viewed as something developmental that you learn

from and refine as you do it. In fact, such systems should continual!, evolve, because

the knowledge needed to succeed In life and work will change-

Changing the accountability system in educat ion through assessment will atso

affect the management and administration of education, curriculum and instruction, and

educational professionalism. The development of assessments cannot be separate from

the professional development of educators, because it will have an Impact on the nature

of instruction and curricula content.
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We still lack many of the tools necessary to achieve broad-based and lasting

success in our efforts to reform education. The establishment of national goals by the

President and governors was a laudable first step toward defining national expectations

for the education enterprise. These help to articulate where we want to go. Now we

have to find the ways to build the national will to achieve these goals, and we need to be

able to measure our progress along the way. Reaching the national gales must be a key

national priority. I recognize the complexities involved, but we must articulate and

apply a clear national strategy, have more cohesive leadership, and provide the necessary

resources to succeed.

Currently, we have neither a national consensus nor standards, on what students

need to know. We are told by teachers that they do not have a clear idea of what they

;hould be /crushing differently. We are told hy parents that they do not know how their

children are doing compared to other students, let alone among other industrialized

societies. (In fact, parents are so confused that 75% of them believe there is a major

education crisis, but 75% of them also think that the sehool their child at'ends is very

good.) And students understand very little about what they will need to know to succeed

in contemporary society.

First, national standards need to be established that set guideposts. a framework,

and the expectations for what students should know. Standards should define what they

need to know by age for being a citizen, for going to work, receiving additional skill

training, or attending college.

3 I
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We should have the ability to accumulate information about where individual

students are la meeting these broad standards. That information should be gathered by

school, try school district, by state, and nationally. Parents should be fully informed

about how their children are doing.

The education standards we adopt should, of course, be competitive with other

nations, but be designed to meet U.S. needs first. Our workers must be among the finest,

if we expect our businesses to be as efficient as our international competitors, many of

whom have national educational assessments.

The U.S., like Great Britain and other nations, need to address this problem

directly. Britain has established a national curriculum that all students foliow. It is

standardized. Teachers have national criteria and assessments to measure student

progress. Britain went at the problem directly by specifying curricula at the beginning,

rather than having educational standards and assessmentsdefine the changes to curricula

at a state and local level. What the British have done would be a revolutionary concept

in this country. I use Great Britain to illustrate how strongly other nations are

committed to the solution of their education problems.

We should be willing to challenge a few of the traditions in education by haying a

greater national approach, while ,tfll leaving most policy decisions to state and local

levels. We've matured politically. We can talk now about national curriculum in this

country, based on standards we establish. The important distinction is that this would

not be a federal curriculum. I believe there is a role for federally developed criteria,

standards, or syllabi against which state and local curricula can be developed.

3 2
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It is my worry that we are not serious enough yet about making critical changes in

education, and not committed yet to achieving our national education goals. For

example, the four h goal is to be first in the world in math and science education by the

year 2000. For us to get there, it will require a national commitment comparable to the

challenge of putting a man on the moon in the 1980s. I sense that we are still unwilling,

as a nation, to think about the kinds of changes that would be necessary In policy, in

structure, and in funding to achieve these goals. Without clear national and state

leadership, educators are not likely to get behind the efforts with any sense of national

mission.

The federal government, for its part, must be much more pro-active in its

leadership to set the tone, set the agenda, and motivate action. There are several

federal roles which can be played by the Administration and the Congress. The federal

government should be undertaking a "moon landing" leadership role in developing

standards for meeting our educational goals, so that there can be no doubt about what

states need to do and where children rank in terms of what we have to achieve by the

end of this century.

I firmly believe that there Is a federal role in this effort as the lead partner In

developing information, establishing standards, and devising assessments.

We are now at a juncture in our efforts to reform education where we recognize

that we must act as a nation on a national challenge, and yet the needed actions must

primarily be taken by 50 States and 15,000 local school districts, and, ultimately, In

83,000 school buildings. The federal government has historically been a relatively

passive force in education and provides less than 10% of the funds for education. The

challenge is to define a pro-active national fradership role for the federal government

41-090 0 - 91 - 11
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without displacing or supplanting the traditional State and local responsibilities for

education.

In addition to our strongly held belief that the federal government must play a

critical role in the development and establishment of educational standards and help to

design a system of assessments, there are other specific activities appropriate to federal

responsibilities in meeting our national education goals.

National Leadership throggh Reseerch and Inferhisition Deyelopment. The federal

government nas a traditional, and accepted, role in supporting research upon which new

knowledge and innovation in education are based. This role needs to be expanded in the

90's, as we search fur new methods, develop standards and new assessment mechanisms.

and to otherwise work toward meeting our ambitious goals. What is needed is a strategic

approach to information development and the use of data in relation to national gnats.

We should carefully, but pro-actively, develop the national capacity to provide the

knowledge and basic data from which the en? ire education:II I in ean drax.

The single largest pot of research money that could be directed to these efforts is

under the Education Department's Office of Educational Research and Improvement

(OEM). What we Should buy is a new strategy for the future education of our youth. The

department should be an important catalyst for change, and should underwrite much of

the developmental work that is necessarv.

My sense is that the research agenda of this office has been to fund a broad range

of small, discrete research projects which do not add up to a strategic plan or vision,

does not provide information which the States and local schools need for their efforts to

restructure education, and is not widely or systematically disseminated when completed.
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We are missing an opportunity for the federal government to provide the leadership in

research on education restructuring and national goals.

kith2lEggagLIN2Leiggineat. This is a programmatic area in which federal

leadership has had tremendous impact. It Is the best example of filling a gap in the

traditional systems of mandatory education. Early childhood development is an

important new concept In educstion, as a strategy of prevention, of which the Head Start

program is a part. The Committee for Economic Development TED) has provided

leadership on this issue, and has not only educated the business community about the

importance of preschool education and health care, but also has argued convincingly for

pursuing a strategy of prevention in public policy. On March 6. 1991, five Chief

Executive Officers of major U.S. corporations testified before the House Budget

Committee on full-funding of the Women, Infants, and Children (MC) program.

We recognize how critical early childhood education can be. It has a direct impact

on social skills, educational achievement, and self esteem. We at the Alliance see

investments in early childhood programs, like Head Start, as an Important weapon in the

fight against the problems of school dropouts, drug abuse, crime, and teenage pregnancy

and for that reason we are on record in support of full funding for Head Start. It has the

potential, over the long term, of allowing us to redirect limited federal dollars that

otherwise might have to be spent on "second chance" systems to repair the damage that

could have been prevented. I would also argue that we are at a point where the costs

could be shared with the States. We know that about 30 statms have enacted various

types of early childhood programs, 9 of which are designed to supplement Head Start.

Now, with the governors recognizing a national goal related to early childhood

edueation, and with the states having primary responsibility for public education, perhaps

0
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we eould move to a greater level of shared responsibility in early childhood development.

There is precedent in virtually every other program of federal assistance to education.

The closest comparison is the federal Chapter I program, which predominately covers

poor children in the early years of elementary school, in which costs are shared with the

states.

ecii Id Linktb les in the Broad Ranae aLrederat Education Programs. We must take

much more care to rationalize how individual programs are linked in a cohesive

continuum of education development. Individual federal education programs must be

thought of in relation to each other. For example, Head Start cannot be separated from

services under Chapter 1 of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act or we risk

losing the gains of one program during the application of another. Each program should

build logically on the progress of the others. We still need to empnasize educational

services to disadvantaged groups, but the policy must be to build on linking education

programs. This also can have an effect in reducing the bureaucracies which have been

established over time at the federal. state, and local levels.

Integrate Health ond Hwnan Service Proorc..,s with F4tication. Educators are

often the first to :lentify health or other problems that are preventing children from

learning. But, they are often helpless In addressing these problems. Federal and state

legislation must put a premium on assuring that health and human service programs are

readily available to children. This cart be accomplished by insisting that such programs

demonstrate how well they are tied into the schools and responding to the problems

identified by school teachers, counselors, and administrators.

Establish a Better School to Work Transition. For several years now, various policy

studies have focused on the failure of our society to provide school to work assistance to
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the majority of students who do not go on to college. We are not naive about how

compliested this issue is, but it deserves urgent attention by this Subcommittee. I

understand that several members of the full Committee have already expressed Interest

in working on such a proposaL In my view, it involves not only integrating opportunities

for work experience with school to give relevance to classroom learning and to motivate

students (as the Europeans do) but also to assist students with the skills for finding

meaningful employment. America prepares only a tiny fraction of its non-college bound

students for work. Other industrial nations have multi-year career educational programs

that prepare students to operate at a professional level In the workplace. The enactment

of the "Tech-Prep" or "'Two-plus-Two" program in the vocational education

reauthorization last year is an important step in this direction and may serve as a model

for a more extensive system of occupational certification. The Alliance intends to

develop more detailed ideas on the federal role in a school to work transition, and we

will work closely with the Subcommittee during the this session as our work progresses.

Provide a Safety Net for Those Who Would QMerretse Fait. This is an important

and traditional iv.e -..f the federal government in eduestion to assure equal opportunity

and equity of services In education. We would like to see this role broadened In the way

help is provided to school dropouts. There are a variety of existing programs in this area

that need to be linked more carefully into a cohesive strategy. All students should be

guaranteed the educational attention necessary to gain mastery of a standard set of

educational skills by age 16, or as soon as possible thereafter.

Insin_eri Accountability. One critical lever that the federal government has over

its investment in education is to carefully structure and insist on accountability. This

means not only fiscal accountaoility, but also accountability for staid results. The

Chapter 1 accountability standards are an example of what is needed. We are not
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prtpared today to recommend specific methods to achieve accountability, but we do

believe that rewards and consequences should be a part of education program legislation.

The flushiess 1191e

As for the business role, the business cOmmunity must be included as a partner in

this endeavor. Business can provide information on competency levels for jobs, so that

learning experiences and curricula meet the needs of a dynamic society. Business can

provide technical assistance in developing standards, assessment tools, and strategies.

Business can work closely to help in training of teachers to apply these new assessment

techniques. Business must also be an advocate for a comprehensive system of

assessments and continue to press for systemic change.

Business leaders can lae instrumental in keeping educanon high on the public agenda

in their states and communities. They ean be strong advocates for the transformation of

!he st'hoots. The.% ean help raise the sights of iiducatoN who, fee:Mg powerless and

frustrated, often lose any incentive to press forward. Joint efforts are necessary to

address the spectrum of education issues in a coordinated and focused approach.

Business leaders must work collaboratively and over the long term with educators as well

as community leaders toward common goals.

In conclusion

Mr. Chairman, this is a complex agenda fur change. Despite what seem like

insurmountaWe obstacles, a growing current of public opinion demands change in

education. All Aincricans must play a part. We in business are preparing ourselves to

play an important role in achieving significant change and improvement.
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Our long term agenda, through the Alliance's Center for Excellence in Education

and with our partners in the Busioess Coalition for Education Reform, is to find and

implemnt more effective ways for business involvement.

This education reform effort requires strong national leadership from the federa/

government in setting the vision and the goals, fostering change, and i.. ensuring that all

the stakehohlers carry out their appropriate roles.

As America struggles to improve its education system, so that our society can be a

strong and informed democracy and can compete in a global market place, it is essential

that we are able to assess, in a meaningful way, the educational process of our students.

We are united in our determination to prepare our children to meet the challenges of the

future. An accurate, and fair assessment system is an important tool toward that goal.

6'1 ,
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March 21, 1991

The Honorable Dale E. Kildee
Chairman
Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary
and Vocational Education

Committee on Education and Labor
320 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515

Re: Comments of the Association of American
Nhlielle1t_SR2Net.29D.:1_.TP.StAn97.15eiieS

Dear Mr. Chairman:

During the March 14, 1991 hearing on "National Testing: Pros and
Cons,* the Subcommittee agreed to hold open the recsr4 until today
in order to permit other interested parties to submit their views
on the Issues. The Association of American Pa;dishers ("AAP")
appreciates the opportunity to submit its views on national testing
to this Subcommittee through this letter and attachments.

AAP is the principal national trade organization representing more
than 215 commercial publishers of hardcover and paperback hooks:
professional, technical and scientific journals; computer software:
and educational and classroom materials, ineluding tests and
evaluation scoring materials. As such, members of AA1 historically
have been involved in meeting the needs of school districts and
state education programs for various types of assessment
instruments that have been used to assist in the meaaurement and
evaluation of the nation's school children.

For the future, AAP stands ready to play An active rote in the
dehate over national testing issues, so that commeteial test
pul,lishers may contribute to a consensun solution for imp:ovine the
nation's educational system. We recognize our respon:ibility in
be as creative as necessary to help our society meet thet;e new
formidable and exciting challenges. In that respect, AAP's lestinq
committee has already met with Governor Pomer and intends to
continue those productive ilecussions. We also will open a

dialogue with members of the business community to disooss how
commercial publishers may work with business leaders to better
understand and cespond to the perceived educationil problems
associated with the complex issues surrounding assessment.

1.1
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SICULUDILL.MTIQMPISLIIIIM

AAP strongly opposes ary pinglq test to be used nationwide.
However, AAP supports the concept of a nationwide assessment
program, provided it meets specific critaria that, from the
experiences of conmercial publishers, are required to ensure that
all universally-administered assessments (as distinct from
assesoments of student samples which may be intended for use
primarily to monitor school systens and/or trends) will be used to
improve ttudent instruction and school curriculum. In this way,
AAP also believes that norm accountability can be brought to the
assessment system. At the same time, AAF firmly believes that test
diversity and competition shoulu continue to be integral to any
reform in order to assure that the best quality products are
available. Publishers want to assure this Subcommittee that the
use of multiple tests can still provide uniform comparative
information.

IfEtigniatiligailiNT _MUM
1 . There mat be_multlials. tcatinq _Inatrumntg avAllAtklv.
Different tests serve different purposes. Some tests are designed
for diagnostic purpooes, others for accountability reasons and
still others may focus on monitoring progress. No ors test, indeed
no one type of test, can accomplish all of the diverse goals and
objectives of thin country's educational system. Nevertheless, as
indicated above, multiple tostu used in a coordinated fashion can
still provide uniform comparative data.

A test should not be used for purposes for which :t was not
designed, nor should a test become the sole basis for determining
how a student is doing. Consequently. AAP urges that the first
important criterion for a national assessment program must be
adherence to the concept that a single national test not be used
tor purposes of determining progress toward Achieving national
education goals and standards. Additionally, varieties oi
assessment formats, from normed-referenced, standardised tests to
performance-based assessments, have a role in the mix. An
explanation of the various types of tests and formats is included
in the attached testimony of Burt Faldet, given before the senate
Subcommittee on Education, Arts and Humanities of the Labor and
Human Resources Committee on March 7, 1991.

2. Each assespment must./M-fkerlfltalittiLtZt_t9AN_YsIid, rellat+le_and
klika=a2g. Scrutiny, criticism and debote abeut tests and the role
they play in the lives of students and whether they are biased or
exclusionary is not a new or novel development of the day. Those
very issues have Confronted the tenting community. including
developers, users, administrators and others, for years. As a
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result, voluntary Btandarda ox_isbagAticznai_api_zugbological
'eating were adopted by the American Psychological Association
(along with the Anerican Educational Research Association and the
National Council on Maaeurement in Education). The SZAMIAKAM set
forth the professionally-accepted constructs and procedures to be
followed in developing psychological teats, determining their
reliability and validity, implementing their use and describing
research results.

APA's Alandarda have been widely cited with approval by
Congress, state legislatures, courts and researchers. The moat
recant endorseaent occurred during the House consideration of H.R.
1255, the Higher Education Technical Amendments of 1991, between
Chairman Ford and Congressaan George Miller (page H. 2812, March
19, 1991). Under themm fitandardn, developers and publishers of any
assessment instrument, regardless of whether it is multiple-choice
or performance-based, must present remearch on scientific validity
(whether the inetrument predicts what it is designed to pred.ct),
reliability (whether its results are repeatable) and fairness to
protected groups (whether there is bias against any identifiable
group of test takers).

3. Any national testing nrooram mist encouWteatition
All____tea "A 1

Regardless of the types of assessments to be included in a national
program, commercial test publishers have an extraordinary
background and expertise in producing instruments that comport with
the APA's Stanslazda and with the equally applfcable code of FairInatiagicactican. The Csageis prinarily focused upon
professionally-developed tests used in and by educational
institutions. It is the comsitment to extensive research and
development by commercial test publishers that sakes them second
to none. Because these are private sector companies. they invest
significant monies each year in conducting scientific research.

Similarly, this Subcommittee should be aware that AAP members
have been involved in offering performanced -based assessments
(e.g., writing and listening assessments) for years. Some
publishers are also offering portfolio assessments as
supplements to currant test batteries. Accordingly, commercial
publishers have already demonstrated the initiative and
responsiveness to the demands for perfornanced-based aseessoants.
Any national program should seek to continue an open comyetition
in the development and administration of assessment instruments to
ensure that the beet products are available to meet emerging
educational med..

4. fLattimmUNAISitinitat_Witsia_inateinagniant,..ast_auplant
ing,telisLitatt_ing_AstraLiumfaimint AAP feels strongly that
control over the attainment of national goals and selsction of

3
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assessments must remain with the state and local authorities.
These entities are in the best position to make the necessary
refinements to any national assessment program that will ensure
that it is tailored to the needs of the local community which is
being served. As several witnesses; have previously testified
before this Subcommittee. this flexibility is important to
preserving the best in the American educational tradition. A
national assessment program should not replace atate and local
testing programs, which may serve other purpones, particularly
diagnostic.

5. state and lecal entities must-integrate the national asses:mon&ayatim_iiith_sat. Although local control must
reside with the state and local education agencies, they should
have in place an explicit and comprehensive program to integrate
and coordinate a national assessmen- system with on-going
assessments. AAP submits that such an integration approach will
provide a mechanism to ensure that all universally-administered
assessments will be linked to the improvement of instruction.

6. l.I%eaomente must be adminiaterect_anit the_ rk/g111
__accordanCe_with_tha_ARIVii_ESanCtallta.Alld....the Cede.

Again, reliance on the adopted standards already in place must be
ensured, so that all aspects of tho national assessment program
can function together. Accordingly, it is important that test
administration and test interpretation equally meet the high
standards currently set forth by the APA's $easosrds and the Cods.
It makes no sense for the development of various assessments to be
predicated on these standards and not have that action followed up
by requiring those who administer the tests and who evaluate the
test results to conform as well.

7. much more_JUMSUULLImust tie_stivsn_tg._AMIC112142.11t_Israiniftg
Further to the notion that test administration and interpretation
must bo as rigorous as the development of the national assessment
program, AAP recommends that state and local education agencies
should have in place a program to train teachers and administrators
on the use and interpretation of assessments, including but not
limited to the national assessment system. Research s:udies have
shown that teachers do not make full use of test rerults, simply
because they have not received adequate training on these
principles. Out of this point also derives the added benefit of
improved accountability, since better informed teachers and school
administrators will be better able to report the results of
assessments to pupils and parents. In fact, the general public may
also benefit from the greater awareness and understanding of the
role of testing in our society.
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Before any national assessment system is implemented, however. the

AAP urges this Subcommittee to pep particular attention to the need

to reach a consensus on several key items that will be crucial to

the success of the national program. Such a consensus must involve
the participation of mashers of ell affected communities of
interest, including experts in amasser* and measurement. For its

part, MP Is earnestly desirous of contributing manpower and
resources to such an effort and we would welcome the opportunity

to discus, ways for accomplishing this avenue for national
consensus with this SubcOneittee or any of the groups that appeared

at the hearing.

The following issues M those, upon which eq.-A:tent should be

reached because they appear to AU' to he relevant to the
development of a national assessment program that can and will

achieve the goals and objectives advocated by the hearing

witnesses:

I. The content, skills, objectives, and sequence to be

taught and assessed, as well as on the interpretation of test

results, e.g., attainsent or achievement levels, pass/fail levels,

college bound VO. technical, etc.

2. The moan of a national assessment program, e.g.,

system accountability; monitoring prosress in the attainment of

national edueation goals: evaluating the results of the

effectiveness of instruction; evaluating and improving curriculum;

diagnosing individual strengths and weaknesses; or certifying the

levels of achievement and ability upon ending secondary education.

subsidiary to whet purposes are served, AAP feels compelled to

raise the point that *high stakes* accountability testing may

provide great leverage for changing the educational system, but it

must be approached cautiously so that there are not distortions or
unintended consequences and so that it will produce improvements

in instruction and learning.

3. The voluntary or compulsory nature of participation

in a national aseasement program.

4. Who MB for the development, administration,

scoring, and other costs of the program.

5. The scale of assessment, o.g., testing all students

or a sample; testing annually or at intervals; testing all grades

or certain grades; testing all students or excluding or providing

separate tests or scores for Some (e.g.. non-public schools;

Chapter 1; learning-disabled; ESL; etc.),
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6. The =eggs= of administration and of revisions of
the assessment to assure comparability of results over time, while
encouraging a dynamic and diverse assessment program.

7. The security or accessibility of the assessments,
i.e., will test items be secure or released to the public; will
test items be protected by copyright; will test items be released
to be imbedded in other assessment instruments.

S. The equating or maim of different assessments,
particularly assessments using different tormats (e.g., multiple-choice or performance assessments), in accordance with thegtandarda. On this point, AAP notes the difficulty of the
technical task of equating or calibrating different assessment
instruments to an "anchor" test is not to be underestimated.

9. The choice of /ormat of the assessments, (multiple-
choice, perforeance, portfolio, or combination), is a function of
a variety of factors, including cost, purpose of the test, timing,etc. Each format has advantages and each has disadvantages. It
is not accurate to state that a performance or 'authentic,*
assessment is the "best" assessment format without qualification.

On this last point, AAP is in extreme disagreement with those
who advocate the need to completely remove the use of standardized,
normed-referenced tests. Tnat ir akin to "throwing out the baby
with the bath water.' The use of multiple-choice tests has
produced useful information on an PlaJmctive valid, non-
discriminatory basis. This Subcommittee should not, any more than
some educators and researchers, "shoot the messenger" when the
message may not be to their liking.

SEVELOPNIBST or NATIONAL STANDARDS

Finally, AAP assumes that this Subcommittee recognizes that the
task of developing the instruments for uue in a national assessment
program is secondary to the task of establishing national educationstandards. Here again, it is the challenge for every group
involved in the educational system to contribute to a consenses-
building effort as to what every child should know in any
particular subject area in any particular grade level. AAP hopes
that this Subcommittee will assure that this effort does not hecome
the classic case of "putting the cart before the horse." It is
premature to develop an assessment system until a consensus is
reached about what is being assessed.

AAP believes that the participation Of commercial publishers in
this important task can be utilized at critical points in the
formulation, development and delivery of appropriate assessment
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instruments and to ensure that instructional materials are

developed and available. Wen though this effort promises to be
lengthy, perhaps even on the order of tho ten-year program
development outlined by Dr. Lauren Resnick, cossercial publishers

are committed to assuring that the national assessment program will
be administered, and the reaults interpreted and used, in a
standardised, unbiased way.

MIMI=
for all the above reasons, AAP respectfully suggests that the
Subcommittee's attention should focus first on the need for a
consensus of education standards and than, secondarily, on the need

for a national assessment proems, rather than one single national

test. AAP embers, who Currently nompries the largest segment of
the asseassent delivery spites in place in thie country, are

willing and able to respond to the emerging needs of a changimg

view of what multiple assessment instruments, and possibly their
delivery techniques, will be &Mended by the year 2000, just as
they have done over the last quarter of a century, when nuserous

"new* assessments and vogue education reform' have required similar

commitments of resources.

If further hearings ars scheduled, we would welcome the chance to
report to this Subcommittee on the progress of these efforts. In

addition, we vould be pleased to answer any questions this
Subcommittee may have based on these coements.

Attachments

Respectfully subeitted.

ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN PUBLISHERS

24,440 it
Nicholas A. veliotam
President

i
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STATEMENT BY BURTON W FALDET
ON BEHALF OF THE ASSOCIATION OF AMERiCA.4 PUBLISHERS

BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION ARTS AND RUMANITIES
COMMITTEE ON LAbOR AND 'HUMAN RESOURCES

MARCH 7, 1991

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee. by name is Burt
Faldet. I appreciate this opportunity tl appear before you
today on behalf of the Association of American Publishers. The
Association of American Publishers C"AAP") is the principal
trade organization representing more than 235 member firms that
publish hardcover and paperback books; professional, technical.
and scientific journals; computer software; and classroom and
educational materials, including tests and evaluation and
scoring materials.

I am President of Test Consultants. Ltd, which provides
evaluation, design, and implementation strategies to education
and business. Our clients have included commercial test
publishers. the American Institutes for Research, IBM, as well
as individual school districts. From 1965 to 1987. I was with
Science Research Associates, a commercial test publisher, where
I was involved in a variety of positions in the development.
publication, and use of standardized tests for schools and
industry. I also have taught undergraduate courses in
Measurement and Evaluation and secondary school science, and
served as a School Psychologist and Director of Pupil Personnel
Services.

There are several points that I would like to discuss
today. from the perspective of the publishers of such tests.
about the development and use of standardized tests in
elementar_y and secondary schools whether for the purpose 3f
evaluating progress toward national education goals or tc an
individual pupil's development. My statement does not address
higher education, employment, or military testing.

The first, and what I hope will be the most important
message I leave with you today. is that developers and
publishers of standardized tests should be seen as part of the
solution for improving the quality of educational instruction.
not as part of the problem.

1
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The second message is that test diversity and competition
should be encouraged to assure improved education and improved

assessment instruments. Different objectives are served by
different kinds of tests -- no one test can accomplish all of

the dlverse objectives of our diverse educational system. It is

a serious mistake to try to make tests do what they are not
designed to aco..mplish, or to use tests as the sole means for

assessment in most situations.

Finally. I want to assure the Committee that test
publishers -- working with the educational community -- are

expanding and improving their testing products to meet

continually emerging educational demands. Test publishers are

ready and able to develop and administer whatever assessment
instruments are desired. including assessments to measure

progress toward attainment of national education goals.

WHY TEST?

Measurement can be relatively exact -- but a number has no

meaning until someone makes a judgment about it. That is the

difference between measurement and evaluation. There are many

ways to determine health; a number on a thermometer is one
indicator. but it takes someone to exercise judgment as to the

significance Jf the temperature shown, and to take the
appropriate action as indicated by the reeding on the

thermometer. It would be .-prudent, huwever, to rely entirely

on temperature to make a eiagnosis of the patient.

Why educational testing? Testing is of value to the

student. It serves to provide some information that can be used

by educators and parents to ideiiiTy and respond to the
instructional needs of individual pupils and to improve

instruction of individual pupils. Testing is a means to assess

progress toward specific educational objectives, as evidenced by

what pupils can do in terms of skills exhibited.

Testing also serves broader, institutional goals. It

assists in assessment of long-range effects of changes in the

educational program. enabling comparison of (1) performance over

time and to changes in the instructional program or to changes

in population characteristics and (2) performance across
different subject areas, such as mathematics and reading. to

determine strengths and weaknesses, needs for program
modification. or changes of emphasis. Testing is one means to

evaluate performance for accountability purposes.

-2-
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The methods of evaluattng whether children are learning what
is being taught have changed over the years, just as many
techniques and objectives of teaching have changed. Forexample, standardised achievement tests and murarous other typesof tests have supplemented teacher-made tests administered on aclass-by-class basis; performance and portftiic tests areserving to complement and supplement multivile-choice formats.

LIMITS TO =STING

It must be emphasized. however, that there are limits totesting. When testing is used in "h4h-stakes" situations and
results are used as a simple "passgail" barrier to students, orto reward or punish teachers and administrators. when the
pressure becomes so intense that there is "teaching the test"
rather than teaching the skills 4nd concepts that are being
evaluated, when test scores become the sole criteria for
evaluating student performam:e or potential or the effectiveness
of instruction, then testing has gotten out of hand and is beingmisused and abused

Tests are a necessary but not sufficient means to assess
achievement and growth in skills and abilities. What may betested is not, and cannot be. inclusive of all of the desired
outcomes of instruction.

Tests may be used as a partial basis for evaluation. Testsare concerned only with certain basic skills and abilities and
are not intended to measure total achievement in any given
subject or grade; they are not inclusive of all the desired
outcomes of education. Standardized tests are concerned with
only those areas of instruction that are amenable to objective
measurement.

It should also be recognized that local performance is
conditioned by many influences. The instructional effectiveness
of the teaching staff is only one of these factors. Among otherfactors are the pupils' school and home environment, their past
educational history. and the quality and adequacy of the
instructional materials with which the staff has to work.

Az stated in the Manual for School Administrators for one
standardized test.

At all times. the tests must be considered a means to
an end and not ends in themselves. These tests have
theii principal value in drawing attention of the
teaching staff and the pupil to those specific aspects
of the pupil's development most in need of individual
attention; in facilitating remedial and individualized

-3-
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instruction; in identifying those aspects of the vhole
program of instruction most in need of increased
emphasis and attention; and in providing the basis for

more adequate educational guidance of the individual
pupil. If properly used, the results should motivate
both teachers and pupils to increased, better-directed
efforts in both teaching and learning.

when intelligently used in combination with other
impertant types of information, the results obtained
from these tests should prove very valuable in the
appraisal of the total program of instruction. Unless

they are used in conjunction with other information,
however, they may do serious injustice to many teachers

and to many well conceived instructional programs.

KINDS OF TESTS

Different tests have been developed to meet a variety of

purpo-es. Some tests are subjective, both as to the matter

tested and the interpretation of the results. A standardized

test is an objective test that uses the same standards to
measure and score student performance across the country;

everyone takes the same test according to the same rules.

A normed-reference test (NRT) is a standardized test used to

compare students performance in terms of a carefully selected,
nationally representative group, or norm, on the same test;
performance is based on total test or subtest scores. (In

contrast, for some tests, such as the SATs and ACT, the norrn is

based on the others taking the test. rather than to a

standardized national norm.)

A criterion-referenced test (CRT) differs from a
normed-reference test primarily in how test scores are
interpreted and used. A criterion-referenced test is used to

evaluate and report performance in terms of specific
instructional objectives or skills, stated in measurable terms.

These labels are not mutually exclusive. Many
criterion-referenced tests are normed, and many norm-referenced

tests may be subject to criterion-referenced, content-based

interpretations.

Teacher-made tests generally are intended to provide
information about individual student's performance on specific.

classroom-oriented, curricula or specific needs for information

about students. These tests are frequently supplemented by

textbook tests, which are developed by textbook publishers and

-4-
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may appear in textbooks or be provided to teachers as
supplementary instructional materials. Both of these tests are
associated frequently with grades on report cards and help
measure a student's progress in class, as well as facilitate
individualized instruction.

Tests can also be in a variety of formats. Multiple-choicetests offer the advantages of objectivity and uniformity of
iEciiIng, ease of administration and scoring, and low cost.
There are disadvantages to such tests, particularly if they areutilized as the exclusive method of assessment.
"Performance-based tests," "authentic assessments," or
"alternative assessments" generally are open-ended tests thatare not multiple-choice. They include essays. writing samplesand portfolios of work. prActicums. or oral or visual
demonstrations. They generally are more expensive.
labor-intensive, and require more training and preparation to
administer and evaluate -- factors which also can make them
affirmative educational tools. The same concerns for fairness,validity and reliability, standardization if used for
comparisons, and abuse if used in high-stakes situations thatare raised with multiple-choice tests are applicable to
performance tests.

Performance testing and standardized testiug are not
mutually exclusive. It is important to point out that for
several years writing and listening assessments -- performance
tests -- have been offered by test developers as part of their
standardized test batteries. Publishers are now offering
performance and portfolic tests to supplement their current testbatteries.

What are the particular advantages of a norm-referenced.
standardized test? It ensures reliability and validity in data
collection, analysis, and interpretation. It enables evaluation
of student achievement in various grades and subjects for the
purpose of aggregating and reporting achievement gains in termsof a common reporting scale (e.g., normal curve equivalent or
grade equivalent), with nationally representative norms. lt
provides an objective, rather than a subjective, assessment.
The efficiencies are greater and the costs of administration arefar less than for a performance assessment (by perhaps. a factorof 10).

Norm-referenced, standardized tests also enable
identification of problems in specific skill or subject area
deficiencies for teacher attention and remediation. This may be
particularly important in the early grades.

-5-
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Norm-referenced, standardized tests use the same or parallel

test items for all students, which makes scores for all students

comparable; use of one level per grade facilitates
criterion-referenced interpretation of results for classes,

buildings, and systems. Individual scores can be related to

comparable national norms. One skill can be compared to another

on a pupil, class, building, or system basis.

A classroom may have such a wide range of skills that no

simple test can be equally suited to the entire range of

achievement; NRTs for different levels of achievement can be

administered so that each pupil takes the level that corresponds

most closely to the individual instructional objectives and

levels of skill development.

ROLE OF THE TEST DEVELOPER AND PUBLISHER

Test developers adhere to strict standards, as developed by

the American Psychological Association. the American Educational

Research Association, and the National Council for Measurement

in Education in the Code_of Fair Tes_ting__Practices in Education,

a copy of which is submitted for inclusion in the record.

Demonstration of reliability and validity also must be provided

to test users, showing that the test meets its intanded purpose

and its appropriateness for groups of different racial, ethnic,

or linguistic backgrounds who are likely to be tested. Several

books give in-depth, candid reviews of available tests, include

the Mental Measurement Yearti_q9k, published by the Buros

Institute of Mental Measurements, while guides and evaluations

are published by the ERIC Clearinghouse on Tests. Measurement,

and Evaluation and by other organizations.

Standardized tests generally are professionally developed

tests distributed by commercial test publishers; d,velopment may

be by the publisher, educators or other non-profi rrganirations

(under royalty or other forms of compensation). or oy
governmental entities alone or in cooperation with publishers

(such as under the National Science Foundation s -Publisher

Initiative").

The role of the colT .cial test publisher in test

development is very extaeszve. Based on information from a

variety of sources, including the educational community, the

test publisher determines if there is a need for a test and

whether it will be financially viable. If the answers are In

the affirmative, a decision is made as to the type of test to be

developed, 1 e., a norm-referenced or criterion-referenced test.

or a combination of the two. In addition to the type of test.

the format (e.g., multiple-choice, true-false, performance
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assessment) also must be determined. Publishers also respond totest requirements of state and local education agencies. Testpublishers will also respond to the demands and requirements fortests of national education goals.

Extensive research is required for "building" a new test orrevising an existing test. Test items are written by educatorsand professional test item writers. They are selected afterextensive research on educational objectives; curriculum; goals,objectives, and standards; textbook and instructional materialcontent; and what is to be measured and how. In general, testsfollow and reflect curriculum.
Error-free items must be

developed that will withstand the scrutiny of hundreds of
thousands of teachers and students over a long-period of time.Vocabulary and readability levels must be appropriate for thestudents to be tested. Items must also be free from ethnic.gender, or cultural bias.

At least one trycut to obtain data for standard itemanalysis and summary test statistics is needed. This data isused to select items with desirable characteristics. Typically.an experimental edition will contain at least twice the numberof items required for the final test, to enable the publisher toreject undesirable items and still retain a sufficient number ofitems for a final test of suitable length. Items for a
norm-referenced test will be rejected if too many examinees
select the answer. In a criterion-referenced test students areclassified in terms of mastery/non-mastery, so items will beselected that will have a large number of correctly-selected
answers.

Experimental test items are reviewed by educators and
curriculum specialists and are then field tested with large
numbers of student to check their responses. The comments ofthe reviewers and the data generated by the field test are usedto select the items for the final edition of the test.

In the case of norm-referenced tests, the final, or
standardized, version of the test is administered to carefully
selected groups of students whose characteristics are similar tothose of students throughout the nation. The informationobtained is then aggregated into norms so that individuals
tested in the future may be compared to the original nationalsample. This is the process of standardization, and the
normative information obtained from the process is crucial toeducators, parents. and students. Without it. there would be noway of knowing how a single score on a specific test compared tothe scores of other students in the nation.
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Publishers develop guidance materials to assure that the

final test is administered in accordance with the
standardization, and to provide instruction on how the test is

to be interpreted. Information is also developed and provided
on the technical characteristics of the test to support its
reliability and validity. This is done regardless of the format.

Scores can be reported and evaluated in a multitude of ways.

for different uses. Rather than trying to describe scoring and

interpretation in my testimony. I am submitting for the record

an excerpt from Understepding Achievement Tests: A Guide for
School Admin.istrators. published by the ERIC Clearinghouse on
Tests, Measurement, and Evaluation, on "What Types of Test

Scores Are There."

Much controversy has been generated recently over

norm-referenced testing. To address these concerns. I am

attaching to this statement several articles from commercial
test publishers that were included in the Summer 1988
Educational Measurement: Issues and Practice that provide an

extensive review of these issues.

MCAT SKILLS AR.E TESTED?

Higher order skills, not just basic skills, can be measured,

even in a multiple-choice format, in a standardized test
(remembering that it was only a very few years ago that

publishers had to respond to demands for assessment instruments

for the "back to basics" movement), we recognize, too, that
there are more direct ways of measuring higher order skills and

such instruments have been available from test publishers for

some time.

As previously stated, the multiple-choice format used in
assessment instruments has some attractive features. It is an
efficient and effective way of measuring many educational

objectives. While we recognize that it has limitations as well,

it is important to recognize that most measures, including
criterion-referenced and performance tests, are samples of

behavior from which inferences can be drawn. For example, a
multiple-choice mathematics test, which includes five exercises

in addition of two-digit numbers with carrying, is a sample of
all the possible two-digit numbers that we want a student to be

able to add. For efficiency. we chose five exercises, and based

on the student's performance on those, we infer what the student
could do if presented with many more. Similarly, we may present

a situation with several complex problem-solving exercises in a

multiple-choice format. Based on performance, we can make some
inferences about the student's performance in some of the higher

order skills in the mathematics area.

-8-
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Similarly, we can infer some important aspects of
performance in writing from items commonly presented in
multiple-choice language arts tests.

Neither the problem-solving nor language arts tests are
substitutes for direct observation of stLdent performance overtime and in different situations in solving problems and in
producing written material.

Reiterating a constant theme of this statement, that testsneed not be mutually exclusive, I again want to point out that
publishers of standardized tests cutrently also offer a variety
of performance tests (including listening skills and writing) aswell as portfolio programs, ir addition to multiple choice tests.

Whether multiple-choice or performance tests, the keywords
for the future, as they are today, are validity and
reliability. Publishers cannot and should not market a test
unless it has been demonstrated to be valid and reliable. Thisrequires time and money, extensive research and development,
testing and reworking to assure that the test works.

RECOAMENDATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FEDERAL POLICY

On behalf of the ptiblishers of standardized tests, I welcome
this opportunity to meet with the Committee and discuss
standardized tests and our role in the educational process. AsI said at the beginning of my statement, publishers want to be
part of the solution, not part of the problem. Publishers are
not simply printers, bookbinders, and marketers. They are an
integral part of the educational system, providing an essential
delivery system as well as taking the initiative for and bearing
the risk of developing new and innovative materials. Just as
Congress would not think of addressing the future of the
autom tale without consulting with automobile manufacturers,
publishers should continue to be consulted and included in your
continued deliberations over the quality of education and the
development and assessment of national education goals.

What recommendations do we have for Congress? The first is
that you continue to hold hearings such as this on education
issues, particularly testing, as a prelude to any possible
future action.

Second. Congress should continue to assure diversity of
testing. No single test, no single curriculum, no single
textbook, can or should meet our nation's diverse educational
needs. Competition among test developers, including a vigorous
private sector, should be encouraged.
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Third, publishers have a role in making whatever testing

program that may be adopted by a school or for a national

education goals program work. They provide an economical and
efficient delivery system for assessments. Publishers have
traditionally served as an important bridge between sound theory

and sound practice. Indeed, they have been the vehicle for
getting local school acceptance of new concepts and the
resulting products, and for enhancing and modifying those

products as needed. They have been the primary link between

those who create and those who must implement. We do not see a

change in this role, nor do we believe that a change is

desirable. For this reason, it is important to involve the

publishers early in the conceptualization of products resulting

from sound research.

One of the crucial concerns is the proper interpretation of

test results. Our fourth recommendation is that Congress

consider funding for targeted. in-service training to teachers

and administrators in interpreting test results to enable them

to use tests better to improve instruction. and to convey
information to students, parents, and the public.

Fifth, state and local education agencies might be required

to develop a comprehensive assessment plan, which would identify
instructional and accountability goals and objectives and the
assessment instruments that would be used to achieve them and

measure progress. The plan could include specific programs for

in-service training, public information, and for assuring that

tests are selected, used, and interpreted appropriately.

Finally, we do not believe that the fed,:al government

should get into the state and local testing business. We

commend the efforts to develop national education goals. and

stand ready to develop and administer the ussessment instruments

required to measure progress toward attainment of such goals.

I would be remiss if I did not point out that while
publishers are trying to respond to the need to develop
challenging and innovative tests (parallel efforts are being

undertaken by publishers of textbooks and other instructional
materials), federal tax policy is frustrating its achievement.

The Department of the Treasury is insisting that publishers

of tests and instructional materials capitalize research and

development and other pre-publication costs, a position that

falls with special we.ght on preparation of new tests and
instructional materials, with their high development costs, high

risks, and long lead times. This approach is shortsighted as a

matter of educational policy because it discourages the
development of the innovative quality tests and textbooks our
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schools need. It is also discriminatory
and unjustified taxpolicy because it requires capitalization of product developmentand research costs that, for any other industry, could bededucted in the year incurred. We have requested the

tax-writing committees (and the Administration) to provideappropriate relief, but the outcome remains very uncertain.This Committee's assistance in assuring that tax policy does notfrustrate education policy would be most wslcome.

Thank you for your attention. I would be pleased torespond to any questions the Committee may have.
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Riverside Comments on the
Friends for Education Report
Edward C. Drahozal
Riverside Publishing Company
and
David A. rrtsbie
The University of lowa

The authors, both
affiliated with Riverside
Publishing Company,
discuss the factors they
think explain the Lake
Wobegon phenomenon
and cad for more
appropriate use of nor-
mative comparisons and
more complete reporting
of lest results.

12

The final report of Friends For
Education (FFE), -Nationally
Normed Elementary Achievement
Testing m Amenca's Ptgthe SchooLa."
has appeared in several preliminary
forms. and portions of its contents
have been discussed in several na-
tions/ newspaper reports- The fol-
lowing comments are based solely
on the content of the final report,
and. though we take exception to
some of the data analysis methods
employed, same of the interpreta-
tions offered, and some of the con-
clusions reached, Masa remarks
focus primarily on questions raised
by the report. These are mums that
complicate the use of aggregated
test scores-with regard to both
their formation and their interpre-
tanon-to synthesise state versus
nabonal compartsons in the face of
different test batteries, different
standardiaabon samples and meth-
ods, dfferent years of rimming, and
different score scale unds for

ft ;irel2ng.study of state and district
performance reported by FFE ap-
pears to have been conducted as
carefully as possible under the cir-
cumstance*. The issues that the

report raises-accuracy and corn-
parabihty of norms, currency of
norms, selectivity of pupils tested
and reported in reports to the
public, and temptation to teach
specific content when educators are
under accountability pressure-are
not new. What comes as a genwne.
unexpected. disappointing shock is
the apparent iuuversal appeal of the

Eduard C Prig/nal is Senior PR.
Fuss Administrator au The Rive-ma
PabtsaAsay Compoey. sac &ye Maw
Aussie Chew IL oe63,1 H. spertahne
is practioil averts of intrrprrtaturn.
use. and mammy of rilmentary and
secondary toot primarily standardized
esita

Nerd A Frtabto ss Assonata Protea-
se,. and Assistant Dirrrtor of Me tows
Bane Sidle rooftop Program. t"faver-
:sty of Iowa tie Lindquist Center !ow°
Co. IA Setae H. irpoosaeus is =Wye.
einti Leaeag
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specifically to the nature of the por-
bon of the student populanon not
tested.

Adequacy of Expectances,
Educators have developed some

expectations about how pupds and
groups of pupils ought perform on
achievement tests based on their
study of the relationship of school
achievement to other social, politi-
cal. and economic wanables. This
why we use such variables as en-
rollment site and socioeconomic
status for stranfied sampling in
standardizations. FFE has used
some of these relationships in at.
tempting to develop expectations
for state-level and school-datnn
level performance. Per-capita in-
come. graduanon rate, and college
entrance score averages are among
the "standard barometers of excel
lence" employed by FFE. Though
we do not deny the value of these
indicaton as part of the predictIon
equation, we realise that a is not
possible to predict achievement in
this way with tugh aocuracy. For ex-
ample, the achievement test perfor-
mance of Iowa pupils is among the
very highest in the nation. yet these
facts about educational conditions
in Iowa seem inconsistent wnh that
high level: Iowa ranks 27th among
states in per-pupd expenditure.
39th in average teacher saiary. and
44th in spending increase from
FY8fi to FY87.

In view of the lessehan-perfect
relationships between achievement
and these other venables, area-
non of whatever expectagons abort
achievement we may formulate
should be tempered. That is, what
we are able to say with reasonable
assurance about how many pupils or
schools should score above a specific
point (the mean in the national
norms distnbution) is not very
useful. Consequently, we might in-
stead settle for statements like
these for State X: -About 40% of
the fifth graders tested should score
between the 25th and the 75th per-
cent/les on national pupil norms,"
or "About 4946% of the third
graders tested should score above
the national puml median (50th
pereentzle)." Of course, the ability
to snake such statements depends
on a far greater understanding of
the stanstical relationship between
those vanables than moat states
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probably have been able to
determine.

Tetwhisp the Test
Pupils and their teachers who

participate in the standarduration of
an achievement battery have not
had an opportunity to see or study
the specific test questIons used.
Thus, hanng no partite on the spe-
cific test questions is one of the
stringent preconditions of the stan-
dardization process. Subsequently
when these norms are used to mese
pret the scores of pupils who have
been drilled with the exact test
questions, the result is an over-
representation of the amount of
knowledge and skin possessed by
such pupils. Likewise, when the
scope of the curnculum is narrowed
to encompass primarily the obiec.
lives meesured by the exact test
queetior s, the relative standings af
the pupds who experienced the re-
stnnove program of study will be
overestimated.

No publisher condones this use of
tests, and few teachers probably
follow such abominable practices.
Those who do are nearly always
motivated by significant negative
consequences assoeiated with
scores that might tuns out to be
below expectation (not always
synonymous with nabonal avenge).
Unfortunately, for sotne educators.
Job retention and salary missals"
are tted directly to the test scores
of their pupils. The authors of the
!TES have always decried the use
of achievement scores for such pur-
poses and instead have campaigned
for the use of these scores to im-
prove instruction directly.

If certain tests are to be used
stnetly for accountability purposes,
their security must be ensured so
the' the scores that result will be
Assad for that purpose. The dollars
required to assure states and &s-
triae that the test farina they will
use are secure would be far greater
than the value of the information
derived from using the secure
forma. Those dollars would lOsely
have greater and mon visible im-
pacts on learning if devoted to
direct last:Ireton instead.

Score Analysis asd faterpretatimi
With which norm group, pupils or

schools (attendance centers), should
avenges from State X be compared

to interpret the scores of pupils
from that state? With which norm
group. pupils or schools, should
aeersges from District A be com-
pared? There We only two choices.
pupds and schools, because no pub-
lisher provides minis fur school dis-
tricts or for states. This is a funda-
mental issue currently facing the
Council of Chief State School Of-
ficers as they contemplate options
for provIding for state-by-state
achievement comparisons in the
future. The choice to be riade is not
a matter ot personal pre.erence but
a matter of the logical correspon-
dence between the units to be com-
pared. That is. averages of school
buddinp should not be referenced
to a distribution of individual pupil
scores, district averages should not
be referenced to thr datnbuhons of
either school building averages or
pupd scores, arai state averages
should not be referenced to any of
these three distrIbutions. In view of
the differences between these sep-
arate distributions, it is most logscai
to reference a score or average
score to as own kind. When the
most logical referencing is not
possible. approprtate caution should
be exernsed.

The nationsi pupil norm group in-
cludes pupils whose scores on a test
are as high as perfect iPR - 99) to
those whose scores are as low as WO
or chance average IPR Ii. Ns
wheel (building or attendance
center) is likely to have an average
Waft that is perfect or zero In fact,
on the ITBS and any other test with
recent school norms it is reasonable
to expect that no school will have a
raw or scale score average higher
than PR 88 or lower than PR 12
compared to the pupil distnbunon.
Because many school districts are
single-grade-within-single-budding
entities, the distribution of school
distnet avenges probably would
encompasa the same range as the
distribution of school building aver-
ages. The school district distram-
non. however, is likely to be mar-
kedly more leptokurtic and less
rumble than the eiliool average
disusbution. In terms of the pupil
distrtlution, the dtstnbution of
disdain averages ought range. effec-
tively, between PR 75 and PR 25.
Finally, most of the state averages
on a test for a given grade might
well have actual bounds that corre.

Educational Measurement hive, an.3 Pr3etleff



spend to PR GO and PR 40 on the
pugamedinnbution.

norms for district aver-
ages or foe state averages are not
availeble. districts and Stela often
use the pupil and school norms that
do exist. When a district average is
referred to the pupal norms, it
should be thought of as the score oto
tamed by the average pupil in the
distnet. We might find, for exam-
ple. that the avenge pupil in Dis.
tnct A seared higher than GM of
NMI, nationally. Using the same
rattonate end the estimate gwen
above, the average pupil in most
states is not l&ely to nand PR 60
or fall below PR 40. The value of
such information is highly quits-
tionable.

A matter related to this general
issue of analysis concerns the
methods of computational precision
used to aggregate and convert
scores. M ao example of the prob-
lem, a grade 4 school average GE
compoiste score of 42.0 Obtained in
the on the ITBS has a PR of 49.
and a score of 42.0 has a PR of SI
By interpolation and rowiding. an
average GE of 42.6 cos -responds to
a PR of 49.5 or 50. If GEs art
rounded before converting to PR*,
a 42.5 could be treated as a PR of
46 or 52, depending on the rounding
convention adopted. Of course. this
illustration underplays the magni-
tude of the distortion that could
result with distributions of either
school district or slaw averages.

PubhsitY.Ltur RespausbdiOn
Though it is in the best interest

of both publishers and test users to
have tests and scores used propetty.
neither can enSure that the other
will do its part willingty and =-
selfishly. Publishers must be
counted cm to standardise and
analyze results in professionally or
ceptable manners- Thay must imard
against potential misuse by inform-
ing educators of the intended uses
of the tests they publish and warn
against the prewitile misuses tbat
might be anticipated. Publishers
must do their utmost to provide test
materials on! y to those who are at
least y qualified to head)*
the tests and Mile in a profes-
sional way. State directors, super-
intendents. teachers, school boards.
and the puldic, generally, do not
have the resources to monitor the
Summer 1988
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TARIi 1
Percentages of State X Pupils Performing

Within Selected National Pupil Percentile Intervals
National
percentile
rank

National
percentage

90-99 10
75-89 15
50-74 25
25-49 25
10-24 15
1-9 10

Percentage above
national median
Percentage below
national ;nedian
INE.11MIER,

Grade Aitersee
K -8K 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8

20 21 24 20 21 20 20 21 19 20 7
22 24 21 24 23 25 24 24 21 23 5
26 29 25 27 28 28 29 28 28 27 4
19 18 18 17 16 17 17 17 19 17 b
8 6 7 7 8 6 7 6 7 9
5 2 3 4 3 3 3 4 4 3 4

68 74 72 71 72 73 73 71 70 72

32 76 2E1 29 28 27 27 27 30 28

effectiveness of publishers in at-
tent/1g to these obligations.

Publishers, on the other hand.
cannot monitor the use of their in-
strsments effectively to curtail
misapplication, misuse, or misinter-
pretation. Often after the fan, a
publisher can recognise inappro-
pride usewhether intentional or
tmintenbonalend attempt to per-
suade the user to meaty a proposal
or report. Some school dissalcu per-
form extensive audits to ensure that
all students who were to be tested
in each anendance center wens actu-
ally tamed. Some districts also audit
results and retest suspect groups.
But for the most pan, publishers
are not aware o/ and have no con-
trol onr school districts' test ad-
nuntsustion conditions, the sto-
dents included in summary data
reported to the public, or methods
used to synthesise data to make test
results more palatable for less

eatuniffiers.
Wrist reddetauthors and publishets
go well out of their way to comply
wito the etandards for educational
arid psychologicel testa adopted by

the szn.fession.
Test score users

administrators. !nide-
tors. and other public mopetend
to know far Ins then they should
about the rano, of testa or the prin-
ciples with which test makers in-
tend for scores to be used. We
should not denounce a test because
a state committee uses the wrong
norms or incorrect statistical
analysis procedures in reporting.

Likewise, we should not blame
users for results based on shoddy
standardissuon procedures or on in-
adequate or deceptive descriptions
of such procedures.

Finally, publishers are obligated
tO clients to =main the conWen,
tiality of ten data. It has been and
should continue to be each client's
decision to release test data and to
determine the nature of any data to
be released. Reporters, citizens.
citizens' groups, and others who
wish to obtain test data should re-
spect this publisher-client relation-
ship and seek release from the school
district or stare, depending on their
level of interest and the dictates of
state law.

A Sample Reporting Method
We recommend an approach like

the one described below for states
that wish to describe the achieve-
ment levels of their pupils in rela-
tion to pupils in a nationally repre-
sentatsve norm group. Exactly the
same procedures could be used with
school building (attendance center)
data. Table 1 shows national PR
ranges in the first column and the

zomarnding
percentages in the

column. The body of the
table shows, separately for each
grsde, the percentage of pupils in
State X that obtained net:tonal Kb
in each range. The last column
shows the row avereges of the per-
centage values. (Note that these are
pementages and not percennle ranks
and, consequently, it is acceptable

is



to average them.) The bottom two
roes indicate, span by grade, the
pleventege al mils above and below
the natianal median. A histogram
with one distribution siiperunposed
on the other or a simple bar graph
would provide a b=lnainuarni dia
play of the same

The main advantage of this meth- od
of reporting compared with report .
mg empty the percentage scoring
above the nanand median a obvious.
Between-grade differvicea and sane
dannes can be rammed, but most
Important, discrepancies from the
national distnbution can be ae
counted for m each of several seg-
ments of the dunnbuttoo. If all we
know is that 72% are above the no-
Donal media), we do not know if the
"extra" 22% are mosby located
very near the median, mostly
spread through the upper had, or
mostly concentrated in the tail.
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Also, we do not know tf the extra
22% are shifted from the lower tad,
from throughout the lower had, or
beim just below the median.

Many districts UM a reporting
procedure sundar to the reporung
scheme described above. We recom-
mend that such tabular data be
supplemented with at least the
following sorts of information;
tesnng date, test form and level(s)
used, rype and date of the norm
used, and percentage of eligible
students tested.

Riverside Publishing Company
and its representabves do not
believe that the average pupil in
every nate has Doom above the na .
nonel median on the (TBS. We are
confident in our standardisation
pinciedunce and have subsided those
procedures to public scrutiny in
detad in the Manual for Setioet Ad-
ministrators. We have updated our

norms at least every 7 years and,
when achievement showed a pat.
tern of increase in the eerly 1980s,
WM norm wele obtained even
though new test forms were not in-
troduced. We are making plans to
provide annual national norms up-
dates for next year. Our manuals
=upon users about appropriate use
of norm groups for varying ptir.
poses. Our hope is that the issues
raised above will cause FFE and
state and distinct test coordinators
to mama their analysis and nix:l-
ing procedures to ensure that con-
clusions reached are based on a
valid foundation rather than data of
quesnonable ongm and maropulonon.
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A Response to John Je Cannell
Joanne M. Lenke and John M. Keene
The Psychological Corporation

Two represertallues of
The Psychological Cor-
poration present *heir
reactions to the Cannel
report and call for better
explanations for the
public Of the meaning
and limits of norm-
referenced scores.
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in recent years, public attention has
focused on standardized achieve-
ment test results. Them results,
which are intended to describe the
performance of irelividuals in rela-
tion to one another, ass now often
used to desert* tbe performania of
grie af cadent.. In a report en-
titled "Nationally Wormed elemen-
tary Achievemeta Testing in Amer-
ica's Public Schools How All 50
States Ale Above the National Aver-
age," John Jacob Cannel) attempts
to zest doubt on the validity of the
information being mmtM to de-
scribe the achievement of students
aa aggregated at tbe state and/or
district level. The report states,
"These testi allow all the states to
claim to be above tbe national aver-
age! The tens snow 90% of the
school districts in the United States
to darn to be above average. More
than 70% of tbe students tested rue
non wide are told they areperforne

)

Ing above the nation& average
In response to Connell. it is f air

to my that many states and school
dotted, report abose-average per-
formance ut readmg, mathematics,
andior language in the elementary
grades. We do not believe that this
a an attempt to misrepresent stu-
dents' achievement in the nation's
schools. Let us examine three very
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Important issues related to the in.
terpretation of thui information.
cal group pedormance n.lative to a
national norm. lb) local perfor .
mance relative to national perfor-
mance. and (c) the stability of
achievement test norms over time

Interpreting Group Performance
Relative to a National Norm

When a test is standardized, or
narmed. the test is typically admin-
istered to hundreds of thousands of
students nationwide. This forming
sample is drawn to reflect specified
demographic charactensucs of chi!.
dren attending school in the United
States. Such demographic char-
acteristics include socioeconomic
status. ethnicity. region of the coun-
try, and size of school district
Percentile ranks are then denved
from frequency distributions of in .
dividual students scores at each
grade. Norms provide a mechanism
for describing a student's perfor.
mance relative to that of other stu .

dents in the same grade from across
the country at a particular point in
time.

The use of these norms to describe
group performance must be inter-
preted carehdly. For example, if a
state's average score in reading la
at the 54th percennle. the proper in-
terpresauon of this score is that the
average, or typical, student in the
state performed better than 54% of
the winning sample. It is not ap-
propriate to conclude that all stu.
dents in the state are above average
in reading, that the state as a whole
is above average in reading relstive
to other states, or that the state as
a whole is above average in reading
relative to the nattonal norm.

The approach used by some Mates
and school districts in the repotting
of group performance is to report
the percentages of students scoring,
say. "at or above the fOth pervert-
ule," or "in the average and above-
average range." Although this
method of reporting is appropriate
because it maintains the relation-
ship between individual parlor-
mane* and the national norms, the
reported pereentages should ba ac-
companied by corresponding per-
centages for the national Kerning
sample. Although it is obviously the
ease that SO% of the national lam-
ple of students scored at or above
the tuitional median as the ume the
Summer 19811
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test was standardized, it may not be
the case that SO% of the national
sample scored at or above the na-
tional mean raw scare or national
mean scaled score. If the reporting
metric ri something other than the
percentage of students sconng at or
above the national median, the ap-
propruite national comparison should
he provided so that proper infer.
ences about the data can be made.

Interpreting Local Performance
Relative to National Performance

It is unaely that the demographic
charactensvcs of the students in
any state or school district mirror
those of the nation as a whole; it is
equally unlikely that the curriculum
of any state or local dtstrict ts as
diverse as that of the nation as a
whole. Furthermore, it is not neces-
sarily the case that the giiidelines
set forth by the test publisher with
regard to the testing of handi-
capped or limited-English-profleient
students in a nonning program are
the same as those used in actual
practice. If there were a state or
datnct whose demographic charm-
tenstics matehed those of the na-
tion, whose curriculum was as
diverse as that of the nation as a
whole, and whose administration
guidelines and procedures were
consistent with chime used by the
publisher for the norming sample,
one would expect, the average stu-
dent in the group to score at about
the 50th percentile. To the client
that differences exist. we Mal re-
mind ourselves that when local
group summary scores are inter-
meted in reference to & national
norm, the interpretation has to be
placed in the proper context, !imply
that of the group's average student
relative to the national norm_
Because it is whitely that the
students totted IA any given state
or district aro typical of the nation
in all respect& it would be tampon-
able to expect any group to be at the
national average.

Test purchasers. districts sa well
as state agencies, often select tests
through a process that examines the
match between the test content end
the local curricuhun. In many MRS,
the selected test is the one that best
reflects the local CUTrietthiffi. Test
users selecting tests on this basis
may have au advantage over the
norm group because the tem es likely

to be more valid for assessing per-
formance in the local cumculum
than It is for assessing the perfor-
mance of a matronsl sample of stu .

dents being exposed to different
curriculums, presumably having
somewhat different emphases.

Me Stability of Aehievernent
Test Norms Over Time

Cannell's report suggests that the
use of "old" norms is partially
responsible for high achievement
test scores. Presently. test publish-
ers prea, new editions of their
tests in a 7- 4.9-year cycle, and cur .
rent norms are provided with each
new edition Because test adoption
cycles do not necessarily coincide
with test revision cycles, it is con.
ceivable that the norms for a newly
adopted test niv be 2 or more years
old. 'Therefore, it is critically impor.
tant that empirical mining dates
accompany the reporting of achieve.
ment test results.

It is very encouraging to note that
today's students are performing
better than their countewts did
in the late 1970s and early 19801_
Evidence of this improvement in
performance can be found not only
from research that test publishers
have conducted an equating newly
published tests to previous editions,
but also from a recent research
study conducted by The Psycholog-
ical Corporation with the current
edition of the Stamford Achievement
Teel Senn. First standardised in
the 1981-112 school year. the Stan.
ford Series was admmistered to a
nationally representative sample of
350,000 students in spring and fall
l986. The sample was Anther strati-
fled according to "user" and "non-
udseein'eroups, where "users" were

as school districts that had
been in one or
more for at least one year in
deer or matewsie ammo
meets. The results of this study re-
waded that ''users" outperformed
"nonuates," aod. mote iftWortandy.
that *leresusers" performed better
than the original norming sample in
mathematics. reading, and the Ian-
pegs arts in the elementary grades.
Two inmenant gensrslicabons can
be made from this research. First.
test scores do tend to increase when
the am tat series is used year
after year. However. this should not
neeemarily be attributed to "teach-
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Mg to the test, rather, the test
results provide a needed focus on
areas in need of imprivement. Sec-
ond, educational achievement dad
improve horn 1982 to 1986 in some
subset areas in the elementary
school goads,. Therefore, mon cur-
rent norms for the Stanford Series
have been developed and are evad-
able to users of the battery.

Durtng tha omit of educational
improvement, it is important not to
lose sight of the fact that use of the
sitlfle norms over a penod of years
enables the test user to demonstrate
improvement relative to a constant
istference group. Even if it were
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econornacally feasible for test pub-
lishers to produce representative
nadonal norms more often, fre-
trendy updated norms =
movusg target," where

gains (or bosses) would be masked
by the relative nature of the infor-
mabon. The level of achievement of
students in the United States has in-
creased in recent years, and educa-
tors moat have the opportunity to
demoosteste these gems in order to
ensure the necessary support of the
local community in improving the
quality of education. The education
of young people must continue to
Improve, and norm-referenced

achievement tests are useful tools
us this endeavor.

Coatis:aka
Because the public ts expecting

norm-referenced scores to repre-
sent standards of performance. we,
as educator., must must the public
in becoming better informed about
the interpretation of test results.
National normally* data piovide ex .
tremely important information for
making sound ethical:anal demons.
The degree to which these dectsions
are defensible depends on a clear
understanding of the strengths and
timitanons of the data.

The Time-Bound Nature of
Norms: Understandings and
Misunderstandings

Paul L Williams
CTBI McGraw-11ln

.1111111111111.111.1111111

Presenting a view from
CTB McOrauPtiiit. the
author discusses the
time-bound nature of test
norms and argues that
the phenomenon of most
elementary students'
scoring above averages
from previous years'
norms is a resutt of
generally increasing
levels of achievement.

Recent interest in the topic of the
nme-bound nature of normed scans
has resulted, in pait from allega-
tions made in a report issued by the
Friends for Education. The key ele-
ment of the argument put forth in
the Friends for Education report is
that too many student& appear to
exceed the national avenge. Data
have been presented in the report
which are said to show that mons
states and echool distrwts ere scor-
ing above average than one might
mitially expert.

ft is an interesting phenomenon
that it 13 through the vehicle of the
Friends for Education report that
the time-bound nature of norms has
received some measure of public at-
tention. The fact that norms have
always been referenced to the year
of test standarduation in sornethang
that has been so universilly known
and undentood by testIng profes-
sionals that it has not had a large
measure of attention f Deuced on it.

Perhaps that will prove to be an im-
portant singular contnbution of this
now of Eifswohonal Meant remelt
issues and Practice.

es Cyclical Nature of Teat and
.4oma Davalopment

The evolution of norm-referenced
tests (NRTs) as valuable assessment
instrtunents has been characterized
by the expansion of the purposes for
tesung. in the earlier versions of
NliTs (in the nud-19601 to the
nual-1970s), the primary purpose
was pr nide accurate normative
scores so that group and indindual
companions could be made to a na-
tonal profile of achievement. Using
this informanon, school adminis-

Post L. Willtiseas ta Difertor al
Researck Gad Measarrmni at Crilt
Medeuer.H41. rsoo Garden Rood. Moe
tern. CA 9390. He met-tenses ot terra.
stoma manly and iiioinoriaril
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trews could evahiste program.
matte and individual strengths mod
weaknesses so that appropriate in.
structional intervention and re-
source allocation could be applied.
Additionally, using multiple-year
testing, longitudinal trends in
achievement could be morutored.

An expansion of these purposee
took place with the publication of
the Cal Vannes A ckworment Test
(CAT), Forms C rod D (CT&
McGraw Hill, 1977). This test bat-
tery, for the first time, allowed
scores for Instructional objectives to
he reported from an NRT for in-
dividual examinees. Although
earlier NRT test versions did allow
test administrators to use item
analyses for rturiuna) diagnostic pur-
poses. CAT C and D provided spe
cific instructional objective scores
for the purpose of more individual-
lied instructional planning.

The schedule for uw publication
of norm.referenced testa his fol-
lowed a basic, industrywide cycle of
between 5 and 8 years for the same
test sent.* in the instance where a
test company has more than one
Nwr series, such as CAT and the
eineproseemor Test oy Base Sklar
(CTBSI, publication is staggered eo
that one test of the senes is pub-
lished about every 3 or 4 years.

This cycle has been dictated by
several factors. The first factor has
been the speed with which curiec-
War changes take place in the NI-
non's schools. NRTs are designed to
reflect the predominant achieve
ment uutcomes and curricular
trends in the nabou's schools. When
a new form of en NRT is developed,
content considerations are of pers.
mount importance. Although cur-
ricular trends have a major impact
on the content of NRTs, these
trends do not change so fast in the
schools that more frequent rem.
lions of a test series would be
justified based solely on them.

At the time an NRT ie revised.
the collection of data for the genera-
tion of new national norms takes
place thing a national probability
sample, data are collected for
several hundred carefully selected
whoal dittncts and hundreds of
thousands of students Based on
this carefully selected stratified
sample, norenative scores are devel.
oped

Each of the droved scores that
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emerge from the standardisation
pmcess, including percents!, ranks.
grade equivalents, and normal
curve equivalenta (NCEsS Ma a
predefined relationship to the
charactertstite of the norm group.
Thus, at the nme the test la named.
504 of the exsnunees will exceed
the 50th pereennle and the same
percentage wet fall below the 50th
Percentile. Dertved score tables for
the test battery are produced, and
all sconng of student tests is refer-
enced to these tables until the bat.
wry is either revised Of. in rar"'
Instances, when it is renormed with
no change in the content of the test.

Data from national probability
samples are not usually collected for
a test more often than every 5 to 8
yeare because it is impractical and
economically Infeasible to do. It
would not be reasonable to ask or
expect schools to adnunister tests to
large numbers of studenta every
school year in ceder to develop year-
ly norms based on a national prob-
abdity sample. The cost of such
tesnng would have to be passed on
by the pubhsher to the schools and
would add substantially to the cnat
of school testing programs.

In summary. most Large test
publishers folio* the common and
decacieseed industry practice of
revising and standardumg their
achievement tests about every 8
year,. The content is updated to
reflect current curncula and in-
structional practices, and new
norms &redeveloped so that the test
reflects levels of achievement that
preyed} during the school year m
which the test la standardized. The
dates of standardisatgo are given
wide publicity. and all purchasers of
the test are aware of these dates.

Proper Interpretations of
National Norma

Because none-referenced tests
are not normed yearly on a national
probability sample, changes in nix
clonal achievement between the
normuig years will be reamed in
the norm scores for glum* of
students. For example, if national
achievement levels decrease be-
tween noreungs, as they did from
the late 19f0s to the mul-1970a
students' norm-referenced scores
will decrease, and more students
wdi (all below the median fbeth

r
15 16

Percentile) score established when
the test was normed. On the other
hand, when national achievement
levels increase between nornungs.
more students will exceed the me-
dian established when the test was
originally norms& Regardless of
the direction of naisonaJ achieve-
ment trends, when a test is re-
nonned, exactly half of the mutants
will fall above and half will fall
below the newly stablished
median.

At this time, national achieve-
ment Indicators all point to the fact
that student achievement is gen-
erally on the Increase. This inerease
is documented by the National
Assessment of Educational Prot
ress (NAEF); the Scholastic Ap-
ntude Test (SAT) results; two
Congressional Budget Office
reports (1986, 1987); and data col-
lected during recent test naming'
by CTRiMcGrsw-Hill 11985, 1987.
1938).

Thus, durtng a time of increasing
national achievement, the students'
formed test scores will nse te-
tween norming penods. More stu-
dents will wore above the median
score established during norming
than will fall below it. "flus confirms
the sensitivny of the test norms to
changes in achievement, one of the
testa' primary functions These
normed test scores are vand
measures of student growth.
Ahhough the reference year for the
scores wel be prior to the year in
which the test scores sre reported,
the test scores provide accurate
program and student information
The fact that the norm scores
themselves refer to noniong that
took place dunng an earlier year in
no way compromises the major pur-
poses for administenng an NRT or
the usefulness of the scores foe pro-
gram evaluation, student instruc-
tional pt&rilling, or the mon/Wing
of longitudinal trends When inter-
preting the scores, the test user
MUM simply be aware of the year
that the testa were normed and the
general direction of national
achievement trends Interpretive
guidelines are found in relevant
test-related matenais produced by
rhoSt publishers

The Friends for Education report
nes received attention primanly as
a resat of ita itnproprr interDryll
ilOni of score distributions ler
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always provided.
The secend example relates to the

Annual National Normative Trend
Data (NW) published by CTR/
McCraw-Hill. Research on this proj-
ect began in 1984. when an ernerg.
mg customer need was identified by
the company. Customer comments
about the desirability of obtaining
MOM rreent normative data were
noted in market research efforts.
Such data could be used to amplify
the standardisation norms and pro-
vide a more complete picture on the
progress local school districts were
making in their instruetional sf
forts After 3 years of research, the
NTD service was offered to CTB
customers, Score reports have been
made available on an annual basis.
for the standardization year as well
as for the most recent normtng.
Thts service is a response to those
educators who have been concerned
about the time-bound nature of
norm-referenced scores.

The test companies do their best.
through many vehicles, to assist the
test consumer in being a responsi-
ble user of test jesuits. Indeed,
reasonable testing programa effec-
twely implemented, are one of the
reasois that achievement is increas-
mg and that we are not currently in
the decline phase that manifested
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itself in the late 1960s to the
mid-1970s

The assertion that scores are on
the increase does have merit.
Perhaps the positive side or this
phenomenon should be stressed
more States and local school
districts have committed con .
siderable resources to improving
the achievement levels of their
students. All indicators of student
achievement appear to converge on
this fact, particularly for the
elementary grades. The American
public should be gratified that
achievement is increasing.

Connell ( INT) charges that 'Inac-
curate initial norms and teaching
the test." rather than improved
achievement. are reasons for on
proving scores on nationally
normed tests. The problem with
these allegations is that there is lit-
tle, if any, evidence to support
them. To the contrary. the body of
independent evident* suggests that
test norms provide a valid and
useful refereree in both the norm.
mg year and in subsequent years
and that achievement at the
elementary level has been increas-
ing. If indeed there exist Instances
of abese of test norms and of
misunderstanding of their meaning
by educators or the public in

general, then the proper remedy
should be to correct those instances
rather than to make rash allega-
tions about the adequacy of test
norms or questionable teaching by
educators
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SRA Response to Cannellfs Article
Audrey L. Quails-Payne
Science Research Associates

The author defends MA's
norms, discusses some of
the difficulties in pursu-
ing Dr. Canneirs pro-
posals, and points out
that we need to monitor
not Just student achieve-
ment levels but also
trends In curriculum.

Sommer 191111

Science Research Associates (SRA)
recognises the concerns expressed
in John Cowell's artieie. "Nanonally
Named Achievement Testing in
America's Public Schools: How All
50 States kre Above the National
Average." We differ. however, in
our assessment of the Alsatian and
the proposed alternatives. Accord-
ing to the article, most schools in
the nation perform at or above aver-
age on commercially available tests.
This finding. as noted Iry Dr. Cannett
is not corms:eat with statistical

;

theory. which says that half the stu-
dents should be above and half below.
Dr. Cannel expresses the optnion
that this inconsistent statistical Or
nommen results from usmg older
tests, older norms. teaching to the
tett, statistical manipulation of the
data by publishers. excluding Wiwi

Alarm L. Qualls-Poyne, Psychoses-
ems" Sewer* Remora Amoriates.
few. ISS N. Wader.Dr (limo IL
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education students bom the =Ws-
taon of group avenges. aod inac-
curate norms. Re goes on to sug-
gest that these problems can be
eliminated by the use done achieve-
ment test la all schools across the
amen with the conciinent develop-
ment uf annual norms. Our purpose
is to examine Dr Canners conclu-
sions and offer alternatives to some
of the issues raised in his report.

SRA's nations/ norms are reliable
and accurate indicators of national
student performance at the time of
standardisanon. The charge of sta.
tisncal manipulation of data ap-
pears to result from Dr Cannelrs
apparent misunderstanding of the
purpose of the venous types of test
scores and subgroup norms. Schools
may wish to compare their students'
performance with, in addition to
that of the national group, that of
groups more similar in structure
and student composition. For eune
pie, a nonpublie school may want to
compare thew students' perfor
mance with that of students from
other nonpublic schools. The various
test scores, in addition to status
scores fee_ pee:moles and starunest,
are offered to meet the many needs
of our customers. Normal curve
equivalents (NCEs) are required for
Chapter I program evaluation. To
assess longitudinal growth and
determuie functonal levels. develop-
mental scores, for example, stan-
dard scores and grade equivalents.
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are needed.
Dr. Canners alternative to the

various standardnied achievement
testa La a mama; echsevement test,
which would require at least two
major actions. First, this national
achievement test would have to be
notmed annually with a representa-
bye group of students to have ymrty
norms. Second. new test forma
would be needed for each admits-
tration to eliminate possible prob-
lems of teaching to the test and test
security.

A project of this magnitude and
complexity would be very difficult
logistically and very costly. Two
major logistic problems would be
tel obtaining curricular consensus
on the test cmient and ao obtain.
ing or mandatmg asthma! per-
ncipanon.

If yearly new forms are not an op-
tion but annual normuig is, and if
there truly is a substantial amount
of teadwig to the test, the problems
noted in Dr. Canners analysts may
not go away. If new forms of
achievement tests are developed
each year. thereby increasing test
security, the need for annuli norms
dmunishes significantly. Based on
Dr Canntli's analysis from schools
with tight test security and liter-
ature on student growth, drastic
shifts in student performance from
one year to the next are rare. From
a psychometric pomt of view, new
norms are needed only when there

is a ingetficiud shift in school cur-
riculum and'or student performance.

Aa opposed to developing and
standarthong new forms each year.
a mechanorn ma needed to monitor
changes in school curnculum and
student performance. Whenever
there is a change in either cur-
neulurn emphasis or achnivenwnt
levels, new tem forms should be
developed and standardised. If the
change is stnctly a shift in stedent
achievement renaming is requded
As a publisher. we must base .wir
decision on when to .soe new
formariew norms on a systematic
monitoring system

There ere several ways to moni-
tor student progress One way to
accurately spot when signeficant
changes are taking place is to track
student achievement on a regular
basis annually). The entire user
group could be used for this pur-
pose. The mindonng process should
be capable of producing user-based
norms, whieb can then be made
available to all customers as an op-
uonal service in addition to the na-
tional norms.

There is at least one major prob-
lem with the user based mabitormg
system. If the user sample ts biased
and unrepresentative of the national
student population, significant
changes noted in the user sample
may not truly reflect changes at the
national level. One way to resolve
this problem would be to select a
subset of schools from the user
group and use it to monitor changes
in curoculwn and student achieve-
ment anmailly. The selected schools
should be representative of the na-
tional population of schools with
respect to geographic region and
racial/ethnic and socioeconomic
status. Once a set of schools is
selected for this purpose, students
in them schools can be tested on an
annual tams and nonns can be devel-
oped. As iii the prartous method.
annual norms will be made available
to customers as an opoonal service
Became of the represent/overt-se
of the schools selected for monitor.
intr. one can, with a high degree of
confidence, generalise results from
this set of Khoo)* to the U.S. pop-
ulation of schools.

Bemuse SRA recognized the value
of a monitoring system, we are
already ui the developmental stages
of implementing such a program.

Educational Messuremero lours and Practice
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MIDDLE CITIES EDUCATION ASSOCIATION
5,, 1 nOtIM 401 100191., Slat* Urramtly t fe.t Lamm OAS 481324 1034

IStrided roc FAX (3171 353 63E0

March 14, 1491

The Honorable Dale Kildee, Chairman
Subcommittee oe Elementary, Secondary
and Vocational Education

120 Cannon Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Congreseman Milden:

Please accept thin letter regarding the development of
a national asseesment system an input from the Middle
Cities Education Asnociation for the record of the
March la, 199I, Oversight Hearing.

The Middle Citiee Education Aesociation ffiCEh) IS a

consortium of 28 central city school districts in

Michigan which Serve 300,000 (20t% of the students in
the State. The organization works to create a better
understanding and support for the needs of urban school
districts and the many economically and educationally
diaadvantaged c4-i1dren we serve.

While it is clear that there is renewed intereet in and
movement toward a national testing system. we believe
there are a neeber of issues which need to be

addressed. The following insuen were discussed
recently by the Directors of Testing and Evaluation in
the MCE) school districts:

Any effort toward a national assessment should
have a clearly defined purpose. We are uncertain
whether a national test is being proposed in

order to provide our nation's students wath
essential kncioledge and skills, or whether the
movement is mere political in nature. We would

hope that the need to increase student

performance by improving curriculum and
instruction is the driving force behind national
testing.

Prior to aooption of a national assessment. a

well developed naAonal curriculum eldeewoth

needs to be developed so that teaching and
learning for all children in based on a CoMMOn
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The Honotable Dale kildev
March 19, iutil

Page ?

get of (-featly stated goals. outcomes and standards. withi,.
A broad curriculum framework which describes student QutkAAN
to by achieved, staten, school districts. schools and teacher!.
should be free to creatively employ a variety of instructional
strategies and materials to ensure students achieve thcse
outenmes. Development and use Of an assessment without first
having this curriculum framework would he measuring apples and
orangeu. An every-pupil. nationwide test is meaningless it
what is being taught differs widely. In Other words. a te,t
which myasures progrens tcw.rd previously specified comm.e
goals and student outcomes would So reaningfnl and w^uld not
necessarily stifle local creativity in development at eh.

mean* tn reach those outcomes.

Ani national test nhould hp based on a rich. challenoind
.-utrieulum that goes beyond taasi ANJ 1.14. 3V4tN17,7.
We are conceined that A national tost:currieulum may Stall
needed shift toward pt0Cens skills. Today's students need t.
demonstrate the ability to think critically, solve problems.
apply knowledge. utiliJetechnolog!', understand data and writ,
and coninunivate effectively. We need to be teaching all at
these thingt:, A national test on basics only may lirit
teaching and learning in the proiess skill ateau.

Any efrott t,ward a national assessment must consider tn.

extent to which states ate now annessing. We are concernei
about the huge demand on instructional time that the nan,
layers of tests and the frequency or current assessment, in.
tequtre. In Michigan. we have yearly statewide cvery-bupli
testing in Heading, Math and gclencr at several oraa.
intervals. Many districts employ competenry testing lot

graduatler., teacher-developed te?:tc Are used routinely.
well as the various natinnal tests currently in place (mAtl.
AcT,

Comparisons of test data between school districts, States. ant
even other countrit,t1 ate often unproductive because they I.

not take regional and other differences into at:Count. fct

example. urban (economically and educati:nally dtsadvant.sp.1
ethnic differences. fewer educational re,ources1 and sulairial.
tstddle chins. protessivnal. greater educational
school dlStrivt conpartsons demonstrate the n.ed to dev.-I
qatdeltnes for interpreting and using test results beyond ca.
ot agart,late biol e tompartsons of "how wellw a dittt,t t

Suing. We subsrttbe to the phito,oihy that 441 st.Ac,t, .r

APJ munt learn ensential ski,ls. con,epte and pro:yssr,. t4-t
anould be used te examine the extent to

educational equity and quality of learning has been enhar,i
over tpre within a particultr district cir state, rIPt In
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The Honorable Dale Nildee
March 19, 1991
Page 3

comparison to others who may have stuted at a ditferent
point on the scale due to certain advantages or disadvantage'.
they have.

Development of a national curriculum, or a set of national
goals and objectives for education, must involve collaboratlon
with not only the leading subject area specialists and general
curriculum development experts, but also with the local school
district teachers and administrators who Are most closely
associated with the success of our educational system.

We appreciate this opportunity to communicate our views on the
hatconal testing debate. Please do not hesitate to call on Middle
Cvt les for information and assistance as your Committee debates
th;s impOrtant issue.

11cerely,

MIchael A. nOullIS
Executive Dire.-tor

KAWMt..Ac

Marcia Leone
LegistuttveintormetiontNtectsq
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Houghton Mifflin Compan,

One Beacon SN.o, Elos 14/af,;h
16171 725.5(XX) ;t. i . ,

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL F. MELODY
ON HALF OFHOUGHTON MIFff IN -COMPANY
SUBMITTED FOR INCLUSION :N THE RECORD

HEARING ON NATIONAL TESTINO_ PROS_AND CONS
BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMENTARY. SECONDARY

AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
COMMITTEE ON_EDUCATION AND LABOR

MARCH 14. 1991

Mr Chairman and members of the Committee, my name is
Michael E Melody, I am Senior Vice President for College and
Test Publishing for Houghton Mifflin Company. Houghton Mifflin
Company is a publicly held. Massachusetts corporation which has
been located in Boston for over 150 years. The company is a
major publisher of textbooks and other educational materials,
including assessment instruments, for schools and colleges,
general interest and reference books for adults and young
readers, and computer software for educational and business
applications, for both domestic and international markets
I welcome this opportunity to contribute to your important worA

We employ over 1,400 people in Massachusetts and about that
many more throughout the rest of the country. Houghton s
annual Massachusetts payroll is more than $45 million, and we
spend over $125 million locally with freelance writers, artists
and photographers. printers, paper merchants, trucking
companies, and other suppliers of goods and services each year

Among our employees located elsewhere in the U.S. are nearly
400 people at two locations in Illinois -- our midwestern
regional office in Geneva and The Riverside Publishing Company
in Chicago.

The Riverside Publishing Company. a wholly owned subs;.:lary
of Houghton Mifflin, publishes standardized tests in a variety
of formats. Perhaps our best known program is the Iowa Test :f
Basic Skills which was first de,eloped in 1935 under the
direction of the staff of the C.Illege of Education at the
University of Iowa in Iowa City,

Houghton Mifflin first published the :owa tests in 1943,
thereby making them available to schools nationwide. Our
relationship with the University of :owa. now through nr
subsidiary :he Riverside Publishing Company, is one which 7.as
flourished for over fifty years. Millions of dollars and
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volumes of research data have been invested by both the

University of Iowa and the publisher to developing and revising

this testing program in order to keep it up to date in order to

meet market requirements.

In addition. Riverside publishes the Integrated _Literature

and Language Arts Portfolio Program, a performance-based

approach to evaluate student accomplishments in these critical

areas of instruction and is developing a state program in

performance-based testing of reading, language arts, and

mathematics for Arizona This project has attracted nationwide

attention.

My primary purpose is to use this statement to provide a

context for the consideration of the pros and cons of a national

assessment program, from the experience base of a commercial

publishe. of standardized, multiple-choice tests. This is a

particularly relevant
perspective inasmuch as one rationale for

a national assessment
program is to compensate for the alleged

deficiencies of such tests.

Houghton Mifflin and The Riverside Publishing Companies, and

the other members of the AAP, remain committed to providing

educational assessment
instruments that are fair, valid. and

reliable; to making use of tecnnology; and to providing

assessments with diverse formats, including multiple-choice,

performance assessments and portfolio programs.

As Congress and others look at the issues involved with a

new national assessment program, an understanding of current

testing practices and the uses and limitations of testing should

be helpful. Test publishers provide one -- but only one -- of

the key elements in the instructional process. Our instruments

provide information on individual performance based on a

sampling of skills and knowledge. Contrary to what is becoming

the conventional wisdom, our tests can assess both basic skills

and higher order skills, and can be administeria-in a variety of

formats, such as multiple-choice, where the pupil selects an

answer that is either right or wrong, or a "performance" format,

where the student's performance is considered to be better or

worse in terms of how that answer is arrived at and delivered.

The problems of education in America today can not be

attributed simplistically to inadequate or inaccurate

information derived from standardized tests. Standardized tests

are not the only source of information on how well a student or

a school system is doing. We have not made that claim. To do

so would overstate the power of a test and undervalue the role

of the teacher and the school system to provide relevant and

accurate information.

- 2 -
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Test-derived information can be used for many purposes. Webelieve that the most important use is in diagnosing individual
strengths and weaknesses to improve the instruction of thatpupil. Scores can also be used to determine how an individual
compares to students nationwide as well as whether that
individual has mastered local, state, or national instructional
objectives. Individual scores can be used by the local and
state education authorities for their own accountability
purposes. to evaluate the results of the effectiveness of
instruction, and to evaluate and improve curriculum.

To assure that tests are used effectively ani appropriately.
publishers provide specific guidelines and suggestions for the
interpretation of test scores and how to present the scores in
ways that both pupils and parents will find helpful; how to
diagnose specific strengths and weaknesses; and how to use testresults to improve classroom instruction. iev provide in-service
support to teachers and test administrators. These efforts are
in accordance with the Standards .for Educational_and
Psychological. Testing and the Cade og f:air Testing_Practices inEducation. (Copy attached)

To assure the school systems. parents,and the public of the
quality of the tests being used, publishers also document the
reliability and validity of their tests, and support their tests
through extensive research and development efforts. Riverside stest authors are eminent educators and psychometricians with
expertise not only in test construction, but also in curriculum
development, instructional application, and the psychological
implications of testing in school and university settings. Over
fifty years of research at the University of Iowa and over 300
research studies have produced information about test
construction that is the foundation of excellence on which
Riverside s tests are built.

These same standards that have been applied to
multiple-choice tests are also appropriate for performance
assessments. It is important to stress that these formats are
complementary. Performance assessments should not be considered
a panacea, nor as a mutually-exclusive alternative to
multiple-choice tests -- each serves special purposes and !las
unique advantages and disadvantages.

Performance assessments are not new. Teachers have
traditionally evaluated writing skills by grading papers that
students have written. Riverside s Iowa Tests of Basic Skillsand Tests of Achievement and ?roficiency include Writing
supplements for grades 3-12 that have standardized this prcco-i::by giving students a standard set of topics and tandard

- 3
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guidelines for completing the essays. The essays are then
scored using a standard procedure. Since all students follow
similar directions and are graded in a consistent manner, the
score for each writer's essay can be compared to national norms.

As mentioned earlier, Riverside also is developing a
statewide performance assessment for Arizona. It will
complement the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills, enabling assessment
of progress over the school year from both a national and local
perspective. The new test will be administered to grades three.
eight, and twelve in the spring semester. It requires written
responses to questions, including short answer and essay
responses in the reading and writing sections, and graph and
chart constructions in the math section. Arizona teachers will
be trained to score the new tests, to assure that the results
will be fair and comparable. Dr. Monty Neill of FairTest spoke
positively of this project in his comments.

While it is true that performance assessments are not new.
it is also important to point out that the use of this format
for a wide range of subject areas in a high stakes context.
where the results are to be used for comparisons of individual
students and for system accountability, is breaking new ground.
Accordingly, these expanded uses for performance assessments
shoul" be approached very cautiously to assure that they do meet
the essential requirements of fairness, validity, and
reliability.

Which format is used. of course, begs the question of what
is being assessed. It is unfair to criticize multiple choice
tests for not providing information on how a pupil 4 erforming
on national standards when those standards do not ye- 'Xist. In
the absence of a national consensus on a standard for what
should be taught and tested. standardized tests that compare a
pupil to students nationwide have been the only objective and
accurate appraisal of achievement beyond the local curriculum.
We are now in a transition period, during which a consensus is
growing that minimum national educational standards are
appropriate and necessary. But that consensus is not yet
attained nor has it been tested.

Is there a national curriculum now because publishers sell
their texts and tests nationwide? We believe not. There still
remains considerable diversity around the country on curriculum
and the scope and sequence of instruction. Recent advances in
electronic publishing also make it far easier and more
cost-effective for us to accommodate the demands of our
customers to respond to their needs. It also makes it easier
for us to respond to rapidly changing national educational
movements and the resultant market demands.

- 4 -
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To provide one example, in 1968, the Bradley Commission on
History in Schools released its report, 'Building a History
Curriculum; Guidelines for Teaching History in Schools.'
recommendations intended to improve the teaching of history as
the core of the social studies. Houghton Mifflin Company
responded to the Bradley Commission's guidelines with Houghton
Mifflin Social_Studies 1991, a kindergarten through
eighth-grade textbook series. Through this program, Houghton
Mifflin met the Bradley Commission's guidelines and put its
theories into practice. The books have already been adopted by
California, Arkansas. Oregon, Indiana. and West Virginia, but it
would be premature to say that it has nationwide acceptance. If
there were to be a national assessment on social studies, would
it reflect the Bradley Commission's guidelines or traditional
social studies instruction? Would two assessments be needed, so
that systems that have adopted the guidelines will not be
disadvantaged? Would assessment be delayed until there was a
national consensus on the Bradley guidelines? Should there be a
national consensus on the adoption of the Bradley guidelines?
These are very practical considerations that must be part of te
decision-making process toward a national examination system.

As we know, similar situations exist in mathematics and
science as the result of national standards being developed by
the National Council Teachers of Mathematics, the Mathematics
Science Education Board, and the American Association for the
Advancement of Science, as pointed out by Mr. Shanker.

Our authors and editors do go through a consensus
process in developing our tests. We consider:

current emphases in instructional materials, such
as textbooks,

recommendations from national curriculum
committees and teacher training specialists,

critical evaluations and suggestions of classroom
teachers and school administratort, who use the tests.

social utility studies in relevant curricular
areas.

comprehensive item tryouts and research studies to
determine frequency of error. particularly in language and
mathematics,

independent reviews by professionals from a
variety of cultural groups to assess the fairness and
appropriateness of items relative to demographics, race. and
sex; and

- 5 -
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topic importance. biased on authoritative
judgment, instructional trends, and public opinion.

Other test publishers go through comparable processes. The
diversity and dynamic process of publishing instructional
materials also mitigate against homogeneity and minimize the
chances of a close alignment of texts and nationally-available
test. Factors against such alignment include that fact that
there are many more textbook publishers than there are test
publishers, texts and tests are being constantly revised in
differing cycles, and tests cover multiple subject areas for
which there are likely going to be multiple texts from different
punishers. Tests, however, may be selected to more closely
correlate to tne Iccal curriculem, which may facilitate a school
system s use of the test to evaluate progress on local as well
as national objectives.

7inally, let us recognize that over the past twenty years
there have been real gains in basic reading and numeracy skills,
with the greatest gains Oeing realized by minority students.
Minimum competency is now nearly universal among high school
gradeates. That does not mean complacency about higher order
skills or the condition of drop-outs. but there is cause to
accept that there have been successes. These gains have been
recorded on numerous tests. not just on standardized,
multiple-choice tests. If minimum national standards are
established, and if those stan-' 7ds position our students to
meet the challenges of an international economy, perhaps in a
few years our assessments will show comparable gains to those
shown on basic skills.

To assist the Committee s deliberations. I am submitting for
inclusion with my statement materials which The RiversIde
Publishing Company has developed regarding performance and
multiple-choice testing formats. Although I can speak only for
Houghton Mifflin Company and The Riverside Publishing Company. I

am confident that I speak for the commercial textbook and test
publishers in general when I say that the industry stands ready
to share our publishing expertise with the committee as you
strive for a solution to the critical issues we are all
addressing.

1909n

=IL
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Prepared by the Joint Committee on Testing Practices

The Code ot Fair Testing Practices in Education states
the matte obligations hi test takers of professionals who
deselop or UM educational tests The Cole ss meant tu
apply broadly to the ose of tests in education radmissions
educational assessment. educational dugnosis, and %Its-
dent plasiernents The (ode es not designed to cover
employment testmg. {noisier Or certification testing. or
other types of testing. Adthough the Code has relevant.,
to mane tsnes of ofucational tests it is directed pnnurils
at Profestuona lls &se:oiled tests su.h as those sold f.'s
tommercral t publishers or used in formally adminis-
tered testini ,lograms The Code is not intended to

a a

Tkr L.A. tiLt rotf0 41ev4lo4, PN 'he 10Int (..R1rrflef on Testing
PtInThel t A.Perlit.t Orfort 4,4711p4,,fet.uonsi Iscitirtctalsns
the has as tts son the sManoment in she pubIn mired. MOW
40404) ot tonna pracrim The town (omnutter nem outfitted en the
threfian Litutaborial Research Slut labile the ftlearrnan HIFetttundli
-at Ausooation and the Valvnal Counot on Measurement in blur
(son !a rialtos, Ii. thew .hree groups the tlacenta aSson alien tro
t.ounselereg net braelitrmeri &3at atom tot Measurement Ind 1..21
oltm kosesselmg arid Pewit-mon efil the Amrrnan nnemh

iticer tests made hy indivedval feat hers tor ute In foto
'sr) ilitS.Vooins

The Code addresses the roles of test cletel,peit
leSt USCI'S separately Test users are people stn. Wit-. t
tests eummismori test development services or roalic
decisions on the basis of test scores Test deteltpers ite
pe,,rte who actually construct tests as well as INAe al. -
or! ffitlmte% Site paetftliiat testing programs The roir
nut .tt Mind overlap as when a State educates) agi
,-mmesartinc test aeseturment senkes. wts
."nttid the teSt it.velopment process. and makes d,
si.,ns on the basis of the rest icures

,onafiatie Itenurt Asustation eV e
I m,ttre

7, a nen .8^,tehtrst Matelltl J w ^
,noottaled etease thts ..Itn urgent as

"Jr at Fog Trines,' Flom Chi es 01 t if trI art, 1.0.
.011 ,ohmiler o't Testing Pekin es .Mairind

',TN,' in Testmg 15a1krem Arne'...sa fi..^. .

;,.. 17e, soot VW taastungion Itt Patth
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The Code presents standards for educational test doe
opers and users in four areas

A. Deeeloping Selecting Tests
B. interpreting Seams
C. Stewing for Fairness
D. Informing Test Takers

Orgxwations institutions. and Intim lual professionals
who endorse the Code commit thernseho to safeguard-
ing the rights of test takers S.., "%ring the Pnnciples
listed The Code is intended to tie consistent with the
relevant parts of the Standard' foe Edo-imaged and Psy.
chatoptai Tesbny I AERA. APA. NCME. 1985) However

lot dinekvan shotad provide Me infeematima that
osoltemied aplootate

1 -
Test Dominoes Shoot
1. Define what each test measures and what the teat should

be tact! fue Descelhe the Poltutthonisi i.e which the
test abPropnete

2. Arcurateh represent the ,hareeteristies usefulness and
Mutations ot tests tor their intended purposes

3. Explain relevant measurement concepts as neassam tot
(tanl s. at the lmel of detail that ia appropriate tor the
mended suctencessi

Describe the process of test development flotam how
the content and skills to be tested were selected.

S. Provide evideme that the test meets AS entended
IsurhoSerst

& ttuss.lt eithcr irpresentains simples or complete copies
of lest OW/WM% Maroons. Wow sheets =nog& ens
wort reports to acialified users

T. Indicate the natine of the evidence obtained Cnneeenteti
the appropriateness of each test for groups ot different
noel ethnic ay linguistic backgrounds who me likele to
be tested

& identity and pubbah any speaaheed Attie needed to
administer each test and to Attract somas coneth

'slam ot the statements en the Code mkt to the teleelaso of not
tog tears ttu.ever ii costotrused teasel proem= test devetop
ers ere engaged to constniet new tests In these unlaces. the

the Code differs trom the Standards in both audience
and purpose The Code ts meant to be understood tit thy
general public. It is limited to educational tests and the
pnmari focus IS on those ours that affect the proper
use of tests The Code is not meant to add new principles
OAT and abr-: in the Standards or to change the
meaning of the Standards. The goal is rathet to represent
the spint of a selected portion of the Standards In a wo
that is Meaningful to test Ulcers and or their parents .as
guardians It is the hope of thy Joint Committee that the
Code wilt also be fudged to be consistent with existing
codes of conduct and standards of other ooteSSIOnal
groups who use educational tests

Tess uses should Wed testate meet the purpose
Mr which they meta* IMO lig that east ageragnate
Ice the muothel trataking poulations

Test Deers Shod&

I. First define the purpose tor testing and the population
to be tested Then, select a test tor that purpose and that
peekditlatn based on a thorough reverw ol the assitelor
information

2. investigate potentially useful faaurCel ol enturnast...o
addleture to test scores to t urtubotale the infurrittioo
provided by tests

3. Stead the matenala provided by test developers and deed
Lan/tads tnd wroth touted: or inCtenplate intorrnat,n
It PrValaltil

Becushe lamikat with how and when the telt ad!. Sr's
toped and tried out

S. head metenendent rita, tions ut a tesi enil ,e1 eSsnsfc

alteenative RteaSSIRM Look tor evidence required to wir
port the clams of test dewlopers

& Examine specimen lets disaused tesm it unipla..1
ettettndnt dices-00sta imam, shots ittinatah. and ii
repots before selecting a test

7. Ascertain whether the test content and ROMS CP .41,
t UmpAR500 VOW! e, an appropriate far Me intended

test takers.

Seket nod tne only thnee tests for which the rsiik
needed to achrumater the teSt and Mtertnet o,,c e

yeah are &variable

-
test deseSseettent process should br &seemed to help few,. '
ite eattested tests toll be at somelbence with the t our

a
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Teal dewkaPerra should help users Ince/wet %ores
durreetbst

Test Deueiapera Should:

Pn.rde 1HiFI Ithi FLO. uf1Jrnat110 St off reN etc it,0
des,:nhe test pert,,nnathe .trarts and ai.uratet,
explarn the mearnnal and Isnlitato,ns rep.aled %tees

10. besciihe the populalronts, represented bv an. noons
4 ogngurri.,1 so.,,,pr., the dates thr data were itath

mat .old the pro.cra 4.1.4%! rt.; wkit thy. %IMMO. ..1 kt
takers

11. Nen uSery i. aoJ see, th. rtm.,,nahly 1p41c3

MISUbeh tril %Lorry

12. Prnode ,rit.ralemb that talr uSery folk.. reason
stile prostitutes fitl sell mg nassolg i.utes when .
eS/P1oPrlate 1,, use sth ..ores wah the test

13. Proydi nforrnation that will help user, gather es,
Sense to Sh,r the thc tee A mret.ng ta +Wended
ptirposesst

Code ot Fan Testirtg Practices trt Edw.:firm

Test users Oswald enteetest scores Correctie

Teat ISM Shaul&

9. .nsta:Ti rtIortnatao about the ..ale used hr rer.41.,,g
....AV% the .haraLtettsyr y .4 an norms sg
at..uptsi and the lomtatIons ol the

iraerTins wore, taking mtn au.ount an, mare 4,orr
between the twins or orlparson gr.,ups 174

!he Ay tual rest takers. Also Liar ,r.to 4,ount Jos ,2 orr
rnes In Irkt adrom,strattnn prastr.es *PI

th span air quest...ay al the test

I I 4oust uSrng testa tor purposes not spr..t..all.
mended tir the test developer onleld eIdea..e
.ntaltned iv support the intended use

12. 1.riatn hTtY alw passing awns earFf set and Om.,
r.Iden, to support the apprtrondteness i thr

13. t *tarn evidethe to help in.,. that the text lertog
Is mtended Purposerst

Tan Dwelt:pen %add:

14. Reterna and te.se test duWrons and related material,
tu avoid putenttallv wools/toe rantert or language

IS- Itwestlitate the perkirtnance uf test taltera iittlevent
races gender and ethnic backgrounds when samples .1
sutfictent sus erre asattable Enact procedures that help
to encure that differences in pertormartie are related
onmants to the vitals under asiessinent rather than to
trrelevant factors

It. When Itatahie Mae aPPropnatetit muddied tUrtny
teat% or adMithatishail prisedion available fur test tali
ers utth handwappog conditions Warn leaf user% rd
potentral tti using atandard anent, vtrth mod,
tied tests OF admoustratron procedures that resutt ml

nollcomparanie la Melt

a

Test Caere Mould:

14 f.ialuate the prrsedutes used iss teal deselrPers r
avoid puOntralls truenotree content or language

15. Reston the perlonnanct uf test takers of dfterrnr ra,
gender and efhrtic backgrounds when mottles 44
'rent sire arc aisdattle Esstuate the extent to eds.. r,
pertnrinanor abfferenses mar, haw been iaausr0 ,r4r
Prtgenatf.haraaenercs of the lest

18. When neceSsant and tumble. tat' appnrrmatri* mow
tted forms of tests or adnunrsanbon procedure!,
takers 'nth handicapping .4mdrtrors. Interpret tter dard
norms +nth cart rn the hght or the modtfrcau,on that
.cerr made
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Teal Develop& or Test Ewes Shenk&

IT. When a test is abtionat promde tea taken or then Patents Rwandans with information to help them suae nithri
the test shout/3 be takeit ot if an eaulable alternative to the test should be used.

Hi. Prom& test takers the ittionnatton thm need to be larniltat with the overagy ut the tem. the types of question
formats. the dirertions. and appropriate testkmg strategies tinwe to make suet1 iritarniation ettuath aat table ti .01

test taken

Mkt some Cilitzleaginkt, tala dratkons ham &ma cordial d tasts and WM atom tinder other mi nogamy+. test
news twee with antra Who:bras group Igo Mad conovi et tests and test gores should take the steps described
beim

.

Tat Deutionerp or Tert Users Shoal*

IS. Prom& lest taken of their patella guardians with information about %ha test taken nub have to obtain veto
tab and completed amain sheets retake testa have testa mowed or cancel +owes

PO. red test takers or then parents. guardians how long scores era bit kV on file and indicate to whom and under whin
ortunstances teg scores wig or wilt not be Mood

I. Anentw the procedures that tag taken ex thew Patents StAirdtaba nt&V O. tr. fraleirr COMPIIMIS and haw mohtems
resohyd.
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